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FY 2022 MHAA Project Grant Intent to Apply Form
Intent to Apply

INSTRUCTIONS

• All questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities,
please contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or
410-697-9555. We will do our best to provide alternative forms
of application materials and resources.

• Please use plain text. Content will not retain formatting such as
bold, italics, or bullets.

• When you have completed your application, click Review. You
will be given a final opportunity to review your Intent to Apply.
If you have included all the required answers and materials, you
will be able to click Submit.

• You must submit your Intent to Apply form no later than 11:59
p.m. on January 29, 2021.

HOW TO

• Spell-check: click the check mark to the right of the answer field.
• Save a draft: click Save and Finish Later at the top and bottom of
each page. You may also click Next to continue the application,
which will also save your work.

Completing an Intent to Apply form does not in any way commit your
organization to completing a full application.

Once your Intent to Apply form is processed, you will receive an
email with a link to complete a full application, should you decide to
proceed.

Applicant Information
Federal Tax ID
(Also known as the Employer Identification Number or EIN). This is generally
a 9-digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
520403670

Applicant Organization
Maryland Center for History and Culture

Address
610 Park Avenue

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21201

Primary Project Contact Person
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Prefix
Mr.

First Name
David

Last Name
Belew

Title
Director of Grants and Government Affairs

Office Phone
4106853750

Extension
344

E-mail
dbelew@mdhistory.org

Address
610 Park Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21201

Primary Contact's Role on the Project
Grants Administrator

Project Description
Heritage Area
Check all that apply. If you not sure which heritage area your project is in,
watch this short video with instructions on how to check.
Baltimore National

County where the project will take place:
Baltimore City

Project Title
MCHC Learning Lab Construction

What type of project are you requesting funding for?
The following types of activities are eligible to receive MHAA funding:

• Capital - Acquisition, Development, Rehabilitation, Restoration, Pre-
Development (Construction and Pre-Construction), Trails
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• Non-Capital - Planning, Research, Interpretation, Exhibits, Digital
Resources, Signage, Archeology, Educational Programs, Seminars,
Conferences, Performances, Commemorations, Festivals

Capital (MHAA)

Project Description
Briefly describe your project, including what your end results and products
will be.
As part of a larger schedule of campus improvement projects supported by
the "Shaping the Future of History" fundraising campaign, the Maryland
Center for History and Culture (MCHC) is completely renovating the first floor
of its 1965 "Thomas & Hugg" building into an intentionally designed, $2M
"Learning Lab" for K-12 education experiences. This includes a glass enclosed
work room where students can access computers and participate in hands-on
activities; a permanent interactive installation providing an overview
Maryland history targeted at K-12 audiences; a new lunch room; new
bathrooms; and other code required updates. The Thomas & Hugg building
directly adjoins "France Hall, "MCHC's main lecture public program space," as
well as core administrative office functions. The infrastructure updates
required by the Learning Lab project will have auxiliary benefits for these
spaces that improve visitor and employee experience in a building that has
not undergone a major renovation in decades.

Benefit to the Heritage Area
Briefly discuss how your project will benefit heritage tourism in your local
heritage area.
MCHC is a heritage tourism anchor in the Baltimore National Heritage Area
that annually engages thousands of city residents and heritage tourists. K-12
students make up one of MCHC's largest audiences. Though MCHC has
recently adopted a holistic approach integrating curriculum supporting
experiences in all new exhibitions, it lacks an fully intentionally designed
space to support K-12 learning experiences and there are a variety of hands-
on activities that are not possible in a gallery settings. The Learning Lab will
address this need while providing a fresh and innovative interpretive
experience and appealing to broader audiences such as young families. This
project will also provide support amenities (such as bathrooms) that meet
modern expectations for MCHC visitors participating in a public program held
in the France Hall auditorium space. Overall, this project will help boost
visitation from a variety of audiences and encourage repeat visitation
through a higher quality experience.
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Project Budget
When typing in dollar amounts, only enter numbers. Round the
amounts to the nearest dollar.

MHAA grant funds requested
The minimum amount you can request is $5,000. The maximum amount is
$50,000 for non-capital projects and $100,000 for capital projects.
100000.00

Total Matching Funds Expected
• Your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar, with any
combination of cash and in-kind contributions.

• This means that if you receive a $5,000 grant, your organization must
spend an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.

• This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours
you plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour)
and the documented value of donated services and materials.

• All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
• If you plan to spend additional match, beyond the required dollar-for-
dollar match, list the total amount of non-state funds you anticipate
spending on the project here. Leveraging more than the required one-
to-one match is not a requirement and will not mean that your project is
more likely to be funded.

100000.00

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-ITA Received

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization
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Construction Schedule
  Capital Projects
      Fire Suppression
      Bus Garage Roof
      Squashwise Terminal Bldg Decision
      Second VFT Studio Construction
      Bus Garage Storage
      Learning Lab Construction
      Squashwise Construction
      Deferred Maintenance

  Exhibition Schedule
      1812 Gallery Construction
      The Unfinished Revolution Opens
      SoF Closes
      SoF Gallery Closed
      Henderson Move to front of SoF
      Civil War Closes
      IOSD Install
      I'll Overcome Some Day Opens

  Campaign Funding Initiatives
      FY23 Capital Budget Request
      NEH Grant Decision
      Capital Campaign Wrap-up
      FY23 Budget Determination

Construction Schedule

Fire Suppression

Bus Garage Roof

Second VFT Studio Construction

Bus Garage Storage

Learning Lab Construction

Squashwise Construction

1812 Gallery Construction

SoF Gallery Closed

Henderson Move to front of SoF

IOSD Install
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SHAPING THE  
FUTURE  
OF HISTORY

A NEW PATH for the 
MARYLAND CENTER FOR  

HISTORY AND CULTURE
73/8/2021



THE MARYLAND CENTER FOR HISTORY AND CULTURE (MCHC), formerly the Maryland 
Historical Society, is the premier source for Maryland history, art, and culture with an 
extraordinary collection. Our collection has endured and grown  
since 1844, making us the oldest continually operating cultural 
institution in the state. The MCHC refects not only the story of 
Maryland, but also the story of America.

Alongside the frst handwritten draft of “The Star-Spangled 
Banner,” you will fnd letters and signatures from Queen Victoria, 
King James I, 44 U.S. presidents, Alexander Hamilton, Frederick 
Douglass, Benjamin Banneker, Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, 
Thurgood Marshall, and Helen Keller. 

“We are an 
extraordinary 
repository. Our 
collection has star 
power. I want our 
holdings to be more 
widely known, 
accessible, relevant 
and representative.”

Mark Letzer, MCHC President  
and CEO

Diadem of amethysts and pearls given to Elizabeth Patterson Bonaparte 
(1785-1879) by Prince Jerome Bonaparte (1784-1860), c.1805, Maryland Center 
for History and Culture, Gift of Mrs. Charles J. Bonaparte, xx.5.297

Furniture in Maryland Life, one of MCHC’s 13 onsite exhibitions

Portrait of Frederick Douglass, 
c.1879, by Warren’s Portraits, Boston, 
MA, Maryland Center for History and 
Culture, H. Furlong Baldwin Library, 
Portrait Vertical File
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CULTURAL ARTIFACTS

CAPTURING MORE THAN 2,000 YEARS OF HISTORY.
///////////////////// 

THE MARYLAND CENTER FOR HISTORY AND CULTURE’S COLLECTION 
HOUSES MORE THAN 7 MILLION

Assembled, these 
diverse items tell 
an epic narrative 
of adventure, 
struggle, and 
triumph that 
embodies the spirit 
and heritage of 
Maryland—and  
of America. 

ORAL HISTORIES

BOOKS, JOURNALS, AND MANUSCRIPTS

FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTWORKS

NEWSPAPERS, MAPS, AND PRINTS

DELVE INTO THE COLLECTION,  
and you will uncover archaeological 
artifacts, the founding documents 
of Maryland, a comprehensive 
photographic archive of the 2015 
Baltimore Uprising, the world’s 
largest assembly of paintings by 
members of the Peale family and 
nine portraits by artist Joshua 
Johnson, who is recognized as the 
frst professional African American 
artist in the United States.

Exhumation of the Mastodon, c. 1807, Charles Willson 
Peale, Maryland Center for History and Culture,  
Baltimore City Life Museum Collection, BCLM-MA.5911
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A COMPELLING NEW VISION FOR MCHC
We are the custodians of all these stories and so many more yet to be told. We want to 
preserve the time-honored narrative of Maryland history, while writing an inspiring new story 
for the future of our organization. To achieve this vision, our campaign focuses on three key 
tenets. As we approach our 200th year, we recognize that balance between education, access, 
and sustainability is crucial to moving the Maryland Center for History and Culture forward.

1844 – Founded with the mission to collect the 
“remnants of the state’s history” and preserve heritage 
through research, writing and publications. Located in 
the Baltimore City post offce.A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE IN STEWARDING MARYLAND’S HISTORY
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1850s – Moved to the Athenaeum, where visitors could attend 
art exhibitions. Collections and donations both grew, with George 
Peabody establishing the organization’s frst publications fund. 
The state transferred government records into MCHC care.

1900s – Women gained full membership in the organization.

1906– Launched Maryland Historical Magazine, a journal featuring 
the best work on Maryland history, still published biannually today.

“Bringing artifacts into the classroom digitally supplements our social 
studies curriculum in a very authentic way for the students. Virtual 
feld trips are a great, affordable way to encourage a love of history.”

— Rebecca Kidd, teacher, Urbana Elementary School, Frederick County

Dress, 1780s, Maryland Center for History and 
Culture, The Anne Cheston Murray Collection 
from Ivy Neck, Cumberstone, Maryland, 
2004.39.30
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ENHANCED EDUCATION AND VISITOR EXPERIENCE 
GOAL: $4.5 million
We will transform part of our facility into a state-of-the-art Learning Lab for enhanced 
educational experiences. We will create intentional community spaces designed for dialogue 
and discovery. Vibrant, responsive, and inclusive programs that engage and profoundly 
connect with new, diverse audiences are key to success. 
 Investments include:

n	 New visitor-centric education spaces

n	 Software and technology upgrades to support enhanced onsite and  
 digital programming

n	 Equipment for an additional Virtual Field Trip production studio

n	 Support for expanded programming resources, such as speaker fees,  
 marketing materials, and fabrication and installation 

n	 Additional staffng for expanded programming 

ADVANCED COLLECTIONS STEWARDSHIP AND ACCESS
GOAL: $2.5 million 
To welcome and connect with future audiences, we must re-examine and re-envision 
our campus. By repurposing some of our underutilized structures, we will ensure proper 
stewardship of our collection and focus MCHC’s resources on strategic investments. 
Together, these investments will enhance collections access today while ensuring their  
long-term preservation for future generations. 
 Investments include:

n	 Advanced collections storage and care

n	 Improved public use and research of the collection, both onsite and digitally

n	 Collections assessment and refnement 

n	 Research and object interaction room

n	 Curatorial staffng for collections stewardship and interpretation 

n	 State-of-the-art fre suppression system throughout the library and  
 museum storage and galleries

1919– Moved to 201 West Monument Street, the former 
residence of Baltimore philanthropist Enoch Pratt, which also  
had a state-of-the-art freproof addition for collections display 
and storage.

1920– MCHC leaders served on the War Records Commission  
for World War I.

1945– Hosted the Maryland’s offcial War Records 
Commission during World War II.

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF HISTORY
KEY TENETS
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DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS & EDUCATIONAL IMPACT
Investments from this campaign will have a transformational impact across all MCHC educational programs, including Virtual Field Trips 
(VFTs); curriculum support; online lesson portal; and on-site educational and exhibition experiences for all audiences. 

FY18  

FY19  

FY20* 

FY21  

/////////////////////////////

////////////////////

FY22  

FY23  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

14,000

22,400

24,000 

35,000 POSSIBLE 

50,000 POSSIBLE

75,000 POSSIBLE

  STUDENTS AND TEACHERS SERVED * COVID-19 school closures depressed anticipated 50% program service growth in FY20

1953– Began expanding Monument Street facility.  
Mrs. Thomas C. Jenkins purchased the original manuscript of 
Francis Scott Key’s “Star-Spangled Banner” from the Walters  
Art Gallery for $26,400 and gifted it to MCHC.

1968 – Added a modern wing with exhibition space, auditorium, 
and storage, known as the Thomas and Hugg building.

1981 – Added the France-Merrick wing to the Thomas and  
Hugg building for additional exhibition and work space.

YOUR HISTORY LIVES HERE
The Maryland Center for History and Culture understands how to connect people of all ages 
to the power of history more than any other organization in our state. It took tremendous 
vision and foresight in 1844 to invest in an idea—that Maryland history had value and was 
worth preserving. At MCHC, that vision is alive and well.

SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL: $1 million
While MCHC has remained fnancially solvent through diffcult periods, we must diversify our 
income sources. Our intention is to establish restricted capital funds to ensure long-term 
sustainability and secure our legacy by dedicating a percentage of every campaign gift to 
these reserves.
 Investments include:

n	 Long-term capital assets

n	 Reserves for future programming and exhibitions

n	 Long-standing fnancial sustainability 

In addition to these three immediate goals, MCHC intends to secure an additional $4 
million in planned gift commitments. These legacy gifts will sustain and grow MCHC’s 
endowment, and therefore our organization, for years to come, ensuring that Maryland’s 
oldest continually operating cultural institution will continue to fourish.
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1998 – Took on stewardship of the Baltimore City Life 
Museum collections after its closure.

2003 – Renovated and expanded our facility to include 
the Beard Pavilion and the Carey Center for Maryland Life, 
which features nearly 30,000 square feet of exhibition 
space and new storage space for collections.

Proposed rendering of the new MCHC Learning Lab.

Proposed multi-purpose research and object interaction room.
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JOIN US AS WE REIMAGINE HOW HISTORY IS EXPERIENCED AND TAUGHT
Our $12-million Shaping the Future of History campaign strengthens our vision to 
deepen society’s understanding of the present through dialogue with the past. MCHC 
will be nationally recognized as a center for discovery, engaging diverse audiences in 
authentic experiences onsite and within their communities. A commitment to exemplary 
stewardship, inclusive programming, and ongoing scholarship and innovation will realize 
the potential of our museum and library collections to illuminate our world.

Many already appreciate the work MCHC does to 
steward an unparalleled historical collection and provide 
engaging cultural experiences for thousands of visitors 
and students each year. However, as we confront a global 
pandemic, growing polarization of political discourse, and 
a host of other existential challenges to American society, 
some may also ask why history, why MCHC, and why now? 

Deeper engagement with the past reveals critically 
needed context for understanding current events 
and issues, points to solutions moving forward, and 
builds community by engaging multiple voices and 
perspectives. MCHC’s collections, programming, and 
research capacities make us uniquely equipped to share 
the benefts of historical thinking with Marylanders 
and throughout our nation. The time is now to scale 
up MCHC educational initiatives to create trackable, 
replicable programming leading the way for all our 
country’s history stewards striving to be impactful in 
their communities.

Our collection is our greatest asset and resource 
for engaging diverse populations and is already the 
foundation of experiential learning programs that in a 
typical year directly engage nearly 25,000 students from 
all 24 Maryland school districts and 13 other states. 13 
onsite exhibitions and a growing suite of traveling shows 
engage visitors in fundamental aspects of American 
history. MCHC has a proven track record of success that is 
ready to be built upon.

2019 – Celebrated our 175th birthday. 2020– Reestablished the Maryland Historical Society 
as the Maryland Center for History and Culture.
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Expansion of distance learning was already a core component of MCHC’s campaign and 
new vision. Now, in light of COVID-19, we need to expedite critically needed investments in 
our distance learning capabilities. As schools function with modifed classroom capacity 
and rotating days for students supplemented with online learning, educators struggle to 
identify virtual lessons and educational activities to fll the gap. Like many of us whose 
workplaces thrive on in-person interaction, teachers are not ready to suddenly become 
online educational specialists. 

Students—especially those in lower-income families lacking access to new enrichment 
opportunities—are poised to lose the most during this tumultuous time. Luckily, MCHC 
has been developing and sharing virtual education resources since 2013 and is especially 
equipped to help address this problem on a local, statewide, and even national scale. In 
fact, since 2019, we have doubled the capacity of our team members who are completely 
dedicated to digital outreach. 

“The Maryland Historical Society is a treasure chest of Maryland’s history. 
The breadth of this collection offers Marylanders a tangible connection to 
our state’s storied past.”

— Thomas V. “Mike” Miller, Jr., Maryland Senate President Emeritus
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Two of our fagship distance learning programs are poised to meet demand through 
the Shaping the Future of History campaign: Virtual Field Trips (VFTs) and the Historical 
Investigations Portal (HIP). VFTs replicate the one-on-one and object-based experiences 
students encounter on a museum feld trip. HIP works at scale to supplement classroom 
instruction and address the decline in social studies in American classrooms. Both of these 
types of learning experiences—inspiration and accessibility—are needed to foster historical 
thinking. With no in-person feld trips possible for the foreseeable future and educators 
looking to additional resources to provide quality social studies instruction, VFTs and HIP have 
never been more relevant. 

We are well prepared to lead history and social studies pedagogy into the future with the 
delivery of top-notch interactive, virtual programming that covers a variety of topics—from 
slavery and the Reconstruction era, to the natural history of the Chesapeake Bay, to civil 
rights issues of the past century.

With funding and support from this campaign, we are seeking to shape the future of 
how history is presented far beyond our walls, connecting with new audiences and 
greatly expanding our national presence.

This is your invitation to share in that vision. To make history a relevant and immersive 
experience. To ignite countless connections with our origins and celebrated history.

Your history lives here. 

JOIN US
Mark Letzer
President and CEO
mletzer@mdhistory.org

Hilary Chiang
Director of Individual Giving
hchiang@mdhistory.org

        
mdhistory.org/donate/shaping-the-future-of-history-campaign
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MCHC Campus Development Plan 

 
The MCHC campus constitutes an entire city block bounded by Park Avenue, Centre Street, 
Howard Street, and Monument Street. This is a critical area bridging the Mount Vernon 
Cultural District with burgeoning economic renewal in Baltimore’s downtown west side 
neighborhood. Through the aforementioned studies, the MCHC has determined that it has 
more real-estate than it needs with upkeep draining resources that could be applied to mission 
activities. We are working to readapt underutilized sections of our campus through sale or long-
term lease while concentrating investment where it will have the greatest impact.  Revitalizing 
our campus will enhance collections stewardship and statewide educational programming at 
the MCHC while supporting larger community development in this high potential corner of 
Baltimore City. Thank you for this opportunity to provide a broader overview of our campus 
vision. 
 
 
Howard St. and Greyhound Terminal: 
The MCHC acquired the Greyhound 
Terminal and Howard St. Buildings at a 
time when it benefited from 
approximately $1M in annual state 
operating support and maintained 75 
staff members. When this state support 
was lost in the early 2000s, staffing levels 
were drastically reduced. Today, the 
MCHC has re-grown staffing levels to 37 
fulltime individuals supported by diverse 
revenue streams. However this growth is 
not to the point that it necessitates over 
20,000 sq. ft. of space found in the 
Greyhound Terminal. This facility had 
been utilized as a film production space 
by HBO, Netflix, and other companies in 
recent years, but it does not provide a reliable revenue stream or long-term solution for the 
building. The MCHC has offered this parcel of the campus for sale over the past two years 
working with the Cushman & Wakefield brokerage firm. Due diligence has been performed to 
assess multiple bidders and the ways their development plans would interact with the MCHC 
operations and the character of our historic neighborhood. We are finalizing plans with a buyer 
of the Greyhound Terminal we believe to be an ideal fit and anticipate making an 
announcement in the coming months. Revenue generated from a sale will support the MCHC 
endowment and capital needs. MCHC is still seeking potential developers for the Howard St. 
Buildings.  
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Enoch Pratt House (Pratt): This is the oldest section of our campus built in 1844 and owned by 
the MCHC since 1919.  It is an important building architecturally and historically, but its layout is 
not conducive to modern exhibition or programming space.  We are currently searching for a 
partnership development opportunity to find an adaptive reuse of this space with a third party 
and MCHC that honors its historic integrity.  
 
Keyser Library Building: This ca. 1919, basement and three story, 14,660 sq. ft. building is home 
to our public research library and archives, which stewards seven million books, documents, 
and manuscripts. A FY20 $500K bond provided by Governor Hogan’s administration as well as 
grants from the France-Merrick Foundation and Middendorf Foundation supported a $1.4M 
state-of-the-art fire suppression project in this building. One of only a few in the nation, the 
system’s fine mist droplets would put out a fire without the extensive water damage to 
collections caused by a traditional system. The MCHC will continue investing in updating this 
space as part of its long-term campus plan.  
 
Bar Building and Greyhound Garage: This complex of buildings was developed in 2003 and is 
referred to as the “modern wing” of the campus. The basement and three story 20,034 sq. ft. 
Bar Building was new construction at the time, while the one story with vaulted ceiling, 19,314 
sq. ft. Greyhound Garage was fully updated. A campus use analysis with GWWO as well as a 
preservation needs assessment conducted by the Conservation Center for Art and Historic 
Artifacts has determined that this complex most adheres to collections care standards for 
humidity, security, and other factors while the other sections of the campus are markedly 
deficient barring a multi-million dollar investment. Consolidating all collections storage and high 
profile exhibitions within the modern wing is the most efficient use of resources. An FY2021 
$1M bond provided by Governor Hogan’s administration and other private funds will convert 
the Greyhound Garage to modern collections storage. A new roof, minor building layout 
adjustments, and storage equipment purchases are required to realize this plan. Moving from 
nearly one dozen, deficient museum storage space scattered throughout the campus to one 
state-of-the-art facility will greatly improve long-term conservation while enhancing research 
access for scholars.  
 
Thomas and Hugg Building (T&H): This ca. 1965, basement and three story, 28,580 sq. ft. 
building is the core of the MCHC administration and public programming activities and the 
focus of our FY22, $3.5M budget request. Currently, the basement is home to several 
collections storage areas; the first floor holds exhibition space, K-12 activities and lunchroom, 
and our lecture auditorium; the second floor holds exhibition space and library support offices; 
and the third floor is home to the majority of the MCHC office space for its 37 employees. The 
aforementioned preservation needs assessment conducted by the Conservation Center for Art 
and Historic Artifacts has determined that T&H is wholly unsuitable for collections storage and 
exhibitions displaying sensitive objects. While T&H has benefited from new fire suppression 
systems supported by State in FY2020, fully updating it to collections care standards with new 
climate control systems, security, shelving, and building envelope improvements may exceed 
$10M and is beyond the MCHC’s current fundraising capacity.  
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However T&H continues to have high value as administrative and public programming space 
that could be fully realized by a more prudent investment. As we work to consolidate most 
museum activities in the modern wing of the campus, the MCHC will convert the first floor of 
T&H to an intentionally designed, K-12 learning space. This is in support of a rapidly growing 
education program that served 74,899 students and teachers in the 2019-20 school year in 21 
Maryland counties and several other states. Much of this has been through virtual outreach. 
The Learning Lab plan includes the development of a second Virtual Fieldtrip Studio that will 
fully double the capacity of this popular program as well as logistic areas for coordination of 
travelling trunks and other outreach assets. In addition to the MCHC’s growing outreach 
initiatives, a great need remains to create an in-person learning experience at the MCHC that 
provides Maryland’s students and teachers hands-on opportunities for historical inquiry.  
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MARK B. LETZER 
President & CEO 

Maryland Historical Society 
mletzer@mdhs.org 

410-685-3750, ext. 333 
 
EDUCATION:   Loyola College; Baltimore, MD 

    Bachelor of Science/Arts, Double Major: Biology/Writing 
 

    Towson University; Towson, MD 
    Post graduate course work in Writing and Literary Analysis 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
 
July 2015 – Present  President & CEO, Maryland Historical Society 
 
 
2010 – 2014 Chief Development Officer, Maryland Historical Society 
 
Developed an exceptional fundraising team made up of the following positions: Annual Fund 
Manager, Grant Writer, Development Coordinator, and Director of Programs and Community 
Partnerships. Developed new funding relationships and increased funding levels of existing 
donors. Work closely with the President/CEO, Board of Trustees and the staff management team 
to raise public and private resources and funds necessary for the operation of the organization. 
Oversee all fundraising, community outreach and special events 
 
 
2007 – 2010  Deputy Director for Community Relations   Maryland Historical Society 
 
Worked closely with individuals, organizations, and other museum professionals to promote 
higher visitation and involvement at the society, increase donations and create awareness of the 
society’s mission and collections.  
 
2004- 2006   Guest Curator    Maryland Historical Society 
 
Guest curator of the exhibition “A Gardener’s Tale: The 18th-Century World of Annapolis 
Silversmith William Faris”, based on the book The Diary of William Faris, The Daily Life of 
an Annapolis Silversmith edited by Mark B. Letzer and Jean B. Russo.  
 
 
1995-2003     Author/Editor 
 
The Diary of William Faris, The Daily Life of an Annapolis Silversmith  
 Edited by Mark B. Letzer and Jean B. Russo. Published 2003 by the  
 Maryland Historical Society Press. Baltimore, MD 
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2003-2004 International Consultant Latin American Region   FILA, USA. Sparks, MD 
 
In addition to credit duties listed below, this position required frequent travel to Mexico City, 
Mexico serving as a liaison with the home office in Sparks, Maryland.  
 
 
1994-2000 Senior Credit Analyst    FILA, USA. Inc. Sparks, MD 
 
Supervised the creation of domestic and international accounts. Determined the need for 
domestic and international letters of credit, cash against documents and other forms of credit 
protection.  
 
1989-1994 Area Credit Analyst   UNISYS Corporation. Hunt Valley, MD 
 
Managed existing aging accounts for two districts: Washington Financial, comprising NASDAQ 
and its subscribers, and Pittsburgh Commercial. Contacted customers on aged invoices and 
secured compliance. Ensured accurate monthly forecasting of incoming revenues. 
 
AFFILIATIONS: 
 
* Past Vice President: Friends of the American Wing– Baltimore Museum of Art 
* Board of Directors: Historic Hampton Incorporated, National Park Service, Towson, Maryland 
* Board of Directors: Panama Audubon Society 
* House committee: Ladew Topiary Gardens  
 
 
PUBLICATIONS 
 
*American Cagebird Magazine 1982/1983  Article 
*American Federation of Aviculture 1984   Article 
*Panama Audubon Society News   Articles repeatedly throughout 1980s 
*Journal of Field Ornithology 1995   Article  
 
*The Diary of William Faris 2003    Book 
*The Magazine Antiques   March 2006      Article  
*Annapolis Antiques Show Catalog 2007 Article 
*Hunt Valley Antique Show Catalog 2008 Article 
*Maryland Historical Society News 2008/2009 Article  
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Katie Michele Caljean 
 

    
    
 
Past Experience:  
 
 C U R A T O R  O F  P U B L I C  
P R O G R A M M I N G  at Red Mill 
Museum Village  
Clinton, NJ ▪ December 2011 to 
July 2012 
 
U S E U M  E D U C A T I O N  
C O O R D I N A T O R  at Morris 
Museum  
Morristown, NJ ▪ December 2009 
to December 2011 
 
 
 
E D U C A T I O N  
 
MASTER OF ARTS,  MUSEUM 
ANTHROPOLOGY  from Columbia 
University, New York, NY (2011) 
Coursework: Anthropology, 
Archaeology, Art Education, and 
Historic Preservation. GPA 3.9 
MA Thesis – Reconstructing Inka 
qero vessel life-histories: a 
collections-based case study   
MA Exhibition Project – The world 
came to St. Louis: photographs 
from the 1904 World’s Fair, in 
collaboration with Columbia 
University & American Museum of 
Natural History 
 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, 
ANTHROPOLOGY from Drew 
University, Madison, NJ (2007) 
Specializations: Archaeology 
Minor. Arts Administration & 
Museology Minor. GPA 3.9, 
Summa Cum Laude.  
Honors Thesis – Archaeological 
reconstruction of Andean textile 
technology in coastal Ecuador: a 
methodological approach 
 

  E X P E R I E N C E  
 
V I C E  P R E S I D E N T ,  E D U C A T I O N  &  O U T R E A C H    
at Maryland Historical Society  
Baltimore, MD ▪ October 2018 to present 
P R E V I O U S L Y :   
Vice President, Educational Initiatives, January 2018-October 2018 
Director of Programs & Strategic Initiatives, July 2015-January 2018 
Director of Public Programs & Community Partnerships, July 2013-July 2015 
Events and Volunteer Manager, October 2012-July 2013 
 
Works to shape a centralized vision and strategy for all educational and 
public programming to creatively engage multi-generational audiences with 
collections, both within the library and museum, as well as permanent and 
changing exhibitions 
 

Provides leadership and management of a comprehensive programming plan 
for institutional mission-driven programs and earned revenue generating 
initiatives 
 

Collaborates with senior staff and trustees to develop and organize 
institutional projects and initiatives, including cultivation and fundraising 
opportunities, engagement of new and diverse communities, and strategic 
institutional visioning projects and planning 
 

Steers digital learning initiatives, including distance learning, virtual field 
trips, video content, gallery interactive elements, and the historical 
investigations e-portal 
 

Oversees multidisciplinary onsite and outreach programs for school, youth, 
adult, and family audiences that implement object-based, inquiry-based, and 
research-based learning 
 

Supervises a staff of 8 employees: Director of Education, Digital Education 
Manager, Youth & Family Programs Manager, School Programs Manager, 
Digital Education Assistant, Education Programs Assistant, Director of 
Communications & Marketing, and Community Engagement Manager, as well 
as volunteers and interns 
 

Facilitates daily logistics and operations, manages institutional calendar, 
maintains departmental and project budgets, coordinates technological 
needs, and oversees event setup and breakdown 
 

Develops institutional messaging to ensure that programs, events, and 
initiatives are communicated through print invitations, community calendars, 
e-newsletters, traditional press outlets, and social media 
 

Identifies new collaborative partners and nurtures relationships with 
institutions, universities, and organizations throughout Maryland  
 

Serves on the Maryland Commission on the Commemoration of the 100th 
Anniversary of the Passage of the 19th Amendment to the United States 
Constitution 
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Allison Tolman 
Vice President of Collections 
Maryland Historical Society                             
201 W. Monument St                            (410) 685-3750 x342 
Baltimore, MD 21201                                     ATolman@mdhs.org 
       

Summary 
 
Vice President of Collections, managing museum and library staff, care and exhibition of museum and archival objects, with a background in art 
conservation.  Over seven years of exhibition, collection management and registration experience and four years of professional art conservation in 
both the private and museum fields.  Experience with textile and painting conservation, exhibition development, costume mounting, preventive 
conservation, creation of storage and display mounts, acquisitions, loans, deaccessioning, policing-writing, risk management, and research.  Leader 
of an ongoing summer internship program for pre-program conservation and fashion history students. 
 
Professional and Technical Skills 

● Vice President of Collections: Managing Museum, Library, and Imaging Services staff, collections, and exhibitions.  Guiding museum and 
library to reach strategic initiatives, maintain high standards for collection care and management, and provide access to public. Determine 
and enforce budgets, lead exhibition teams, guide overarching institutional goals, and work with the Board of Trustees to enhance the 
institution. 

● Registration: Writing collection policy, accessioning and deaccessioning, execution of loan contracts, database management, exhibition 
installation and de-installation, preventive conservation, archival housing, applied conservation, condition reporting, research, technical 
writing. 

● Associate Curator of Fashion Archives: Creation of a new costume storage room including hanging and flat storage, creation of custom 
archival housing for clothing and accessories, form-carving and adaptation, costume mounting and installation, mending, washing, and 
backing repairs with conservation-grade materials, fashion historical research and blogging, leader of internship program in the Fashion 
Archives, identification, cataloging, and dating items in the collection. 

● Technical Skills: Fully proficient in all of the following: Past Perfect (PP), The Museum System (TMS), Microsoft Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom, Gantt software, Wordpress, Tumblr, and various social media platforms. 

 
Professional Experience 

 
 
Vice President of Collections          2019-Present 
Maryland Historical Society 
 
As Vice President of Collections, I manage the Museum, Library, and Imaging Services departments.  I work with each department to establish 
priorities, set goals, and implement plans of actions to reach goals that look toward our larger institutional initiatives.  I help shape the vision of the 
institution looking forward and developing overarching goals.  I manage exhibition teams, develop exhibition topics, assist in fundraising, direct 
deaccessioning, accessioning, and collection management goals for the museum and library.  I help develop and manage departmental budgets.  I 
serve as a guide and advocate for staff with the President and Board of Trustees. 
 
Director of Collection            2019-2019 
Maryland Historical Society 
 
Served as Director of Collections for 7 months before promotion to Vice President of Collections. As Director of Collections, I oversaw the museum 
department, including the Exhibition and Collection Manager, Associate Registrar, Research Assistant, and all volunteers and interns.  I managed 
day-to-day operations in the department as well as creating the department schedule, setting goals and deadlines, and enforcing timelines to reach 
overarching institutional goals set by the President and Board of Trustees.  I oversaw deaccessioning initiatives, developed collection management 
plans, and helped curate the leading exhibition. 
 
 
Chief Registrar and Associate Curator of the Fashion Archives       2014- 2018 
Maryland Historical Society 
 
Served as the Registrar for two and half years before promotion to the Chief Registrar and Associate Curator of the Fashion Archives.  As Registrar, I 
am responsible for the physical well-being and protection of the collection as well as all documentation.  Duties include drafting contracts, policies, 
and procedures, object handling, packing and shipping, insurance, condition notations and other documentation for all objects passing into and out of 
the MdHS complex as well as cataloging and inventories of the permanent collections.  The Registrar determines, monitors, and enforces all security, 
environmental controls, storage and handling requirements, and other collection issues.  All object documentation including the donor files, receipts, 
and catalog cards, etc. as well as the collection management software, Past Perfect (PP) are maintained and administered by the Registrar’s office.  
The Registrar manages all public and scholarly research inquiries, object loan requests from other institutions, and monitors research related visits in 
order to share objects and information with the greater community.  The Registrar assigns accession numbers for all museum objects and keeps a 
ledger of all accessioned objects. 
 
As Associate Curator of the Fashion Archives, I help to bolster the collection through exhibition, outreach, and social media.  Duties include creation 
of a climate-controlled storage facility with hanging and flat storage, providing access to the collection, conducting behind-the-scenes tours, 
exhibition and rotation of costume objects, and running the annual summer internship program to rehouse, catalog, preserve, exhibit, and research the 
Fashion Archives.  Manage outreach through Fashion Archives blog, Facebook, and Instagram posts, as well as annual internship public presentation 
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and participation in Costume Society of America events. I assisted in the creation and implementation of the Adopt-A-Box program to allow patrons 
to contribute small amounts to preserve objects in the collection, receiving in return pictures and information about their adopted objects.   
 
 
Collection Care and Processing Contractor                               2011-2014 
Anacostia Community Museum, Smithsonian Institution 
 
Bolstered accountability and cataloging standards by writing new collection policies and protocol in regards to deaccessioning, accessioning, data 
capture and cataloging collections.  Created standard level cataloging procedures to utilize features and employ authorities and global thesauri to 
improve data management and work toward linked open data. 
 
Authored, coordinated and managed the deaccession and disposal of over a thousand objects for the museum, most of which had little or no 
documentation with the object and required extensive curatorial research. The process involved creating new policy, tracking digitally tracking 
movement of objects, condition assessment and documentation, presentation to the collection committee, and creation of archival housing or shipping 
containers. 
 
Completed condition assessment, documentation, binder analysis, and minor conservation treatment of a collection of 400 paintings and painted 
objects for the museum. The inventory included documentation of condition and an in-depth study of artist materials, using the information to 
optimize collection care and create appropriate collection storage.  
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Thomas D. Welliver 
 
776 Winchester Drive, Westminster, MD 21157      twelliver65@comcast.net         410.259.4119 
 

Bringing a wide breadth and depth of core competencies,  
community leadership and professional accomplishments. 

 
PROFESSIONAL & COMMUNITY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 

 
Budgeting and Finance 
• Developed a new budget processes to incorporate education and management input 

(Healthcare for the Homeless, CHAI) 
• Identified contract savings and revenue opportunities, resulting in $1.5 million in additional 

funding (Healthcare for the Homeless) 
• Raised over $3 billion in capital and private equity for real estate and telecom firms 
• Capitalized on banking relationships to create optimal credit agreements for both public and 

nonprofit entities 
• Increased healthcare, retirement and wellness plan offerings while lowering cost 
• Implemented new accounting policies and procedures to increase quality, responsiveness 

and reliability (Community Foundation of Carroll County) 
• Created reconciliation process and review procedures to improve monthly financials 

statements (Merritt Properties and Development Company of America) 
 
Leadership, Strategic Planning and Best Practices  
• Helped create and implement new Strategic Plans (Healthcare for the Homeless, CHAI) 
• Implemented Best Practices (McDaniel College) 
• Prepared and presented 50+ presentations to potential investors, bankers, donors 
• Help establish three Carroll County nonprofits:  Access Carroll, Boys & Girls Club, 

Community of Shalom 
• Reorganized committee meetings and expectations (Lifebridge Healthcare) 
• Supervised employees in numerous roles 
• Man of the Year for Carroll County: Boy Scouts of Central Maryland, 2009 

 
Capital Campaign Leadership 
• Chaired three Capital Campaigns for Carroll County nonprofits, raising more than $7 million 
• Leadership roles in five additional Carroll County capital campaigns 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore        Chief Financial Officer 
                2019 – Present 
• Manage $3 million operating budget 
• Collaborate with Human Resources on retirement, healthcare and other benefit plans, 

including reporting and audit compliance 
• Direct entire risk management programs for museum assets in excess of $100 million 
• Oversee financial reporting and compliance for federal, state and local grants, including 

audits, tax and federal reviews 
• Administer $20 million endowment and restricted fund investments 
• Responsible for the maintenance and facilities management for the 6-building campus 

comprising over 200,000 square feet of museum, office and warehouse facilities 
• Supervise Information Technology department for network security risk protection 
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Health Care for the Homeless, Baltimore        Chief Financial Officer 

           2017 - 2019 
• Manage $28 million budget for one of Maryland’s largest Federally Qualified Healthcare 

Centers (FQHC) 
• Oversee financial reporting and compliance for $13 million federal, state and local grants, 

including audits and federal reviews 
• Supervise Information Technology department for HIPPA compliance and network security 

risk protection 
• Manage billing and collections for Medicare, Medicaid and privately insured patients 
• Manage $3.6 million Federal Drug Rebate Program (340b) 
• Oversee all contracts and purchasing 
• Collaborate with Human Resources on retirement, healthcare and other benefit plans, 

including reporting and audit compliance 
 

Comprehensive Housing Assistance, Inc. (CHAI), Baltimore      Chief Financial Officer 
2015 - 2017 

• Managed nonprofit accounting and financial reporting 
• Created forecasting models and managed cash flow 
• Prepared grant proposals and compliance reports 
• Oversaw accounting for 1,700 senior, low-income housing units and development of new 

housing projects 
 
Success for All Foundation, Baltimore         Chief Financial Officer 
           2014 - 2015 
• Oversaw nonprofit accounting and financial reporting 
• Responsible for compliance of major government grants and A-133 audits 
• Supervised school support staff who managed contracts with 500 school districts  
• Created forecasting models and managed cash flow 
 
Development Company of America LLC, Westminster         CFO & RE Portfolio Manager 
             2012 - 2014 
• Managed cash and treasury functions and all banking relationships 
• Developed and implemented all capital market strategies and financial activities 
• Oversaw property accounting and financial audits 
• Developed budgets and management reports for Board of Directors and Trustees 
• Directed risk management and insurance programs 
• Managed asset portfolio, including acquisition and disposition of assets. 
  
McDaniel College, Westminster   Dir. of Strategic Initiatives, Institutional Advancement 
              2010 - 2012 
• Developed planned gift program including state regulatory filing compliance 
• Cultivated Alumni Relations as Major Gift and Donor Relations Officer 
• Raised money for $8 million stadium project 
• Member of Middle-States Reaccreditation Committee 
• Developed cash flow analysis for capital project funding 
 
Merritt Properties, LLC, Baltimore                         Chief Financial Officer 
               2001 - 2010 
• Developed and monitored annual budget for the Board of Directors 
• Responsible for all commercial banking relationships 
• Developed and implemented all capital market strategies and financial activities 
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• Oversaw financial audits 
• Supervised all property accounting and management reports 
• Projected all cash requirements for operations and development projects 
• Coordinated the risk management, insurance programs for $1.5 billion real estate portfolio 
• Organized fleet management and purchasing for 80 vehicle fleet 
• Analyzed and integrated acquisitions 
 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS 
 
• Business Telecom Corp (BTI), Raleigh  

Director of Investor Relations & Capital Markets (1999 – 2001) 
• Highwoods Properties, Inc (NYSE: HIW), Raleigh 

Director of Investor Relations and Financial Reporting (1995 – 1999) 
• Vik Brother Insurance Group, Raleigh 

Treasury Manager (1994 – 1995) 
• Coastal Healthcare Group, Inc. (NYSE: DR), Durham 

Division Controller, Director of SEC Reporting, Assistant Controller (1991 – 1994) 
• KPMG Peat Marwick, Greensboro 

Senior Accountant (1987 – 1991) 
 
EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
 
• Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Bachelor of Science in Accountancy 1987 
• Certified Public Accountant (inactive status) 
• AICPA, NCACPA 
• Dun & Bradstreet Insurance Advisory Board 
  
 
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND BOARD LEADERSHIP/MEMBERSHIP 
 
• Lifebridge Health   Board of Directors, Chair of Missions Committee (current) 
• Carroll Hospital Center   Board of Directors (current) 
• McDaniel College   Member of the Board of Trustees 2009-2010 
• Westminster Kiwanis Club Board Member and Treasurer (current) 

President 2005-2006 
• Westminster Boys & Girls Club Founding Member, Board Member, Treasurer (current) 
• Access Carroll Medical Clinic Board Member, Treasurer (current) 
• West. Community of Shalom Board Member, Vice-Chairman (current) 
• Community Foundation of CC Chair of the Board, Board Member 2004-2010 
• Davis Library Foundation  Board Member, Treasurer (current) 

 
 

References available upon request. 
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David Armenti 
Museum Educator, Public Historian and Research Specialist 

              

 
Personal Contact Information:    Professional Contact Information:  
5708 Greenspring Avenue     201 W. Monument Street 

Baltimore, MD 21209     Baltimore, MD 21201 
240-462-0183      410-685-3750, ext. 324 

darmenti@yahoo.com     darmenti@mdhs.org    

              

 
Work Experience           
 

Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, MD     February 2013 – Present 

Director of Education 
 

● Establish institutional partnerships with area independent schools, universities, and K-12 public schools 

through the initiation of unique, project based learning opportunities.  

● Support grant application research and writing and maintain relevant budget accounts, while managing 

documentation and data related to departmental grants.  

● Develop original lesson plans aligned with the Maryland State Curriculum, as well as national Common 

Core standards for Social Studies.  

● Communicate and coordinate with school system administration and educators to share MdHS educational 

resources and programs; Conduct professional development workshops for teachers throughout the state. 

● Develop and lead standardized research programs and tours, which introduce classes to primary source 

material.  
● Write essays highlighting research opportunities through the MdHS Library blog The Underbelly and the 

MdHS News publication.  

● Represent the Society at professional conferences, as well as through media outlets such as WYPR, 

WEAA, and WJZ.  

 

Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, MD    March 2011 – February 2013 

Research Archivist/Educational Outreach Coordinator 
 

● Within the Legacy of Slavery Project, researched using primary source collections to investigate the impact 

of slavery on the experience of 19th century Marylanders. 

● Presented resources and research strategy workshops for K-12 teachers and students, genealogists, museum 

professionals, and other educators. 

● Utilized primary government records and secondary accounts to write scholarly case studies of individuals 

related to Underground Railroad activism (including fugitives, accomplices, and slaveholders). 

● Developed document packets, multimedia presentations, and lesson plan seeds appropriate for K-12 

educators, which addressed state history including, but not limited to, the African-American experience. 

● Managed data collections including census records, newspaper advertisements, and government records 

using Adobe programs and proprietary database system.  

 
Education 
 

Loyola College, Baltimore, MD       December 2010 

Master of Arts in Teaching, Secondary Social Studies     GPA: 3.93 

 

University of Maryland, College Park, MD     May 2007 

Bachelor of Arts in American History and American Studies,    GPA: 3.63  

Concentrations in Philosophy and United States History   

 
Activities and Honors 

● Recipient of the Maryland Distinguished Scholar Award  

● University of Maryland, Dean's List, Fall 2003 – Spring 2007 

● University Honors Program, Phi Beta Kappa  
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Conference and Workshop Presentations 
 

 Reginald F. Lewis Museum, Baltimore, MD, July 27, 2011:  

“Slavery in 17th and 18th Century Maryland”, Teacher Workshop Presentation.  

 Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Conference, Cambridge, MD, June 2012:  

“Mapping the Journey from Slavery to Freedom: U.S. Colored Troops and Samuel Green, Jr.”  

 Historic Londontowne, Edgewater, MD, Summer 2012:  

“Tobacco and Slavery in 17th and 18th Century Maryland”, Teacher Workshop Presentation. 

 Progressive Education Summit, Baltimore, MD, January 2013 

“Using Primary Sources and Digital Media to Teach African American History” 

 Maryland Council for Social Studies, Annual Conference: Presentations on behalf of the Maryland 
Historical Society: 2013, 2014, and 2015, 2016 and 2019.   

 Enoch Pratt Free Library: Media Specialist Conference, October 2016.  

 Maryland Historical Society, Summer Teacher Institutes (Served as Project Director, Research and Content 

Advisor, Presenter) 

o Civil Rights Movement in Maryland, June 24-28, 2013 

o Maryland in the War of 1812, July 7-11, 2014 

o Slavery, Freedom and Memory in Maryland, June 24-28, 2019 

 Maryland Public School System and Independent Schools, Social Studies Pedagogy and Use of Primary 

Source Collections for Instruction: Over 30 Presentations from 2013 to 2020.  

 

Publications and Media Appearances  

 
 “Pursuit of Freedom in a Slave Society” MdHS News (Spring 2018): 18-20.  

 Maryland State Archives: Legacy of Slavery in Maryland Website, http://slavery.msa.maryland.gov/  

o Over 100 biographical case studies written about fugitive slaves, free African Americans, 

slaveholders, accomplices to flight, and United States Colored Troops from Maryland.  

 Research Essays published in the Underbelly: Maryland Historical Society’s Library Blog 

http://www.mdhs.org/underbelly/  

o “Is He White or Colored?: Chinese in Baltimore City Public Schools” August 15, 2013 

o “A Thorny Path: School Desegregation in Baltimore” May 15, 2014 

o “Are We Satisfied?: The Baltimore Plan for School Desegregation” September 25, 2014 
o “Facing the Great War: World War I and the Beginnings of Modern Rehabilitation” March 19, 

2015.  

o “History Engaging Youth: Studying Civil Rights History in Maryland” June 2, 2016 

o “Taking a Stand in History! National History Day Research at MdHS” March 16, 2017 

 WYPR, “Morning Morning with Sheilah Kast”, Guest Speaker 

o “A Slave One Day, A Soldier the Next: The Amazing Journey of Maryland's African-American 

Civil War Veterans”, February 5, 2013.  

http://programs.wypr.org/podcast/slave-one-day-soldier-next-amazing-journey-marylands-african-

american-civil-war-veterans-0  

o “Facing the Great War: Baltimore Students Explore Fort McHenry’s World War I Legacy”, March 

18, 2015 

 WEAA, First Edition with Sean Yoes, Guest Speaker 

o Emancipation of Slaves in Maryland, November 6, 2014 

 

 
Special Skills and Credentials          
 

● Maryland State Certified Social Studies Teacher, Grades 7-12 

● Passed Praxis II, Social Studies: Content Knowledge, January 2009   

● Passed Praxis II, Social Studies Pedagogy, August 2010 

● Passed Praxis I, April 2008 

● Computer literate in Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Adobe Pro/Photoshop and Google Drive Suite 
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Alexander Lothstein 

12050 Little Patuxent Parkway Apt. K Columbia, MD 21044 | (901) 581-6268 | ahlothstein@gmail.com 

 

Experience: 

 

Museum Learning Manager 

Maryland Historical Society | Baltimore, MD | March 2020 – Present 

• Develop new exhibition interpretation, content, and interactives, working collaboratively within inter-

departmental exhibition teams. 

• Content specialist for upcoming Civil Rights exhibition (slated opening February 2021) 

• Manage program development and implementation, including the creation of new tours and programs. 

• Oversee operations conducted by the Education Programs and Docent Coordinator. 

• Oversee education internship and volunteer programs. 

• Develop teacher professional development programs, including content and skill-based workshops and 

Summer teacher Institutes 

• Manage Student Research Center for History program.  

• Peer review for the Maryland Historical Society’s journal Maryland Historical Magazine. 

• Develop pop-up exhibitions relating to institutional programming.  

• Oversee Booker T. Washington Middle School Oral History Project. 

• Compile monthly reports on program spending, income, and participation. 

 

School Programs Manager  

Maryland Historical Society | Baltimore, MD | June 2018 – February 2020 

• Oversee education internship and volunteer programs. 

• Manage and improve inquiry and interactive based onsite educational programming. 

• Developed primary source and collections-based programming for onsite audiences. 

• Write and edit content for museum education and marketing newsletter 

• Compiled monthly reports on program spending, income, and participation. 

• Peer-reviewed for the Maryland Historical Society’s journal Maryland Historical Magazine. 

• Integrated archives and collections material into programming. 

• Collaborate and spearhead partnerships with school districts, higher education, state organizations, and other 

nonprofits and for-profit community organizations. 

• Planned and helped run a Summer Teacher Institute entitled “Slavery, Freedom, and Memory in Maryland”. 

• Boosted onsite educational program attendance by 64% since 2017  

• Overhauled pre-and post-visit curriculum units for use by elementary and secondary school teachers 

connecting the museum’s collections to the school curriculum. 

 

School Programs Coordinator 

Maryland Historical Society | Baltimore, MD | August 2017 – June 2018 

• Managed school and homeschool educational programming. 

• Developed and led original, interactive programs for students grades K-12. 

• Modernized the museum’s scheduling system. 

• Oversaw the museum’s National History Day programs and presence. 

• Integrated archives and collections material in to programming.  

• Supervised a team of volunteer docents. 

• Implemented improved docent training system. 

• Led virtual field trips and outreach initiatives using digital systems. 

 

Program Facilitator 
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Museum of the American Revolution | Philadelphia, PA | April 2017 – August 2017 

• Facilitated interactive, inquiry-based small-group gallery programs about the American Revolution for 

students in grades 4-12.  

• Helped students develop historical thinking skills through guided viewing and group discussion of original 

artifacts and documents, role playing activities in immersive environments, use of multimedia experiences, 

and participating in hands-on activities.  

• Led on-site, hands-on classes and workshops for student and adult tour groups.  

• Assisted with teacher training programs and educator events.  
• Aided with evaluation of programs, including data collection. 

 

 

Summer Historical Intern 

Arch Street Meeting House and Burial Ground | Philadelphia, PA | June 2016 – August 2016 

• Supported the development and implementation of new interpretive and educational programs. 

• Helped plan content for an exhibit on Quaker businesses in Pennsylvania. 

• Researched and developed outlines for historical programs related to Quaker industries and 

businesses. 

• Developed and expanded upon the Quaker Burial Records database.    

• Gathered and interpreted visitor feedback related to tours.  

• Assisted in managing historical and non-historical programs and events. 

 

Living History Intern  

Harpers Ferry National Historic Park | Harpers Ferry, WV | May 2014 – August 2014 

• Studied primary and secondary sources to present exhibits, tours, and 

interpretive programs. 

• Researched and developed methods for programs to educate visitors on the 

history and importance of the park.  

• Prepared exhibits on the Civil War and industry at Harpers Ferry. 

 

 

Education: 

Temple University, Philadelphia, PA  
Master of Arts, 2015-2017 

American History  
 

Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, OH 
Bachelor of Arts, 2011-2015 

Major: History  

Minor: Politics and Government 

  

Membership Organizations: 

• National Council on Public History 

• Phi Alpha Theta- National History Honor Society 

• Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity 
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Gerald Tabarly 
Buildings Manager, Maryland Historical Society 

Immediately Prior Experience 

Role 

Responsibilities 

Project Manager, Eneractive Solutions 

Field Energy Auditing and Project Oversight 

Audit facilities to identify energy saving mechanical and electrical opportunities.  
Create reports that will describe the energy conservation measures scope of 
work, estimated cost and savings with simple payback.  Responsible for selecting 
project foremen, and labor contractors. Reviewing budgets and determines risk 
reviews for all projects.      

Education Background  
AA University of Central Florida 
Professional Affiliations 
AEE Association of Energy Engineers 

Relevant Experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Tabarly has performed in a design/build and management role for 
performance contracting on numerous projects throughout his career. These 
projects include the following: 

 New York State (DOCS) Department of Corrections  

 Ft. Campbell‐Kentucky/Tennessee 

 Portsmouth Navy Shipyard 

 Army Research Lab‐Hyattsville Maryland 

 Y‐12 Oak Ridge Nuclear site‐ Oakridge Tennessee 

 Mexico Schools‐Mexico New York 

 City of Utica‐Utica New York 

 Chrysler Building‐New York New York 

 Rockefeller Center‐New York New York 

 Pensacola Navy Base‐Pensacola Florida 

 Ft. Bragg Army Base‐Fayetteville North Carolina 

Salient Project Experience 
Princeton University, Lighting retrofit, programmable ballasts, LED fixtures 
Design,  2006/2007 ‐ $1,100,000  

TSA, Homeland Security, Arlington, Virginia, HVAC system VFD design and 
installation, 2007 ‐ $369,000 

Plainview Schools, Plainview, NY, HVAC modifications, boiler replacements, 
VFDs, dual fuel installations, lighting retrofits, 2002/2003 ‐ $3,500,000 

Lindenhurst Schools, Lindenhurst, NY, HVAC upgrades, window replacements, 
control upgrades, boiler replacements, 2003/2004 ‐ $4,500,000  

Warwick Schools, Warwick, NY, Boiler replacements, window replacements, oil 
tank removal, lighting retrofits, dual fuel installations, HVAC and control 
upgrades, 2004 ‐ $2,300,000 

Describe any other relevant technical 
experience 

Mr. Tabarly has 19 years of experience with proven success in auditing facilities, 
identifying energy savings measures and implementing same.  He has a strong 
background in construction, concept design, labor and material cost estimating 
and project management on large‐scale multiple building facility sites.  He has 
managed multimillion dollar projects for key clients such as Army Corp of 
Engineers, United States Post Office, University of Maryland, Potomac Electric 
Power Company (PEPCO)., Delmarva Power, United States Navy, Washington 
Suburban Sanitary Commission. 
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Jennifer Michael 
(c) 443-851-0568  •  jennifermichael_1@yahoo.com 

 

EXPERIENCE 
 

Director of Communications and Marketing 

Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, MD, 2018-Present 
Direct all communications, marketing, and media relations for Maryland’s oldest continuously operating cultural 

institution. Develop and implement strategies to raise the profile of the MdHS museum, library, education resources, and 

public programs within the Baltimore region and across the state. Coordinate media interest in MdHS and ensure regular 

contact with target media and appropriate response to media requests. Oversee the editorial direction, design, and 

production of MdHS print marketing materials, including the semi-annual membership magazine, MdHS News; and 

manage all digital communications, including email marketing and social media messaging across muliple platforms. 

Accomplishments: 

• Leading a comprehensive rebranding campaign – to launch in September 2020 – that will introduce a new name 

and brand identity for the 176-year-old organization. A highlight of the campaign will be a completely revamped 

website that will present the organization as both a resource and a destination for those interested in Maryland 

and American history, and include digital access for the first time to the museum and library collections.  

• Led marketing and public relations campaigns to promote three major exhibition openings and accompanying 

programming in 2019 that contributed to a significant increase in visitation over the year prior.  

 

 

Communications Manager  

Brown Memorial Park Avenue Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, MD, 2014-2018 
Managed the creation, organization, planning, and implementation of effective communications messages and strategies 

for the church and community audiences. Proactively supported church and ministry leaders in conveying their vision and 

communications priorities. Supervised office assistants and volunteers to help implement communications strategies and 

tactics. Accomplishments: 

• Led the creation and implementation of a logo rebranding to better represent BMPA’s rich history, architecture 

and vibrant congregation. Oversaw the redesign of all print and digital marketing materials to reflect the new 

brand, including the weekly e-newsletter, bimonthly print newsletter, bulletins, signage, local media ads, and 

promotional products.  

• Led the development and launch of a redesigned website for BMPA – browndowntown.org. The process 

involved managing a website committee and collaborating with a design firm. The result was a custom-designed 

WordPress site that seamlessly navigated visitors through timely information, imagery and stories about life 

within the BMPA church community.   

• Created BMPA’s first comprehensive communications plan to better engage the congregation and community 

through email marketing, the website, advertising and social media. Regularly tracked and measured strategy to 

evaluate success, which included a 75% increase in BMPA’s Facebook followers since 2015, and an average e-

newsletter open rate of 45%. 

• Expanded advertising and media coverage of church services and events – including the church’s public “Tiffany 

Series” concerts and Tiffany windows tours. Examples: 

o “Baltimore Church Taking Steps to Fight Opioid Addiction,” WMAR-2 
o “Presbyterian Churches in Baltimore Worship Together for MLK Day,” Baltimore Sun 

o “Baltimore Church Standing as One in Wake of Anti-LGBT Bill,” WJZ-13 

• Initiated the creation of a multi-media project that showcased the church’s historic Tiffany stained glass windows 

through a self-guided audio tour, with supplemental web and print materials.   

• Researched, implemented and trained staff and church members on a new church management software program 

that centralized membership information and improved communication across the church community. 
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Editor/Publication Manager 

Hibu, Baltimore, MD, 2013-2014 
Managed the editing and production of four community magazines (each 32 pages) printed monthly in the Baltimore area 

– Catonsville Life, Towson Life, Federal Hill Life, and Mount Washington Life. Engaged local communities for the 

purpose of collecting hyper local news and information and planning editorial content for each magazine issue. Recruited 

and outsourced writing assignments to freelance contributors, accurately and efficiently performed substantive editing of 

article submissions to meet tight deadlines, and wrote original content when needed. Acquired or shot photography to 

accompany editorial content, used software tools to edit photography, and laid out each magazine issue in Adobe InCopy. 

 

 

Director of Communications and Marketing 

Board of Child Care, Baltimore, MD, 2008-2013 
Oversaw all communications, marketing, and media relations for Maryland’s largest nonprofit, faith-based child welfare 

agency to raise awareness and support of its residential and community-based programs for children and families, 

including foster care programs, adoption programs, a special education school, and a mental health clinic. Produced all 

print materials (newsletter, annual report, brochures, fact sheets, event materials, and donor communications directed to 

Methodist congregations), and managed the website, digital communications, and social media plan. Conducted media 

and advertising outreach, and coordinated fund development campaigns and events. Accomplishments: 

• Implemented a new brand identity that repositioned the agency as providing children and youth with “Hope for 

the future, power in the present.” Worked with staff directors to conceptualize, write, and design nine new 

brochures to better raise awareness and create consistent messaging agency-wide. 

• Enhanced the content and design of the quarterly print newsletter to focus on human-interest success stories that 

better appealed to supporters and donors and conveyed the agency’s mission. Improved production efficiency of 

the newsletter, saving approximately $20,000 annually. Surveyed readership and analyzed donor database to 

streamline and update mail list of 30,000 and measure messaging impact. 

• Rewrote and improved the navigation of all website content. Tracked the website’s audience reach and 

engagement using Google Analytics. 

• Managed press/public events to support the opening of new program facilities in Baltimore and on the Eastern 

Shore. Significantly increased media coverage of agency’s programs in Maryland, Virginia, and DC. Examples: 

o “A Bond Forged in a Towson Orphanage,” Baltimore Sun 

o “Methodist Child Care Auxiliary Accepts Volunteer Award,” Frederick-News Post  

• Successfully managed and improved the timeliness of communication materials for a Christmas appeal and a 

back-to-school appeal that raised approximately $200,000 combined each year, primarily from congregations 

within the Baltimore-Washington Conference of The United Methodist Church. 

 

 

Managing Editor/Staff Writer 

Child Welfare League of America, Washington, DC, 2004-2008 
Served as a key member of the publications/communications team for the nonprofit association representing hundreds of 

child welfare agencies nationwide. Primary responsibilities included managing all editorial content for CWLA’s 

bimonthly membership magazine, Children’s Voice, including writing and editing content, managing editorial/production 

schedules, and supervising writers, designers, and interns. Wrote and edited various other e-newsletters, journals, web 
content, annual reports, and brochures. Samples of published Children’s Voice articles: one about foster care youth 

finding adoptive homes, and another about foster youth finding careers. Accomplishments: 

• Spearheaded a graphic and content redesign for Children’s Voice that improved magazine’s visual appeal and 

content quality.  

• Garnered the first Communicator award for Children’s Voice for feature article writing.  

• Provided ghostwriting for CEO and staff leaders of articles and op-eds successfully placed in niche media 

nationally, including Grand magazine and AAP News (American Academy of Pediatrics). 
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• M. Willis Macgill ,Chair (Wells Fargo) 

• Thomas Brandt (CFO/Retired) 

• Elise Butler (Doracon Development) 

• Robert Cheston (Lawyer/Retired) 
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• Louise Lake Hayman (Government & Marketing Consultant/ Retired) 
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• Walter Schamu (Principal w/ SMP Architects) 

• Everett Schram (Principal, J.E. Schram Architect) 

• Tyler Tate (Principal w/ Lewis Contractors) 
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MCHC Learning Construction Photo Key 
 

In addition to the project plans and architectural renderings uploaded as a separate 
attachment, the following photographs document the current state of the Thomas & Hugg 
Building (T&H) first floor prior the proposed Learning Lab renovation.  
The photo key is as follows in sequential  order: 
 

1. T&H Exterior (note ca. 1965 MCHC entrance which continues to be used for visiting K-12 
students with dedicated bus lane. This function will continue with the Learning Lab. No 
alterations to the façade are currently planned as part of this project) 
 

2. T&H First Floor Entrance from Lobby 
 

3. T&H First Floor Exit 
 

4. Original Telephone Booth (indicative of the time since this space has undergone a major 
update) 
 

5. T&H Interior View 1 (this non supporting wall currently delineating office space will be 
removed to create a more open space for exhibitry and visitor flow) 
 

6. T&H Interior View 2 (this non supporting wall separates the main space from the 
current K-12 lunch room and a facility work room. This wall will be replaced with a glass 
enclosure opening up to the new activities room) 
 

7. T&H Current Lunchroom (This currently serves as a dual purpose lunch and activities 
room posing a major limitation when MCHC hosts larger school groups that typically 
alternate between lunch and fieldtrip). 
 

8. T&H Bathroom View 1 (This bathroom is non ADA compliant and in major need of both 
an aesthetic and functional update) 
 

9. T&H Bathroom View 2  
 

10. Education Storage Facility (MCHC’s education storage is currently scattered around the 
campus due to space limitations. The Learning Lab provides a holistic solution for both 
props like these and MCHC’s popular traveling trunk program).  
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Maryland Historical Society 
Preservation Needs Assessment Report 

 
Institution: Maryland Historical Society 

201 W. Monument St 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

  
Dates of Survey: February 22, 2019 

August 26, 2019 
  
Surveyor: Anastasia Matijkiw, Documentary Heritage and Preservation 

Services for New York Program Coordinator, Conservation 
Center for Art & Historic Artifacts 

  
Staff Members Interviewed: 
(February 22, 2019) 

Alexandra Deutsch, Vice President of Collections & Interpretation1 
Paul Rubenson, Exhibitions & Collections Manager 
Gerald Tabarly, Director of Facilities  
Allison Tolman, Director of Collections2 
 

(August 22, 2019) Micah Connor, Library Associate 
Sandra Glascock, Special Collections Archivist 
Mallory Harberger, Special Collections Archivist 
Catherine Mayfield, Library Director 
Mark Letzer, President & CEO 
Francis O’Neill, Senior Reference Librarian 
Rob Schoeberlein, Library Committee Chair 
Emily Somach, Digital Collections & Metadata Librarian 
Joe Tropea, Curator of Films & Photographs/Digital Projects 

Coordinator 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 
A.     Preamble 
 
This Preservation Needs Assessment was conducted by the Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts 
(CCAHA) for the Maryland Historical Society on February 22 and August 26, 2019. The assessment was 
conducted in two parts, with one day focusing on the museum collections and the second focusing on the 
library collections.  
 
The surveyors would like to thank the staff for their hospitality, helpfulness, and cooperation given throughout 
the visit, with particular thanks to Alexandra Deutsch, Alison Tolman, and Catherine Mayfield for their 
availability and conversations preceding and following the time spent on-site. The staff are to be congratulated 

 
1 At the time of the second site visit on August 22, 2019, Alexandra Deutsch was no longer at MdHS. 
2 At the time of the second site visit on August 22, 2019, Allison Tolman has been appointed to Vice President of 
Collections.  
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for their strong commitment to the preservation of the collections and to the mitigation of identified risks to 
staff, visitors, the collections, and the building structures. 
 
B.     Purpose of the Assessment 
 
This report has been prepared in order to aid the Maryland Historical Society (hereafter referred to as “the 
Society” and “MdHS”) in evaluating the preservation needs of its museum and library collections. This report 
will serve as a guide for the process of creating a preservation plan, generating a list of preservation priorities, 
and assessing other needs. The recommendations highlighted in the report address the preservation needs 
and concerns for the collections in the areas of policies, building and maintenance, environment, security, 
emergency preparedness, collections care, and preservation planning. 
  
The Society hopes to use the information gathered in this report to develop a long-range preservation plan as 
well as improve environmental conditions, security, storage, and fire protection. Additionally, the Society will 
use the recommendations from this assessment in order to increase staff, board, and patron awareness of 
preservation concerns.  This assessment will also be useful for inclusion in grant applications and as a 
fundraising tool. 
 
C.  Mission & Vision Statements 
 
Maryland Historical Society’s Mission Statement 

The mission of the Maryland Historical Society is to educate people of all ages about the rich history of 
Maryland, using the Society's collections, and to collect and preserve important objects, printed 
materials and images from prehistoric Maryland to the present day. 

 
Maryland Historical Society’s Vision Statement 

The Maryland Historical Society will become known as the state's preeminent center for Maryland 
history by 2026, the 250th anniversary of American independence, focused on educating the public 
through its vast and unique museum and library collections. It will do so within the context of changing 
demographics and social values, using technology to connect the collections with those who may 
benefit from the lessons and stories they portray. 

 
D.  Institutional History3 
 
Founded in January 1844, the Maryland Historical Society is the state’s oldest continuously operating cultural 
institution. The founders proposed collecting "remnants of the state’s history" and preserving their heritage 
through research, writing, and publications. By the end of the first year, there were 150 members and they 
had outgrown the post office rooms they were occupying. A new home was planned for MdHS by Robert Carey 
Long; the Athenaeum, a four-story "Italian palazzo" building with fireproof closets. 
 
Membership and donations increased during the 1850s after the society settled in the Athenaeum. Visitors 
patronized art exhibitions in high numbers, the collection of paintings and statuary grew, and donations came 
from a variety of people including Baltimore philanthropist George Peabody, who funded an index of Maryland 
records in the London Public Record Office and in 1867 established the society’s first publications fund. 

 
3 This section closely adapted from http://www.mdhs.org/about/mdhs-history . 
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Additionally, the MdHS continued its work protecting state history and, late in the nineteenth century, the 
state transferred government records into their care. 
 
An era of great change for the nation’s historical societies came with the turn of the century. Education of the 
general public, and of school children, became part of the mission in many historical societies and women 
gained full membership. Among the first female members of the Maryland Historical Society were Annie Leakin 
Sioussat and Lucy Harwood Harrison, both of whom spent decades volunteering their time and services. In 
1906, the MdHS launched the Maryland Historical Magazine, a journal featuring the best new work on 
Maryland history. The journal is currently published biannually. 
 
The organization moved to its current home at 201 West Monument Street in 1919. The former residence of 
Baltimore philanthropist Enoch Pratt, with a state-of-the-art fireproof addition, came as a gift from Mary 
Washington Keyser, whose husband, H. Irvine Keyser, had been an active member of the society for forty-three 
years. The new space allowed for more displays and positioned the society as the logical caretaker of Maryland 
treasures. Many researchers looked for evidence that connected them to the colony’s founding families or 
Revolutionary War veterans in order to claim membership in societies such as the Society of the Ark and the 
Dove or the Sons, or Daughters, of the American Revolution. 
 
In addition to their ongoing mission to preserve and publish Maryland’s history, the leaders of the society took 
responsibility for recent history. As their predecessors had done after the Civil War, society leaders stood at 
the forefront of collecting "the relics" of the recent Great War. In 1920, the state legislature formed a 
committee of three that included former governor and historical society president Edwin Warfield. This group 
comprised the Historical Division of the state’s War Records Commission and served as the "official organ" of 
the federal government in collecting and compiling the military records of those Marylanders who served in 
World War I. The society initiated a similar agreement during World War II. Additionally, education ranked as 
a high priority, and the post-war MdHS reached out to the city’s public schools with teacher workshops and 
tours. 
 
The society began expanding the Monument Street facility in 1953 and added the Thomas and Hugg building 
in 1968, named for benefactors William and John Thomas. The rooms included a modern wing with exhibition 
space, an auditorium with audio-visual equipment, work rooms, storage space, and "to supplement the present 
Confederate Room-a Civil War Union Room." In 1981, the society added the France-Merrick Wing to the 
Thomas and Hugg Building, "a tribute to the Trustees of the Jacob and Annita France Foundation and Robert 
G. Merrick." 
 
A newly renovated and expanded Maryland Historical Society opened in November 2003, amidst much fanfare 
and publicity. The facility now includes the Beard Pavilion and the Carey Center for Maryland Life which 
features nearly 30,000 sq. ft. of exhibition space for museum and library exhibitions, and new storage space 
for museum collections. The MdHS also serves more than 80,000 school students and teachers annually, both 
on-site and across the state, making use of the MdHS collections to teach future generations Maryland’s rich 
place in the nation’s past. The renovated library, now the H. Furlong Baldwin Library, includes more than 
double its previous space and is equipped with wireless technology. 
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E.  Collections4 
 
The H. Furlong Baldwin Library’s collections are diverse and substantive, including 60,000 books, 800,000 
photographs, five million manuscripts, 6,500 prints and broadsides, one million pieces of printed ephemera, 
extensive genealogy indexes, and more, reflecting the history of Maryland and its people.  
 
The MdHS museum collections document Maryland’s rich and diverse history, from 18th- and 19th-century 
paintings and silver to 20th-century objects of everyday life. Among its more than 350,000 objects, the most 
significant collection of Maryland cultural artifacts in the world, are over 2,000 paintings including the largest 
collection of works of art by members of the Peale family, a significant collection of maritime-related artifacts, 
and important collections of 19th-century Maryland painted and inlaid furniture, silver, quilts, costumes, 
ceramics, dolls and toys. 
 
 
 
  

 
4 This section closely adapted from http://www.mdhs.org/about/mdhs-history . 
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II. Report Abstract 
 
During the site visit it was clear that Staff at the Maryland Historical Society are dedicated to the care of the 
irreplaceable collections that are under their stewardship, and that they have the desire to see preservation 
projects completed. 
 
While the Society has made significant strides forward, some collections-focused work still remains to address 
current conditions and preservation concerns. Special funding may need to be sought to carry out some 
projects, and collections care initiatives will require additional paid staff – whether permanent or temporary. 
Developing a comprehensive preservation plan will help in prioritizing projects and creating a framework for 
moving forward in a systematic manner. 
 
Overall, based on the site visit and the pre-visit questionnaires completed by the Society, future priorities for 
collections care and preservation for the collections are: 
 

• Policy development and updating of existing collections policies; 
• Identifying areas where professional development and additional staff are needed in order to fulfill 

preservation goals; 
• Increasing staff, administration, and board awareness of preservation concerns; 
• Reasserting physical and intellectual control over the collections; 
• Expanding environmental monitoring throughout the site, and correspondingly continuing to 

investigate methods to control temperature and relative humidity with the possibility of replacing the 
aging HVAC systems; 

• Reassessing existing space, including storage, processing, and workspace for staff and researchers; 
• Undertaking projects that will improve the building in the long term, such as addressing ongoing 

structural issues resulting in leaks and floods; 
• Completing a full Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan and planning periodic training sessions 

on emergency preparedness for the staff and volunteers; 
• Implementing an inventorying and processing initiative for collections and beginning to work toward 

a complete inventory of all collections throughout the site;  
• Improving security and fire safety measures by updating fire suppression systems; 
• Continuing to implement best practices for collections processing, housing, and storage; 
• Implementing a formal, strategic Preservation Plan for the collections; 
• Incorporating preservation and storage considerations into plans for the upcoming renovations. 

 
The surveyors would like to thank the Maryland Historical Society for the opportunity to view the collections 
and for generously sharing their time and knowledge of the collections to assist in the preparation of this 
report.  
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III. Executive Summary 
 
The recommendations listed below highlight the major preservation issues for the Maryland Historical Society 
(hereafter referred to as “MdHS” or “the Society”) that were identified during the Preservation Needs 
Assessment conducted by the Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts (CCAHA).  The recommendations 
are not listed in order of priority, although those highlighted in this summary section describe the primary 
preservation concerns facing the Society’s collections.  Additional information on each of the 
recommendations and more detailed information is provided in the body of the assessment.   
 
A. Preservation Planning  
 
1. Strategic and Preservation Planning 
 
MdHS has a written strategic plan in place, Path Towards Preeminence: Strategic Plan 2016/2021. The plan 
positions MdHS to “become known as the state’s preeminent center for Maryland history by 2026.” A specific 
goal of the plan is to improve stewardship and conservation of collections, as well as complete deferred 
maintenance of the facilities.  
 
While a strategic plan is in place for the entirety of MdHS, there is no preservation plan in place that specifically 
discusses and sets out a schedule for the care and management of collections.  
 

a. MdHS should draft a Preservation Plan. This plan should provide specific recommendations for the 
collections and is essential for the proper care and future survival of the materials. This plan should be 
formulated based on the mission of the Library, the institutional goals of the Historical Society overall, 
and projected use and growth of the collections. The plan should also include projections for staffing 
and funding levels that are necessary to fulfill the collections care and management needed to 
maintain the collections. The plan should outline the actions necessary to provide adequate staff and 
funding, assign responsibilities, and set a schedule for implementation.  
 

b. Library and Museum staff should consider drafting action items that support the objectives relating 
the collections care. For example, it would be beneficial list the actions necessary to achieve the 
objective of “Develop conservation plans for museum collections and library,” as listed in Goal 2: 
Improve Stewardship and Conservation of Collections. Listing actions required, as well as resources 
necessary, will assist the Society in thinking strategically about how to support these goals and 
objectives while also being realistic about their needs.  
 

2. Staffing   
 
MdHS has a full-time staff of 34, as well as part-time employees and volunteers. Staffing has fluctuated over 
the years, most notably in 2006 when MdHS was forced to reduce staff from 80 to 43.  
 
At the time of the initial site visit, the Collections Department consisted of 13 employees. This staff includes 
those who work with the library and museum collections as well as publications and imaging services. The 
department is overseen by the Vice President of Collections  
 
Museum Collections Staff consist of three core members, and the Library has a full-time staff of six.  
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a. An important first step in addressing staffing needs will be to update all job descriptions to ensure they 
adequately reflect the responsibilities of a position. As new positions are created and/or duties are 
assigned, job descriptions will need to be updated. 
 

b. It is recommended that the Society considers creating a position that would serve both the Library and 
Museum in addressing their preservation needs, including implementing a preservation plan, 
environmental monitoring, pest management, housekeeping, and other tasks identified throughout 
this report. 
 

c. It is recommended that three staff positions are added to support the museum collection: A Curator, 
a Collections Manager, and a Curatorial Assistant.  

 
d. MdHS will need to hire additional staff to successfully navigate a collection move for the Museum. 

Consideration should be given to hiring a contract position to oversee the process and ensure that it is 
undertaken in a clear and cohesive manner. It is important to note that staff will be necessary not only 
during the physical move, but in the time leading up to and following the main event. 
 

e. Providing funds for staff development and continuing education for staff should be a priority for MdHS; 
it is important to ensure that staff are able to continue to learn and bring up-to-date collections care 
knowledge into practice. 

 
3. Funding 
 
There are dedicated budgets for departments at MdHS. However, departmental budgets are developed by the 
CFO. It is difficult for staff to plan projects in advance and forecast spending needs as the department has not 
been provided with a written budget. As a result, most spending on collections care is the result of reacting to 
problems, rather than working to proactively prevent problems. 
 
MdHS has an excellent Development staff that have worked to identify and apply for various grants supporting 
the collections as well as the Society as a whole. MDHS is also about to embark on a capital campaign that will 
potentially raise funds to support improving museum collections storage, moving the museum collections, and 
additional staff.  
 

a. It is imperative that there be an annual preservation budget for supporting collections care activities, 
including the purchase of supplies and equipment, cleaning, repair, and treatment. Departmental 
budgets should be developed in conjunction with department heads. It is imperative that the Vice 
President of Collections and the Library Director are aware of the funding available in order to 
adequately plan projects in advance and forecast spending. This will allow staff to be more proactive 
in addresses collections care issues, before they become a more expensive problem.  
 

b. In addition to regular funding, public relations and promotion are also vital in accomplishing 
preservation-related goals.  MdHS’ publicity campaigns should continually bring the attention of 
decision-makers, users, donors, and the local community to topics of concern related to the 
collections.  
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4. Policies & Procedures  
 
The Library and Museum maintain separate Collection Management Policies. The Museum Collection 
Management Policy was last revised in June 2017 and includes sections on Governance, Policies, Care of 
Collections, Access and Use, Documentation, Risk Management, Intellectual Property, and Policy Review. 
 
The H. Furlong Baldwin Library Collections Policy was last updated in 2005 and includes sections on Statement 
of Purpose, Additions to the Collections, and De-Accession Procedures. In addition, researchers accessing the 
collection are required to review H. Furlong Baldwin Library Policies and Procedures. 
 

a. Using the Collections Policy as a foundation, the Library should develop a formal Collections 
Management Policy and a Collections Development Policy.  
 

b. The Museum should review their current Collections Management Policy. Using Scope of Collections 
as a foundation, the Museum should develop a formal Collections Development Policy.  

 
c. The Museum should formally establish Handling and Access Guidelines for the collections.  

 
d. As the Library works towards establishing a Digital Asset Management System, consideration should 

be given to developing a Digital Preservation Plan and Digitization Plan.  
 

e. The Museum and Library should collaborate to establish written Exhibition Guidelines for all 
collections.  

 
5. Collections Management 
 
Museum Collections 
Staff estimate that 85% of the museum collection is accessioned. While staff have made excellent strides over 
the past few years in established greater intellectual control over the collections, a number of past events have 
impacted the organizations collections management that they are still recovering from. This includes the 
reduction of staffing in 2006 that exacerbated a database transition and three large collection moves in a three-
year period. 
 

a. Museum staff should continue to work toward a complete inventory of the collection, with the 
eventual goal of having a complete list of all the items in storage and on display prior to any move. 
Processing, cataloging, and inventorying all collections will improve access in the long-term. The 
provision of access and tools to manage the collections underpins all stewardship activities. Decisions 
about retention, space requirements, collections interpretation, and preservation needs cannot be 
adequately made without accessioning, cataloging, and inventorying records. 
 

b. A priority should be to establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide decisions 
regarding the acquisition of materials. 
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Library Collections 
Staff estimate that 95% of the library collections have been accessioned, with 90% inventoried and 70-80% 
processed. Staff have made excellent strides in improving intellectual control over the collections, and there 
are only a small number of unidentified stashes of materials. With the current transition to ArchivesSpace, staff 
have been working diligently to ensure they are consistent in their procedures and documentation.  

a. The Library should continue to transition to ArchivesSpace, using this as an opportunity to review and 
update their current policies and procedures regarding collections management to reflect new 
workflows. This includes the creation of a Processing Manual, which will help to standardize 
processing, including arrangement and description, and will provide consistent procedures. 
 

b. Staff should continue to work a complete inventory of the collections and implement a formal system 
to track the locations of collections. Efforts should be made to ensure that institutional knowledge 
regarding the location and storage of collections is adequately documented. 
 

c. A priority should be to establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide decisions 
regarding the acquisition of materials. 

 
B. Building 
 
MdHS is located in the historic Mt. Vernon neighborhood in Baltimore, Maryland. The Society was gifted Pratt 
house, a mansion residence built in the 1840s. The Society expanded beyond the mansion, building additions 
and acquiring buildings within the general vicinity. At the time of the site visit, MdHS consisted of several 
connected structures: Pratt House, Keyser/Library, Thomas & Hugg, Link, Bar, and Greyhound Garage. Two 
additional, standalone buildings, Howard Street and Terminal, have also historically been used for collections 
storage but were essentially empty at the time of the site visit. Howard Street, Terminal, and Pratt House were 
to be leased or sold at the time of the site visit.  
 
There are a number of ongoing issues with the buildings, include outdated electrical and plumbing systems as 
well as a number of water leaks. There is a large backlog of deferred maintenance for the buildings, which the 
Society specifically addresses in the Strategic Plan.  
 

a. MdHS Staff are aware of the needs and limitations of their current buildings. Staff are familiar with the 
building, as well as environmental control and internal protection systems. They understand the 
relationship between the building envelope and the wellbeing of collections materials and are able to 
foresee potential hazards that may affect collections. However, while staff are able to foresee potential 
hazards, years of deferred maintenance make it difficult to address issues before they are problematic. 
It is imperative that MdHS work towards proactively addressing concerns rather than waiting until they 
become a larger issue. 
 

b. Facilities should be supported to undertake projects that will improve the building in the long term. 
While projects such as upgrading the electrical systems and HVAC systems will be expensive upfront, 
they are an investment in preventing future disasters such as fires and floods. 
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c. Water issues should be addressed as soon as possible; leaks and floods from various causes have 
negatively affected collections overtime and have made it near impossible to use certain storage areas.  
 

d. A routine cyclical maintenance plan should be implemented. This plan should build off of existing 
quarterly systems checks for mechanical systems. Such a program would provide schedules and 
guidelines for inspection and preventative maintenance for any location where collections are stored 
or exhibited. The program should be recorded in writing to ensure consistency. 
 

C. Environment 
 
1.  Temperature, Relative Humidity, and Air Quality 
 
The HVAC systems at MdHS consists of a variety of non-centralized units. While most spaces have heating and 
cooling, not all are equipped with humidity control. Bar, Link, and Greyhound Garage are on the same system, 
a gas boiler with chiller. The system was first installed in 2003 and the system and controls were last updated 
in 2014. Staff report that this system is functional. Thomas & Hugg is equipped a combination of three different 
air handler systems; staff describe the set-up as problematic and difficult to regulate. Keyser/Library is 
primarily serviced by two Carrier AC units and steam heating via radiators. Two rooms are not included in this 
system; portable air conditioning units and dehumidifiers are utilized.  
 
The following temperature and relative humidity goals have been set by MdHS:  

 
 MdHS Goal 
Temperature 70°F, +/- 5°F 
Relative Humidity 50%, +/-5% 

 
Staff report that the summer temperatures generally range from 65 – 75°F with 45-60% humidity. During the 
winter, temperatures range from 65 – 75°F with 45-55% humidity. 
 
Measurements taken during the site visit indicate that temperature was generally within an acceptable range 
throughout the building, but the relative humidity recorded in most Museum areas was lower than 
recommended for the long-term preservation of paper-based and mixed media collections. This is in line with 
humidity issues noted by staff and may also be attributed to the season, as the heating system was running at 
the time of the site visit. In comparison, only one space was observed with low humidity during the summer 
months, with one space above recommended levels. 
 

a. Providing environmental controls (temperature, relative humidity, and light) is one of the greatest 
single steps an institution can take in preserving its collections. In recent years there has been some 
shifting in the conservation community away from stringent temperature and environmental 
requirements for collections materials. Rather, the focus has turned to creating environmental 
conditions that are attainable and cost effective for institutions to maintain in the long term. New 
research indicates that some flexibility in ranges of temperature and humidity levels over time may be 
safe for some collections materials, as long as there is careful environmental monitoring and data 
analysis in place. 
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That said, for the long-term care of the collections, the following ideal environmental conditions are 
recommended: 

 
 Recommended Goal Recommended Range 
Temperature 59 - 77°F   
Relative Humidity 45 - 55% +/- 5% 
 

b. While the system serving Bar, Link, and Greyhound is adequate, the system serving Thomas & Hugg 
should be upgraded. It is recommended that plans to integrate and update this system should be 
supported and the dated cooling tower is also abandoned, as it is at risk to break and cause larger 
issues for the Society. When upgrading the system, it is imperative that humidity control is included. 
When reviewing humidity readings from the day of the site visit, it was clear which spaces were not 
equipped with humidity control. 
 

c. The heating and cooling system in the Keyser PP Room is not ideal and is somewhat concerning as this 
space house photographic prints, negatives, and audiovisual materials. Utilizing a portable air 
conditioning unit and fans can be problematic, particularly should they fail and staff are unaware. 
Ideally, these collections should be relocated to a space with a system that is more reliable. However, 
the Library has limited storage options. At minimum, staff should monitor the environment and 
remove collection items must at risk for damage from fluctuating temperature and relative humidity. 

 
2. Environmental Monitoring 
 
Temperature and relative humidity are monitored in museum collections storage and exhibition spaces using 
thermostats and dataloggers. Museum collections staff and Facilities aim to monitor the spaces daily. 
Dataloggers are pulled and analyzed monthly. Library spaces were not monitored at the time of the site visit, 
but Library staff intend to implement environmental monitoring in the future. 
 

a. It is excellent that MdHS has an environmental monitoring program in place for some areas and should 
be expanded to include all Library location. Staff should continue to ensure that dataloggers are 
located in every room where collections are used, exhibited, and stored, and that data gathered is 
properly analyzed on a regular basis. In order to assist in the analysis, staff should systematically record 
weather conditions and events in the building (such as basement or wall leaks) that would affect 
environmental conditions.  

 
3. Light 
 
MdHS recently undertook an aggressive transition to LED lighting throughout the building. As a result, a vast 
majority of lights in spaces where collections are stored or exhibited are equipped with LED lights. There are a 
small number of florescent and incandescent lights that still need to be changed over; facilities staff are 
confident they will be replaced quickly. Visible light levels were generally above recommended light levels, 
with a few areas also having UV light levels above recommended levels.  
 

a. Visible and ultraviolet (UV) light cause irreversible damage to collections and must be controlled as 
much as possible. Recommended levels for collections spaces are as follows:  
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Storage 10-50 lux (1-5 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm* 
Circulating Stacks 60-340 lux (6-34 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Reading and Work Areas 330-660 lux (33-66 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Exhibition 55-165 lux (5-16 footcandles) 

for no longer than six weeks 
< 75 µW/lm 

* µW/lm = microwatts per lumen 
 

b. MdHS should be commended for their recent transition to LED lighting throughout the building. Staff 
should continue to work to ensure that the remaining florescent and tungsten lights are transitioned in 
a timely manner, particularly throughout Library storage spaces. 
 

c. Wherever possible daylight should be restricted. UV filtering film should be installed on the window 
wall to limit UV light entering collections spaces.  
 

d. In spaces where there is high shelving, efforts should be made to ensure that collections are not stored 
directly under light fixtures. While the lights are only turned on as the space is occupied, it still results 
in objects being exposed to a concentrated amount of visible light. This is of particular concern in New 
Furniture Storage, where velvet chairs were inches from a light fixture.  

 
4. Pest Management 
 
An Integrated Pest Management Plan had been implemented shortly before the primary site visit. This program 
was developed in response to multiple incidents involving a rodent and a rare bird of paradise hat. Staff worked 
closely with an outside vendor, Orkin, to develop a plan that addressed the needs of the facilities as well as the 
collections. While the plan does not cover all collections storage locations, it addresses those at greatest risk.  
 

a. It is excellent that MdHS has implemented an Integrated Pest Management program. Collections staff 
should work with Facilities and the outside contractor, Orkin, to ensure that the program in place 
adequately addresses the needs of the collections. Staff should also work with Facilities to ensure that 
all collections areas are addressed in the IMP program. 
 

b. Procedures should be put in place for inspecting incoming collections materials for possible infestation. 
A written protocol for inspecting all incoming collections should be recorded to ensure that pests are not 
introduced into the buildings, and for collection materials that are found to have or suspected to have a 
pest infestation. A room or section of a room within MdHS should be identified where new acquisitions 
and collections suspected to have insect infestation or mold growth can be placed before they are 
integrated into collections storage.  

 
5. Mold 
 
Until the summer of 2019, the Library had infrequent mold issues, typically in the form of inactive mold. The 2019 
leak in the Thomas & Hugg PP Room, however, impacted some collections materials that may have already been 
affected with mold. At the time of the second site visit, the Library was still in the process of recovery and working 
to determine next steps. A number of materials affected came from a stash of processed and unprocessed 
materials, as well as a collection of medical diplomas. 
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a. Library staff should be commended for their excellent response to the leak and resulting mold in the 
Thomas & Hugg PP Room. As they work to determine how to best handle a number of medical 
diplomas that had significant mold damage, it is recommended that staff determine the significance 
of these materials, as well as consult the Deed of Gift and donor paperwork. This will help staff decide 
whether to pursue further treatment or discard the materials. Should they be discarded, staff should 
ensure that materials are digitized for future documentation. 

 
6. Housekeeping 
 
There is a regular housekeeping schedule in place for offices and public areas, as well as gallery spaces, which 
is done by a contracted housekeeping position. Museum collections staff clean collections and exhibition 
furniture biennially. However, there are no written procedures or timelines overseeing housekeeping. 
 
Within the Library, there are no clear procedures guiding housekeeping. Library staff recognize the need to 
implement a regular program, but are unsure if it should be in conjunction with housekeeping staff or duties 
assigned to existing Library staff.  
 

a. Having clean conditions is essential for long-term collections care and for good emergency preparedness. 
Dust, dirt, and debris can not only accumulate and cause damage to collections items, but also can 
potentially complicate collections salvage operations. MdHS should record procedures and draft a 
housekeeping schedule and plan, particularly for collections storage. The housekeeping plan should 
outline the frequency of cleaning, products that are acceptable to use, and acceptable techniques for 
cleaning areas around collections materials to supplement the unwritten procedures that are in place. 
 

b. It is recommended that housekeeping duties are integrated into existing staff schedules as feasible, 
recognizing that this may be difficult. An intensive cleaning of collections spaces may be needed on a 
yearly schedule, with small tasks like dusting and vacuuming assigned intermittently. Should a 
preservation-focused position be created at MdHS, housekeeping is one of the duties they can be 
assigned.    
 

D. Security and Emergency Preparedness 
 
1. Security 
 
MdHS’ building is generally secure, with alarms and key controls in place. There is an intrusion system with 
exterior alarms that are centrally monitored. The system is regularly inspected. Security is managed in-house 
and there are security cameras in the galleries. 
 
A major security concern facing MdHS is access. While all collections spaces are locked and inaccessible to the 
public, there are no barriers between the public and staff areas. In addition, contractors regularly need to 
access collections space in order to reach facilities spaces, and they are not monitored by collections staff. Staff 
also expressed concern regarding collections storage access in Greyhound, particularly in Bohanan/Textiles 
where the walls do not go up to the ceiling. Should someone gain entry to the building via the glass exterior 
wall, they are only a ladders-reach away from accessing collections storage. In the Library, staff are concerned 
that there are collections storage spaces are not all outfitted with key fob access.  
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a. The current security system should be audited and updated where feasible. Efforts should be made to 
upgrade security cameras internally and externally. In addition, staff may want to consider installing 
additional cameras in exhibition spaces to ensure that any blind spots are monitored. Current key 
controls should be reviewed and updated to ensure that there is one fob per staff member, and they 
are appropriately programmed for collections access. Consideration should be given to installing key 
fobs to Library storage areas as well. Any security upgrades should address the need for some degree 
of separation between visitor and staff space. This could include installing doors with key fobs or fob 
access within the elevators.  
 

b. It is important the MdHS continues to work towards a complete inventory of the collections. Without 
an inventory, it is difficult to know if collection items have been lost or stolen. 

 
2. Fire 
 
There are good fire detection and prevention systems in place throughout MdHS, with smoke and heat 
detectors throughout that are centrally monitored. The fire suppression system consists of dry pipe sprinklers 
and multiple fire extinguishers are located throughout the building. At the time of the site visit, Facilities were 
working to update the fire suppression system in Thomas & Hugg. Systems and extinguishers are inspected 
regularly, and regular contact is maintained with the fire department. 
 

b. MdHS should periodically evaluate the fire protection needs for the collections. The National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) has a number of publications that can assist in assessing the fire 
protection needs of an institution. There is a useful assessment checklist in the NFPA 909 Standard 
included in the body of the report.  
 

3. Emergency Preparedness and Response 
 
The Society’s Emergency Preparedness & Response Plan was first drafted in 2000. The plan has been revised 
multiple times and is currently undergoing revision by the Visitor Services department. While the plan was 
comprehensive in 2000, staff recognize that a great deal has shifted at the organization and it needs to be 
updated. There is no easy-to-use guide or flip chart version of the plan. There is a small stash of basic supplies 
on hand for emergency response. 
 

a. Continue working to expand and complete the Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan that 
already exists. While visitor services should oversee the development of plans regarding the public, it 
is important that collections staff are also involved to address the needs of the collection should human 
safety not be a concern. Once a new plan is in place, a system should be implemented to ensure it is 
regularly reviewed and updated.  
 

b. Staff should draft a Pocket Response Plan (PReP), a concise document for recording essential 
information needed by staff in case of an emergency. Although it does not replace a comprehensive 
Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan for the collection, it is helpful to have in place as a quick, 
go-to resource until the full plan can be accessed. 
 

c. Compile a list of collections materials that are a priority for salvage as part of the plan so that non-
collections staff and non-collections emergency responders can retrieve the materials in the event that 
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the collections areas cannot be immediately secured for staff entry after a disaster.  Periodically review 
and update these salvage priorities.   

 
d. Maintain a stockpile of emergency supplies on-site. Perform a routine inventory to ensure that the 

supply cache remains replenished, and to check and replace supplies that might expire such as 
batteries. 

 
E. Collections Care 
 
1. Collections Storage and Housing 
 
One of the largest tasks ahead for the Society will be to continue processing their collections and refining 
housing. The body of this report will provide more detailed recommendations and guidelines for processing 
and rehousing, but the following tasks should be among the Society’s priorities. 
 

a. All collections materials should be stored 4”- 6” off of the floor, and ideally consideration should be 
given to the arrangement of objects in storage so that they are not stored in a way which might cause 
damage. 

 
b. Work should continue to rehouse the fashion archives and relocate the collection from Pratt House to 

Bohannon. Staff should be commended for the excellent work that has been done so far completing 
this project.  
 

c. All collections will eventually need to be removed from the upper floors of Pratt House. As a part of 
the move, collections should be inspected for pests and cleaned of any dirt and detritus that has 
accumulated. These materials should be rehoused in appropriate enclosures as possible. In particular, 
rolled items from the upper floors should be rehoused.  
 

d. Housings in poor condition should be replaced. This includes boxes that have been crushed under the 
weight of other boxes as well as those that show signs of water damage. Unpacked boxes in Greyhound 
Storage and Cage Storage should be addressed. Most of these boxes are not appropriate for collections 
storage and are in poor condition. At minimum, staff need to rearrange how the boxes are stored, as 
many are stacked several high, crushing the boxes below. In addition, bound volumes in poor condition 
should be housed in four-flap enclosures or phase boxes. 
 

e. Particle-board shelves in Greyhound Storage and Old Furniture Storage that cannot adequately 
support the weight of collections needs to be replaced with metal shelves.  

 
f. Any leaks in collections spaces or other water issues should be addressed. This includes in Silver 

Storage, New Painting Storage, Greyhound Storage, PP Room (Thomas & Hugg), Storage (Thomas & 
Hugg), Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, and Lower Manuscripts.  
 

g. If possible, carpeting in collections storage spaces should be replaced. This is of particular concern in 
Greyhound Storage, where water marks from previous Tiger pump leaks were visible.  
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h. In general, the Society should aim to minimize the use of top shelves across the Library storage spaces, 
as they are not ideal for collections storage. Several boxes, particularly in Lower Manuscripts, were 
observed to have collections of spalling plaster atop them. Regardless, staff will need to plan for the 
likely loss of upper shelves in the Upper and Lower Manuscripts rooms following the fire suppression 
upgrades.  

 
i. The Star Spangled Banner should be relocated to a secure space that befits its significance to the 

Society. Its current location in Upper Manuscripts is temporary, and consideration should be given to 
relocating it to a space that is more secure other than Lower or Upper Manuscripts.  

 
j. Any collections remaining in “Grandpa’s Garage” should be removed.  

 
k. Collection storage arrangement in “The Belly” should be reassessed. Collections should not be stored 

on shelves where they could potentially be knocked from the mezzanine level onto to ground level. 
Consideration should be given to utilizing the two vaults.  

 
l. As mentioned in the environment section, staff should utilize environmental data to better understand 

collections storage spaces. This data can be used to determine if areas such as the AV Equipment Room 
or Vaults in the “Belly” have a stable environment and could be utilized for collections storage.  

 
m. Provenance Files and any non-collections items should be removed from Lower Manuscripts. This 

includes the former card catalog file that showed signs of water damage after being directly stored on 
the floor during the recent water infiltration.  

 
n. A distinct vinegar odor was observed in the Storage of Thomas & Hugg. “Vinegar syndrome” is the 

result of cellulose acetate negatives releasing acetic acid as they decay. Staff should work to identify 
the source of this odor, as the acid released as a part of this decay can advance the deterioration of 
other photographic materials in storage. Any film which is actively releasing fumes should be stored in 
buffered, acid-neutralizing envelopes. 

 
o. Housing of negatives in cold storage should be refined. It is generally recommended that boxes are 

double bagged to withstand fluctuating humidity in freezers; however, some boxes were observed to 
be single bagged, or the second bag was not sealed. 
 

2. Exhibition 
 

Exhibition is an important part of MdHS’ work, with multiple exhibits located throughout the buildings. These 
exhibits are well designed, with preservation of the collections in mind. Nearly all of the staff who work with 
the museum collections are responsible for exhibition and development. While exhibitions are well designed, 
there is no written policy guiding their development. A schedule is in place for exhibits, but staff report that 
exhibits are often left on display for longer than intended. 
 
Library staff also maintain a dedicated exhibition space. These feature original documents and photographs on 
display. Similar to the larger Society’s exhibitions, there is no policy guiding their development, rotation, or 
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documentation. Library staff are keen to move towards regularly rotating exhibitions, as well as to develop 
online exhibits.  
 

a. The Library and Museum should work together to write and implement an exhibition policy that 
addresses the exhibition of all collections. The policy should establish a rotation schedule for more 
sensitive objects on exhibition, such as textiles, photographs, and other works on paper.  The policy 
should also include a housekeeping schedule and procedure list for exhibitions, light level requirements, 
exhibit material specifications, and exhibit furniture specifications. 
 

b. Whenever possible, continue the practice of exhibiting quality facsimiles instead of original paper-based 
items, including photographs.  
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IV. Goals 
 
The necessity for thoughtful preservation planning for cultural organizations cannot be overemphasized.  At 
the completion of the site visits, the surveyor created a list of initial goals for the Maryland Historical Society 
in order to jumpstart the planning process.  Short-term (completion within the next 12 months), medium-term 
(completion within 1 to 3 years), long-term (completion within 3 to 8 years), and ongoing goals were identified.  
MdHS staff members are encouraged to expand these goals and develop them further into a preservation plan.   
 
A. Short-Term Goals  
 

1. Update, develop, and implement pertinent policies and procedures. 
• Review and Update the Museum Collections Management Policy. 
• Create a Collections Development Policy for the Museum. 
• Expand the Library Collections Policy into a Collections Development Policy and Collections 

Management Policy.  
 

2. Compile action items that support Strategic Plan Objectives relating the collections care to assist the 
Society in thinking strategically about how to support these goals and objectives while also being 
realistic about needs.  
 

3. Update all job descriptions to ensure they adequately reflect the responsibilities of a position.  
 

4. Establish annual budgets for the Museum and Library departments.  
 

5. Implement a written cyclical maintenance plan.  
 

6. Expand the Integrated Pest Management program to include all collections storage spaces.  
 

7. Transition remaining florescent and tungsten lights to LED lights.  
 

8. Address water infiltration issues.  Install water bug alarms in any spaces prone to leaks until issues are 
resolved.  
 

9. Expand the Integrated Pest Management program to include all collections storage spaces.  
 

10. Establish a schedule for housekeeping in collections storage. Integrate basic housekeeping duties into 
existing staff schedules as feasible.  
 

11. Draft a Pocket Response Plan (PReP). Establish salvage priorities for all collections materials and 
Maintain a stockpile of emergency supplies on-site. 
 

12. Ensure all collections materials are stored 4”- 6” off of the floor.  
 

13. Remove all collections from Pratt House and Grandpa’s Garage.  
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14. Locate cellulose acetate negative in Storage of Thomas & Hugg exhibiting signs of “Vinegar Syndrome.” 
Rehouse as appropriate.  

 
B. Medium Term Goals  

 
1. Create and implement a full Preservation Plan for the Society with a timeline for implementation and 

assigned responsibilities.  
 

2. Create and implement pertinent policies for the Library collections 
• Digital Preservation Plan 
• Digitization Plan  
• Processing Manual   

 
3. Formally establish Handling & Access Guidelines for the Museum.  

 
4. Establish formal Exhibition Guidelines for all collections.  

 
5. Add additional staffing as funding allows, including a Curator, a Collections Manager, and a Curatorial 

Assistant to support the Museum collections as well as a preservation position to support both the 
Museum and Library.  
 

6. Upgrade the HVAC system servicing Thomas & Hugg.  
 

7. Audit the current security systems, and update where feasible.  
 

8. Update the Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan.  
 

9. Utilize environmental data to better understand current use of collections storage space; rearrange as 
necessary. If possible, pursue an Environmental Survey.  
 

10. Conduct a Risk Assessment.  
 

11. Replace particle-board shelves in Greyhound Storage and Old Furniture Storage with metal shelves.  
 

12. Housing of negatives in cold storage should be refined.  
 
C. Long-Term Goals  

 
1. Pursue a Digital Preservation Assessment. 

 
D. Ongoing Goals 

1. Once they are in place, review and update all policies, plans, and procedures on a regular basis, 
especially the emergency preparedness and response plan. 
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2. As materials are cataloged and processed, identify damaged collections material for rehousing and 

conservation. Housings in poor condition should be replaced as damage is observed.  
 

3. Implement professional development and training opportunities in preservation practices for staff and 
volunteers. 

 
4. Continue to seek outside funding sources for preservation, conservation and storage of collections. 

 
5. Undertake facilities projects that will improve the building for the long term, including upgrading the 

electrical systems and HVAC system. 
 

6. As new positions are created and/or duties are assigned, job descriptions will need to be updated. 
 

7. When a timeline is in place, hire additional staff to successfully navigate a collection move for the 
Museum.  
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V. Findings and Recommendations 
 
The staff at MdHS have a keen understanding of the importance of the collections that are under their 
stewardship. They have taken steps to care for the collections to the best of their ability given the available 
resources. However, there is still some essential collections care and management work that needs to be 
initiated so that the collections can be cared for into the future. At the time of the site visits, the following 
information was reported by staff or observed by the surveyor. 
 
A.  Preservation Planning 
 
A.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Strategic and Preservation Planning 

 
In the fall of 2015, under the leadership of a new President, the Maryland Historical Society embarked on 
the strategic planning process. Overseen by an outside consultant, the process resulted in a five-year 
strategic plan that was formally adopted in the fall of 2016. Path Towards Preeminence: Strategic Plan 
2016/2021 positions MdHS to “become known as the state’s preeminent center for Maryland history by 
2026…It will do so within the context of changing demographics and social values, using technology to 
connect the collections with those who may benefit from the lessons and stories they portray. “  
 
A specific goal of the strategic plan is to improve stewardship and conservation of collections, as well as to 
complete deferred maintenance of facilities. Objectives include developing conservation plans for both the 
museum and library collections, upgrading storage facilities, and understanding and assessing the scope of 
the collections.  
 
While a Strategic Plan is in place for the entirety of MdHS, there is no Preservation Plan in place that 
specifically discusses and sets out a schedule for the care and management of the collections.  

 
b. Institutional Commitment 

 
MdHS is fortunate to have an Executive Director who is enthusiastic and aware of the collections, having 
worked with the Society’s collections previously as a volunteer and curator. He will often leverage the 
collections to promote the organization, particularly through tours of collections spaces.  
 
While the Director, as well as the board, are committed to the collections, there are a variety of competing 
priorities and perspectives that could feasibly impact the collections negatively. Most prominent is the 
push to deaccession from the collections and the decision to combine staffing positions rather than rehire.  

 
c. Staff 

 
MdHS has a full-time staff of 34, as well as part-time employees and volunteers. Staffing has fluctuated 
over the years, most notably in 2006 when MdHS was forced to reduce staff from 80 to 43.  
 
At the time of the initial site visit, the Collections Department consisted of 13 employees. The staff includes 
those who work with the library and museum collections as well as publications and imaging services. The 
department is overseen by the Vice President of Collections. 
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Museum Staff 
At the time of the initial site visit, four staff members work directly with museum collections, including 
curatorial, preservation, and management duties: 

 
• The Vice President of Collections & Interpretations oversees the Collections Department, which 

includes the library, museum, publications, and digital imaging. Her position has accrued duties 
over time; she initially began as overseeing special projects, to being chief curator, and eventually 
given responsibility for all sections of the department. Duties have been added to her position 
without adjustment; as a result, she continues to serve as curator while also managing the 
department and has had to rely heavily on other collections staff to ensure collections are cared 
for.  

• Similarly, the Director of Collections has accrued a number of responsibilities overtime with 
staffing transitions. She began as Registrar, and additional duties eventually led to her title change 
to Director of Collections. Her responsibilities include registration, curation, and overseeing the 
fashion archives.  

• The Exhibitions and Collections Manager has held various titles, including Associate Registrar and 
Collections Manager. The most recent title change to Exhibitions and Collections Manager reflects 
his role as collections manager, as well as exhibition management, fabrication, and more.  

• The Decorative Arts Trust Associate Curator is the only curator on staff, and this position ends in 
March 2019.   

 
The first three staff members served as the core staff caring for the museum collections and relied heavily 
on each other to ensure the collections are cared for adequately. They are often overwhelmed with a 
number of projects, including rehousing, exhibitions, and deaccessioning. In addition, their positions have 
expanded rapidly and, while job titles have been updated, job descriptions have not.  
 
A number of staffing changes occurred within the Museum between the two site visits. Alexandra Deutsch, 
Vice Presidents of Collections & Interpretations, was no longer at MdHS. Allison Tolman, previously 
Director of Collections, had been appointed to Vice President of Collections. However, there were no 
current plans to hire a new Director of Collections. As a result, Alison continues to maintain a number of 
her previous duties while taking on the role of Vice President of Collections & Interpretations. The core 
staff continues to be a team of three, as an Associate Registrar was also hired shortly after the initial visit 
to assist with registration duties.  
 
At the time of the first site visit, staff felt strongly that additional staffing would be necessary to adequately 
care for the collections, particularly in light of the potential large-scale collections move that could result 
from the capital campaign. They are certain they do not have the capacity to sufficiently support a large 
scale move at their current staffing level. Staff felt that four additional positions would be necessary: An 
Associate Registrar, a Curator, a Collections Manager, and Curatorial Assistant. It should be noted that an 
Associate Registrar was hired after the initial site visit in February 2019.  

 
The Museum has also worked with student interns to address collections care. Over the past several years, 
a summer internship has been offered focusing on cataloging and rehousing the fashion archives. There 
are systems in place to support additional volunteers and interns, but they are not always utilized.  
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Library Staff 
The Library Staff consists of six full-time employees, as well as a small pool of volunteers. The Library is 
overseen by the Library Director, who reports to the Vice President of Collections. Staff roles and 
responsibilities are as follows:  
 

• The Library Director oversees the Library, including the creation of internal and external 
procedures, project management, and establishing departmental priorities. The Library Director 
had recently assumed this position prior to the second site visit; it had been vacant for some time.  

• There are two Special Collections Archivists on staff. Responsibilities of this position include 
handling donations, processing collections, answering reference collections, managing the 
reference desk, and supervising the reading room during open hours.  

• The Senior Reference Librarian oversees books and manuscripts within the collections and assists 
researchers. The individual in this position has a wealth of institutional knowledge, as he has the 
longest tenure at the Library. 

• The Library Associate’s primary duties include staffing the special collections desk and answering 
reference request and reading room questions. While he has done processing as a part of the 
position in the past, it was not his focus at the time of the site visit.  

• Digital Collections & Metadata Librarian is a recent addition to the Library staff, having started 
two months prior to the second site visit. The position is in charge of selecting and implementing 
a new Digital Asset Management System and Archival Management System. 

 
In addition, the Digital Projects Coordinator/Curator of Films & Photographs works closely with both 
Library and Museum staff, reporting to the Vice President of Collections. This position oversees digital 
services at MdHS, which includes digitization of both Museum and Library collections for patrons as well 
as inhouse projects. Responsibilities also include curating photo and print shows, as well as some 
processing of photograph collections and oral histories.  
 
The Digital Collections & Metadata Librarian and Library Director are the only positions with updated job 
descriptions; this is due to both being recently hired. Remaining staff report that their positions have 
shifted over time MdHS has not update their descriptions to reflect the current responsibilities.  
 
Library staff feel they are fairly well sized for their needs. The Library Director is concerned that they do 
not have a preservation staff member and have had to fill in as needed with current staff. As they feel it is 
unlikely they will be able to add an additional staff member, the Library Director is interested in pursuing 
additional training in preservation for current staff.  
 
The Library also regularly hosts interns, typically two to three per year. They would like to expand their 
internship program, but also recognize they have a limited capacity and do not want to provide a poor 
experience.  

 
d. Funding 

 
There are dedicated budgets for departments at MdHS. However, departmental budgets are developed by 
the CFO, with minimal input from collections staff. It is difficult for staff to plan projects in advance and 
forecast spending needs as the department has not been provided with a written budget. As a result, most 
spending on collections care is the result of reacting to problems, rather than working to proactively 
prevent problems (i.e. the collapsing shelves).  
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There is a restricted fund for conservation and acquisitions. Any money from deaccessioning is put into 
this fund. In addition, the Library automatically receives photocopying survives fees, but have not been 
consistent in tracking the amounts over time.  

 
MdHS has an excellent Development staff that has worked to identify and apply for various grants 
supporting the collections as well as the Society as a whole. MDHS is also about to embark on a capital 
campaign that will potentially raise funds to support improving collections storage, moving the collections, 
and additional staff. At the time of the site visits, the campaign was in the quiet phase prior to roll out. All 
staff were optimistic about the campaign and its potential to greatly improve collections care and 
management moving forward.  

 
e. Policies and Procedures  
 

The Library and Museum maintain separate Collection Management Policies. There is an Emergency 
Preparedness & Recovery Plan in place that covers the entirety of the Society. This was first drafted in 2000 
and has subsequently undergone multiple revisions. The plan is currently under revision by the Visitor 
Services department.  
 
Museum Policies and Procedures 
The Museum Collection Management Policy was last revised in June 2017. The Policy includes sections on 
Governance, Policies, Care of Collections, Access and Use, Documentation, Risk Management, Intellectual 
Property, and Policy Review. The Polices section covers the following:  
 

• Scope of Collections 
• Categories of Collections 
• Acquisitions and Accessions 
• Deaccessions 
• Outgoing Loans 
• Incoming Loans 
• Objects in Custody  

Library Policies and Procedures 
The H. Furlong Baldwin Library Collections Policy was last updated in 2005. The Policy includes sections on 
Statement of Purpose, Additions to the Collections, and De-Accession Procedures. The Additions to the 
Collections section contains many components of a Collections Development Policy, and includes the 
following components:  

 
• Responsible Collecting 
• Nature of Ownership 
• Subject Areas the Library Collects 
• Formats the Library Collections 
• Materials and Subject Areas the Library Does Not Collect 
• Accession Procedures 
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In addition, researchers accessing the collection are required to review H. Furlong Baldwin Library Policies 
and Procedures, which cover the following:  

 
• Check In & Check Out Procedures 
• General Library Policies 
• Photocopies 
• Additional Policies and Guidelines Applicable to Special Collections 

Researchers are required to review this document and complete a Library Registration Form.  
 
f. Collections Management 

 
Museum Collections 
Staff estimate that 85% of the collection is accessioned. While staff have made excellent strides over the 
past few years in establishing greater intellectual control over the collections, a number of past events 
have impacted the organization’s collections management that they are still recovering from. This includes 
the reduction of staffing in 2006 that exacerbated a database transition and three large collection moves 
in a three-year period.  
 
The museum collections are managed in PastPerfect, which MdHS transitioned to from Emu in the mid-
2000s. Changes in staffing levels occurred shortly after the transition to PastPerfect, which greatly 
impacted its implementation. Staff report that there are currently over 51,000 objects recorded in 
PastPerfect, some of which may just be trace numbers from the previous database that have not been 
cleaned out. In addition, staff report that not all objects in the collection are within PastPerfect. Many 
items that were acquired in 2008/9 were not entered into PastPerfect and exist only on paper records. 
There are also issues with found-in-collection (FIC) items as well as abandoned property  
 
Staff are concerned that nearly 75% of the collection might not be trackable via PastPerfect. Items that are 
entered into PastPerfect do not always have their location updated after moves, and not all items have 
been associated with records. For example, the militaria collection housed in the rear of Old Furniture 
Storage was only recently identified as the militaria collection and associated with records. Similarly, items 
stored in Case Crate Storage were disassociated from their documentation for several years following a 
collection move. In some instances, it has been possible for staff to locate items that are not adequately 
recorded in PastPerfect by exploring previous databases and paper records for the collections.  
 
Staff estimate that about 50% of the collection has been inventoried but are aware the number may be 
much lower as they do not have a handle on all of the artifacts within the collection. There is a mechanism 
in place to conduct spot inventories. Twenty-five objects are selected form the database to check locations 
and increase accountability. However, these spot inventories are inconsistent and also do not reflect the 
number of objects not in PastPerfect. Staff are hopeful that they will be able to conduct an inventory of 
each storage space prior to the next large collections move.  
 
It is projected that the collections will grow an estimated 5% per year, as they are actively collecting in 
certain areas. While a moratorium on collecting would be ideal given current issues, staff are aware that 
the last time MdHS did this, objects were still collected but not accessioned. Many of these materials 
became abandoned property due to lack of paperwork.  
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There has been some pressure to identify collections for deaccessioning quickly, in part as a potential 
solution to storage issues. While there are likely items that could be identified for potential deaccessioning, 
there is some concern that the pace of deaccessioning, as well as the lack of staffing to support the work, 
may result in problems in the near future.  
 
Library Collections 
The Library receives a number of donations, estimated at fifty per year. Staff maintain a list of collections 
offered for donation and will make a recommendation to the Library Committee of the Board as to whether 
they should be acquired. The Committee meets quarterly to make the final decision regarding acquisitions. 
Staff have maintained good accession records over the years and estimate that 95% of the Library 
collections have been accessioned. 
 
Staff report that 90% of the Library collections, excluding photograph and manuscript collections, have 
been inventoried. While collections have been inventoried, staff recognize that they do not have an 
overarching system to document the locations of collection. There is a “cheat sheet” available to generally 
guide staff to a collections location, but it is not regularly maintained or consulted. A great deal of 
institutional knowledge regarding the collections, including physical locations, continues to live with staff 
members and has not been formally documented.  
 
Staff estimate that 70-80% of the collections are considered processed. At the time of the site visit, Library 
staff were in the midst of transitioning to ArchivesSpace. The previous system utilized spreadsheets and 
word documents to manage the collection, with many container lists existing in Microsoft Word format. 
As they transition to ArchivesSpace, staff are working to ensure that they are consistent in their procedures 
and documentation, including implementing weekly processing meetings. Staff are hopeful that they will 
be able to develop a more comprehensive processing Manual as a result of this work as well.  
 
There are a small number of unidentified stashes of collections materials, mostly in the context of 
unprocessed collections. Many of these stashes were noted in Storage and the Prints & Photographs Room 
of Thomas & Hugg. In addition, staff have been discovering collections that are accessioned, but do not 
have corresponding paperwork (deed of gift, donor records, etc.). These have become more apparent as 
they transition to ArchivesSpace.  
 

A.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Strategic and Preservation Planning 

When an institution undertakes preservation planning with a clear understanding of the purpose, scope, 
and nature of its collections, preservation plans can be developed that are responsive to institutional 
priorities, users’ needs, and the preservation needs of the collections. A mission statement that clearly 
defines the purpose of the collections, and a collections development policy that accurately describes the 
collecting scope and practices, form the foundation for preservation planning. 

 
Preventive measures have the greatest impact on the long-term preservation of collections.  To the extent 
practical, preservation planning should focus first on the activities that benefit all of the collections by 
preventing or minimizing damage or loss, before considering the remedial treatment needs of specific 
parts of the collection or individual items. For example, it makes little sense to invest resources on 
conservation treatment only to return items to a poor storage environment or allow careless handling to 
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continue to inflict damage. Preventive measures include the establishment and maintenance of 
appropriate environmental conditions, disaster preparedness, collections security, proper storage 
methods and materials, and proper handling and use practices. 

 
Also key to effective preservation planning is the establishment of intellectual control over existing 
holdings.  The staff’s knowledge of the nature, scope, and quantity of the collections guides many of the 
decisions involved in preservation planning. This includes selecting and prioritizing materials for 
preservation and determining needs for resources, such as staffing, funding, and supplies. Staff’s familiarity 
with the content of collections also provides information about their value for research, as well as their 
historical, artifactual, or aesthetic value. Staff understanding of the value and potential use of collections 
helps to determine both the priorities for preservation action and the appropriate preservation methods 
to use. 
 
Strategic Planning 
MdHS should be commended for integrating stewardship and conservation of the collections into their 
Strategic Plan. Collections staff should continue to advocate for the dedication of resources to these 
activities, particularly completing deferred maintenance of the facilities. While these activities may not be 
as appealing to donors as other components of the Strategic Plan, they are integral to its success.   
 
Library and Museum staff should consider drafting action items that support the objectives relating the 
collections care. For example, it would be beneficial list the actions necessary to achieve the objective of 
“Develop conservation plans for museum collections and library,” as listed in Goal 2: Improve Stewardship 
and Conservation of Collections. Listing actions required, as well as resources necessary, will assist the 
Society in thinking strategically about how to support these goals and objectives while also being realistic 
about their needs.  
 
Collections stewardship and care of the facilities should continue to be a part of any future strategic 
planning efforts. Having these concepts and goals incorporated into institution-wide plans will continue to 
engage every part of the organization in preservation awareness. 

 
 Preservation Planning 

MdHS should develop a Preservation Plan specifically for the collections, addressing both the Museum and 
Library collections as many of their needs overlap. A Preservation Plan is a long-range proposal based on 
the mission and goals of the institution which breaks down large tasks, such as stabilizing environmental 
conditions or addressing housing requirements, into specific and manageable projects. The Preservation 
Plan should consider a vision for future growth of the collections and the projected use of the collections, 
as well as the mission and goals of MdHS. 

 
The Plan should outline goals, objectives, and strategies for the next three to five years for the collections. 
The Plan should focus on staffing, funding, space, building, environment, security, emergency 
preparedness, collections development, access, intellectual control over collections, and more detailed 
topics that relate specifically to collections preservation. The Plan should also outline the actions necessary 
to provide adequate staff and funding, assign responsibilities, and set a schedule for implementation. This 
report will serve as an excellent resource in establishing the framework for a Preservation Plan.  
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To implement the preservation plan, a timetable should be developed with assigned duties, taking into 
consideration staffing and funding levels. A realistic timetable with short- and long-term goals should be 
established.  
 
Once completed, steps should be taken to designate when the Preservation Plan will be reviewed. There 
should be at least an annual review of the whole plan. Reviews ensure that the plan is systematically 
implemented, and the process is documented. Depending on annual projects, additional review periods 
should be established. 

 
Resource: 
Ogden, Sherelyn, drafted. “Long-Range Preservation Plan.”  Minnesota Historical Society, 2010. 

<http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/conservation/reports/2010longrangeplan.pdf> 
 

b. Institutional Commitment 

MdHS staff and board must keep in mind the level of commitment to preservation when determining how 
to care for irreplaceable objects under their stewardship. A certain level of institutional support underpins 
the entire strategic planning effort and without it, an effective program to manage and sustain collections 
care cannot continue. 

 
In general, the Society is fortunate to have an Executive Director and Board that are aware of the 
collections. However, it is important that they understand the needs of the collections holistically and 
recognize that their preservation and access underpin their existence as an organization. As their Mission 
is to educate “using the society’s collections, and to preserve important objects and archival material,” it 
is imperative that they support adequate staffing and funding to ensure their longevity in support of their 
Mission.  
 
The Society should share findings from this Preservation Needs Assessment, such as the Abstract and 
Executive Summary, to educate these stakeholders about the collections ongoing needs. The findings and 
recommendations from this report can be used to not only to guide internal preservation planning and 
collections care, but to serve as a roadmap for charting accomplishments. 

 
c. Staffing 

As part of the commitment to collections care, MdHS should support sufficient staffing levels in order to 
ensure the proper care of the collections and remain good stewards. MdHS is fortunate to have dedicated 
staff and volunteers committed to their mission. It is important that they continue to recruit and retain 
staff to support the organization and expand positions as feasible.  
 
An important first step in addressing staffing needs for both the Library and Museum staff will be to update 
all job descriptions. In doing so, it will become apparent to staff and higher administration the wide variety 
of duties each staff member has taken on over the years that extend beyond the core functions of their 
positions. As new positions are created and duties reassigned, job descriptions will need to be updated.  
 
While both the Museum and Library have specific staffing needs, it is clear that both could benefit from a 
preservation-related position. It is recommended that the Society considers creating a position that would 
serve both the Library and Museum in addressing their preservation needs, including implementing a 
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preservation plan, environmental monitoring, pest management, housekeeping, and other tasks identified 
throughout this report.  

 
Museum Staffing 
As the Strategic Plan and capital campaign at MdHS progresses, staffing assignments will need to be 
monitored and reallocated as projects are completed. MdHS will need to pay particular attention to the 
staffing levels necessary to adequately move the collections. It is important to note that staff will be 
necessary not only during the physical move, but in the time leading up to and following the main event.  
 
It is excellent that, in the time between the two site visits, the position of Associate Registrar was 
established. However, it is of some concern that the Director of Collections position was merged into the 
Vice President of Collections position with Allison Tolman’s promotion. Staff continue to be overtaxed, 
with multiple responsibilities accrued through promotions and merging of positions. It is recommended 
that the Society hires a new Director of Collections.  
 
In addition, it is recommended that three additional staff positions are added to support the museum 
collection: A Curator, a Collections Manager, and a Curatorial Assistant. A Collections Manager will be 
essential in improving intellectual control over the collections. Having a dedicated staff member for each 
of these activities will not only improve accessioning, deaccessioning, and collections care, but will also be 
key during the collections move. It is recommended that a Collections Manager is in place well before any 
collections move takes place.  A Curator position should also be created, as it will allow the Vice President 
of Collections focus on her primary duties without also needing to fill the role of Curator.  
 
MdHS will also need to consider the additional staff necessary to successfully navigate a collection move. 
Consideration should be given to hiring a contract position to oversee the process and ensure that it is 
undertaken in a clear and cohesive manner. This will require that this position is hired in advance of the 
move. 
 
Library Staffing  
It is excellent that Library staff feel they are adequately sized for their needs and should be commended 
for adding the position of Metadata Collections & Metadata Librarian to assist them in selecting a new 
DAMS and AMS. The Library should continue to maintain its current staffing levels. Should staff members 
leave or retire, all efforts should be made to rehire rather than merge positions.  
 
Staff feel it is unlikely they will be able to create a new position for the Library in the near future. That said, 
they recognize the need for a preservation-focused staff member moving forward and the eventual need 
for additional digitization staff as digital services and digital collections grow. Staff should be strategic in 
considering how they can achieve these needs, including planning ahead for the growth of digital services 
and potentially establishing a preservation-related position serving both the Library and Museum. In 
addition, consideration should be given to pursuing grant funding for project staff to assist in arranging 
and describing the collections. As finite processing, storage, and rehousing projects are identified, the 
Society should consider applying for grant funding that could include project staff as a part of the proposal. 
 
Internships 
As funding and staff timing allow, consideration should be given to expanding internship opportunities. 
This report will identify a number of discrete projects that could be undertaken by interns. Not only can an 
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intern be a dedicated worker and complete discrete projects, they can provide up-to-date knowledge that 
comes from being currently enrolled in a professional academic discipline. 
 
Professional Development 
Providing funds for staff development and continuing education for staff should be a priority for MdHS; it 
is important to ensure that staff are able to continue to learn and bring up-to-date collections care 
knowledge into practice. Professional development should not be seen as a privilege for individual staff 
members, but rather a rational approach to closing skills gaps in order to meet strategic goals. Attending 
conferences will also allow staff to network with colleagues and strategize about common problems, such 
as the potential upcoming move. Staff are encouraged to reach out to comparable collecting organizations 
on a local, regional, and national level. 
 

d. Funding  

With adequate funding, MdHS can accomplish the preservation goals that are identified.  A variety of 
strategies to provide the needed financial support should be developed.  All possible funding sources 
should be explored, such as redistributing regular budget allocations; applying for various local, regional, 
and national grants; and seeking private donations.   
 
It is imperative that an annual preservation budget for supporting collections care activities is established, 
including the purchase of supplies and equipment, cleaning, repair, and treatment.  Departmental budgets 
should be developed in conjunction with department heads. It is imperative that the Vice President of 
Collections and Interpretations is aware of the funding available to the department in order to adequately 
plan projects in advance and forecast spending. This will allow staff to be more proactive in addresses 
collections care issues, before they become a more expensive problem.  
 
The Development Staff should be commended for the excellent work they have done to identify and apply 
for various grants on behalf of the collections as well as the Society as a whole. This report will become an 
important supporting document moving forward as they pursue additional grants to support collections 
care, as well as the upcoming capital campaign. That said, grant funding should be sought for special 
projects, but MdHS should also commit to funding and maintaining an ongoing commitment to the 
collections. Funders are supportive of institutions that are committed to collections care, as demonstrated 
in their annual budgets.   
 
In addition to regular funding, public relations and promotion are also vital in accomplishing preservation-
related goals.  MdHS’ publicity campaigns should continually bring the attention of decision-makers, users, 
donors, and the local community to topics of concern related to the collections.  
 

e. Policies, Plans, and Procedures 
 

Having policies, plans, and procedures in place that assist in the governance, planning, and maintenance 
of the collections is vital in order to have properly functioning and thriving collections. Policies and 
procedures are essential documents for any collections-holding institution to have in place. Many of the 
policies, plans, and written procedure documents that form a collections management framework for 
MdHS are already in place, but some still need to be established and/or expanded from the policies they 
are currently found in. While it is recommended that the Library and Museum maintain certain policies 
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separately (see below), the following can be implemented jointly to ensure a joint commitment to best 
practices:  
 
• MdHS has excellent practices in place guiding exhibition development. These should be formally 

recorded in an Exhibition Policy. This policy should establish the authorities and responsibilities for 
planning exhibitions and executing their installation. In addition, it should specify timelines and 
rotation schedules, including specifications for more sensitive materials to limit light exposure. 
Environmental specifications (including levels of light, temperature, and relative humidity), 
specifications for exhibition cases, support, and mount materials should also be included.  

 
Additional policies that can be developed jointly include Emergency Preparedness and Maintenance 
Policies are addressed in later sections of the report. 

 
The Museum maintains a Collection Management Policy, and the Library has a Collections Policy. Both of 
these documents contain components of a Collections Management Policy (CMP) and Collections 
Development Policy (CDP). Both the Library and Museum should consider developing respective Collection 
Management Policies and Collection Development Policies for their departments, rather than merging 
them into one document for the department. 

 
• A Collections Development Policy (CDP) should outline in detail what the Library/Museum collects 

and the breadth and scope of the collections as they presently stand. This policy can also be used to 
identify and outline gaps in the collections and designate areas for concentration in future collecting. 
 
A written CDP describes a repository’s collecting scope by articulating (and limiting) collected dates, 
subjects, regions, formats, etc. A CDP is important to identify potential collecting goals for the future 
as well as materials that might be out of scope and therefore targets for deaccessioning. A CDP can 
also help limit unsolicited donations and help identify items for deaccessioning. 
 
The Museum does have a Scope of Collections outlined in the Collections Management Policy, but it 
would benefit from having a stand-alone CDP to gain control of the collection. 
 
The Library has the components of a Collections Development Policy within their Collections Policy, as 
addressed in the Subject Areas the Library Collects, Formats the Library Collections and Materials and 
Subject Areas the Library Does Not Collect sections of the Policy. These sections have not been updated 
since 2005 and may not adequately reflect current collecting practices.  
 

• A Collections Management Policy (CMP) is a consolidated series of shorter policies. Sections of a CMP 
include: 

o Mission Statement  
o Collecting Scope   
o Acquisition Policy  
o Accessioning Procedures 
o Deaccessioning Policy  
o Ethics Statement 
o Collections Care Policies  
o General Statements on Access and Handling  
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o Rights & Reproductions 
 
Many of these sections are already addressed in existing policies. A priority for both the Museum and 
Library in updating these policies should be to ensure that policies and procedures outlined with the 
CMP reflect current practices and that they adhere to best practices in the field. Both departments 
would benefit from reviewing their deaccessioning procedures within these documents.  

 
Resource: 
Simmons, John E. Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies.  Washington DC: 

 American Association of Museums, 2006.  
 

Museum-Specific Policies 
The Museum should consider drafting Handling and Access Guidelines. These are necessary in order to 
ensure that collections are accessed and handled in a safe and secure manner. Similar to the CDP, this will 
be an expanded version of the Access and Use section of the Collections Management Policy. 

 
This specific policy should be geared towards providing individuals who will physically use the collections 
with tips on the safe care of materials while they are being used for research, shelved, cleaned, reproduced, 
moved, or touched for any other reason. This policy also provides procedures for accessing the collections 
and outlines rules for who may use the collections and under what circumstances. These guidelines should 
be reviewed by anyone accessing the collections, including researchers and volunteers.  

 
Library-Specific Policies 
It is recommended that, as they work to establish their DAMS, the Library creates a formal, written Digital 
Preservation Plan. The plan should include the Society’s priorities and selection criteria for choosing which 
records to archive, file naming conventions, and steps for preservation. In addition to a Digital Preservation 
Plan, CIM should also establish a Digitization Plan. For both of these, the Library will need to work closely 
with Digital Services and may want to consider pursuing a Digital Preservation Assessment when ready.  
 

f. Collections Management 

Processing, cataloging, and inventorying all collections will improve access in the long-term. The provision 
of access and tools to manage the collections underpins all stewardship activities. Decisions about 
retention, space requirements, collections interpretation, and preservation needs cannot be adequately 
made without accessioning, cataloging, and inventorying records.  

 
Museum Collections 
The Museum should continue to work toward a complete inventory of the collection, with the eventual 
goal of having a complete list of all the items in storage and on display prior to any move. This will require 
a great deal of staff time, and its success depends on the hiring of additional staff. Although fully cataloging 
and describing all materials may be an overwhelming project, it is imperative to have a general sense of 
the collections’ contents, particularly prior to any major collections move. 
 
As a part of the inventory process, staff should record measurements, condition issues, and rehousing 
needs. Cursory box, drawer, or room content descriptions and volume counts are highly important steps 
toward intellectual control. Efforts should also be made to ensure that collections locations are updated 
in PastPerfect and undescribed stashes should be identified and evaluated.  
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In addition to the ongoing importance of more comprehensive intellectual control, recording this 
information aids in budgeting staff time, supplies, and financial resources for implementing all further 
steps to formalize and manage the collection.  This information will also be useful for grant applications 
and internal planning.     
 
The Museum will also need to take into consideration the growth of the collections. A priority for the 
Museum is to establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide decisions regarding the 
acquisition of materials.  MdHS will need to have plans in place to ensure that the growth of the collections 
is done systematically and is managed in an effective and responsible manner. In addition, staff should 
review current deaccessioning procedures and ensure they meet current standards.  
 
Library Collections 
The Library should continue to transition to ArchivesSpace, using this as an opportunity to review and update 
their current policies and procedures regarding collections management to reflect new workflows. This 
includes the creation of a Processing Manual, which will help to standardize processing, including 
arrangement and description, and will provide consistent procedures. This is of particular importance to 
help ensure documentation moving forward is consistent and will help establish standards for any new 
staff working with collections. The manual should describe, in detail, procedures for processing, arranging, 
and housing various types of collections and collections materials. How collections are managed in 
ArchivesSpace should also be addressed. Many institutions make their manuals available online, including 
the University of Texas Arlington and the Minnesota Historical Society.  

 
It is clear that Library staff has established good intellectual control over a majority of the collections. 
Library staff should continue to work to identify all materials in the collections. “Undescribed stashes” such 
as those found in Thomas & Hugg Storage and PP Room should be identified and evaluated. Staff should 
continue to work a complete inventory of the collections and implement a formal system to track the 
locations of collections. Efforts should be made to ensure that institutional knowledge regarding the 
location and storage of collections is adequately documented.  
 
As highlighted previously, the Library should establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide 
decisions regarding the acquisition of materials, as well as a separate Collections Management Policy.  In 
addition, staff should review current deaccessioning procedures and ensure they meet current standards.  

 
Resource: 
Simmons, John E. Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies.  Washington DC: 
 American Association of Museums, 2006. 

 
B. Building Conditions 
 
B.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Background & Concerns 

 
MdHS is located in the historic Mt. Vernon neighborhood in Baltimore, Maryland. The Society was gifted 
Pratt house in 1919, a mansion residence built in the 1840s. The Society expanded beyond the mansion, 
constructing additions and acquiring buildings within the general vicinity. At the time of the site visit, MdHS 
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consisted of several connected structures: Pratt House, Keyser/Library, Thomas & Hugg, Link, Bar, and 
Greyhound Garage. Two additional, standalone buildings, Howard Street and Terminal, have also 
historically been used for collections storage but were essentially empty at the time of the site visit.  
 
Howard Street, Terminal, and Pratt House were to be leased or sold at the time of the site visits. Only a 
small number of collections remained in these spaces and plans were in development to relocate them 
once any sale or lease is made official. They will not be addressed as a part of this report.  
 
Pratt, Keyser/Library, Thomas & Hugg, Link, Bar, and Greyhound Garage are all interconnected. The 
following was noted regarding building materials and maintenance issues at the time of the site visit:  
 
• Thomas & Hugg  

This building was constructed in the 1960s and has been repurposed over time. Currently, it consists 
of galleries, offices, auditoriums, and a cafeteria. The basement currently serves as collections storage. 
In Lower Manuscripts, there have been significant water issues believed to be due to ground water 
and rising water levels after heavy rains. Between the two site visits, the internal drainage system 
leaked, causing significant water damage in the Prints & Photographs Room and Library Storage. In 
addition to water issues, there are issues with HVAC and poor air flow throughout the space. There is 
no hot water in this building due to an issue with the steam pipe.  
 

• Keyser/Library 
Referred to as Keyser or the Library, this space consists the Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room and 
several collections storage spaces dedicated to the Library. The building is connected to Pratt and 
Thomas & Hugg. Issues facing these spaces are primarily related to water, with signs of water 
infiltration along the walls of the Reading Toom.  
 

• Link 
Also known as the Beard Pavilion, this glass pavilion built in 2003 serves as a link between Thomas & 
Hugg and Bar. The ground floor serves as the lobby for the Society. The basement is collections storage. 
 

• Bar 
Galleries are located on the first through third floor of the Bar building and the basement is utilized as 
collections storage. The building was constructed in 2003. Issues facing this structure in particular 
relate to the HVAC unit and low levels of humidity.  
 

• Greyhound Garage/Heritage Building 
Originally a garage for Greyhound Buses, the building was originally constructed in the 1940s. MdHS 
acquired the building in 1995 and retrofitted the space for collections storage and galleries. Greyhound 
is all one level and there are multiple issues with the roof, including leaks, build-ups of condensation, 
and tar drips. The roof was last replaced in 1995 and has not yet been replaced; Facilities report it 
should have been replaced in 2005. The building is on the Market Center National Register Historic 
District, and Maryland Historic Trust has an easement on the exterior of the building.  
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• Pratt House 
As noted, Pratt was to be sold or leased and was in the process of being emptied of all collections. 

 
As a part of the upcoming capital campaign, plans are in place for shifts in how current collections storage 
and galleries are to be utilized. Suggested concepts include abandoning storage in basement of Thomas & 
Hugg and converting Greyhound or the 3rd floor of Bar to collections storage. In addition, the gallery spaces 
on the first floor of Thomas & Hugg will be converted to educational programming spaces.   
 
There are a variety of structural issues, including electrical and plumbing problems. Electric is on breakers 
with only a few switches. While they have been grandfathered in, their electrical system is technically 
against code. There are also a number of older pipes throughout the buildings, many of which have rusted 
and lead to leaks. These issues are compounded by the “Frankenstein” nature of the MdHS buildings; it 
can take time to decipher how buildings have been connected over years of renovation and construction.  
 
Water issues extend beyond rusted pipes. Leaks in the Bar building have resulted from issues with internal 
drains and water leaks have occurred in Thomas & Hugg from issues with the roof, gutters, internal drains, 
condensation from the air handlers, and from being built over a creek. Library staff are always on edge 
when there is rain in the forecast, as they have had several leaks throughout their storage spaces. 
 
Additionally, there is no heat along radiators in the staircases due to the loss of a heat exchanger and there 
is no hot water in the bathrooms in Thomas & Hugg due to a steam pipe issue.  
 
A number of concerns regarding the building relate to problematic and/or outdated HVAC systems, which 
will be addressed in Section C. Environmental Conditions.  

 
b. Maintenance 
 

MdHS maintenance is overseen by the Director of Facilities, Gerard Taberly. The Director of Facilities 
should be commended for the excellent work he has done maintaining MdHS properties with the resources 
at hand.  
 
There is a minimal cyclical building maintenance schedule that consists of quarterly checks of all 
mechanical systems by an outside consultant. All other maintenance is addressed as needed. As a result, 
most maintenance becomes reactive rather than preventive. In addition, many tasks are “band aids” rather 
than a solution to issues such as addressing internal drainage leaks in Thomas & Hugg, or they are unable 
to determine the cause of an issues, such as the water infiltration along the walls of the Library.  
 
Staff report that there is a large backlog of deferred maintenance for the buildings, which the Society 
specifically addresses in the Strategic Plan (Goal 3: Repurpose unused real estate and complete deferred 
maintenance of facilities). An objective of the plan is to “perform deferred maintenance to the Thomas 
and Hugg Building, Library, and Bar buildings and grounds.”  
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B.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Building Issues and Maintenance 

MdHS Staff are aware of the needs and limitations of their current buildings, and the Director of 
Maintenance should be commended for his excellent work.  Facilitates staff are familiar with the building, 
as well as environmental control and internal protection systems. They understand the relationship 
between the building envelope and the wellbeing of collections materials and are able to foresee potential 
hazards that may affect collections. However, while staff are able to foresee potential hazards, years of 
deferred maintenance make it difficult to address issues before they are problematic. It is imperative that 
MdHS work towards proactively addressing concerns rather than waiting until they become a larger issue.  

 
A systematic approach to building maintenance should be adopted, as it will be key to prolonging the life 
of the structure and its systems. As MdHS has seen, a failure of the mechanical systems can cause a disaster 
more expensive to repair than the cost of regular maintenance of these systems. Any building repairs or 
structural stabilizations should be considered before dedication to other preservation actions, as the 
building envelope will affect the entirety of the collections. MdHS’ upcoming capital campaign is focused 
on improving the buildings and will hopefully bring about many positive and lasting changes.  
 
Facilities should be supported to undertake projects that will improve the building in the long term. While 
projects such as upgrading the electrical systems and HVAC systems will be expensive upfront, they are an 
investment in preventing future disasters such as fires and floods. Water issues should be addressed as 
soon as possible; leaks and floods from various causes have negatively affected collections overtime and 
have made it near impossible to use certain storage areas. Water sensors should be installed in any space 
where water infiltration has historically been an issue.  

 
In addition, a routine cyclical maintenance plan should be implemented. This plan should build off of 
existing quarterly systems checks for mechanical systems. Such a program would provide schedules and 
guidelines for inspection and preventive maintenance for any location where collections are stored or 
exhibited. The program should be recorded in writing to ensure consistency.  MdHS should ensure that a 
system is in place for documenting completed maintenance projects if there is not one already so that 
work can be tracked over time. Previous maintenance tasks, including the many structural additions, 
should also be recorded in this system.  
 
Collections staff should continue to maintain good communications with maintenance staff so that any 
concerns with collections spaces are addressed promptly, efficiently, and with the best collections 
stewardship practices in mind.  Staff should also know about, and have input in, the facility maintenance 
schedule.  This will ensure that maintenance projects that affect the collections are being completed as 
scheduled. 
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C. Environmental Conditions 
 
C.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems 
 

The HVAC systems at MdHS consists of a variety of non-centralized units. While most spaces have heating 
and cooling, not all are equipped with humidity control. The following systems are utilized:  

 
• Bar, Link, and Greyhound Garage are on the same system, a gas boiler with chiller. There are variable 

air volume (VAV) boxes places throughout these buildings that allows for individual zones. The system 
was first installed in 2003 and the system and controls were last updated in 2014. Staff report that this 
system is functional. 
 

• Thomas & Hugg is equipped a combination of three different air handler systems; staff describe the 
set-up as problematic and difficult to regulate. There is steam heating and a chiller. Air Handler 5 
services six rooms across three floors, and needs to be replaced in the near future.  
 
There are a number of old VAV boxes that connect to vents throughout the building. Staff do not have 
the schematics for the location of these boxes. Fixing broken boxes is difficult, as they are unsure of 
where they are all located and what spaces they regulate.  
 
In addition, the cooling tower on the roof is extremely old and at risk of failure. Ideally, Facilities would 
like to abandon this water tower and integrate Thomas & Hugg into the water tower atop the Bar 
building.  
 
There is no humidity control in Thomas & Hugg. Dehumidifiers have been used in the summer to help 
regulate relative humidity, but they are noisy and have proven challenging to maintain consistently. A 
dehumidifier was observed, but not currently running, in Lower Manuscripts to help with moisture 
issues resulting from high ground water levels. During the winter, humidity in Thomas & Hugg can drop 
into the teens. 
 

• Keyser/Library is primarily serviced by two Carrier AC units and steam heating via radiators. Grandpa’s 
Garage and the Prints & Photographs Room of Keyser are not included in this system. Rather, portable 
air conditioning units and dehumidifiers are utilized for these spaces. During the winter months, the 
portable units are covered, and fans are used to circulate the air.  

There are proposals in place to update and integrate the HVAC systems. This includes updating Thomas & 
Hugg systems to integrate humidity control.  

 
b. Temperature, Relative Humidity, and Air Quality 
 

The following temperature and relative humidity goals have been set by MdHS:  
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 MdHS Goal 
Temperature 70°F, +/- 5°F 
Relative Humidity 50%, +/-5% 

 
Staff report that the summer temperatures generally range from 65 – 75°F with 45-60% humidity. During 
the winter, temperatures range from 65 – 75°F with 45-55% humidity. 
 
The following levels of temperature and relative humidity were measured during the site visit (on a cold 
day in winter), using an Elsec Environmental Monitor: 

 
LOCATION TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

Museum Spaces 
Bohanan 72.9°F 47.3% 
Silver Storage 73°F 48.2% 
New Furniture Storage 72.9°F 48% 
Greyhound Storage/Material Culture - 
Front 

74.8°F 47.9% 

Greyhound Storage/Material Culture - 
Back 

74.5°F 47.3% 

New Painting Storage 72.3°F 42.3% 
Oversize Storage 73°F 40% 
Case Crate Storage 72.1°F 42.2% 
Old Painting Storage 72°F 30.3% 
Old Furniture Storage 72.3°F 33.3% 
Compaction/Merrick 69.8°F 30.8% 
Cage – Museum Section 70.2°F 33.1% 
Civil War Exhibit 75.7°F 47.9% 
Deutschland Exhibit 74.3°F 36.7% 
1812 Exhibit 74.8°F 39.4% 

Library Spaces 
Reading Room, First Floor 69.3°F 49.1% 
Reading room, Back Room 71.2°F 46.7% 
Back Workspace 72.5°F 46.9% 
Upper Manuscripts 69.6°F 47% 
Lower Manuscripts 69.8°F 47.2% 
The “Belly” 68.5°F 49.2% 
Grandpa’s Garage 68.5°F 57.6% 
Thomas & Hugg Storage 70.3°F 52.2% 
Thomas & Hugg PP Room 68.9°F 50% 
Keyser PP Room 68.7°F 42.7% 

 
Readings that are above the recommended levels are indicated in red and readings below recommended 
levels are highlighted in yellow. It should be noted that this monitor has a margin of error of +/- 3.85%, and 
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long-term monitoring is more accurate than spot measurements. Readings in Museum spaces were taken 
on a winter day with a high of 49°F, while readings in Library spaces were taken on a late summer day with 
a high of 76°F.  

 
Measurements taken during the site visit indicate that temperature was generally within an acceptable 
range throughout the building, but the relative humidity recorded in most Museum areas was lower than 
recommended for the long-term preservation of paper-based and mixed media collections. This is in line 
with humidity issues noted by staff and may also be attributed to the season, as the heating system was 
running at the time of the site visit. In comparison, only one space was observed with low humidity during 
the summer months, with one space above recommended levels.  

 
c. Environmental Monitoring 
 

Temperature and relative humidity are monitored in museum collections storage and exhibition spaces 
using thermostats and dataloggers. Museum collections staff and Facilities aim to monitor the spaces daily. 
Dataloggers are pulled and analyzed monthly. Library spaces were not monitored at the time of the site 
visit, but Library staff intend to implement environmental monitoring in the future. 
 
When the Society is closed, the Director of Facilities is able to monitor the space remotely. However, the 
current system is not equipped to alert staff when there are sudden or drastic spikes in temperature or 
relative humidity. These are typically discovered by staff when walking through space.  

 
d. Light 
 

MdHS recently undertook an aggressive transition to LED lighting throughout the building. As a result, a 
vast majority of lights in spaces where collections are stored or exhibited are equipped with LED lights. 
There are a small number of florescent and incandescent lights that still need to be changed over; Facilities 
staff are confident they will be replaced quickly.  
 
All lights are believed to be filtered for ultraviolet (UV) light. In collections storage areas, lights are only 
turned on as needed. Some areas are equipped with motion detectors to ensure lights are only turned on 
when they space is occupied.  
 
Museum staff expressed concern regarding light levels in Greyhound, particularly in Bohanan/Textiles 
storage. There is a glass wall on the exterior of the building. While an interior wall blocks most light from 
this wall, the interior wall does not reach the ceiling and some natural light does filter through. There are 
concerns that this window is not filtered for UV light. Library staff are not concerned with current light 
levels.  
 
In exhibition spaces, light levels are dependent upon the objects on display. However, there are no written 
guidelines regulating exhibition light levels. 
 
The following light levels were measured during the site visit (museum spaces on mid-afternoon on a late 
winter day, library spaces on a late summer day) using an Elsec Environmental Monitor:  
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Storage Room Location Visible light 
(LUX) 

Ultraviolet light 
(µW/LM) 

Museum Spaces 
Bohanan Work Table 175 11.6 
Bohanan  Hanging 

Storage/Shelves 
446 12.6 

Silver Storage  Work Table 258 0 
New Furniture Storage Velvet Chair 

Aisle 
408 143 

New Furniture Storage Entryway 232 215 
Greyhound Storage/Material Culture   Back 83 0 
New Painting Storage Flat Files 71.8 0 
Oversize Storage Horse 85 0 
Case Crate Storage Work Table 163 11.5 
Old Painting Storage Entryway 103 101 
Old Furniture Storage Frame Crates 288 98.1 
Compaction/Merrick Entryway 106 81.9 
Cage – Museum Section Room Center 11.9 0 
Civil War Gallery Book Display 216 0 
Deutschland Exhibit Book & Hat 

Display 
405 0 

1812 Exhibit Dress 133 0 
Library Spaces 

Reading Room Worktable 90.3 0 
Back Workspace Table 320 7.6 
Upper Manuscripts Rear Corner 299 83.7 
Upper Manuscripts Front Corner 491 64.3 

Lower Manuscripts Near Famous 
People Files 

145 71.7 

The “Belly” Center 208 76.2 
Thomas & Hugg Storage Entrance 30.8 0 
Thomas & Hugg PP Room Center 7 0 
Keyser PP Room Center 487 51 

 
Light levels above recommended levels are highlighted in yellow. Of concern are areas where ultraviolet 
light levels are high, as these are areas where LEDs most likely still need to be installed.  
 
It should be noted that a number of storage spaces double as workspaces. When considering visible light 
in these spaces, it is within recommended ranges for work areas but well above recommended levels for 
storage. That said, lights are only turned on as necessary, limiting light exposure.  
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e. Pest Management  
 

Staff have observed pests throughout the facilities, including rodents, various carpet beetles, moths, 
cockroaches, and flies. Silverfish and flying insects have also been observed in the Library. Evidence of pests 
has included rodent-damaged textiles, an exterior door showing signs of rodent entry, and cockroach 
carcasses.  
 
An Integrated Pest Management Plan had been implemented shortly before the initial site visit, focusing 
on the Museum storage spaces. This program was developed in response to multiple incidents involving a 
rodent and a rare bird of paradise hat. Museum staff worked closely with an outside vendor, Orkin, to 
develop a plan that addressed the needs of the facilities as well as the collections. While the plan does not 
cover all of MdHS collections storage locations, it addresses those at greatest risk.  

 
f. Mold 
 

Until the summer of 2019, the Library had infrequent mold issues, typically in the form of inactive mold. 
The 2019 leak in the Thomas & Hugg PP Room, however, impacted some collections materials that may 
have already been affected with mold. At the time of the second site visit, the Library was still in the process 
of recovery and working to determine next steps. A number of materials affected came from a stash of 
processed and unprocessed materials, as well as a collection of medical diplomas.  

 
g. Housekeeping 
 

There is a regular housekeeping schedule in place for offices and public areas, as well as gallery spaces, 
which is done by a contracted housekeeping position. Museum collections staff clean collections and 
exhibition furniture biennially. However, there are no written procedures or timelines overseeing 
housekeeping.  
 
Items in collections storage areas are rarely dusted; there is inadequate staff to conduct regularly 
scheduled housekeeping procedures, and as a result some storage areas have a significant accumulation 
of dust. These spaces are generally cleaned following a leak or prior to any behind-the-scenes tours.  
 
Within the Library, there are no clear procedures guiding housekeeping. Library staff recognize the need 
to implement a regular program, but are unsure if it should be in conjunction with housekeeping staff or 
duties assigned to existing Library staff.  

 
C.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Temperature and Relative Humidity 
 

A continuing goal for MdHS should be to provide spaces that allow for the storage of collections materials 
in areas that are environmentally stable and that conform to professional preservation standards. 
Provision of appropriate environmental controls (temperature, relative humidity, air quality, and light) is 
fundamental for ensuring the long-term preservation of collections materials. A stable environment slows 
down the deterioration process and is a critical strategy that can continually help the preservation of 
collections materials. 
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New research indicates that some flexibility in ranges of temperature and humidity levels over time may 
be safe for some collections materials, as long as careful environmental monitoring and data analysis are 
in place and there are not extended periods where collections are subjected to extreme conditions. 
 
In 2009, the American Institute for Conservation (AIC) developed a working group to recommend new 
environmental requirements for loans (as requested by the American Association of Museum Directors) 
that reflect current research in this area. The AIC group established interim guidelines in 2010, which will 
be further refined in the coming years. The interim guidelines are: 

 
 Recommended Goal Recommended Range 
Temperature 59 - 77°F  
Relative Humidity 45 - 55% +/- 5% 

 
Keep in mind that these are broad and general guidelines. While it is important to be aware of these 
specifications, even more vital than reaching ideal temperature and relative humidity set points is to have 
an environment that does not have extreme fluctuation. 
 
Extremes in relative humidity (below 40% and above 60%) can potentially cause irreversible physical 
damage in many objects. Some artifacts will be better preserved in low RH ranges; for example, most 
photographic materials should ideally be stored at 20-40% RH. Complex objects that are constrained (e.g. 
scrolls with their composite layers of materials, furniture, and wooden frames) require tighter parameters, 
as the different materials will expand and contract at different rates. Variations in temperature are 
generally better tolerated than variations in RH. However, higher temperatures increase the rate of 
chemical reactions, including those that decay paper-based materials. 
 
While it may not be possible to meet ideal specifications, it may be feasible to mitigate the fluctuations 
and provide more stable conditions. 

 
b. HVAC System 

Most preservation investments affect items one by one or in groups.  However, an HVAC system can 
provide an environmental situation that impacts the care of the entire collection. Having an HVAC system 
that can control both temperature and humidity can help to mitigate drastic fluctuations in unregulated 
spaces, and is the single largest preservation action that can be taken for the preservation of the 
collections. 
 
While the system serving Bar, Link, and Greyhound is adequate, the system serving Thomas & Hugg should 
be upgraded. It is recommended that plans to integrate and update this system should be supported and 
the dated cooling tower is also abandoned, as it is at risk to break and cause larger issues for the Society. 
When upgrading the system, it is imperative that humidity control is included. When reviewing humidity 
readings from the day of the site visit, it was clear which spaces were not equipped with humidity control.  
 
The heating and cooling system in the Keyser PP Room is not ideal and is somewhat concerning as this 
space house photographic prints, negatives, and audiovisual materials. Utilizing a portable air conditioning 
unit and fans can be inconsistent and problematic. Ideally, these collections should be relocated to a space 
with a system that is more reliable. However, the Library has limited storage options. At minimum, staff 
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should monitor the environment and remove collection items must at risk for damage from fluctuating 
temperature and relative humidity.  
 
While it will take an investment of time, it is also recommended that Facilities staff work to understand 
the myriad of VAV boxes throughout Thomas & Hugg. They are well aware of the issues the unmapped 
boxes have caused overtime; any upgrade would be an excellent opportunity to map the system and 
replace outdated parts as necessary.  
 
In addition to heating and cooling, MdHS should continue to be aware of the interior air quality of 
collections storage areas. Particulate matter can accelerate chemical reactions, including those responsible 
for deterioration, and can also cause abrasion. 
 
Gaseous pollutants, most particularly ozone, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides, increase the deterioration 
rates of cellulose materials, such as paper and leather. Sulfur dioxide is a major factor in the deterioration 
of paper, leather, and some construction materials, such as concrete and some stones. Should sooty greasy 
particles be observed, the building may be polluted by diesel exhaust. Monitoring for air quality is difficult 
and expensive and solutions to air quality issues would require installation of complex filtration systems, 
which would be a cost that MdHS would not likely want to incur. HVAC systems should be equipped with 
air filters with the highest level of filtration efficiency that the systems can handle. 

 
 
c. Environmental Monitoring 

Monitoring, recording, and analyzing existing environmental conditions in collections storage is an 
essential step in instituting and maintaining a stable environment that meets conservation standards. 
Monitoring helps to establish baseline temperatures and relative humidity for storage spaces. Monitoring 
is also a useful tool in gathering hard data on the environmental extremes in areas where collections are 
stored. 
 
It is excellent that MdHS has an environmental monitoring program in place for some areas and should be 
expanded to include all Library locations. Staff should continue to ensure that dataloggers are located in 
every room where collections are used, exhibited, and stored, and that data gathered is properly analyzed 
on a regular basis. In order to assist in the analysis, staff should systematically record weather conditions 
and events in the building (such as basement or wall leaks) that would affect environmental conditions.  

 
At some point, MdHS may want to consider consulting an environmental engineer from an organization 
like the Image Permanence Institute or other systems engineer with expertise in analysis or environmental 
conditions.  The engineer can use the data to determine the cause of any severe fluctuations and possible 
methods to address them. An engineer can make recommendations for cost-effective changes that can be 
made to the current HVAC systems so that they can function more efficiently or suggest an upgraded 
system that will disallow the need for supplementary heating, cooling, and dehumidification. 

 
d. Lighting 

All light is damaging to collections; light damage is cumulative over time and irreversible. Light initiates 
and accelerates chemical reactions that cause weakening, brittleness and discoloration of paper, leather, 
and adhesives. Light also causes fading. The provision of light levels that meet conservation standards 
should be an institutional policy. 
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Recommended light levels for collections storage and work areas are: 

 
Storage 10-50 lux (1-5 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm* 
Circulating Stacks 60-340 lux (6-34 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Reading and Work Areas 330-660 lux (33-66 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Exhibition 55-165 lux (5-16 footcandles) 

for no longer than six weeks 
< 20 µW/lm 

* µW/lm = microwatts per lumen 
 

MdHS should be commended for their recent transition to LED lighting throughout the building. Staff 
should continue to work to ensure that the remaining florescent and tungsten lights are transitioned in a 
timely manner, particularly throughout Library storage spaces. 
 
Wherever possible, daylight should be restricted. This is of significance in Bohanan, where daylight from a 
window wall is not entirely blocked. While it may not be possible to install curtains or shades in this 
instance, it is recommended that the window be outfitted with UV-filtering film.  
 
In spaces such as New Furniture Storage, Lower Manuscripts, and Upper Manuscripts where there is 
shelving close to the ceiling, efforts should be made to ensure that collections are not stored directly under 
light fixtures. While the lights are LED and lights are only turned on as the space is occupied, it still results 
in objects being exposed to a concentrated amount of visible light. This is of particular concern in New 
Furniture Storage, where velvet chairs were inches from a light fixture.  
 
It is important to note that UV-absorbing sleeves and film do deteriorate and have a finite lifespan. They 
should be checked for effectiveness with an UV light meter annually and replaced accordingly. Properly 
functioning UV filters should eliminate all UV light. As the filters begin to fade, UV light levels will gradually 
increase. Any ultraviolet absorbing product that has begun to deteriorate, indicated by cracks in the film 
or a fine dust emanating from the material, should be replaced.  
 
Staff should consider purchasing a light meter to monitor levels in collections storage and exhibition areas 
on a regular basis. At the time of the site visit, light levels for visible light were above recommended levels 
in several areas. This is of concern, as these exhibits are often installed for several months. If it is not 
possible to purchase a light meter, consideration should be given to purchasing blue wool cards that can 
be used to monitor the amount of light items on display are exposed to.  

 
e. Pest Management 

It is excellent that MdHS has implemented an Integrated Pest Management program. Collections staff 
should work with Facilities and the outside contractor, Orkin, to ensure that the program in place 
adequately addresses the needs of the collections. An IPM program should include an assessment of the 
current pest management procedures and potential spots of vulnerability; a program to monitor pests by 
a routine inspection of collections areas and placement of glue boards; the written recording of any pests 
found; the exact identification of the insects or other pests if a pest problem or infestation occurs; and the 
use of eradication procedures appropriate to the specific pest and the infested materials. 
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Staff noted that some areas are not currently integrated into the program. Staff should work with Facilities 
to ensure that all collections areas are addressed in the IPM program.  
 
Additionally, procedures should be put in place for inspecting incoming collections materials (both Library 
and Museum) for possible infestation. A written protocol for inspecting all incoming collections should be 
recorded to ensure that pests are not introduced into the buildings, and for collection materials that are 
found to have or suspected to have a pest infestation. A room or section of a room within MdHS should be 
identified where new acquisitions and collections suspected to have insect infestation or mold growth can 
be placed before they are integrated into collections storage. If a segregated holding area is not available, 
inspection should be made immediately upon receipt or, if possible, while the materials are still held by 
the originating donor. Infested materials should not enter MdHS storage areas if they cannot be adequately 
quarantined. 
 

f. Mold 
It is important for staff to remain vigilant and address any sign of mold as soon as it is spotted. Mold 
outbreaks can seriously damage collections and can be a health hazard to staff and visitors, and 
remediation from a large outbreak would be costly. Library staff should be commended for their excellent 
response to the leak and resulting mold in the Thomas & Hugg PP Room.  
 
Library staff were working to determine next steps for the moldy materials. In particular, they are working 
to determine how to best handle a number of medical diplomas that had significant mold damage. It is 
recommended that staff determine the significance of these materials, as well as the Deed of Gift and 
donor paperwork, as they decide whether to pursue further treatment or discard the materials. Should 
they be discarded, staff should ensure that materials are digitized for future documentation.  
 
Monitoring for Mold 
Since the presence of any mold in collections storage spaces is cause for concern, MdHS should consider 
implementing a formal mold monitoring plan for the spaces with significant water infiltration or high 
humidity readings to ensure that there are not any new mold blooms within the collections. Staff should 
systematically inspect materials, with a schedule and process for recording findings. Hopefully any future 
mold issues can be addressed before they spread and cause extensive damage.  
 
Mold Removal 
For valuable and/or fragile collections materials, all mold removal should be carried out by a conservator 
or a skilled technician. Relatively small outbreaks, mold growth that is definitely isolated, or mold growth 
that is on furniture or enclosures and not collections material can be cleaned by MdHS staff if they are 
comfortable doing so.  

 
If staff determine that they would like to treat the mold in-house, test the mold with a small, natural-hair 
brush to determine whether it is dormant/inactive (dry and powdery) or active (soft and smeary). Active 
mold will continue to grow and damage collections. Dormant mold will cause no further damage unless 
spores germinate and it becomes active once more, which may happen if the relative humidity increases 
again.  
 
Cleaning should be done after mold is inactivated. Attempting to clean active mold from paper or other 
porous materials tends to embed the mold in the paper. Unless great care is taken to avoid embedding the 
mold, the result can be worse disfigurement and loss of legibility. Inactive mold can be readily vacuumed 
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or wiped away using dry surface-cleaning methods with minimal additional damage or disfigurement. It is 
advisable to consult a conservator before doing any mold removal, but it is imperative to do so if mold is 
still active. A conservator can advise on appropriate approaches to inactivation and mold removal based 
on types of collections materials and physical condition, as well as provide necessary training for staff. For 
storage furniture, enclosures, and some collections materials, such as papers or books that are in stable 
condition, vacuuming is the most effective method for quickly removing dry, inactive mold residue. 
Vacuuming avoids spreading or further embedding the mold. A vacuum with variable suction controls is 
always recommended. 
 
When cleaning a shelf that has signs of mold, remove all material from the shelf, as well as adjacent shelves, 
and clean and disinfect the shelves thoroughly with a solution of water and isopropyl alcohol. Take great 
care to ensure that all collections remaining in the room during this process are protected from cleaning 
supplies. If the mold affected only enclosures themselves and not the material inside, discard the 
enclosures.  

 
All mold cleaning procedures should use the following guidelines: 
• Any vacuum used to remove mold should be equipped with a HEPA filter to prevent spores from 

spreading. The exhaust should be directed into a fume hood or outdoors. Rig a homemade ventilation 
system if necessary by working at a table below a window with a strong exhaust fan.  

• Always use a respirator, goggles, and gloves. 
• Any parts of vacuums that come in direct contact with moldy surfaces/materials should be cleaned with 

isopropanol (rubbing alcohol) or detergent. Rags used during the cleaning process should be changed 
frequently. Used rags should be placed in a closed container and washed in detergent and/or bleach, 
or discarded. Any blotters or papers used for drying or protecting surfaces should be discarded. Place 
all disposable cleaning supplies in sealed, polyethylene bags prior to removing these items from the 
“dirty” area for disposal. 

• Tables, counters, and work surfaces should be regularly cleaned with isopropanol.  
 

If environmental conditions become detrimental enough that the inactive mold reactivates and spreads 
throughout the collection, outbreaks should be addressed by trained professionals from a recovery 
service such as Polygon (formerly Munters) or Belfor.  

 
To clean paper and porous material: 

 
o Lift mold with a soft, natural-hair brush into a variable-suction vacuum device, or vacuum papers 

through a fiberglass screen held down over the paper with weights. 
o Dry cleaning using a grated vinyl eraser or vulcanized rubber sponge may be necessary for thorough 

cleaning after vacuuming has removed most of the residue. If an eraser is used, brush used eraser 
crumbs into the vacuum. It is important to be aware that the paper structure and media surface can be 
physically compromised and weakened by mold damage; always handle artifacts very gently and 
carefully. 

 
To clean bindings and boxes: 

 
o Direct vacuuming using controlled suction is acceptable for boxes and books in stable condition. Adjust 

the suction of vacuum to condition of objects. Book should be vacuumed in-situ (on shelves) prior to 
removal for more thorough cleaning. 
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o After vacuuming, bookbindings and boxes can be thoroughly wiped with dry rags or cleaned using dry 
eraser-cleaning methods described above to remove additional mold residue if necessary.  

o Books should be held firmly closed during cleaning. The pastedown and flyleaf inside the cover can be 
vacuumed or surface cleaned as necessary. 

To clean photographs: 
 

o Mold damages and destabilizes the emulsion that forms the photographic image of most prints and 
negatives. Photographs, therefore, should not be cleaned without the advice of a conservator. 

o If only the back of a print exhibits mold residues, it can be very carefully cleaned in the same manner as 
paper. 
 

g. Housekeeping 

A regular housekeeping program is essential to the preservation of the collections. Clean conditions are 
important for long-term collections care and for good emergency preparedness. Dust, dirt, and debris can 
not only accumulate and cause damage to collections items, but also can potentially complicate collections 
salvage operations. When materials are handled, dust and dirt will stain and abrade papers and books. If 
there is a disaster, such as a water leak, the recovery will be complicated by the presence of dust and dirt. 
 
MdHS should record procedures and draft a housekeeping schedule and plan, particularly for collections 
storage. The housekeeping plan should outline the frequency of cleaning, products that are acceptable to 
use, and acceptable techniques for cleaning areas around collections materials to supplement the 
unwritten procedures that are in place. The plan should include not only the rooms themselves, but also 
storage furniture, enclosures, and collections items that are not in enclosures. The policy should provide 
strict guidelines and appropriate training in desired cleaning practices which should be used by anyone 
who will do the cleaning.  
 
It is recommended that housekeeping duties are integrated into existing staff schedules as feasible, 
recognizing that this may be difficult. An intensive cleaning of collections spaces may be needed on a yearly 
schedule, with small tasks like dusting and vacuuming assigned intermittently. Should a preservation-
focused position be created at MdHS, housekeeping is one of the duties they can be assigned.    
 
Cleaning Products 
Cleaning products can be a source of interior pollution.  The contents of any cleaning and polishing 
products being used in collections storage areas should be evaluated to determine if any should be 
replaced with ones less harmful to the interior environment and collections. For example, cleaners 
containing peroxides or ammonia should not be used in proximity to collections. The following can provide 
a basic guideline of what cleaning products are acceptable, and which are not:  

 
Do Not Use Acceptable to use 

• Lemon Oil 
• Turpentine 
• Beeswax 
• Endust or other dusting products 
• Any Aerosol products 

• Brushes  
• Gloves 
• Muslin 
• Orvus 
• Vacuum 
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• Saddle soap 
• Cleansers 
• Plexiglas cleaner on other surfaces 
• Glass cleaner on Plexiglas 
• Bleach 
• Abrasive Cleaners 
• Feather Dusters 
• Acid-based Cleaners 

 

• Murphy’s Oil Soap 
• Renaissance Wax 
• Dust Cloths 
• Screening 
 

List developed by the Minnesota Historical Society.  Historic Housekeeping Handbook, 2000 
 
 
D. Security and Emergency Preparedness 
 
D.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Security  
 

Building Security 
MdHS’ building is generally secure, with alarms and key controls in place. There is an intrusion system with 
exterior alarms that are centrally monitored. The system is regularly inspected. Security is managed in-
house and there are security cameras in the galleries.  
 
While staff report that there are security systems in place, they are concerned that security is lacking. 
There are security cameras for both the interior and exterior but are poorly positioned. The current fob 
system has not been well maintained, with fobs unaccounted for or multiple fobs assigned to the same 
staff member. Not all spaces are equipped with fob access and require a physical key as well.  
 
A major security concern facing MdHS is access. While all collections spaces are locked and inaccessible to 
the public, there are no barriers between the public and staff areas. In addition, contractors regularly need 
to access collections spaces in order to reach facilities spaces, and they are not monitored by collections 
staff. Staff have proposed rearranging collections stacks and erecting partitions in order to provide 
Facilities and contractors with direct access to their spaces. This could feasibly be implemented following 
the capital campaign. 

 
Museum Collections Security 
Researchers are rarely allowed into collections storage, and only when it is not feasible to move an item 
for them to view elsewhere due to size issues. Researchers are always in view of staff when accessing 
collections 
 
Visitors are not as closely monitored. Guests are asked to register when visiting and exhibition spaces are 
monitored by staff and cameras. However, the camera feed is not monitored live.  
 
Staff also expressed concern regarding collections storage access in Greyhound, particularly in 
Bohanan/Textiles and Silver Storage where the walls do not go up to the ceiling. Should someone gain 
entry to the building via the glass exterior wall, they are only a ladder away from accessing collections 
storage.  
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There have been thefts from the museum collections, including jewelry on they 1970s and from the 
furniture gallery on the 2000s. As a result, there are procedures in place to document and report thefts.  

 
Library Collections Security 
Researchers are not allowed in any collections storage areas and are not permitted on the mezzanine level 
of the Reading Room. Staff report that researchers are in view of staff most of the time and are required 
to register, check bags, review their policies, complete call slips, and use only pencils. In addition, there are 
security cameras in the Reading Room.  
 
While staff feel that security procedures in the Library have been improving, they are still concerned 
regarding the lack of key card controls on Library collections storage, as well as the lack of separation 
between public and staff spaces. In addition, only one staff member works on Sundays when the reading 
room is open.  
 
There have been thefts from the Library collections, most notably the 2011 case in which two individuals 
attempted to steal sixty documents from the Library. The Library has clear procedures in place to document 
and report incidents of theft.  

 
b.  Fire Detection and Suppression 

 
There are good fire detection and prevention systems in place throughout MdHS, with centrally monitored 
smoke and heat detectors. The fire suppression system consists of dry pipe sprinklers. Multiple fire 
extinguishers are located throughout the building. Systems and extinguishers are inspected regularly, and 
regular contact is maintained with the fire department.   
 
At the time of the first site visit, Facilities were working to update the fire suppression system in Thomas 
& Hugg. The Director of Facilities reported at the second site visit that the update was scheduled for 2020. 
A mixture of mist and gas systems will be installed, with a mist system installed in Upper and Lower 
Manuscripts that will result in the loss of the top tier of shelving for storage.  

 
c. Emergency Preparedness 
 

The Society’s Emergency Preparedness & Response Plan was first drafted in 2000. The plan has been 
revised multiple times and is currently undergoing revision by the Visitor Services department. While the 
plan was comprehensive in 2000, staff recognize that a great deal has shifted at the organization and it 
needs to be updated. There is no easy-to-use guide or flip chart version of the plan. There is a small stash 
of basic supplies on hand for emergency response.  
 
Collections are insured against disaster. Duplicate records documenting the collections are not kept off 
site, but a copy of collection ledgers are stored in a fireproof safe in the basement of the building.  

 
D.2. Recommendations 
Loss of collections materials due to theft, carelessness, or disaster can potentially devastate a collection. The 
collections staff should work to carefully evaluate current security plans, first in terms of staff and visitor safety 
and secondarily in regard to collections safety. 
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a. Security 

While the MdHS building is generally secure, security procedures and systems should be reviewed and 
updated to ensure that they operate adequately and can provide the needed protection for staff, visitors, 
and the collections.  Security procedures should be reviewed on an annual basis. Staffing levels should 
reflect the safety requirements for staff and the collections. 
 
The current security system should be audited and updated where feasible. Efforts should be made to 
upgrade security cameras internally and externally. In addition, staff may want to consider installing 
additional cameras in exhibition spaces to ensure that any blind spots are monitored. Current key controls 
should be reviewed and updated to ensure that there is one fob per staff member, and they are 
appropriately programmed for collections access. Consideration should be given to installing key fobs to 
Library storage areas as well. Any security upgrades should address the need for some degree of separation 
between visitor and staff space. This could include installing doors with key fobs or fob access within the 
elevators.  
 
As mentioned in the Collections Management section of this report, it is important the MdHS continues to 
work towards a complete inventory of the collections. Without an inventory, it is difficult to know if 
collection items have been lost or stolen.  

 
Museum Collections Security 
In addition to updating general security measures, consideration should be given to rearranging collections 
storage spaces that are also access points for Facilities. Staff proposed several solutions that, while costly 
upfront, would dramatically improve collection security.  
 
The gap between the wall and ceiling in Greyhound is of concern. While it may not be feasible to extend 
the wall to the ceiling, other steps can be taken such as installing extra security measures along that 
exterior wall such as motion detectors or cameras. Should collections storage be rearranged within 
Greyhound in the near future, there is the potential to reconsider how this space will be used. 

  
Library Collections Security 
Library Staff should be commended for the strides they have made in improving security. Staff should 
continue to monitor researchers, and access should be limited to the main floor of the Reading Room. As 
funding allows, staffing levels on Saturdays should be increased, particularly if it is anticipated to be busy. 
This will ensure researchers are always monitored by staff and are also available to fulfill requests for 
collections. 

 
b. Fire 

Although many of the risks for fire can be mitigated, there are uncontrollable events that can cause a fire, 
such as human error and arson. The need for adequate fire detection throughout storage areas is critical 
because of the speed and totality of the destruction and loss of materials that can occur in a fire. It is 
imperative that MdHS maintains an ongoing emergency and fire safety program, including fire drills for 
staff members. Emergency preparedness training should be a component of the staff orientation training 
programs, and all staff and volunteers must be trained in the use of fire extinguishers and proper fire exit 
procedures. 
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MdHS should periodically evaluate the fire protection needs for the collections. The National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) has a number of publications that can assist in assessing the fire protection 
needs of an institution. There is a useful assessment checklist in the NFPA 909 Standard (see below). 
 
MdHS should continue to maintain regular contact with the local fire department. Once it is updated, MdHS 
should provide the fire department with a copy of the emergency plan, a map of the site, floor plans for 
the buildings, and a list of salvage priorities, with locations. By sharing this information with the fire 
department in advance, it will allow the firefighters to be prepared and they may be able to salvage some 
collection materials if human safety is not a factor.  Ideally, the first department should perform a thorough 
inspection of the Library building, with a focus on collections and emergency response. If they did ever 
need to respond to a fire there, their response could be more efficient and effective with prior knowledge 
of the site layout and where priorities for salvage are located. 
 
Resource: 
National Fire Protection Association. NFPA 909: Standard for the Protection of Cultural Resources 
Including Museums, Libraries, Places of Worship, and Historic Properties. Quincy, MA: 2013.  Available 
for purchase, or online as a read-only document. Requires free registration: 
<http://www.nfpa.org/aboutthecodes/AboutTheCodes.asp?DocNum=909> 

 
c. Emergency Preparedness 
 

The provision of adequate emergency preparedness systems and procedures, including internal and 
external security systems, fire detection and suppression systems, emergency response and recovery 
plans, evacuation routes, emergency supplies on-site, and staff training in emergency procedures, is 
needed to minimize the risk of loss of materials and to ensure the safety of staff and visitors. 
 
Preparation, mitigation, and quick and appropriate response are cost effective approaches. Response to a 
small or major disaster should be as quick as possible. It is essential that the MdHS maintains procedures 
that allow for quick and coordinated response and decision making in the event of a disaster. Special 
procedures need to be in place so supplies, hiring of consultants, and vendors for recovery efforts can be 
procured quickly. 
 
An Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan is an integral part of a comprehensive Preservation 
Program. The preparation and continued updating of a plan has several benefits, including identification 
of areas of risks and hazards, establishment of procedures and systems to mitigate potential risks, 
determination of collections priorities, and development of procedures for quick response to limit damage 
to collections. 
 
It is excellent that MdHS staff are working to update the current Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Plan. While visitor services should oversee the development of plans regarding the public, it is important 
that collections staff are also involved to address the needs of the collection should human safety not be 
a concern. Once a new plan is in place, a system should be implemented to ensure it is regularly reviewed 
and updated.   
 
A list of collections materials that are a priority for salvage should be created as part of the plan so that 
non-collections staff and emergency responders can retrieve the materials in the event that the collections 
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areas cannot be immediately secured for staff entry after a disaster. Priorities can be determined as 
follows: 

 
• Materials easily removed by the responses on the way out 
• Materials most at risk 
• Priority list of most important items as developed by collections staff – materials having sentimental, 

financial, or historical value that could not be easily replaced 
• Other materials vital to the institutional mission 
• Materials that are damaged or in unstable areas 

 
Staff should draft a Pocket Response Plan (PReP), a concise document for recording essential information 
needed by staff in case of an emergency. Although it does not replace a comprehensive Emergency 
Preparedness and Response Plan for the collection, it is helpful to have in place as a quick, go-to resource 
until the full plan can be accessed.  

 
 MdHS should review the current stash of basic supplies on hand for emergency response and replenish as 
needed. Supplies on site should include plastic sheeting, plastic gloves, a roll of unprinted newsprint paper, 
sturdy boxes, paper towels, a camera to document emergency, etc.   
 
MdHS should ensure that the collections are directly covered by insurance, and that insurance coverage 
for the collections does not just include replacement compensation for the collections (which may not 
adequately reflect the collections’ “value” in terms of their historic importance and relevance to the 
Society’s mission), but also coverage that allows for collections salvage and conservation treatment. Ensure 
that there is appropriate collections documentation required for insurance claims. Arrangements should 
be made for copies of all critical and vital records, such as inventories, cataloging records, accession records, 
and emergency plans, to be stored off-site in a safe location to ensure their security and accessibility in the 
event of a disaster.  Documentation for insurance or disaster relief aid can be made only if a full inventory is 
available. A copy of all collections records, including a backup of the PastPerfect database, should be kept 
offsite as well.  
 
Consideration should be given to conducting a risk analysis and assessment.  An assessment of the risks to 
the collections will help set priorities for installing appropriate protection systems, develop procedures, 
and focus the planning effort. The risk analysis and assessment includes identifying possible emergencies, 
assessing probability of occurrences, assessing how critical a loss would be, and evaluating adequacy of 
systems and procedures to mitigate potential emergencies. 

 
E. Collections Care and Storage 
 
E.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
MdHS staff have accomplished a number of positive steps toward the long-term care of the collections and 
should be commended for their efforts. Staff members are well trained and are enthusiastic about 
preservation, processing, and other aspects of collections care. Challenges arise not from lack of commitment, 
but as a consequence of limited funding and staff time. 
 
Some notes on condition and concerns in the spaces where museum collections are exhibited and stored 
throughout the Society are as follows. Spaces are identified how staff would label the space. This list is not 
comprehensive. 
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a. Museum Collections Storage  
 

• Bohanan/Textiles Storage 
Bohanan is textiles storage, a work room, and also a holding space for donations. The walls of the space 
do not reach the ceiling; there is about a two-foot gap. This space has had issues with condensation 
from a vent in the ceiling, as well as tar from the roof. As a result, everything is kept covered. The 
section under the leaking vent is also covered with plastic sheeting.  

 
Textiles are stored in a variety of manners throughout the space. Quilts, banners, bedcovers, and other 
oversized textiles are rolled around tubes with covers and stacked on mounted storage racks. Samplers 
are stored in acid-free boxes. Framed samplers are stored vertically stacked on shelves with dividers. 
Garments are stored in Tyvek hammocks and acid-free tissue in acid-free boxes, which are stored on 
metal shelving units. A vast majority of these were recently rehoused as a part of the Society’s summer 
internship program.  Additional garments are stored on hanging racks. At the time of the site visit, a 
number of garments were currently being photographed and on mannequins in the space.  

 
• Silver Storage 

Silver Storage is accessed through Bohannon and houses MdHS’ extensive silver and fine metals 
collection. Objects are stored in a variety of metal cabinets. All drawers and shelves are lined with 
Ethaboxam. While the space drawers and shelves were somewhat crowded, they are well organized.  
 
Textiles are also stored in Silver Storage. This includes the Society’s hat collection, which were all 
recently rehoused from custom forms to acid-free boxes after a pest incident.  

 
There is a roof leak in the corner of this room; two buckets of standing water were observed. Similar 
to Bohanon, the walls do not reach to the ceiling. There is also a door leading to a narrow space with 
a glass wall to the outside. The space is carpeted.  

 
• New Furniture Storage 

This is a combination of unfinished space and reclaimed gallery space utilized for storage. Staff 
estimate that it is currently at 95% capacity. Furniture and non-painting framed items are stored here. 
Furniture is stored on metal shelving units lined with Ethafoam. Most units have two to three shelves. 
Additional materials are stored on risers or directly on the ground in the aisles. Framed materials are 
stored around the perimeter of the space. 
 

• Greyhound Storage/Material Culture 
This space is a mix of materials, some of which has still not been unpacked from when they were moved 
multiple times in the late 2000s. These materials are stored in carboard boxes that are stacked 
throughout the space. Some of these boxes are in poor shape, including stacked boxes that are getting 
crushed by the weight.  

 
In addition to these boxes, 3D objects are stored on shelves lined with Ethafoam. Many of these shelves 
are made of particle board, which has been problematic. The shelving units were originally installed 
without shelves and particle board has been utilized over the years. However, in addition to being 
acidic and not ideal for collections storage, the particle board has collapsed in some areas from the 
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weight of the collections. Metal shelves have been purchased and shelves with heavier collections, 
including those housing busts, have been replaced. The correct metal shelves are no longer 
manufactured, and staff have had to create a system for installing these shelves onto the existing units. 
Particle-board shelves are currently being replaced as necessary when shelves are on the verge of 
collapsing.  

 
The space itself verges on disorganized due to overcrowding. All space is utilized to the fullest extent, 
and boxes are stacked multiples high on top of shelving units. While the space is somewhat 
overwhelming visually, there are shelf lists and inventories for most shelving units. This does not 
include the unpacked boxes. Some of these boxes have been inventoried.  

 
There is an uncertainty how this space will be fit into the capital campaign and if it will continue as 
collections storage. As a result, while staff have done some work to ensure the safety of collections, 
there has not been a concentrated effort to systematically improve this collections space.  

 
In addition, there have been leaks into this space from the Tiger pump in an adjoining space. There is 
also an exterior door in this space. Until recently, the door did not properly seal and there were a 
number of issues with detritus and water entering the space. At the time of the site visit, staff reported 
that these issues had all been resolved.  

 
• New Painting Storage 

New Painting Storage houses paintings, original art, and jewelry. Framed paintings are well housed on 
rolling storage racks. Some racks are problematic and are unbalanced. Unframed or damaged paintings 
are stored in acid-free boxes on shelving units. Original works of art are stored in flat files, including 
drawings and miniatures. A recent gift of artwork is currently stored stacked in cardboard carts. Jewelry 
is kept in a locked metal cabinet. 
 
A small number of textiles were stored in the space at the time of the site visit, as they were in the 
process of being photographed for an upcoming catalog.  
 
This space has had issues with water in the past. At the time of the site visit, plastic sheeting was placed 
over flat files and oversized boxes storing original art due to a potential leak in the vent above. Another 
vent in the same space had leaked previously and the damage was still evident. In addition, the 
sprinklers in this space have leaked previously following testing. Staff have been conscience of these 
leaks and have marked the areas where they leak to avoid storing collections directly underneath.  
 

• Oversize Storage 
Oversize Storage consists of large objects and furniture in the collections. This includes grandfather 
clocks, coaches, a life-size horse statue, and a heavy furniture. A majority of the furniture is stored on 
risers.  
 

• Case Crate Storage 
Case Crate storage serves as temporary storage for materials coming in or going out on loan, as well 
as donation offers. Materials in the back half of the space are a unique grouping of collection items. At 
one point, they were stored in a previous storage location, the registrar’s vault. Following a 
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reorganization of staff and storage, they were placed in Case Crate with limited information regarding 
why or how they were being used by the curator.  
 
A majority of the materials in this space are stored on open shelves that are lined with Ethafoam or in 
acid-free boxes. A small number of materials are stored directly on the floor.  

 
• Old Painting Storage 

Old Painting Storage houses a variety of collections materials, including paintings, furniture, firearms, 
half hull models, doll houses, and other miscellaneous objects. Paintings and half hull models are 
mounted on hanging storage racks. Framed items are also vertically stacked on shelves with cardboard 
dividers. Firearms are temporarily stored on tables and covered. This room is verging on disorganized.   
 
A portion of the original rolling hanging storage is still intact; a majority of it had been disassembled 
when the new painting storage was establishing. Plans and funds were in place to reestablish this space 
as hanging storage, but this may change with the upcoming capital plans.  
 

• Old Furniture Storage 
Old Furniture Storage houses furniture, frames, and the Society’s militaria collection. Furniture is 
stored on metal units with particleboard shelves. Some of these shelves are sagging under the weight 
of the furniture.  
 
Frames that have been separated from their art for various reasons are stored in cardboard bins on 
cardboard pallets.  
 
A number of cardboard boxes housing the militaria collection are housed on metal shelves along the 
wall. Similar to boxes in Greyhound Storage, they had been moved multiple times and staff were 
uncertain until recently of their contents.  
 
This space has had issues with leaks in the past, including a leak along one of the walls. This was 
recently remedied, and staff have just started storing collections in that area of the storage room.  
 

• Merrick/Compaction Storage   
Compaction consists of compact storage. The compact shelving, originally from a local bank, was 
repurposed into storage for ceramics, glass, dolls, and toys. All materials are stored on shelves lined 
with Ethafoam in cabinets. Additional materials are stored in cabinets along the perimeter or in acid 
free boxes atop cabinets.  
 
Firearms were previously stored atop the cabinets in this space. However, during the summer months, 
condensation was forming on the vents above and they have since been moved to old furniture storage 
until a new storage location can be identified. Cabinets where condensation has formed above in the 
past are currently covered with plastic sheeting.  
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• Cage Storage 
Cage is utilized for both museum and library storage, with the Library referring to this as “Storage, 
Thomas & Hugg.” Museum storage consists of a number of boxes that have been moved throughout 
multiple moves. While staff are aware of the boxes, they are not entirely sure of the contents, as not 
all are inventoried in PastPerfect. This room also stores a collection of disassembled Christmas 
Gardens, which are stored in boxes and loose on pallets. 
 

b. Library Collections Storage  
 

• Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, First Floor 
The first floor of the reading room consists of large worktables and reference stacks. The stacks are 
made of metal, with slated shelves. Researchers are free to access these stacks without needing to 
complete call slips. One bay of stacks showed signs of water damage along the wall, which has also 
evident on the mezzanine above.  

 
There is a small room near the front entrance where collections requested by researchers are held. 
There are two similar rooms along the perimeter; one serves as an office, and the other consists of a 
computer where microfilm is accessed.  

 
• Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, Mezzanine 

The mezzanine level of the Reading Room consists of reference materials that must be requested by 
researchers on shelving units identical to those on the first floor. Multiple areas show extensive water 
damage, including a bay where collections have twice been affected by water infiltration and were to 
sent to polygon for freezing. This area was covered in plastic and materials still boxed at the time of 
the visit, as they had not yet identified where the leak was originating.  

 
In addition, materials in several bays showed signs of water damage and/or plaster accumulation. Not 
all collections were affected in a clear pattern; staff believe the collections have been reorganized 
overtime, resulting in older damage going unobserved and scattered through the space.  

 
Significant red rot was noted on a series of Maryland Reports. In general, they were in poor condition, 
with scattered detritus and spines observed on the floor. Some materials are housed in phase boxes.  

 
• Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, Back Room 

Connected to the first floor of the Reading Room, the back room serves as storage for additional 
reference books, microfilm, and microfilm readers. This space is accessible to researchers. It should be 
noted that there is a door that connects directly to Pratt House, which is kept locked.  

 
• Back Workspace 

This space is accessible via the main hallway outside the Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, as well as 
via the main reading room area. This area includes dedicated workspaces for staff to process 
collections. In addition, a selection of materials affect by the recent floor in PP Room in Thomas & Hugg 
are stored here.  
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• Processing Closet 
This space houses additional overflow materials in progress of processing. It is essentially a small closet 
with metal shelving 

 
• AV Equipment Room/Closet 

This space serves as storage for old AV equipment that has not been recently used.  
 

• Upper Manuscripts 
Upper Manuscripts is locked collections storage for manuscript collections. There are a variety of 
housing configurations on metal shelving units throughout the space. Materials are housed in older, 
acidic folders as well as acid-free folders. Sampling showed that boxes varied from overstuffed to 
understuffed. Bound volumes are stacked in flat boxes, with many of these volumes in poor condition 
with red rot and detached boards and/or spines. Multiple boxes and bound volumes overhang shelves, 
and there is concern that many of the older housing materials, including boxes and folders, are acidic. 
In addition, shelves are stacked high with boxes and volumes. With the impending installation of a new 
fire suppression system, they may lose the ability to use the top shelf as storage.  
 
The Star-Spangled Banner manuscript is currently stored in this room in a flat oversized box on a 
workspace just beyond the door. This is not its normal storage location but is stored here until water 
issues in the Lower Manuscripts space are addressed. Staff are concerned at how accessible it is, rather 
than being kept under more stringent lock and key.  

 
• Lower Manuscripts 

Lower Manuscripts is laid out similar to Upper Manuscripts, with additional space for flat files and filing 
cabinets. It serves as storage for manuscript collections, as well as a few additional odds and ends that 
accumulated in the space overtime. This includes provenance files; staff recognize these need to be 
relocated. As with Upper Manuscripts, the Society may lose the ability to utilize the top shelf for 
collections storage with the installation of a new fire suppression system.  
 
Collections are storied in a variety of configurations, with most stored in acid-free document boxes. 
Similar to Upper Manuscripts, boxes ranged from being understuffed to overstuffed. Bound volumes, 
including financial ledgers and scrapbooks, are stored stacked on shelves, many of which are 
overhanging the ledge. A handful of ledgers were clearly partially burned in a fire and are sooty; these 
were stored directly on shelves.  
 
Within flat files, manuscript collections are stored in cardstock folders, primarily cut to the size of the 
item. Some materials are housed in mylar sleeves, but staff are unsure why some are in sleeves and 
others are not.  
 
At the time of the site visit, there had been a recent leak in this space that resulted in minor flooding 
in the front of the room. Staff have installed a sump pump and dehumidifier to use in the space as 
needed, and the lower shelves have been emptied of collections. While the metal shelves were not 
affected, the wooden card catalog housing indexes showed signs of water damage, as is stored directly 
on the ground.  
 
While not related to the flood, additional spalling plaster was noted on the duct work around the edge 
of the space, with detritus building up on top shelves and any collections stored on these shelves.  
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• The “Belly” 

The “Belly” is located below the Reading Room and consists of a ground floor and mezzanine level. 
Materials stored here include pamphlets, broadsides, maps, newspapers, reference books, ephemera, 
atlases, prints, and more. There are two vaults on the first floor that were not utilized at the time of 
the site visit. Shelving throughout the space consists of old, slated iron shelves that can be adjusted as 
needed. A number of flat files are stacked on the central area of the ground floor. At the front and rear 
of the mezzanine, overlooking the ground floor, shelves line the walkway and do not have backs. 
Materials stored here could feasibly be pushed off the shelf onto the ground floor.  

 
Prints are stored in envelopes in acid free boxes. Ephemera is stored in folders within flat acid free 
boxes. Staff have been working to place ephemeral materials most at risk in mylar as time and supplies 
allow. Posters are stored in flat files in cardstock folders, with acid free tissue paper interleaving. 
Oversized atlases are stored on shelves, many in poor condition and overhanding shelves. Bound 
newspapers are wrapped in brown paper and stored flat on shelves. Pamphlets are stored in envelopes 
in document boxes. A great deal of detritus had accumulated on floor in the pamphlet area. Within flat 
files, materials are stacked in folders that are cut to half the size of the drawer and stacked.  

 
• “Grandpa’s Garage”  

Grandpa’s Garage is an old storage room located off of the “Belly.” The space can also be accessed via 
Pratt, although once the building is sold this will no longer be possible.  

 
Storage furniture consists of wooden and metal shelves. Few collections are stored in the space, as 
staff intend to eventually remove the remaining collections and utilize the space as supply storage. The 
remaining collections consist of maps stored in flat files.   

 
• Prints and Photographs (PP) Room, Keyser 

The Prints and Photographs Room in Keyser, or “PP Room,” houses a majority of the Society’s 
photographs, including glass plates, negatives, prints, slides, postcards, and cased photographs. 
Audiovisual materials are also stored in this space. Storage furniture consists of sturdy metal shelving.  
 
Housing consists of acid-free boxes, filing cabinets, and flat files. A mix of sleeves and folders are 
utilized within boxes and filing cabinets. Surrogate boxes are used for collections that are stored 
elsewhere. Glass plates are stored appropriately, in correctly sized boxes and wrapped, oriented 
vertically. Photographs in flat files are stored in folders sized to the item or half the size of the drawer 
and stacked. Some oversized prints are stored rolled on the top shelf.  

 
• New Paintings Storage 

While this space is primarily Museum storage, it has been utilized as a triage area for collections 
affected by flood in Library’s Prints and Photographs Room in Thomas & Hugg.  

 
Folding tables were set up in the open space for staff to utilize in response to the flood. Affected 
materials were laid out to dry on blotter, and a small number of damaged items were still out as staff 
determine next steps. This includes a number of moldy diplomas.  
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• Storage, Thomas & Hugg 
This space is utilized for both museum and library storage, with the Museum referring to it as Cage 
Storage. Storage here is a mix of processed collections, unprocessed collections, unidentified 
materials, manuscript collections, architectural records, Baltimore CML collections, architectural 
records, newspapers, and institutional records.  

 
Storage furniture consists of metal shelving units. Processed materials are stored similarly to 
manuscript collections, in acid free boxes and folders. Unprocessed collections are stored in their 
original housing, in plastic bins, and directly on shelves without housing. Architectural records are 
stored in flat files, as well as rolled in tubes.  Bound newspapers are kept wrapped in brown paper on 
shelves. Copies are available on microfilm. Of noted concern was the distinct vinegar smell present in 
the rows where the BCLM collection is stored, most likely from negatives in the collection. The vinegar 
odor was also present in ranges of unprocessed materials, although staff were not always certain if 
there were negatives in these areas.  

 
The floor at the entrance was extensively damaged from frequent water infiltration. Staff noted that 
they have learned not to store collections close to the floor on lower levels of shelves in this area of 
the room.  

 
• Prints and Photographs (PP) Room, Thomas & Hugg 

The PP Room located in Thomas & Hugg was in a state of disarray at the time of the site visit, as a 
massive water infiltration had recently occurred. Most processed photograph collections in this room 
were removed following the flood. The only materials left include an unprocessed photograph 
collection stored in a range of non-archival boxes and filing cabinets. All materials are covered in plastic 
sheeting.  
 
There are three freezers used for cold storage of nitrate negatives. Frost was observed in one freezer.  

 
c. Exhibition  

 
Exhibition is an important part of MdHS’ work, with multiple exhibits located throughout the buildings 
drawing on Museum and Library collections. These exhibits are well designed, with preservation of the 
collections in mind. Nearly all of the staff who work with the museum collections are responsible for 
exhibition and development. The Society will also work with outside contract designers as needed.  
 
While exhibitions are well designed, there is no written policy guiding their development. A schedule is in 
place for exhibits, but staff report that exhibits are often left on display for longer than intended. Staff do 
not keep a record of length of time items have been on exhibition as well, and there are some items on 
permanent display.  
 
Library staff also maintain a dedicated exhibition space. These feature original documents and 
photographs on display. Similar to the larger Society’s exhibitions, there is no policy guiding their 
development, rotation, or documentation. Library staff are keen to move towards regularly rotating 
exhibitions, as well as to develop online exhibits.  
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E.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Storage Space & Furniture 

 
Any preservation planning must involve strategies for evaluating and addressing the space and storage 
needs of the collections. As stewards of these collections materials, it is imperative that MdHS continues 
to make efforts to store collections in a manner that aids in their long-term preservation. 
 
MdHS storage spaces range from well-organized to verging on disorganized. Staff are well aware of most 
issues facing these spaces and, in some instances, addressing them has been put on hold as they are unsure 
how collections spaces will shift following the capital campaign. At minimum, staff should work to address 
any issues that are immediate threats to the collections. This includes the following:  

 
• Replacing particle-board shelves in Greyhound Storage and Old Furniture Storage that cannot 

adequately support the weight of collections.  
• Any leaks in collections spaces or other water issues should be addressed. This includes in Silver 

Storage, New Painting Storage, Greyhound Storage, PP Room (Thomas & Hugg), Storage (Thomas & 
Hugg), Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, and Lower Manuscripts.  

• All collection material should be raised 4-6” off of the floor on shelves, pallets, or risers.  
• If possible, carpeting in collections storage spaces should be replaced. This is of particular concern in 

Greyhound Storage, where water marks from previous Tiger pump leaks were visible.  
• Housings in poor condition should be replaced. This includes boxes that have been crushed under the 

weight of other boxes, those that show signs of water damage, and enclosures that have become acidic 
over the years. In addition, bound volumes in poor condition should be housed in four-flap enclosures 
or phase boxes.  

• In general, the Society should aim to minimize the use of top shelves across the Library storage spaces, 
as they are not ideal for collections storage. Several boxes, particularly in Lower Manuscripts, were 
observed to have collections of spalling plaster atop them.  

 
In addition, the Society should consider current storage arrangements, recognizing that some are not ideal and 
others may be lost with upcoming capital improvements:  
 

• The Star Spangled Banner should be relocated to a secure space that befits its significance to the 
Society. Its current location in Upper Manuscripts is temporary, and consideration should be given to 
relocating it to a space that is more secure other than Lower or Upper Manuscripts.  

• Staff will need to plan for the likely loss of upper shelves in the Upper and Lower Manuscripts rooms 
following the fire suppression upgrades.  

• Any collections remaining in “Grandpa’s Garage” should be removed.  
• Collection storage arrangement in “The Belly” should be reassessed. Collections should not be stored 

on shelves where they could potentially be knocked from the mezzanine level onto to ground level. 
Consideration should be given to utilizing the two vaults.  

• As mentioned in the environment section, staff should utilize environmental data to better understand 
collections storage spaces. This data can be used to determine if areas such as the AV Equipment Room 
or Vaults in the “Belly” have a stable environment and could be utilized for collections storage.  
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• Provenance Files and any non-collections items should be removed from Lower Manuscripts. This 
includes the former card catalog file that showed signs of water damage after being directly stored on 
the floor during the recent water infiltration.  

 
Future Collections Storage Spaces 
As MdHS advances in the capital campaign and decisions are made regarding what will and will not 
continue as collections storage, it is recommended that they work with an architect or space planner to 
develop a comprehensive space utilization plan for its collection storage spaces. Any space utilization plan 
should take the following into consideration:  

 
• There will need to be adequate and appropriate storage space and furniture for all collections 

materials. Floor weight capacity will need to be considered. 
• There will need to be space for collections growth in order to minimize shifting of collections. 
• There will need to be adequate space for the retrieval and handling of materials, such as sufficient aisle 

widths and an adequate number of landing spaces and work tables. ADA requirements need to be 
consulted when planning for shelving.   

• There will need to be space where infested collections can be isolated and where incoming collections 
can be inspected for pests and mold growth.  

• There will need to be space where exhibition furniture can be stored, and where exhibition preparation 
can occur, that is separate from collections storage spaces. 

 
As spaces are reorganized and potentially renovated, MdHS will also need to be conscious of the materials 
involved, and provide design stipulations that support the use of preservation-safe materials. Particular 
materials, surfaces, and sealants are much more suitable than others for preservation.  
Shelves should be constructed not from wood, but from metal such as anodized aluminum, powder-coated 
steel, chrome-plated steel, or baked enamel (as long as it has been tested for proper baking).  
 
Level, hard surface flooring is recommended.  The ideal recommended floor surface is sealed and epoxy-
covered concrete.  The Society of American Archivists’ Archival and Special Collections Facilities: Guidelines 
for Archivists, Librarians, Architects, and Engineers recommends “concrete floors should first be sealed 
with a low volatile organic compound acrylic membrane curing compound. The sealer is then topped with 
an application of a floor epoxy. The epoxy coating should meet the guidelines established for paint and 
finishes with respect to off-gassing of VOC’s and other gasses.”  
 
Carpet is not acceptable for collections storage spaces. If a carpet gets wet and holds water over time, it 
can cause the relative humidity in the room to rise. Vinyl tiles are also not recommended for collections 
storage spaces.  Vinyl itself and the glue usually used in adhering vinyl tiles frequently off-gas VOCs and 
can be detrimental to the long-term preservation of collections. If tiles must be used, linoleum emits far 
lower levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) than other options for floor covering.   

 
The following chart provides additional information on safe and unsafe materials for use in collections 
storage spaces and furnishings: 

 
MATERIALS ACCEPTABLE PRODUCTS PRODUCTS TO AVOID 
 Acrylic Latex (Krylon, Rust-Oleum, Ace 

“Sensations,” Benjamin Moore “Eco Spec”)* 
Oil-based paints and varnishes 
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Paints Shellac* Oil-modified paints and varnishes (alkyd, 
tung oil, tall oil, mineral spirits) 

Two-part epoxy resins* Latex paints and varnishes 
 Polyurethanes 

 
 
Wood 

Seasoned spruce, mahogany, walnut, 
basswood, poplar, and balsa 

Oak, chestnut, Douglas fir, yellow pine, red 
mahogany, teak, western red cedar, cork 

Exterior grade plywood that used 
formaldehyde-free adhesives 

Masonite, chip board, particle board, 
interior plywood, C-grade plywood 

MDF (medium-density fiberboard) that uses 
formaldehyde-free adhesives 

 

 
 
Plastics 

Plexiglas, Lucite Polyvinyl chloride 
Polyethylene (Colara, Coroplast, Ethafoam) Bubble wrap 
Polycarbonates Cellulose nitrate 
Polystyrene Cellulose acetate, diacetate, triacetate 
Polyester (Mylar, Melinex) Vinyl lettering, pockets, and sheeting 

 
 
Metals 

Anodized aluminum Enamel that has not been properly baked 
Powder-coated steel Any other metal that has not been sealed 

with appropriate sealants, and thus might 
be susceptible to chemical off-gassing or 
corrosion 

Chrome-plated steel  
Baked enamel (only if it has been tested for 
proper baking by performing a methyl ethyl 
ketone rub test) 

 

 
 
Fabrics 

Cotton Wool 
Linen Animal fur or leather 
Polyester Nylon 6 and nylon 66 
Acrylic Permanent press fabrics 
 Flame-resistant fabrics 
 Sulfur dyed fabrics (many cottons) 

* All paint products require 3-4 weeks curing/aeration 
 Chart adapted from the National Park Service’s “5:1 - Safe and Harmful Materials for Use in Exhibits.” 
 National Park Service.  Exhibit Conservation Guidelines.  April 1999. 
 

Whenever possible, MdHS should prioritize the use of materials that contain very low or no VOCs.  VOCs 
are gases that can be emitted from such solids and liquids as paints, lacquers, paint strippers, cleaning 
supplies, pesticides, building materials and furnishings, office equipment such as copiers and printers, and 
glues and other adhesives. Levels of VOCs tend to be higher indoors than outdoors and elevated 
concentrations can persist in the air long after activities using materials that contain VOCs are completed. 
Health effects of VOC exposure may include eye, nose, and throat irritation, headaches and loss of 
coordination, and nausea. VOCs present in archival storage areas can be dangerous for collections as well, 
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triggering unwanted chemical reactions that accelerate and/or otherwise contribute to the deterioration 
of collections materials.  
 
When painting or sealing any walls or furnishings, installing new floors, or doing any other work that 
involves chemicals, ensure that chemicals have sufficient time in which they are able to completely cure 
and aerate before introducing collections into the same space.  Many types of paint require 3-4 weeks to 
fully aerate.    

 
b. Collections Housing 
 

All collections items should be stored in ways that minimize damage. Provision of a stable environment, 
security, adequate space, proper storage materials, and appropriate furniture is crucial for ensuring the 
long-term preservation of the collections.   
 
MdHS staff have done an excellent job of meeting the needs of the collections with the resources on hand. 
Staff are well aware of the needs of the collections and appropriate storage enclosures and should continue 
to work towards adequately housing all collections as time and funding allows. The following 
recommendations should be a priority for MdHS. Additional recommendations for collections storage by 
format can be found in Section VI: General Collections Care Information and should be reviewed in 
conjunction with this section. 
 
 Museum Collections  

• Work should continue to rehouse the fashion archives and relocate the collection from Pratt House 
to Bohannon. Staff should be commended for the excellent work that has been done so far 
completing this project.  

• All collections will eventually need to be removed from the upper floors of Pratt House. As a part 
of the move, collections should be inspected for pests and cleaned of any dirt and detritus that has 
accumulated. These materials should be rehoused in appropriate enclosures as possible. In 
particular, rolled items from the upper floors should be rehoused.  

• Unpacked boxes in Greyhound Storage and Cage Storage should be addressed. Most of these 
boxes are not appropriate for collections storage and are in poor condition. At minimum, staff 
need to rearrange how the boxes are stored, as many are stacked several high, crushing the boxes 
below. 

 
Library Collections 
• Collections housing should be refined as time and funding allows. This includes the following:  

o Boxes and folders that have become acidic overtime should be replaced. An Abbey PH pen 
can be purchased to test older housing materials. 

o Ephemera stored in flat files should be rehoused in folders.  Many items currently could 
feasible be damaged during retrieval if left in envelopes. If sleeves are necessary, it is 
recommended the L-sleeves are utilized. 

o Oversized items in flat files should be stored in folders that are cut to the size of the 
drawer, rather than the size of the item.  

o Housing of rolled oversized materials, including architectural records, should be reviewed 
and refined 
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o Any volumes showing signs of deterioration, including red rot or detached boards and 
spines, should be housed in acid-free boxes, card wrappers, or in acid-free paper wrappers.  
Boxes such as phase boxes or clamshell boxes will provide the greatest level of stabilization 
and protection. This also includes volumes observed in the Lower Manuscripts that 
showed signs of fire damage.   

• A distinct vinegar odor was observed in the Storage of Thomas & Hugg. “Vinegar syndrome” is the 
result of cellulose acetate negatives releasing acetic acid as they decay. Staff should work to 
identify the source of this odor, as the acid released as a part of this decay can advance the 
deterioration of other photographic materials in storage. Any film which is actively releasing fumes 
should be stored in buffered, acid-neutralizing envelopes. 

• Frost was observed building up in one storage used for cold storage of photographic materials, 
including nitrate negatives. This is not ideal, and staff should work to determine why the frost is 
building up, whether it is from a mechanical issue or from the freezer lid not shutting properly. The 
Society may need to consider purchasing a new freezer. 

• Housing of negatives in cold storage should be refined. It is generally recommended that boxes are 
double bagged to withstand fluctuating humidity in freezers; however, some boxes were observed 
to be single bagged, or the second bag was not sealed. Additional information regarding cold 
storage can be found in Section VI: General Collections Care Information.  

o Library Staff will need to discuss the state of these negatives and how they can be accessed 
over the years. Reappraisal of the collections, as well as eventual digitization, should be a 
priority.  

 
Storage Enclosures 
Good storage enclosures can help to protect collections but poor-quality enclosures can create a more 
inhospitable storage environment.  It is important to remember that just because a product is carried in 
an “archival” catalog does not mean that it is appropriate to use with collections; collections caretakers 
must also be informed consumers.  If there is a question regarding what materials should be purchased to 
house a particular collection, a conservator should be contacted. 

 
The term “archival” is a commercial term used to describe materials that manufacturers feel are suitable 
for long-term storage.  However, the term has gained such a broad definition that the word has become 
nearly meaningless. Rather than assuming something labeled “archival” is safe to use with the collections, 
use specific requirements to ensure that the materials are appropriate. For the Museum’s collections, 
materials purchased for the storage should be labeled as acid-free, lignin-free, and buffered. Any storage 
materials used for photographic collections should be labeled as passing the Photographic Activity Test 
(PAT).  Definitions of these terms are in the chart below. 
 

Term Definition 

Acid-free Acid-free is a term used to describe papers or boards that are between 
pH 6.0 – 9.0 at the time of their production. This designation does not 
guarantee that the material described will not become acidic over 
time; generally, as acid-free (or unbuffered) paper ages, it becomes 
more acidic. 
 
All storage materials should be labeled acid-free. 
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Lignin Paper made from wood pulp will often contain lignin, a naturally-
occurring complex aromatic polymer.  Lignin in paper will cause the 
paper to rapidly become acidic, brittle, and yellowed. Newspapers are 
usually printed on a wood pulp paper containing lignin (this is what 
causes them to become yellow and brittle). However, chemically 
treated wood pulp papers are lignin-free and are safe for use. 
 
All storage materials should be labeled lignin-free. 

Buffered Buffered papers, paperboards, and matboards contain an alkaline 
reserve material such as calcium carbonate and have a pH between 
7.5 and 9.5. This reserve is intended to neutralize acids as they are 
formed.  Most buffered materials contain 3% (by weight) of calcium 
carbonate, which is added to the paper pulp during the manufacturing 
process. 
 
Buffered paper should not be used to store cyanotypes, blueprints, 
most photographic formats, or protein-based materials such as silk, 
wool, or leather. For more information see the NPS Conserve-O-
Gram. 

 
If MdHS is ever unsure if a paper enclosure or other paper-based supply is acidic, an Abbey pH pen can be 
purchased for testing: a tiny dot placed in an inconspicuous place will turn purple if the item is acid-free 

 
c. Exhibition 

 
Exhibitions are a great opportunity for a wider audience to access the collections, but it is imperative that 
exhibitions be done in a manner that minimizes the impact on the collections items’ preservation. MdHS 
should establish a written exhibition policy to help to clarify and standardize the exhibition process. The 
exhibition policy should establish a rotation schedule for collections (particularly sensitive materials such 
as photographs, textiles, and interior pages of books), a housekeeping schedule and procedure list for 
exhibitions, light level requirements, exhibit material specifications, and exhibit furniture specifications. 
This policy should apply to both Museum and Library Collections, as one document will ensure cohesive 
standards across the Society.  
 
A system for rotating the objects on display should also be established to help ensure preservation of 
materials and give an opportunity for staff to perform routine surveys of the objects’ conditions. MdHS 
should also begin keeping a log of all collection materials places on exhibition and the length of time they 
were on display. This could easily be added to PastPerfect records.  
 
Exhibition supplies and furniture should continue take into consideration the preservation needs of the 
pieces on exhibit. Any materials that are used in an exhibition should be chemically stable and not emit 
any gasses. When on exhibition, artifacts should be fully supported in order to minimize stress and damage 
to the piece. Vitrines and display cases should be outfitted with UV filtering film to limit light exposure. 
 
MdHS has been vigilant about light levels in exhibition spaces. However, as noted in the Light section of 
this report, there were some areas where visible light was above recommended levels. As a general rule, 
a book, work of art, artifact on paper, textile, or photograph should not be on exhibition at recommended 
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light levels for more than six weeks.  This exposure time can be shortened or lengthened depending upon 
the specific item and the exact light level within the range.  Advice from a conservator can help set an 
appropriate length of exhibition time in relation to light exposure. In addition, purchasing a light meter and 
regularly monitoring the light can help guide decisions regarding the display of light sensitive materials. 
Blue wool cards can also be placed in vitrines to help document the amount of light an item has been 
exposed to over time.  
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VI. General Collections Care Information 
 
This section of the assessment includes general recommendations for housing collections materials by 
format. The information contained below should be used in conjunction with the specific 
recommendations in Section IV.E. Collections Care when making housing decisions for the collections. 
 
Archival Materials 
 
The main concerns for the preservation of archival materials are the provision of adequate storage space, 
proper storage materials, a place for safe usage, and provision of appropriate finding aids.   
 

1. Handling and Access 
 

With archival collections, use of original collections items should be limited.  Consider 
photocopying, microfilming, or digitizing those items that are of high value or regularly used in 
order to limit use and handling of the originals.  Having a duplicate copy of archival materials also 
allows staff to store the original in safe and appropriate environmental conditions while still 
having easy access to a use copy.  Duplication can be done on an as needed basis, as a routine 
practice when items are originally added to the collection, or selectively for frequently used items. 

 
2. Storage 

 
As collections are being arranged and described, transfer materials into appropriate housing 
materials.  Collections can be stored in boxes or file cabinets.  Ensure that the boxes chosen for 
archival collections have lids.  Assuring that lids are placed on boxes reduces the amount of dust 
and dirt that may accumulate on the contents inside.  In addition, if boxes have open spaces on 
the sides for handles, be sure that these are also covered to reduce the dust and dirt from 
accumulating inside the box.  
 
Boxes should be made from acid-free paperboard.  Paper boxes are preferred above other types 
such as plastic, even hard plastic that will not leach harmful chemicals into the boxes’ content.  
Paper boxes act as an environmental buffer; for example, in an occurrence of high relative 
humidity, the box itself could absorb some of the moisture from the air and thus create a barrier 
to protect the collections within.  In addition, paper has the capability to “breathe” and does not 
create a microclimate.  If items are placed in a closed plastic box, any pollutants (including acid 
from acidic paper, and chemicals from many inks) or adverse environmental conditions trapped 
inside the box will not be able to escape and will accelerate the aging process of the materials 
within.   

 
i. Store all archival boxes in an upright, vertical position.  Storing boxes horizontally creates a 

large amount of weight and pressure on those materials that are stored at the bottom of the 
boxes; by storing the boxes vertically, the weight and pressure is distributed evenly 
throughout the box. 

 
ii. Review all of the storage boxes and cabinets to ensure that they are packed properly.  Boxes 

should not be packed so tightly that the boxes are heavy and folders are difficult to retrieve 
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and refile, nor should they be packed so loosely that items within are slumping.  For those 
boxes that are overfilled, separate the contents of the boxes into two separate boxes.  For 
those boxes that are not full enough, insert spacers made from acid-free board that keep 
materials upright, or create larger spacers by cutting inert foam such as Ethafoam. 

 
iii. Records should be stored in folders or sleeves for additional support, not loose in a box.  

Envelopes can be used, but it is hard to safely retrieve fragile items from an envelope without 
risking damage.  Groups of similar paper artifacts such as documents, or lightweight 
pamphlets, can be stored in small groupings within folders or enclosures, and then be placed 
in acid-free boxes on shelves. Artifacts can be stored horizontally or vertically with 
consideration of condition (paper strength or brittleness, or the presence of tears) and 
sometimes format (single leaves vs. bound).  Weight should also be considered when storing 
works on paper.  In general, heavy materials should be stored separately from lightweight 
materials in order to lessen the potential for damage.  Place encapsulated materials in boxes 
for an added layer of support and protection. 

 
iv. Ensure that file folders are not overfilled.  Archival quality folders can be scored to 

accommodate different amounts of paper.   
 

v. While processing, remove all fasteners, such as pins, paper clips, staples, and rubber bands 
from the documents.  If fasteners are essential, purchase stainless steel paper clips, which are 
sturdier and cause less warping of the originals than plastic paper clips. 

 
vi. Brittle, paper-based archival materials can be backed by acid-free, buffered paper such as 

MicroChamber or Permalife and inserted into polyester L-sleeves for protection.   
 

vii. Boxes, file folders, envelopes, and wrappers that house paper-based collections should be 
buffered to a pH of 8-8.5 and have an alkaline reserve of 1-3% calcium carbonate.  Supply 
companies should be able to provide the specifications for their materials.  Catalogs and 
suppliers use a variety of terms for housing materials, such as archival quality, acid-free, and 
Perma/Dur.  Regardless of the name, ensure that the materials meet the specifications stated 
above. 

 
Check all archival boxes, folders, and other housing materials for acidic content with an Abbey 
pH pen.  This testing pen should never be used on collections materials.  Even older material 
that was once considered acid-free should be tested.  Some boxes increase in acidic content 
over time.  Other boxes were manufactured with a neutral outer layer but acidic core.  Replace 
the boxes and enclosures as necessary. 

 
viii. Segregate highly acidic materials, such as newspaper clippings, from other materials either in 

separate folders or separate locations.  Photocopy the newspaper clippings onto acid-free 
paper to keep as the permanent copy.  The originals can be discarded or saved for exhibition.  
If original newspapers need to be kept for exhibit purposes, they can be stored separately in 
acid-free folders.  Ideally, they should be stored flat (not folded). 
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ix. All folders should be labeled in pencil for easy access and to eliminate unnecessary handling 
of materials.  After the collections are arranged and described, location numbers 
corresponding to the inventory, finding aid, or folders will also eliminate unnecessary 
handling.  Do not use pressure sensitive labels, such as Post-it ™ notes, which will eventually 
fall off of folders.  

 
x. Take care with storage and handling of fragile and brittle materials.  Folded items can be 

particularly fragile along their fold lines.  It is possible that items might break or crumble while 
being handled.  If an item appears to be this fragile, do not open or remove the item and risk 
further damage.  Consult a conservator about procedures to flatten brittle and damaged 
materials.  Fragile and brittle sheets of paper can be individually encapsulated in a polyester 
film such as Melinex. 
 

xi. All folders should be labeled in pencil for easy access and to eliminate unnecessary handling 
of materials.  After the collections are arranged and described, location numbers 
corresponding to the inventory, finding aid, or folders will also eliminate unnecessary 
handling.  Do not use pressure sensitive labels, such as Post-it ™ notes, which will eventually 
fall off of folders.  
 

xii. Take care with storage and handling of fragile and brittle materials.  It is possible that a folded 
item might break or crumble while being handled.  If an item appears to be this fragile, do not 
open or remove the item and risk further damage.  Consult a conservator about procedures 
to flatten brittle and damaged materials. 

 
3. Treatment 

 
i. Conservation Treatment 

 
Fragile, damaged, and rare materials should be assessed for their treatment needs.  
Conservation treatment by a qualified conservator should be considered for materials that 
are historically and artifactually valuable.   
 
Whenever material is submitted for treatment, a conservator should provide a written 
condition report, treatment proposal, and an estimate, which must be approved before 
treatment is begun.  The American Institute for Conservation (AIC) can provide a copy of the 
professional Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice.   
 

ii. Mass Deacidification 
 

Selection of the deacidification process needs careful investigation.  Mass deacidification to 
slow the rate of deteriorating acidic paper is an option for collections that have not yet 
become brittle.  Special attention needs to be given to the stability of materials where colors 
and other aspects of physical appearance are critical to maintain, as some deacidification 
processes have been found to alter materials cosmetically.  
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Guidelines should be established for selection of materials for mass deacidification based on 
use, physical condition, storage condition, and format.  Additional factors to consider are 
processing procedures and documentation that will be used for materials treated, quality 
control procedures, staffing needs to plan and monitor the project, costs, and available 
funding.  Staff needs to keep abreast of the research and experiences of the institutions that 
are using deacidification technologies. 
 
Deacidifying collections does not preclude storing collections in stable environmental 
conditions that slow the rate of deterioration. 
 

Audio and Video Materials 
 
Audio, film, and video (AV) materials have unique preservation needs because of their fragility and the 
specialized playback equipment that is needed to retrieve the information that they hold. Identifying 
formats, understanding the risks, and assessing the condition of materials, should be the first steps when 
caring for an AV collection. 
 

1. Environment 
 

i. AV materials, such as magnetic tapes, digital video discs (DVDs), and compact discs (CDs) are 
highly susceptible to dirt, dust, and airborne pollutants. Good storage and housekeeping are 
vital for the preservation of these materials. 

 
ii. Providing stable environmental conditions is one of the primary methods of preserving AV 

materials. Ideal environmental conditions for these materials are 65-70 degrees Fahrenheit 
and 40-50% relative humidity. Lower temperatures and relative humidity are recommended 
for film collections to lessen the rate of deterioration. 

 
iii. Optical discs, which include CDs, DVDs, and mini DVDs, should not be subject to prolonged 

light exposure. When subject to long-term light exposure, optical discs have been shown to 
deteriorate dramatically. 

 
iv. Cleaning products can be a major source of interior pollution. Strong bleaches or other 

oxidizing chemicals can have a very damaging effect on magnetic materials in particular. 
When cleaning any storage areas that contain magnetic tapes, use a minimal amount of water 
to clean floors, and static free cloths to remove dust from shelves and containers. Ideally, no 
chemical cleaning solutions should be used in areas that contain these materials. 

 
2. Storage 

 
i. If AV material is found within a larger collection, such as a manuscript collection, it is 

recommended that the cassettes or DVDs be removed from the collection and stored in a 
separate AV collection. Standard record cartons are acceptable as storage containers. 
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ii. Magnetic tapes (VHS, cassette tapes) and optical discs (CDs and DVDs) should be stored 
vertically, as one would shelve a book. AV materials should not be stored horizontally for an 
extended period of time, as this places unwanted pressure on the tape or recorded surface. 

 
iii. Make sure that tapes are wound smoothly and evenly. The best way to ensure that tapes are 

wound evenly is only to use the play and reverse modes on playback equipment. The fast 
forward and rewind modes on most playback equipment wind the tape with an uneven 
tension. 

 
iv. Before a tape (video or cassette) is placed into storage, remove the tab on the tape that puts 

the tape in to “save mode.” This will ensure that the tape is not accidentally recorded over 
when being used on the playback equipment. 

 
v. Do not store tapes near strong magnetic fields. Also, do not store on windowsills, even 

temporarily, televisions, electronic equipment, or any type of machinery. 
 

3. Handling 
 

i. AV materials should only be handled using white cotton gloves. Handling materials with gloves 
is especially important with materials where the recorded surface can easily be touched, such 
as CDs, DVDs, film, and reel-to-reel tape. 

 
ii. CDs and DVDs should be handled only by the center hole or outer edges. Every effort should 

be made to never touch the recorded surface. 
 

iii. Audio and videotapes should be inserted and ejected from playback machinery at points on 
the tape that holds no information. This should be done in order to avoid potential damage 
to the tape and any information that it may contain. 

 
iv. Optical discs should be marked using only a non-solvent based felt tip pen. Fine tip markers 

and markers containing solvents, as well as pens, or pencils should never be used to mark CDs 
or DVDs as they can cause irreparable damage to the recorded surface. 

 
v. Develop a plan for the purchase and regular maintenance of any playback equipment that 

would be necessary to make these collections materials accessible. 
 

4. Reformatting 
 

i. As insurance against loss of information, multiple copies of AV materials should be made as 
back-ups. Reformatting can involve either creating additional physical copies in either the 
same or a more physically stable format as the original; or digital reformatting, by creating a 
digital copy of the original. If digitization is chosen as a reformatting option, the same 
considerations must be taken as when digitizing images or documents - ensure that digital 
files are securely backed up and that file formats are consistently migrated as standards may 
change. 
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ii. Two copies should be set aside as archival copies, with a third copy being designated the use 
copy. If possible, one of the archival copies should be stored off site. In any circumstance, 
analog or digital, it is usually considered imperative to save the original item from which 
copies are made. 

 
iii. As playback equipment for certain formats becomes obsolete and/or difficult to replace or 

repair, it may be necessary to reformat materials in order to preserve them. If playback 
equipment is not available for a recorded format, all previous preservation efforts are, in 
effect, null and void. 

 
Bound Materials (Books) 
 
The major concerns for bound materials such as books are maintaining stable environmental conditions 
that meet conservation standards, ensuring that all of the fragile volumes have been identified so 
strategies for housing and treatment can be implemented, and developing strategies to limit handling of 
the most fragile and valuable materials. 
 

1. Storage of Bound Volumes 
 

i. Store volumes upright or flat. Avoid shelving or storing the volumes on their fore edge. Large 
volumes should be stored flat or, if necessary, spine down. 

 
ii. It is important that book ends be provided for support. When new bookends are purchased, 

they should have a thick profile, as opposed to the thin sheet metal variety that tends to cut 
into bindings and text block edges. 

 
iii. Volumes that are exceptionally rare, fragile, damaged, or highly susceptible to light damage 

should be stored in acid-free boxes, card wrappers, or in acid-free paper wrappers. Boxes such 
as phase boxes or clamshell boxes will provide the greatest level of stabilization and 
protection. 

 
iv. Establish procedures for the selection of materials for boxing, wrapping, and/or repair. The 

selection of a treatment option involves a balance of factors including the condition of an 
item, available treatment options, use, storage conditions, exhibition needs, intrinsic value, 
historical and research value, and significance to the collections as defined by the collections 
development policy. Cost of treatment options and available funds are also factors to include 
in the decision. Treatment options should be investigated on a regular basis. 

 
2. General Housing Information for Books 

 
There are a variety of ways to provide adequate support for storage and protection of bound 
materials, such as acid-free boxes, card wrappers, polyester film jackets, polyethylene wrappers, 
or acid-free paper wrappers. Proper housing of materials will also facilitate handling objects. 
These various types of enclosures can be purchased from archival suppliers (such as Conservation 
Resources, Gaylord Bros., University Products, Custom Manufacturing, Inc., and commercial 
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binders), or made in-house. Instructions for the in-house construction of phase boxes will be 
included in the Supplementary Materials. 

 
If volumes with leather decay such as red rot (a deterioration of the leather caused by acidity) are 
causing handling or housekeeping problems, box these items or wrap them in inert plastic book 
jackets made from polyester film. If volumes are seldom used, they can be wrapped in acid-free 
paper. This is the least expensive option, but can be most cumbersome if frequent unwrapping 
and rewrapping is needed to access the volume. 

 
3. Treatment 

 
Valuable and/or heavily used bound volumes or pamphlets that are deteriorating should be 
assessed for conservation treatment. Treatment options can range from no treatment, repair, 
commercial rebinding, encapsulation, reformatting, to full conservation treatment. Each item will 
require individual evaluation to assess condition, artifactual value, financial value, and role in the 
collections. Full conservation treatment should be considered only if the item is valuable and 
historically significant to the collections. 

 
i. Special consideration should be given when repairing or rebinding rare materials in order to 

preserve the integrity and artifactual value of the book. Consult a book conservator for 
treatment options for rare materials. 

 
ii. When selecting commercial binding as a treatment option, ensure that the standards for library 

binding are followed. Inspect bound materials when they return from the bindery to ensure that 
standards have been followed. Ensure that the commercial binder follows the standards for 
library binding. 

 
Review the literature of individual binderies and consider both the binding and other service 
options that they have available. The guiding principle of the binding standards is that, with 
use, all bindings will eventually fail. Double-fan adhesive binding is the preferred method of 
leaf attachment. This is because it uses the least amount of spine margin, allowing for more 
future rebindings. 

 
Typical issues to be established with the library binder are selection criteria for double-fan 
adhesive binding, options for serial and paperback binding, covering materials, special 
services that may be available such as “recase only,” “casing in tail-flush,” “pockets,” 
“pamphlet binding,” “page repair,” “hand sewing,” and “boxing”.  Meet with local 
preservation librarians and discuss the binderies, and the binding options they use and avoid. 
 
The “recase only” option is suggested as an alternative for volumes with paper too fragile for 
double-fan adhesive binding or resewing. Binderies will establish a standard for paper that is 
too brittle to bind.  The “recase only” option can also be used for books where it is necessary 
to replace the cover only. 

 
iii. Conservation treatment should be considered for materials that are historically and artifactually 

valuable. Whenever material is submitted for treatment, a conservator should provide a written 
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condition report, treatment proposal, and an estimate, which must be approved before 
treatment is begun. The American Institute for Conservation (AIC) can provide a copy of the 
professional Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice. 
 

Framed Works on Paper and Paintings on Canvas 
 

1. Ensure that all framed materials are properly mounted. Proper framing can greatly reduce the risk 
of damage to the surface of the materials. A backing board should be applied to framed pieces. A 
backing board prevents the canvas, document, or photograph from accidentally being punctured 
from behind, and helps to reduce the accumulation of dirt and debris. A rigid or semi-rigid 
material, such as foam core, Coroplast, or blueboard, can be used as backing materials. 

 
2. All framed materials should be examined to make sure that they are held securely in their frames. 
 
3. Hanging wires on all framed materials should be inspected. If any of the wires are frayed or rusted 

they should be replaced. In addition, inspect all of the hanging hardware to ensure that it is in 
good condition and appropriate for the size and weight of the piece. 
 

4. Ensure that all works on paper that are stored in frames are properly framed. Proper framing can 
greatly reduce the risk of mechanical damage such as tears and punctures, and chemical 
deterioration, such as fading. (Note: Any paper or photographic artifact permanently “stored” on 
exhibit is at risk of light-induced damage. Improved framing, such as UV filtering glazing, only 
slows the deterioration process, it does not prevent it.) Works on paper should be securely hinged 
or secured to a backmat. There should be sufficient space between the surface of the artifact and 
the glazing to allow for natural expansion and contraction of the paper sheet while preventing 
direct contact of the artifact with the interior surface of the glazing. 
 

5. Inspect all framed works on paper to ensure that they are all matted and framed using 
conservation grade materials. 

 
• Mats should be made of pH neutral, 100% ragboard. 

 
• Ultraviolet-filtering acrylic sheeting should be used for glazing of most framed paper artifacts, 

friable media excluded. 
 

• Hinges should be made of 100% mulberry paper adhered with wheat starch paste. 
 

• A sealed package is recommended for display of paper or photographs in less than ideal 
environments. In addition to the above materials, the frame package is sealed along the edges 
and Marvelseal (a nylon, foil, polyethylene laminate), a vapor barrier, is applied on the 
reverse. The sealed package protects the object from dust and atmospheric pollutants and 
helps mitigate against fluctuations in temperature and humidity. 

 
6. Frames should be stored vertically in bins or mounted to hanging racks. Bins need to be 

appropriately sized to allow frames to slide all the way in, thus avoiding potentially uneven light 
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exposure and other accidental damages. Corrugated cardboard interleaving can be used to 
protect and isolate frames within the vertical bins. 
 

7. If a framed piece must be leaned against a wall for temporary storage, it should be placed on 
padded blocks to protect the frame and to keep the piece elevated off of the floor. If framed 
objects are stacked against each other, they should be placed back-to-back and front-to-front. 

 
Glass Plate Negatives 
 
Although they are photographic negatives, glass plate negatives require a unique series of storage 
requirements.   
 

1. All boxes containing glass plate negatives should clearly be marked “GLASS” to ensure safe 
handling. 

 
2. Cotton or latex gloves should be worn at all times when handling glass plate negatives.  If the 

individual handling the glass plates is allergic to latex, nitrile gloves are an acceptable substitute. 
 
3. Glass plate negatives should be stored in individual strong paper enclosures that meet the 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard ANSI/PIMA IT9.2 – 1998 Photographic 
Processed Film, Plates, and Papers – Filing Enclosures and Storage Containers.   

 
The enclosures should have three or four flaps.  Glass plate negatives should be stored emulsion 
side down to reduce the possibility of the negative falling out of the enclosure, and limit any 
damage from abrasion when removing negatives for viewing.  If the plate is broken, before placing 
it in the enclosure, sandwich it between two pieces of acid-free board that is cut to size. 

 
4. As yet, no successful treatment solution has been found to consolidate flaking emulsion from glass 

plates, so it is very important that they are stored correctly to prevent this and other further 
deterioration from occurring.  

 
5. The plates should not be allowed to slant but must maintain vertical orientation without coming 

into contact with other plates, as this can cause physical damage.  They should not be packed 
either too tightly or too loosely, and should be interspersed with ragboard supports between 
every 5-7 plates.  Broken glass plates should be stored flat, with broken pieces kept separate from 
one another, in separate envelopes or with each piece wrapped in soft paper within one envelope. 

 
Microfilm 
 

1. Microforms and some photographic materials should be stored in different environmental 
conditions from books and other works on paper. 

 
2. Separate microfilms that have begun to exhibit the vinegar smell associated with acetic acid 

deterioration from other microforms, at least by rehousing them in segregated boxes.  The 
contents of these reels should be refilmed.   
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3. Existing microfilm should be reviewed to determine if there is a need to refilm.  If there is a need, 
consider filming and digitizing the film so records can be accessible online.  All of the microfilm 
should be evaluated to ensure that it complies with accepted ANSI standards for security 
microfilm, and if material will be refilmed, ensure that the company chosen follows ANSI 
standards for the production of preservation microfilm. 

 
4. Master microfilm copies should be stored off-site in acid-free boxes in a climate-controlled area 

with low humidity conditions.  Ensure that the off-site storage location can meet environmental 
conditions according to ANSI standards for microfilm storage. 

 
Newspapers 
Since nearly all newspapers are brittle and will eventually deteriorate to a degree unsafe for usage, all 
original newspapers should be properly housed and use limited or completely restricted. A policy to limit 
use of newspapers should be developed and enforced. 

1. Ideally, any original newspaper should be stored flat in acid-free boxes. Each issue should be in 
an acid-free folder. An 80 pound text-weight paper folder is sufficient for these issues. 
 

2. If newspapers are placed in permanent storage and not used by researchers, the papers should 
be wrapped in acid-free paper and stored flat in boxes on shelving that fully supports the 
newspapers. 
 

3. The main effort in preserving any newspaper collection is to ensure that all of the newspapers 
are reformatted. Reformatting such as microfilming is essential in order to limit use of the 
original and to ensure that the intellectual content of the newspapers is saved. Since numerous 
extensive newspaper reformatting projects, such as the National Digital Newspaper Program, 
already exist, conduct a survey before embarking on any new reformatting projects in order to 
avoid duplication of efforts. 

Oversized Loose Materials 
 
1. Storage of Oversized Materials 
  

i. Maps, prints, architectural drawings, posters, and other large items on paper should be stored in 
acid-free, buffered folders (about ten items per folder) and placed in flat files. Cyanotypes and 
blueprints should be stored in unbuffered folders. The weight of the folder stock should be 10 or 
20 points. Folders should be labeled with an inventory of their contents. Placing the materials in 
folders provides additional protection and facilitates their removal and replacement. The folders 
should be constructed, or purchased, to fit the file drawer and not the individual piece. This will 
allow conformity within the drawer and assist the easy retrieval of materials. 

 
ii. As much as possible, group like-sized materials together to assist in handling and to prevent 

uneven support for materials that might cause damage.  Smaller items should be placed on top. 
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iii. Fragile and damaged materials should be identified. Additional support is needed for storage and 
protection from adjacent materials. If an item needs to be used, place it in a presentation folder 
that allows researchers to view the object without removing it from the folder. 

 
iv. Due to space constraints it may be necessary to store some oversized materials rolled. If this is 

necessary, these materials should be rolled around an acid-free tube, no more than 15 to 20 
sheets of paper per roll. Multiple items should be rolled as one unit, not sequentially. The tube 
must be longer at each end than the length of the items. A protective covering, such as acid-free 
tissue or a polyethylene sleeve, should then be placed over the piece. Archival suppliers sell acid-
free boxes specifically for the storage of rolled works on paper. Documents should not be rolled 
and slipped inside a tube for storage; once inside the tube, the document will unroll to fill the 
interior space, making safe removal very problematic. 

 
v. Rolled items should be stored horizontally in cabinets designed for rolled storage, on the tops of 

map cases, on oversize shelves, or in large flat boxes. Rolled materials should not be stored upright 
in bins or standing on the floor, which will cause the items to shift to the bottom of the tubes with 
increased possibilities for damage. 

 
vi. If materials are brittle or difficult to unroll, no rehousing should be done until a conservator has 

been consulted. 
 
Photographs 
 
In order to ensure the long-term preservation of the photographic collections, give attention to providing 
good environmental conditions and proper storage materials. For long-term stabilization, some damaged 
photographs may need some conservation treatment, such as cleaning and mending. 
 

1. General Housing Recommendations for Photographs 
 

All storage and display materials which are in direct or close contact with traditional and digital 
hardcopy photographic materials should conform to the recommendations specified in ISO 18902-
2013 Imaging materials -- Processed imaging materials -- Albums, framing and storage materials; 
these include being chemically and physically inert with respect to photographic materials and 
passing the Photographic Activity Test (PAT) in ISO 18916:2007 Imaging Materials--Processed 
imaging materials--Photographic activity test for enclosure materials. The PAT is a predictive test 
of reaction between an enclosure material and photographic material. 
 
Paper products used with all photographic materials except cyanotypes should be buffered 
(alkaline reserve of 2% or more), free of lignin, and contain no post-consumer or recycled material. 
Unbuffered materials should be used in contact with certain vintage cyanotypes, but these are 
not found in many collections that are not specialty photo collections (if you suspect you may 
have such cyanotypes, consult a photograph conservator about their care). Plastics should have 
no coatings and a minimum of plasticizers, slip agents, and solvents. Storage and display materials 
encompass all paper, paperboard, and plastic sleeves, envelopes, folders, mat board, boxes, 
interleaving, frames, albums, and other formats. Also covered are items constructed with and of 
metal, adhesives, and writing, labeling and printing materials. 
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Paperboard boxes that contain photographs, but are not in direct contact with them, should have 
a pH between 7 and 9.5 and an alkaline reserve of 2%. MicroChamber, a product that proves 
especially useful for storage of photographs and negatives, incorporates a material called zeolites, 
or molecular sieves, into the paper or paperboard. Zeolites trap gaseous pollutants either present 
in the environment or those produced by the deterioration of the artifact. Testing has shown that 
these materials provide additional protection for paper artifacts and photographic prints enclosed 
within them. Though it is less clear that the rate of deterioration of film negatives is significantly 
slowed by the presence of zeolites, it is known that damaging gasses produced by deteriorating 
cellulose acetate or cellulose nitrate negatives are trapped within the structure of the enclosure. 
This is significant because these gasses can damage other artifacts and present a health problem 
to workers. 

 
i. Ideally, photographs should be housed in individual sleeves or folders. If this is not practical, 

several photographs can be housed in one folder. These photographs should be interleaved 
with papers that are especially made for use with photographs. Interleaving is essential, 
especially if photographs have notes and/or labels adhered to the back. The interleaving 
prevents the photographs from sticking to each other and causing surface abrasion. 

 
ii. Fragile and brittle photographs should be housed in polyester film. Polyester film offers more 

physical support than other plastic materials. Photographs mounted on paperboard should 
also be housed using polyester film. If brittle or damaged photographs will not be handled, 
storage in individual folders is acceptable and less costly. 

 
iii. Oversize photographs should be stored flat in folders in metal flat files or large drop-front 

acid-free boxes. 
 

The storage folders should be slightly larger than their contents. Since oversize photographs 
require special care in handling, use folders of a slightly heavier stock than 10 point to provide 
the additional support needed. Ensure that folders are not over-full and interleave 
photographs with papers that are especially made for use with photographs. Like-sized 
photographs should be stored together. An addition of 2-ply rag board may be needed for 
additional support in folders with larger photographs. 

 
iv. Prints with significant tears should be sleeved or housed in polyester film folders for physical 

support. 
 

v. Have some presentation folders available for use when visitors come to view the prints. A 
presentation folder will allow visitors to view an item without removing it from the folder, 
and will assist in safe handling. 

 
vi. Original and duplicate negatives should be stored in individual sleeves or envelopes of stable, 

appropriate materials. Negatives in good condition and polyester negatives can be stored in 
appropriate plastic enclosures or buffered paper. High-use negatives should be stored in inert 
plastic enclosures in order to reduce handling. 
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vii. Nitrile gloves should be worn at all times when handling photographs and negatives. Cotton 
gloves can still leave an impression on photographic surfaces, and latex gloves cause allergic 
reactions in some individuals. 

 
2. Treatment 

 
i. Damaged photographs should be identified. Before duplication, photographs with long tears 

or broken mounts should be treated in order to have a better scan. 
 

ii. Damaged photographs should be examined by a photograph conservator for possible 
conservation treatment, such as cleaning and mending, for long-term stabilization. 

 
Scrapbooks 
 

1. Storage  
 

i. Scrapbooks with compromised bindings and/or loose pages should be placed in enclosures 
such as custom-built phase boxes. 

 
ii. Store volumes upright or flat. Avoid shelving or storing the volumes on their fore-edge.  Large 

volumes should be stored flat or, if necessary, spine down. Store oversize volumes flat on 
shelving units that provide support for the whole volume. Only stack two to three volumes 
high to avoid problems with retrieval. Ensure that the smaller volumes are on top of the larger 
ones to prevent warping or unnecessary stress on the bindings. 
 

iii. Place sheets of acid-free interleaving paper between pages of scrapbooks. 
 

iv. Alternately, if the binding is not considered integral to the value of the scrapbook and/or can 
be stored on its own, disband the scrapbooks and place each page in its own polyester sleeve. 

 
2. Reformatting 

 
If a volume has the potential to be heavily used, a use copy should be made available, and the 
original placed in storage. Preservation photocopying, microfilm, or digitization are three viable 
options to consider for making a use copy. 

 
Slides 
 

1. Environment 
 

Cold storage is ideal for color slides.  An ideal environment is to keep the slides at 35 degrees 
Fahrenheit or less and at 20 to 50 percent relative humidity.  Although these temperatures may 
seem drastic, keep in mind that each ten degree cut in temperature doubles the life expectancy 
of the slide.   
 

2. Storage and Handling 
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Slides should be placed in inert plastic sleeves, such as polypropylene.  The sleeves are available 
to house each slide individually or multiple slides on one pages.  The slides should not be handled 
without wearing gloves as they are easily damaged. 
 
Valuable slides should not be projected for an extended period of time as the light and heat from 
a standard projector could irreversibly damage the slide by causing deformations on the surface 
or causing colors to fade.  If it is expected that the slide collection will be heavily used in the near 
future, duplicated slides should be produced for research and use purposes. 

 
Textiles 
 

1. Storage and Handling 
 

i. Small textiles should be stored in acid-free boxes using unbuffered acid-free tissue.   
 

ii. Boxes should be as large as possible so that textiles do not have to be folded unnecessarily.  
If it is necessary to fold a textile, all of the folds must be cushioned with lengths of acid-free 
tissue.  

 
iii. If possible, only one piece should be stored per box.  If this is not possible due to space 

limitations, limit the number of pieces per box and ensure that they are loosely packed. 
 

iv. Cotton gloves should always be worn when handling textile collections. 
 

2. Cleaning 
 

i. Wet cleaning of historically valuable textiles should only be done by a trained conservator. 
 

ii. Dry cleaning of historically valuable textiles is not recommended since the chemicals used in 
the process can degrade some fabrics. 
 

iii. Surface dirt may be easily removed from a textile in good condition if it has no three-
dimensional decoration, such as beading, sequins, or feathers.  To remove the surface dirt, 
cover the nozzle of a low suction vacuum with a soft, flexible net material, such as nylon 
netting, available at most fabric stores.  Slowly vacuum the textile by lightly moving the 
vacuum nozzle across the surface of the textile.  Always move the vacuum in the same 
direction; do not use back and forth motions.   

 
Three-Dimensional Objects 
 
Three-dimensional objects require significantly different housing and handling guidelines from paper-
based materials and have distinct needs depending on composition and condition, which must be 
individually evaluated. 
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1. Ideally, small to medium sized objects should be stored in acid-free boxes that are the appropriate 
size for the artifact. Boxes would not only protect the objects within but could be stacked in order 
to consolidate and maximize shelf space. Objects should always be made secure inside boxes and 
measures should be taken to ensure that the objects do not shift inside the box. Materials such 
as acid-free unbuffered tissue, polyester batting, and Ethafoam can be used inside a box to 
prevent shifting. If more than one object is to be packed into a box, padding materials are essential 
to ensure that materials do not shift or touch. Objects should not be stacked inside of boxes unless 
there is a rigid support separating the layers of materials. 

 
2. If objects are not boxed, but rather placed directly onto shelves, the shelves should be lined with 

a barrier material, such as Ethafoam or acid-free board, so that objects sit on a flat surface rather 
than directly on the ridged shelves. In addition, if stored in this manner, dust covers should be 
made for the shelving, or a plan for the regular dusting of these materials should be implemented. 

 
3. Depending on the condition and design of an object, it may require a custom made storage mount 

in order to keep it secure during storage. 
 
4. When using shelves for the storage of smaller items, adequate space should be left around objects 

so that they can easily be retrieved without disturbing surrounding items. 
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VII. Additional Resources 
 

A. PRESERVATION PLANNING  
 
Policies 
 
General  
 
DeAngelis, Ildiko P. and Lela Hersh. “Objects of Appraisal: Legal & Ethical Issues.” Museum News, 
September/October 2001. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264878119_Object_of_Appraisal_Legal_Ethical_Issues 
 
Association of Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS).  “Glossary of Selected Preservation 
Terms.”  ALCTS Newsletter 1. no. 2. (1990): 14-15.  
http://www.ala.org/alcts/ano - Back issues available by request 
 
Guidelines, Codes and Ethics   
 
American Alliance of Museums (AAM). “Code of Ethics for Museums.”  
http://www.aam-us.org/resources/ethics-standards-and-best-practices/code-of-ethics-for-museums 
 
Association of Fundraising Professionals (AFP).  “Code of Ethical Principles & Standards.”  2007. 
http://www.afpnet.org/Ethics/EnforcementDetail.cfm?ItemNumber=3261 
 
American Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works (AIC). “Code of Ethics & Guidelines for 
Practice.”   
http://www.conservation-us.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=page.viewpage&pageid=858 
 
Society of American Archivists (SAA).  “A Guide to Deeds of Gift.”   
http://www.archivists.org/publications/deed_of_gift.asp?prnt=y 
 
Sample Policies 
 
Academy of Natural Sciences.  “Care and Handling of Materials from the Ewell Sale Stewart Library 
Collection.” 
http://www.ansp.org/research/systematics-evolution/collections/botany/policies 
 
Alutiiq Museum.  “Collections Policy.”  1999. 
http://www.wipo.int/export/sites/www/tk/en/databases/creative_heritage/docs/alutiiq_collections.pd
f 
 
Berry College Memorial Library.  “Collection Development Policy.” 1996. 
https://www.berry.edu/library/archives/policies 
 
Chicago Historical Society.  “Exhibit Conservation Guidelines for the Chicago Historical Society.”   
http://libraries.delaware.gov/documents/policies/CHM_Exhibitions_Policy.pdf 
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Delaware Historical Society. “Collections Policy.” 
http://libraries.delaware.gov/documents/policies/Delaware_Historical_Society_Collections_Policy_edite
dJune2010.pdf 
 
Harry Ransom Center, University of Texas, Austin.  “Reading and Viewing Rooms (RVR) Regulations.”  
2003. 
http://www.hrc.utexas.edu/research/forms/pdf/HRC_RVR_Regulations.pdf 
 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania (HSP).  “Collections Management Policy.”  2009. 
http://www.hsp.org/sites/www.hsp.org/files/migrated/collectionsmanagementpolicy609.pdf 
 
Libraries at University of Nebraska – Lincoln.  “Collections Development Policy.” 2009. 
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1006&context=librarycolldev 
 
Milan Historical Museum. “Collections Policy.” 
http://cdm16007.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p16007coll7/id/36/rec/30 
 
University of South Australia. “Gavin Walkley Collection Development Policy.”  
http://www.library.unisa.edu.au/about/policies/GWcolldev_policy.pdf 
 
University of Texas Arlington Special Collections Library.  “Archives and Manuscripts Processing Manual.”  
2011. 
http://www.uta.edu/library/spco/files/processing-manual.pdf 
 
Wyoming State Archives.  “Collections Management Policy.”  Wyoming State Archives Division of Cultural 
Resources, Department of State Parks and Cultural Resources.  Revised July 2002. 
http://wyoarchives.state.wy.us/pdf/collectionpolicy.pdf 
  
Preservation Planning 
 
General 
 
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts (CCAHA).  “Preservation Planning.” Philadelphia, PA: 
2011. 
http://www.ccaha.org/uploads/media_items/ccaha-preservation-planning.original.pdf 
 
Conway, Martha O’Hara and Merrilee Proffitt.  Taking Stock and Making Hay: Archival Collections 
Assessment.  Dublin, OH: OCLC Research, 2011. 
http://www.oclc.org/research/publications/library/2011/2011-07r.html 
 
Ogden, Sherelyn, drafted. “Long-Range Preservation Plan.”  Minnesota Historical Society, 2010. 
http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/conservation/reports/2010longrangeplan.pdf 
 
Staffing 
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Byrne, Sherry. “Preservation Guidelines for Processing Staff.” in Collection Maintenance and 
Improvement.  Washington, DC:  Association of Research Libraries, 1993. 
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED360998.pdf 
 
Digitization/Digital Preservation 
 
Federal Agencies Digitization Guidelines Initiative.  “Digitization Activities: Project Planning and 
Management Outline.”  2009. 
http://www.digitizationguidelines.gov/guidelines/DigActivities-FADGI-v1-20091104.pdf 
 
NISO Framework Advisory Group. A Framework of Guidance for Building Good Digital Collections, 2nd 
edition.  Bethesda, MD: NISO Press, 2004. 
3rd Edition: http://www.niso.org/publications/rp/framework3.pdf 
 
Spindler, Robert P.  “Digital Preservation.”  Preservation Leaflet 6.5.  Andover, MA: NEDCC.  2007. 
http://www.nedcc.org/free-resources/preservation-leaflets/6.-reformatting/6.5-digital-preservation 
 
United States Copyright Office.  “What is Copyright?”  Circular 1.  Library of Congress.   
http://www.copyright.gov/circs/circ01.pdf 
 
University of Utah J. Willard Marriott Library. “Digital Preservation Program: Digital Preservation Policy.” 
April 2012. 
http://www.lib.utah.edu/collections/digital/DigitalPreservationPolicy2012.docx 
 
Yale University Library.  “Policy for the Digital Preservation.” February 2007.  
http://www.library.yale.edu/iac/DPC/revpolicy2-19-07.pdf 
 
B. BUILDING CONDITIONS 
 
General 
 
American Association of Museums.  “Standard Facility Report Adopted by the Registrars Committee.” 
American Association of Museums, 1998. 
http://docplayer.net/12764364-Standard-facility-report-united-states-registrars-committee-of-the-
american-association-of-museums-adopted-1998.html 
 
Nelson, Lee H.  “Architectural Character: Identifying the Visual Aspects of Historic Buildings as an Aid to 
Preserving Their Character.” Preservation Brief 17. Washington, DC: Technical Preservation Services, 
National Park Service, 1988. 
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/17-architectural-character.htm 
 
Ogden, Barclay. “Collection Preservation in Library Building Design.”  Libris Design Project, 2004. 
http://www.slideshare.net/SandraHaro/collection-preservation-in-library-building-design-2004 
 
Park, Sharon C.  “Maintaining the Exteriors of Small and Medium Size Historic Buildings.” Preservation 
Brief 47. Washington, DC: Technical Preservation Services, National Park Service, 2007. 
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http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/47-maintaining-exteriors.htm 
 
Park, Sharon C. “Holding the Line, Controlling Unwanted Moisture in Historic Buildings.”  Preservation 
Brief 39.  Washington, CD:  Technical Preservation Services, National Park Service, 1996. 
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/39-control-unwanted-moisture.htm 
 
Renovations 
 
CCAHA. “Guidelines for Renovation, Temporary Storage, and Moving.”  
http://www.ccaha.org/uploads/media_items/ccaha-guidelines-for-moving.original.pdf 
 
Frens, Dale H. “Specifying Temporary Protection of Historic Interiors during Construction and Repair.” 
Temporary Protection Number 2: Preservation Tech Notes,USDI-National Park Service. no.38. (1993). 
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/tech-notes/Tech-Notes-Protection02.pdf 
 
Klotter, James C.  “Undertaking a Capital Building Campaign.  Lessons from the Kentucky Historical 
Society.”  AASLH Technical Leaflet #214.  From History News, volume 56, number 2, Spring, 2001. 
http://resource.aaslh.org/view/undertaking-a-capital-building-plan 
 
Lull, William P. “The Design and Construction Process”.  Conservation Environment Guidelines for Libraries 
and Archives. The New York State Program for the Conservation and Preservation of Library Research 
Materials.  The University of the State of New York, Division of Library Development: Albany, NY, 1990. 
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED337186.pdf 
 
Nadal, Jacob. “Building Compromises: Assessing the Options for Protecting Collections During 
Construction.”  Archival Products News v. 14, no. 4 (Fall 2007). 
http://www.archival.com/newsletters/apnewsvol14no4.pdf 
 
Motylewski, Karen. “Protecting Collections During Renovations.” Preservation Leaflet 3.9.  Andover, MA: 
Northeast Document Conservation Center, 2007.    
http://www.nedcc.org/free-resources/preservation-leaflets/3.-emergency-management/3.9-protecting-
collections-during-renovation 
 
NEDCC. “Preservation in Building Design-Bibliography.”  NEDCC Technical Leaflet: Planning and 
Prioritizing. 
https://www.nedcc.org/free-resources/preservation-leaflets/1.-planning-and-prioritizing/1.8-
preservation-concerns-in-building-design-select-bibliography 
 
C. ENVIRONMENT 
 
Temperature, Relative Humidity and Air Quality 
 
General  
 
ANSI/NISO.  “Environmental Conditions for Exhibiting Library and Archival Materials.”  NISO Press: 
Bethesda.  2001. 
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http://www.niso.org/apps/group_public/download.php/6482/ 
 
Hatchfield, Pamela. “Crack Warp Shrink Flake: a New Look at Conservation Standards.”  Museum (January-
February 2011): 40-53. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/294811055_Crack_warp_shrink_flake_A_new_look_at_cons
ervation_standards 
 
Image Permanence Institute. “Ten Surprising Things about HVAC and Sustainable Environmental 
Management.”  Climate Notes 23 (March 2014).  
https://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.org/resources/newsletter-archive/v23/surprising-hvac-facts 
 
Michalski, Stefan.  “Incorrect Relative Humidity.” Canadian Conservation Institute. 2013. 
http://canada.pch.gc.ca/eng/1444925238726 
 
Michalski, Stefan.  “Incorrect Temperature.” Canadian Conservation Institute. 2013. 
http://canada.pch.gc.ca/eng/1444925166531 
 
Park, Sharon C.  “Heating, Ventilating, and Cooling Historic Buildings: Problems and Recommended 
Approaches.” Preservation Brief 24. Washington, DC: Technical Preservation Services, National Park 
Service, 1991. 
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/24-heat-vent-cool.htm 
 
Park, Sharon C.  “Holding the Line: Controlling Unwanted Moisture in Historic Buildings.” Preservation 
Brief 39. Washington, DC: Technical Preservation Services, National Park Service, 1996. 
http://www.nps.gov/tps/how-to-preserve/briefs/39-control-unwanted-moisture.htm 
 
Thickett, David, Naomi Luxford, and Paul Lankester.  “Environmental Management Challenges and 
Strategies in Historic Houses.”  The Artifact, its Context and their Narrative: Multidisciplinary Conservation 
in Historic House Museums.  The Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles: November 2012. 
http://bit.ly/2eYFoZn 
 
Environmental Monitoring 
 
Arenstein, Rachael Perkins. “Comparing Temperature and Relative Humidity Dataloggers for Museum 
Monitoring.”  Conserve O Gram 3/3. Washington, DC: National Park Service, 2011. 
http://www.nps.gov/museum/publications/conserveogram/03-03.pdf 
 
Scottish Museums Council. “Advice Sheet: Monitoring Temperature and Humidity in Museums.”    
http://www.museumsgalleriesscotland.org.uk/publications/publication/448/monitoring-temperature-
and-humidity-in-museums 
 
Scottish Museums Council. “Factsheet: What is Environmental Monitoring?”   
http://www.museumsgalleriesscotland.org.uk/publications/publication/449/what-is-environmental-
monitoring 
 
Mold Remediation 
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CCAHA.  “Managing a Mold Invasion: Guidelines for Disaster Response.”  2013. 
http://www.ccaha.org/uploads/media_items/managing-a-mold-invasion-guidelines-for-disaster-
response.original.pdf 
 
CCAHA. “Mold Recovery: Cleaning and Safety Supplies and Equipment”. 2002. 
http://www.jillrawnsley.net/resources/mold.pdf 
 
Croft, Janet Brennan. “Mold Fighting on a Tight Budget.” Archival Products News v. 4 no. 1, 1996. 
http://www.archival.com/newsletters/apnewsvol4no1.pdf 
 
Rossol, Monona. “Mold: Nothing to Sneeze At.” Arts, Crafts, & Theater Safety, Inc. (ACTS).  New York, 
NY. rev. 1999 (1997) 
https://www.usa829.org/Portals/0/Documents/Health-and-Safety/Safety-Library/BioHazard_Mold.pdf 
 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. “Appendix C: Moisture, Mold and Mildew.” in Building Air Quality: 
A Guide for Building Owners and Facility Managers. 1991. 
https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/files/2015-09/documents/appenc.pdf 
 
Lighting 
 
Canadian Conservation Institute. “Ultraviolet Filters.” Canadian Conservation Institute (CCI) Notes 2/1.  
Ottawa, ON: Minister of Public Works and Government Services, 1994. 
http://www.cci-icc.gc.ca/publications/notes/2-1_e.pdf 
 
McCormick, Mickie.  “Measuring Light Levels for Works on Display”. The Exhibition Alliance Technical Note.  
The Exhibition Alliance, Inc. Hamilton, NY. 1990.        
www.exhibitionalliance.org/index.php/download_file/view/9/ 
 
Museum Galleries Scotland. “Advice Sheet: Monitoring Light and UV Radiation in Museums.” 2003.  
http://www.museumsgalleriesscotland.org.uk/publications/publication/444/monitoring-light-and-uv-
radiation-in-museums 
 
Housekeeping 
 
Byrne, Sherry “NNPD Guidelines for Using Vacuum Cleaners.” (National Archives and Records 
Administration).  Collection Management and Improvement.  Association of Research Libraries, 1993: 107-
108. 
http://files.eric.ed.gov/fulltext/ED360998.pdf 
 
Fred Wood Productions.  “Housekeeping for Historic Sites.”  National Park Service, New York Office of 
Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation, Society for the Preservation of New England Antiquities: 
1996. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gUS4JIAYv0s 
http://www.worldcat.org/title/housekeeping-for-historic-sites/oclc/37660955 
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Groff, John M.  “Wyck – Housekeeping Plan.”  1993. 
http://preservationscience.com/projects/comprehensive/downloads/AC1.pdf 
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Maryland Center for History and Culture
[MCHC Learning Lab Construction]

Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost

1
Entry Corridor, Travel Trunks Storage, &
Classroom $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $261,865.00 $361,865.00

2 Educational Exhibit & Community Gallery $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $1,063,096.00 $1,163,096.00
3 Student Lunchroom & Bathroom $338,025.00 $338,025.00
4 Contractor Fees $130,409.00 $130,409.00
5 $0.00
6 $0.00
7 $0.00
8 $0.00
9 $0.00
10 $0.00
11 $0.00
12 $0.00
13 $0.00
14 $0.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $100,000.00 $100,000.00 $1,793,395.00 $1,993,395.00

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-capital
grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.

· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional, and
individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in-kind services.  

· Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this grant.  
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· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid from
grant funds.

· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-kind
expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar match be
proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request $100,000 in grant
funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as “other project costs" in the
separate column above.
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Shaping the Future of History Campaign Dashboard
Identity Date of Pledge/GPayout Period Amount of Pledge Received To Date Balance Owed
Government variable 2 years 1,500,000$                 -$                           1,500,000$         
Individual 1/23/2019 Planned Gift 1,000,000$                 1,000,000$         
Individual 1/30/2019 2 years 510,273$                    510,273$                    -$                    
Individual 2/8/2019 Planned Gift 500,000$                    500,000$            
Foundation 12/13/2019 5 years 300,000$                    120,000$                    180,000$            
Individual 8/12/2020 1 year 296,840$                    296,840$                    -$                    
Individual 6/11/2017 6 years 286,000$                    206,000$                    80,000$              
Individual 2/8/2019 7 years 256,000$                    182,385$                    73,615$              
Individual 6/14/2019 5 years 251,000$                    116,168$                    134,833$            
Individual 11/7/2017 Planned Gift 250,000$                    250,000$            
Foundation 7/18/2018 5 years 250,000$                    220,000$                    30,000$              
Individual 6/23/2018 1 year 250,000$                    249,553$                    447$                   
Foundation 10/22/2019 1 year 250,000$                    250,000$                    -$                    
Individual 4/19/2020 1 year 244,984$                    244,984$                    -$                    
Individual 11/28/2018 1 year 227,579$                    227,579$                    -$                    
Foundation 6/26/2019 5 years 50,000$                      20,000$                      30,000$              
Foundation 8/31/2020 5 years 150,000$                    -$                           150,000$            
Foundation 12/3/2020 1 year 200,000$                    200,000$                    -$                    
Individual 5/17/2018 Planned Gift 150,000$                    150,000$            
Individual 2/21/2019 7 years 150,000$                    45,000$                      105,000$            
Foundation 6/17/2019 1 year 150,000$                    150,000$                    -$                    
Individual 6/19/2019 7 years 141,000$                    41,000$                      100,000$            
Foundation 9/25/2018 1 year 125,000$                    125,000$                    -$                    
Individual 1/6/2021 Planned Gift 100,000$                    100,000$            
Individual 7/30/2020 6 years 100,000$                    2,500$                        97,500$              
Corporate 1/3/2020 5 years 100,000$                    40,000$                      60,000$              
Government 4/2/2019 2 years 100,000$                    25,000$                      75,000$              
Individual 2/23/2021 1 year 100,000$                    100,000$                    -$                    
Individual 12/16/2020 1 year 100,000$                    100,000$                    -$                    
Individual 7/24/2020 1 year 100,000$                    100,000$                    -$                    
Individual 6/26/2018 1 year 97,613$                      97,613$                      -$                    
Individual 12/24/2018 Planned Gift 100,000$                    100,000$            
Individual 7/31/2018 5 years 61,000$                      32,530$                      28,470$              
Individual 12/23/2020 6 years 56,000$                      18,500$                      37,500$              
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Individual 12/18/2019 1 year 52,005$                      52,005$                      -$                    
Individual 12/24/2018 7 years 51,000$                      26,000$                      25,000$              
Individual 7/31/2019 3 years 51,000$                      34,334$                      16,666$              
Individual 7/17/2018 Planned Gift 50,000$                      50,000$              
Individual 9/9/2020 Planned Gift 50,000$                      50,000$              
Individual 12/23/2020 5 years 50,000$                      10,000$                      40,000$              
Individual 10/23/2018 5 years 50,000$                      30,000$                      20,000$              
Individual 3/4/2020 5 years 50,000$                      10,000$                      40,000$              
Foundation 9/2/2020 5 years 50,000$                      10,000$                      40,000$              
Individual 6/7/2019 5 years 50,000$                      10,271$                      39,729$              
Individual 12/16/2020 1 year 50,000$                      50,000$                      -$                    

506,648$                    233,925$                    272,723$            

Cash Subtotal 7,363,941$                 4,187,458$                 3,176,482$         
PG Subtotal 2,200,000$                 -$                           2,200,000$         

9,563,941$                 4,187,458$                 5,376,482$         Totals: 

68 Gifts under $50K
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03/05/2021 
 
Jennifer Ruffner, Administrator  
Maryland Heritage Areas Program  
Maryland Historical Trust  
100 Community Place, 3rd Floor  
Crownsville MD 21032  
 
Dear Ms. Ruffner,  
 
As the owner of the property located at 610 Park Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21201 for which a state grant is 
being sought, I confirm our willingness to support the project and convey to the Maryland Historical Trust 
(MHT) or other eligible entity a preservation easement or easement modification on the property or enter 
into a preservation/maintenance agreement, if required by MHT. We understand that my confirmation is a 
requirement of the grant application and that the preservation easement or preservation/maintenance 
agreement, if required, imposes a financial obligation upon the property owner(s) and a legal 
encumbrance/lien upon the easement property.  
 
We hereby confirm that there are no less-than-fee simple interests (mortgages, leases, mineral rights, 
reversionary interests, etc.) in the property.  
 
 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Mark B. Letzer     
President & CEO     
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February 25, 2021 

Shauntee Daniels 
Executive Director  
Baltimore Heritage Area Association 
1524 Hollins St. 
Baltimore, MD 21223 

Dear Ms. Daniels,  

In my capacity as Coordinator of Social Studies at the Maryland Department of Education, I am 
writing in support of the Maryland Center for History and Culture’s (MCHC) grant request to the 
FY2022 Maryland Heritage Area Authority grant program. A $100,000 capital grant would support the 
creation of a new “Learning Lab” facility at MCHC specifically designed to serve K-12 audiences. 
MCHC has proved itself a meaningful partner to the school system. Their programs consistently 
support State Standards and Frameworks in social studies and help bring history alive for thousands of 
our students every year.  

We are excited for the potential of the new Learning Lab to further build the capacity of their 
education team and provide even higher quality experiences for our students. I am confident that the 
Learning Lab design will continue to be supportive of our State Standards and Frameworks and make 
MCHC an even greater resource for the school system.  

Sincerely, 

Leah Renzi 
Coordinator of Social Studies 
leah.renzi@maryland.gov 

Leah Renzi
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March 1, 2021 
 
Shauntee Daniels 
Executive Director  
Baltimore Heritage Area Association 
1524 Hollins St. 
Baltimore, MD 21223 
 
 
Dear Ms. Daniels,   
 
In my capacity as Social Studies Coordinator of Baltimore City Public Schools, I am writing 
in support of the Maryland Center for History and Culture’s (MCHC) grant request to the 
FY2022 Maryland Heritage Area Authority grant program. A $100,000 capital grant would 
support the creation of a new “Learning Lab” facility at MCHC specifically designed to serve 
K-12 audiences. MCHC has proved itself a meaningful partner to the school system. Their 
programs consistently support curriculum standards and help bring history alive for 
thousands of our students every year.  
 
We are excited for the potential of the new Learning Lab to further build the capacity of 
their education team and provide even higher quality experiences for our students. I am 
confident that the Learning Lab design will continue to be supportive of our curriculum 
standards and make MCHC an even greater resource for the school system.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Monica Whippo 
Social Studies Coordinator 
Baltimore City Public Schools 
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MARYLAND HISTORICAL SOCIETY 

AMENDED AND RESTATED BYLAWS 

 

ARTICLE I.  GENERAL 

Section 1.1: Name & Office. 

The name of the corporation shall be Maryland Historical Society and shall do business as that 

name and Maryland Center for History & Culture.  The principal office and mailing address 

shall be 610 Park Ave., Baltimore, Maryland 20201. The Society may have other offices as 

directed by the Board of Trustees. 

Section 1.2:   Purpose. 

 (a) The purposes of the Society are set forth in its Charter consisting of 

chapter 312 of the Acts of the General Assembly of 1844 and chapter 198 of the Acts of 

the General Assembly of 1845, and are herein restated as follows: 

 (i) To collect, preserve and diffuse information relating to the civil, 

natural and literary history of the State of Maryland and to American History and 

biography generally; 

 (ii) To acquire and hold, lease and at pleasure alienate, chattels and 

real property and real estate; 

 (iii) To procure and collect a general and miscellaneous library, to be 

controlled and availed of according to the by-laws; 

 (iv) To establish and maintain a Gallery of the Fine Arts; and 

 (v) To establish or cause to be delivered public lectures on the fine 

arts, or on literary or on scientific subjects. 

 (b) The purposes of the Society shall include such other purposes permitted 
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by law which are not inconsistent with the express purposes set forth, but which shall be 

limited to educational, scientific and literary purposes exempt from federal income 

taxation under the provisions of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, 

as amended (or successor section of similar import). 

 (c) The Society shall have perpetual existence in accordance with the general 

corporation laws of this State and shall be governed and administered to those laws. 

 (d) No substantial part of the activities of the Society shall consist of any 

activity which shall disqualify the Society from exemption from federal income taxation 

under the provisions of Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as 

amended (or successor section of similar import).  The Society shall have no power to 

engage in any activity not in furtherance of the purposes set forth in Sections 1 and 2 

above. 

Any related activities not mentioned above which may from time to time be of interest 

and concern to the Society shall be considered whenever deemed necessary and desirable. 

ARTICLE II.   MEMBERSHIP 

Section 2.1:  Qualifications. 

 All persons who support the purposes of the organization may become members upon 

payment of dues. Members will pay dues and have rights and privileges in accordance with  

schedules to be adopted by the Board of Trustees from time to time by resolution. 

Section 2.2:  Annual Meeting. 

 The Annual Meeting of the Members shall be held in June of each year unless a different 

month is chosen in advance by the Board of Trustees at a time and at a place to be determined by 

the Board of Trustees.  Notice of the time and place of the Annual Meeting shall be mailed or 
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delivered electronically to all Members at their last known postal or e-mail addresses listed in the 

records of the Society no fewer than thirty (30) days prior to the meeting. 

ARTICLE III. BOARD OF TRUSTEES 

Section 3.1:  General Powers & Responsibilities. 

 The property, business, affairs and activities of the Society shall be managed by a Board 

of Trustees consisting of thirty (30) persons excluding ex officio Members and not less than 

fifteen (15)  nor more than thirty-five (35) persons, as may be determined from time to time by a 

majority of the current Trustees on the Board of Trustees. The President of the Society shall be 

an ex officio member of the Board of Trustees but without voting privileges. The Board of 

Trustees may designate holders of certain public offices as ex officio Members of the Board, 

without voting privileges. 

The Board of Trustees shall have the powers normally reserved to a Board including, 

without limitation, the following: 

 (a)  Elect Trustees and officers of the Board; 

 (b)  Periodically review the Society’s mission and its compliance with the 

mission; 

  (c)  Periodically review and approve any current strategic and long-range plans; 

  (d)  Appoint the President and Vice President for Finance/ Chief Financial Officer;  

 (e)  Establish the conditions of employment of the President and officers of the 

Society;  

 (f)  Support the President and assess his or her performance by charging the 

Executive Committee of the Board to perform an annual review and evaluation of the 
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President's performance and at least every three (3) years to authorize a formal assessment 

of his or her performance; 

 (g)  Approve the annual budget, regularly monitor the Society's financial condition, 

and establish policy guidelines affecting all institutional assets including investments and the 

physical plant; 

 (h)  Contribute financially to the Society and participate actively in strategies to 

secure sources of support; 

 (i)  Authorize debt financing; 

 (j)  Authorize the construction of buildings and other major capital expenditures; 

 (k)  Authorize the purchase, loan, sale, transfer or assignment of real or personal 

property;  

 (l)  Authorize entering into joint ventures, partnerships or other affiliations that may 

further the purposes of the Society; 

 (m)  Review annually the Board's performance and periodically authorize formal 

assessments of the Board's performance; and 

 (n)  Review the Bylaws at least every three years. 

Section 3.2:   Officers of the Board of Trustees. 

 The officers of the Board of Trustees shall be the Chair, First Vice-Chair, other Vice-

Chairs as the Board may elect, Secretary, and Treasurer.  The Secretary of the Board shall also 

be the Secretary of the Society. Officers of the Board shall be elected by the Board at the Annual 

Meeting.  Officers shall serve two (2) year terms.  If the term of office of the Chair or First Vice-

Chair of the Board shall extend beyond his or her fixed term as a Trustee, his or her term of 

office as Trustee shall be automatically extended until the end of his or her term of office as 
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Chair.  

(a) The Chair of the Board shall have all authority commonly appertaining to 

that office and such further powers as the Board of Trustees may from time to time 

confer.  

(b) The Chair of the Board shall preside at all meetings of the Board of 

Trustees and shall be an ex officio member of each standing and special committee except 

the Audit Committee.  

(c)  The First Vice-Chair shall preside at all meetings of the Board of Trustees 

in the absence of the Chair of the Board.  He or she shall serve as a member of the 

Executive Committee and shall serve as its Chair in the absence of the Chair of the 

Board.  The First Vice-Chair shall have such further powers as the Board of Trustees may 

from time to time confer.  

Section 3.3:   Election. 

Trustees shall be elected by the Board at the Annual Meeting and each Trustee shall serve 

until expiration of the Trustee’s term, removal, resignation, or a successor is elected and 

qualified unless circumstances require that a special election be held. 

 Section 3.4:   Terms of Office. 

 All members of the Board of Trustees shall be elected for terms of three (3) years and 

shall assume their posts at the Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees. The terms of members 

of the Board of Trustees shall expire on a rotating basis, with the goal that no more than one-

third (1/3) of the Trustees’ terms will expire at any one time. Trustees shall be permitted to serve 

three successive three (3) year terms before rotating off for a minimum of one-year.  

Section 3.5:   Removal. 
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Any officer of the Board or Trustee may be removed by affirmative vote of a majority of 

the current Trustees on the Board of Trustees with or without cause. 

Section 3.6:   Vacancies. 

In case of a vacancy, the remaining Trustees may elect a successor for the remainder of 

the vacant term. 

Section 3.7:    Regular Meetings. 

 Regular meetings of the Board of Trustees may be held at such time and place as shall 

from time to time be determined by resolution of the Board, provided that notice of every 

resolution of the Board fixing or changing the time or place for the holding of  regular meetings 

of the Board shall be delivered by the  Society to each Trustee in writing by mail, electronically, 

or by facsimile at least ten (10) days before the meeting held pursuant thereto. 

Section 3.8:   Special Meetings. 

 The Board of Trustees shall meet on call by the Chair or President, on written request 

filed with the Secretary by not less than three (3) Trustees. The Society shall give reasonable 

notice to each Trustee of the time, place and date of each meeting by notice in writing mailed, 

electronically or by facsimile, not fewer  than the third (3rd) day before the day set for the 

meeting and addressed to the Trustee’s last known post office or e-mail address according to the 

Society’s records, or by telephonic communication or notice in writing delivered personally to 

the Trustee’s residence or usual place of business not later than the third (3rd) day before the day 

set for the meeting.  If notice is given by mail, it should be deemed given three (3) days after 

being mailed. No notice of the time, date, place or purpose of any meeting need be given to any 

Trustee who, in writing executed and filed with the records of the meeting either before or after 

the holding thereof, waives such notice or who attends the meeting. 
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Section 3.9:   Annual Meeting. 

The Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees shall be held at such time in June of each 

year unless a different month is chosen in advance by the Board. Notice of the time, date and 

place of the Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees shall be given in the manner set forth in 

Section 7. All meetings shall be governed by Robert’s Rules of Order, then current edition. The 

Board of Trustees shall keep minutes of its meetings and a full account of its transactions. 

Section   3.10:   Quorum and Voting. 

At every meeting of the Board of Trustees, a quorum shall consist of a majority of the 

current Trustees serving on the Board of Trustees. Unless otherwise specified in these Bylaws, 

the majority vote of those persons actually present at a meeting at which there is a quorum will 

prevail on all matters. There shall be no voting by proxy. Trustees may attend by telephonic 

conference call, video conference, or any other form of electronic audio communication so long 

as all Trustees attending in person or by any other authorized means can hear the discussion 

among all participating Trustees. 

Section  3.11: Compensation. 

Voting Trustees shall receive no compensation for their services as such but may, by 

resolution of the Board of Trustees or Financial Committee, be allowed reimbursement for their 

expenses actually and reasonably incurred on behalf of the Society. 

Section   3.12:   Informal Action of the Board of Trustees. 

Any action of the Trustees may be taken without a meeting if a written consent of all of 

the Trustees approving the action described in the consent is delivered to the Secretary by 

personal delivery, mail, electronically or by facsimile and filed with the minutes of the Society. 

The action shall be deemed approved at such time as all required consents have been delivered. 
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ARTICLE IV. ADVISORY COUNCIL 

Section 4.1.  Appointment. 

 There shall be an Advisory Council, the members of which shall be advisors to the 

President and the Board but shall not be Trustees.  The President may recommend candidates to 

the Board of Trustees for appointment as members of the Advisory Council.  

Section 4.2.  Term. 

 Members of the Advisory Council may serve up to three (3) terms of three (3) years.  A 

year shall commence July 1 and end June 30.  Terms may be served consecutively.  

Section 4.3.  Committees.   

 Members of the Advisory Council shall be eligible to serve on committees of the Board 

of Trustees, except the Executive Committee and Governance Committee.  Members on 

committees may vote.  Members of the Advisory Council may not attend Board meetings unless 

invited by the acting Chair and do not receive the minutes of those meetings.  

ARTICLE V. OFFICERS OF THE SOCIETY 

Section 5.1.  Officers. 

 The officers of the Society shall consist of a President, one or more Vice Presidents, a Chief 

Financial Officer, a Secretary, and such assistant and additional officers of the Society as the Board 

may elect.  Any two of the above-mentioned officers, except those of President and Vice President, 

may be held by the same person, but no officer shall execute any instrument in more than one 

capacity where execution is required by two or more officers.  The officers (other than the Secretary 

and Treasurer) need not be Trustees.  The President shall be a non-voting Trustee. Officers of the 

Society other than the Trustees officers shall serve at the will of the Board. 

Section  5.2.  President.   
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 The President shall be the Chief Executive Officer of the Society with the duties more fully 

set forth in these Bylaws.  The President shall be subordinate in authority only to the Board of 

Trustees.  He or she shall have the duties conferred by these Bylaws and by the Board of Trustees 

and all other duties appropriate to a President and Chief Executive Officer, including the 

responsibilities of implementing the policies established by the Board of Trustees; of directing the 

work of the other officers; of representing the Society with respect to all of the Society 

constituencies and to the general public.  He or she shall report annually to the Board of Trustees.  

He or she may sign and execute in the name of the Society all authorized deeds, mortgages, bonds, 

contracts and other instruments, except in cases in which the signing and execution thereof shall 

have been expressly delegated to some other officer or agent of the Society.  He or she shall develop 

and maintain a fund raising plan that shall be provided to the Board of Trustees for review and 

approval at the first regular meeting of the Board after the end of each fiscal year along with the 

fund raising results for the fiscal year just ended.  In general, he or she shall perform all duties 

incident to the office of a President of an historical society, and such other duties as from time to 

time may be assigned by the Board of Trustees. 

Section   5.3.  Vice Presidents.   

 Vice Presidents shall perform the duties and exercise the functions as may be assigned to 

them by the Board of Trustees.  In the absence of the President, or in the event of her/his inability to 

act, a Vice President designated by the Board shall perform the duties of the President, and when so 

acting, shall have all the power of and be subject to all the restrictions upon the President. 

Section   5.4. Secretary. 

                          The Secretary of the Society shall be custodian of the records of the Society.  The Secretary 

may attest the documents of the Society; and in general shall perform all duties incident to the office 
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of the Secretary of the Society. The Secretary of the Society shall also serve as Secretary to the 

Board of Trustees and  shall be responsible for recording, distributing and safekeeping of the minutes 

of all Board and Executive Committee meetings; filing and security of all other records of Board 

activity; arranging the schedule and meetings of the Board; preparing the agenda for the meetings 

under the direction of the Chair; administering the affairs of the Board pertaining to Committee 

membership; providing that any supplementary material pertaining to the agenda items to be 

discussed at the meetings of the Board be distributed one week in advance; maintaining an accurate 

record of the terms of each Trustee and the attendance of all Trustees at the Board and Executive 

Committee meetings; and keeping accurate records of all changes made in the Articles of 

Incorporation and Bylaws of the Society. 

Section  5.5.   Chief Financial Officer. 

 The Chief Financial Officer shall have charge of and be responsible for all funds, securities, 

receipts and disbursements of the Society, and shall deposit or cause to be deposited, in the name of 

the Society, all moneys or other valuable effects in such banks, trust companies or other depositories 

as shall from time to time be selected by the Board of Trustees.  The Treasurer shall render to the 

Board, whenever requested, an account of the financial condition of the Society; and, in general, 

shall perform all duties incident to the office of a Chief Financial Officer and Treasurer of a  

corporation, and such other duties as may be assigned to him or her by the Board of Trustees. 

Section  5.6.   Assistant Officers.   

 The Board may from time to time elect one or more Assistant Secretaries and Treasurers 

who shall have such powers and duties as are delegated to them by the officers that they are elected 

to assist or are prescribed by the Board or these Bylaws.  An Assistant Secretary shall always have 

the power to authenticate and attest records and documents of the Society. 
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ARTICLE VI.  TRUSTEE EMERITUS 

Section   6.1.   Appointment.    

The Board of Trustees, upon recommendation of the Executive Committee, may confer 

emerita or emeritus status upon a former Trustee who has served with distinction through 

accomplishments and length of service and who has shown evidence of advancing the mission of 

Society. Such recognition shall be deemed to be an honor of the highest order and shall not be 

conferred as a matter of due course, but rather reserved for those whose service is most 

exemplary. Ordinarily, emeritus or emerita status will be conferred only upon persons who have 

nine (9) years or more of service on the Board and his or her term as Trustee has ended.  

Section 6.2.   Privileges.  

 The following non-monetary rights and privileges may be extended to emeritus or 

emerita Trustees: 

   (a)  A Board of Trustees resolution conferring the title “Trustee Emeritus”, 

“Trustee Emerita”, “President Emeritus” or President Emerita”; 

 (b)  Use of the emeritus or emerita title; 

  (c)  Library privileges including access to electronic databases; 

  (d)  Invitations to Society functions; 

  (e)  Inclusion on the mailing list for general Society publications; 

  (f) Attend meetings of the Board of Trustees, but without voting privileges. 

Section 6.3.   Duties.   

 While a Trustee emeritus or emerita has no specific duties or obligations, from time to 
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time he or she may be called on by the Board of Trustees or the President to perform ceremonial 

duties, represent the Society in an unofficial capacity, or contribute expertise to special 

initiatives.  

Section 6.4.   Removal.  

 The Board of Trustees reserves the right to revoke the title of emeritus or emerita and the 

privileges associated with the title when deemed warranted. 

 ARTICLE VII. COMMITTEES  

Section  7.1.   General.            

  Standing Committees shall be as follows: Executive Committee, Finance Committee, Audit 

Committee, Buildings and Grounds Committee, Advancement Committee, Governance Committee, 

Museum Committee, Library Committee, Publications Committee, and Education Committee. With 

the exception of the Executive Committee, the Chair and Vice-Chair and the members of each 

committee shall be appointed by the Chair of the Board of Trustees. Committees, except for the 

Executive Committee, may be made up of Trustees and others.  The Chair of the Board and 

President are ex officio members of all committees except the Audit Committee. The President shall 

not have voting privileges.  The Chair of each committee shall be a voting Trustee.   

Section 7.2.  Executive Committee. 

 (a) General.  The Board of Trustees may provide for an Executive Committee 

comprised of the Chair and First Vice-Chair and each other Vice-Chair and officer of the 

Board.  The President of the Society shall serve as an ex officio member without voting 

rights.  The Members of the Executive Committee will serve at the pleasure of the Board of 

Trustees for the transaction of such business of the Society as may be deemed necessary 

between meetings of the Board.  In addition, the Executive Committee will provide a forum 
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for the interaction of committee chairs.  The Chair of the Board will be Chair of the 

Executive Committee, and the Secretary of the Board will be Secretary of the Executive 

Committee.  All business transacted by the Executive Committee shall be subject to 

ratification by  the Board of Trustees at its next meeting.  

 (b) Limitation of Powers.  The Executive Committee shall not have the power to 

act for the Board of Trustees in the following matters:  

   (i)  Selection and termination of the President or other executive officers.  

 The Executive Committee shall, however, perform a formal review and   

 evaluation of the President at least one time before the Annual Meeting of the  

 Board of Trustees which will be presented to the Board;   

  (ii)   Selection of the Trustees and Officers of the Board of Trustees; 

  (iii)   Changes in the institutional Mission and purposes;  

  (iv)  Amendments of the Articles of Incorporation or Bylaws;  

  (v)    Merging or affiliating (which changes governance or identity of the 

 Society) with another institution;  

  (vi)  Adoption of the annual budget; and 

  (vii)   Other powers reserved, from time to time, by the Board of Trustees.  

Section 7.3.  Advancement Committee.   

 The Advancement Committee is responsible for directing the Board of Trustees’ support 

and oversight of the Society’s institutional strategy and objectives for fundraising, marketing, 

public relations and communications.  This includes identifying and soliciting resources to carry 

out the mission, cultivating and soliciting funds, implementing best practices for donor 
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cultivation, stewardship and retention. The committee also advises staff on vehicles and 

messaging for all communications channels appropriate to the organization’s constituencies. 

 

Section 7.4.  Audit Committee.  

The Audit Committee assists the Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees in fulfilling 

its oversight responsibility with respect to the financial reporting process, the system of internal 

controls, the audit process the Society’s process for monitoring compliance with laws and 

regulations. The Audit Committee shall appoint and manage the outside independent auditor. 

Section 7.5.  Buildings and Grounds Committee.  

 The mission of the Buildings and Grounds Committee is to provide oversight of the 

buildings and grounds within the context of the strategic plan. The committee advises the Board 

of Trustees and senior management on major projects, including deferred maintenance, security 

and campus development.   

Section 7.6.  Compensation Committee.  

 The Compensation Committee may be a subcommittee of the Executive Committee.  The 

Chair and Vice Chair of the Board of Trustees shall be ex officio voting members and the Chair on 

an annual basis will appoint three (3) other Board members.  The Committee will have the 

following charges:  

 (a) Review and determine an appropriate compensation package and term of 

contract for the President, taking into consideration the evaluation of the President 

completed by the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees.  This determination will 

be taken as a recommendation to the Executive Committee and the full Board of Trustees.  

Recommendations on compensation will be handled at the first regular meeting of the Board 
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of Trustees after September 1.  

 (b) Review the President’s recommendations on compensation for senior-level 

administrators.  

Section 7.7.  Education Committee.  

The Education Committee provides direction for the wide array of the Society’s 

programming for school, youth, family, and adult audiences.  The committee oversees and 

advises education and public programs staff on the development and implementation of 

programs that engage diverse groups in dialogue about the American experience through the lens 

of Maryland’s rich history, using the Society’s nationally significant library and museum 

collections. 

Section 7.8.  Finance Committee.  

 The Finance Committee shall oversee the financial management of the Society; recommend 

the annual budget, including levels of compensation; monitor the yearly audit in conjunction with 

the outside auditors; set goals for return on endowment and periodically evaluate these goals in 

relation to the Society's operating budget; monitor the activity of the professional investment firms 

who manage the Society's endowment and to evaluate the performance of the firms, and monitor 

and recommend insurance coverages for the purpose of risk management. The Treasurer of the 

Board of Trustees shall be the chair of the Finance Committee. 

Section 7.9.  Governance Committee. 

 The Governance Committee serves to proactively recruit, orient, retain, and develop 

trustees and officers who are dedicated to, and capable of, promoting all aspects of the broad 

mission of the Society.  The committee shall also be responsible for assessing Board 

performance and qualifications, reviewing potential conflicts of interest by Trustees, and 
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recommending changes to the organization's charter, bylaws, and Board structure.  The 

Governance Committee, with the approval of this Board of Trustees, shall appoint a Nominating 

Subcommittee to recommend to the Board the election of new Trustees or renewal of existing 

Trustees as well as officers of the Board.  Recommendations shall be delivered to the Board of 

Trustees no later than thirty (30) days prior to the Annual Meeting.  No Trustee eligible for election 

may serve on the Nominating Subcommittee.  

Section 7.10.   Investment Committee.   

 The Investment Committee, which may be a subcommittee of the Finance Committee, shall 

monitor the activities of the professional investments firms who manage the Society’s endowment, 

evaluate the performance of the firms, and make recommendations to the Board of Trustees on 

investment policies, managers and advisors.  

Section 7.11.  Library Committee.   

The Library Committee supports the Society’s mission to collect and preserve material 

from the state’s past. Committee members provide content expertise, administrative or 

technological knowledge, and financial funding to aid in this effort. 

Section 7.12.  Museum Committee. 

The Museum Committee shall serve as the authority for collecting and preserving, as well 

as the carefully planned de-accessioning of artifacts and works of art that illuminate the telling of 

stories comprising the diverse voices of Maryland’s history, and showing how the past influences 

the present. 

Section 7.13.  Publications Committee. 

The Publications Committee ensures that the publishing program of the Society is a 

significant voice for our state’s history, by assisting in the acquisition and evaluation of content 
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that can be widely distributed to readers in print and, as warranted, electronic format. 

 

 

Section 7.14.  Quorum.   

 A majority of committee membership shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of any 

business.  The affirmative vote of both a majority of the Trustees and Committee members present 

at the meeting at which a quorum is present shall be required for any action of the committee.  

Section 7.15.  Telephone Conference.  

 Members of the committees may participate in meetings of the committees by means of a 

conference telephone or similar communications equipment by means of which all persons 

participating in the meeting can hear each other at the same time.  Participation by such means shall 

constitute presence in person at the meeting.  

Section 7.16.  Minutes. 

 Minutes shall be kept of each committee meeting, and copies shall be filed with the 

Secretary of the Board of Trustees and available to each member of the Board of Trustees.  

Section 7.17.   Informal Action By Members of Committees.  

 Any action of the committee may be taken without a meeting if and when consent in writing 

or verifiable electronic communication setting forth the action taken is signed or sent by all of the 

members of the committee and filed with the minutes of the committee.  

Section 7.18.  Special Committees, Councils or Task Forces. 

 The Board of Trustees may, by resolution, provide for such special committees, councils, or 

task forces, or affiliations with other organizations, as it deems advisable and may discontinue the 

same at its pleasure.  Each committee, council, task force, or affiliation shall have such powers and 
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shall perform such duties as may be assigned to it by the Board of Trustees and shall be appointed, 

and vacancies filled, in the manner determined by the Board of Trustees.  In the absence of other 

direction, the Chair of the Board shall appoint all special committees, councils, task forces, or 

affiliations.  

 ARTICLE VIII. CONFLICT OF INTEREST 

 A Trustee and members of a standing committee (collectively, “Fiduciary”) shall be 

considered to have a conflict of interest if:  

  (a)  such Fiduciary has existing or potential financial or other interests which impair 

or might reasonably appear to impair his or her independent, unbiased judgment in the 

discharge of his or her responsibilities to the Society; or  

  (b)  such  Fiduciary is aware that a member of his or her family, or any organization 

in which such  Fiduciary (or member of his or her family) is an officer, director, employee, 

member, partner, trustee or controlling stockholder, has such existing or potential financial 

or other interests. For the purpose of this provision, a family member is defined as a spouse, 

parents, siblings, children and other relative if the latter resides in the same household as the  

Fiduciary.  All Fiduciaries shall disclose to the Board any possible conflict of interest at the 

earliest practical time.  Furthermore the Fiduciary shall absent himself or herself from 

discussions of, and abstain from voting on, such matters under consideration by the Board or 

its committees, which present a conflict of interest or possible conflict of interest.  The 

minutes of such meeting shall reflect that a disclosure was made and that the Fiduciary 

having a conflict of interest or possible conflict of interest abstained from voting. Any 

Fiduciary who is uncertain whether a conflict of interest may exist in any matter may 

request the Board or committee to resolve the question in his or her absence by majority 
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vote. Each Fiduciary shall complete and sign a disclosure form provided by the Secretary 

annually.  

 

ARTICLE IX. INDEMNIFICATION 

Section 9.1.  Indemnification. 

 To the maximum extent permitted by the Maryland General Corporation Law as from time 

to time amended, the Society shall indemnify its currently acting and its former Trustees, officers, 

agents and employees, subject, to the extent permitted by law, to the following limitations: 

 (a)  The amount of the indemnity and obligation to advance funds would be limited 

to an amount equal to the cash and cash equivalent funds of the Society on the date that any 

lawsuit naming such individual was filed or the Society was otherwise notified of the claim, 

net of any other outstanding liabilities or obligations of the Society already incurred which 

would normally require payment from such funds and excluding any such funds which had 

been donated subject to any limitations on use which would prevent use of such funds for 

such purpose.  Funds available would include cash, sums in bank accounts and money 

market accounts, stocks and bonds and other similar liquid investments not donated for a 

specific use or with a restriction on use, but would not include any interest, any furniture, 

equipment or other real or personal property. 

 (b)  Any contributions received or revenue realized by the Society after the date the 

lawsuit was filed or notice of the claim was otherwise received would not be subject to the 

obligation of the Society to provide indemnification or to advance funds. 

 (c)  If the Society was also a party to the litigation and had counsel willing also to 

represent the indemnified party, the Society would not be required to pay the costs of 
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separate counsel for the individual.  In addition, the Society would also have the right, if it 

so desired, to select or approve the counsel to be used to represent the individual. 

 

ARTICLE X.  SEAL 

Section 10.1.  Corporate Seal.  

 The corporate seal shall be the seal heretofore used by the Society, having thereon the words 

"Maryland Historical Society" an impression of which seal appears on the margin hereof. 

ARTICLE XI.  FISCAL YEAR 

Section 11.1.  Fiscal Year.   

 The fiscal year of the Society shall begin on July 1 and end on June 30 of the following year 

unless otherwise provided by the Board of Trustees. 

ARTICLE XII.  CHECKS, DRAFTS, ETC. 

Section 12.1.  Checks, Drafts, Etc.  

 All checks, drafts and orders for the payment of money, notes and other evidence of 

indebtedness issued in the name of the Society, may be signed by any officer or officers designated 

by the Board of Trustees; and, if none are specially designated for any particular instrument or 

instruments, then by the President of the Society and Secretary of the Board or by the President of 

the Society and Treasurer of the Society. 

 ARTICLE XIII. NON-DISCRIMINATION POLICY 

Section 13.1.  Non-Discrimination Policy.  

 The Society does not discriminate in its programs, activities or employment on the basis of 

race, color, age, sex, sexual orientation, religion, national and ethnic origin, or handicap. 
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ARTICLE XIV.  AMENDMENT OF BYLAWS 

Section 14.1.  Amendment of Bylaws.   

 These Bylaws may be amended, suspended, or repealed, in whole or in part, consistent with 

law and the Certificate of Incorporation, at any time by a two-thirds vote of all the Trustees at any 

duly called regular or special meetings of the Board provided that the purpose of the meetings and a 

summary of the proposed changes are included with the notice of each meeting and mailed or 

delivered to all Trustees at least fifteen (15) days prior to the meeting.   

 These AMENDED AND RESTATED BYLAWS are approved and adopted this 21st day of 

June 2018. 
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David Belew 
678-372-9714 

dpbelew@gmail.com 
 
 

Education 
 

 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD               Expected Graduation 2021 
Advanced Academic Programs 
MA Candidate in Cultural Heritage Management                                                                             
New  College of Florida, Sarasota, FL Graduated May 2011 
State Honors College 
BA in Literature 

• Senior Humanities Representative to Council of Academic Affairs 
• Emphasis in Latin and Modernist Poetry 

 

Experience 
 

 
 
Director of Grants & Government Affairs, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland  

April 2019 – Present 
• Oversees fundraising strategies for all MdHS institutional giving inclusive of government, foundation, and 

corporate supporters; 
• Builds relationships with government officials and represents MdHS at state government functions; 
• Directs the MdHS Pathways Grant Program—a  competitive regranting of state funds to other history 

organizations; 
 

Grants & Community Partnerships Manager, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland  
February 2018 – April 2019 

• Develops and facilitates positive and effective relationships with government, corporate, philanthropic, 
nonprofit, and community-based partners to advance institutional goals and build a platform for increased 
financial support.   

• Monitors legislation and policy activities, updates and advises institutional leadership and staff about 
relevant policy proposals and actions, and their potential impacts on MdHS.  

• Targets and cultivates new mission-aligned audiences and programmatic partnerships by representing 
MdHS at peer institution coalitions and community-based events 

• Manages $1M+ portfolio of public and private grant proposals  
Grants Manager, National Aquarium, Baltimore, Maryland 
July 2016 – January 2018 

• Management and development of successful awards contributing to an annual federal grants portfolio 
surpassing one million dollars from agencies like the Institute of Museum and Library Services, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the Environmental Protection Agency 

• Management of 100+ portfolio of private family and corporate foundations 
• Assistance in development of case materials for a $45 million capital campaign covering a complex 

range of National Aquarium assets 
• Advancement of said capital campaign supporting acquisition of key private gifts in addition to public 

funding and tax credits 
• Supported development of key institutional documents including an economic impact study and 

quarterly communications for corporations and foundations 
• Facilitation of departmental migration to new donor database and accounting procedures that 

optimized projections of monthly cash flow 
 

Grants Manager, Maryland Historical Society (MdHS), Baltimore, Maryland 
July 2013 - June 2016 

• Drafted all proposals to corporate, foundation, and government funders representing approx. 
$400,000+ in awarded funds annually and a 20% funding increase in private foundations gifts 
• Worked collaboratively and successfully with all departments (library, museum, education, 
and facilities) to identify key needs and target potential funders 
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           David Belew, Resume Page 2 
Experience (continued) 
 
Development Coordinator/Visitor Services Associate, Maryland Historical Society (MdHS), Baltimore, Maryland   
July 2012 - July 2013 

• Quickly promoted to Development Coordinator after six months as Visitor Services Associate. 
• Launched a social media initiative that doubled content subscribers 

 
Marketing Intern, Station North Arts & Entertainment Inc., Baltimore, Maryland 
September 2011 - September 2012 

• Helped administer RFP and committee review for the "Think Big" grant program 
• Composed and distributed weekly newsletter 
• Promoted Station North events through social media 
• Supervised information desk at Station North events 

 

Skills 
 

• Microsoft Office Suites 
• Database Management (Raiser's Edge & Salesforce) 
• Project and Moves Management Facilitation 

 
 

Activities & Interests 
 

 

• Grant panel reviewer for the New Jersey State Historical Commission (2016, 2017, 2018) 
• Board of Trustees member of the Greater Remington Improvement Association (GRIA) 
• Worker at Crocker Farm, a tri-annual auction for antique American stoneware pottery (2012 - Present) 
• Bicycle Camping Trips (Great Allegheny Passage, C&O Canal Trail, Civil War Century) 
• Local Biking Infrastructure and Complete Streets Advocacy (Bikemore & Rails to Trails Volunteer)  
• International Backpacking (India & Nepal 2011, Croatia 2014, Iceland & Scotland 2017) 
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FY 2022 MHAA Capital Grant Application
Instructions

FY2022 MARYLAND HERITAGE AREAS PROGRAM CAPITAL GRANT
APPLICATION

Application Deadline (online submission):
11:59 pm on your local heritage area's deadline (see page 18 of the Grant

Guidelines).

The Maryland Heritage Areas Program Capital Grant promotes
acquisition, development (construction), rehabilitation, and restoration
projects that support and create heritage tourism infrastructure within the 13
Certified Heritage Areas.

Please read the following instructions before beginning your
application:

• This grant application is for capital projects, i.e. projects relating to
construction activities.

• Funds awarded in this application round will be available no sooner than
July 8, 2021.

• Please review the program guidelines before beginning your grant
application. The guidelines contain important information about grant
amounts, project selection criteria, matching requirements, eligible
costs, eligible applicants, and project timeline.

• We strongly recommend that you contact your local heritage area
staff before applying to be sure your project is eligible and to obtain
appropriate guidance.

• The grant application must be submitted online with all attachments by
11:59 p.m. on your local heritage area's deadline (see the Grant
Guidelines).

• Please note that all questions with a red asterisk (*) require answers.
You will not be allowed to submit your application without first
answering these questions, or uploading the required documents.

• When you have submitted your application successfully, you will see a
confirmation message on the screen, and you will receive a confirmation
e-mail.

Notes on completing the online application:

• Please review the "Quick Start" guide available HERE before beginning
your grant application. This document will give you valuable tips on how
to use the online application system.

• For assistance with the online application process, please contact
andrew.arvizu@maryland.gov

• To request accommodations for individuals with disabilities, please
contact Ennis Smith at ennis.smith@maryland.gov or 410-697-9555. We
will do our best to provide alternative forms of application materials and
resources.

MHAA Program Areas of Focus
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MHAA has three main areas of focus. Please make sure that your
application addresses how your projects aligns with these three
areas:

• Developing Heritage Tourism Product
• Building Partnerships
• Sustaining Regional Identity

You can find more about the areas of focus and the overall goals of the
Maryland Heritage Areas Program in our strategic plan, which can be found
HERE.

Overview
Organization Name
Maryland Center for History and Culture

Grant Project Title
The project title should refer to the property and specific activity for which
funding is being requested.
MCHC Learning Lab Construction

Acknowledgement
Please click this box to indicate that you have read and understand
the guidelines, available HERE.
Yes

Project Design

Project Design
Grant Project Summary and Importance
Briefly describe the work that this grant (and matching funds) will support,
what impact this project will have, and why this project is urgent. This
description will be used to introduce the review panel to your project. (Word
limit: 150)
The development of a new “Learning Lab” at the Maryland Center for History
and Culture (MCHC) will transform the first floor of the 1965 Thomas & Hugg
Building (T&H) into a state-of-the-art facility for K-12 learning experiences,
community exhibitions, and other functions. This 8,820 sq.ft. space already
serves as a central hub for K-12 programming, special events, and lectures,
but has not undergone a major renovation since its construction. In addition
to dramatically improving both on-site, K-12 fieldtrips and education
outreach operations, the Learning Lab project will upgrade restrooms,
lighting, and other support infrastructure enhancing the overall visitor
experience and improving accessibility with ADA restrooms, a "baby care"
room, and other measures. An integral part of MCHC that looks very tired
after decades of use will get a much needed update while streamlining K-12
education operations and opening up new possibilities for programming.
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Comprehensive Project Description
Describe the overall project, including past and future phases of work as well
as work funded through other sources. (Word limit: 300)
The Learning Lab is part of MCHC’s larger $12M “Shaping the Future of
History” campaign--MCHC’s first major fundraising initiative since 2003. This
is not your typical building campaign, but a reaffirmation of MCHC’s
commitment to both our legacy in Baltimore City and our statewide mission
that maximizes the utility of our existing physical plant and builds staffing
capacity that is nimble and responsive to audience input. The campaign’s mix
of targeted capital and programmatic investments continues MCHC’s
evolution from a traditional historical society into a participatory space for
our new core values of Dialogue, Community, Authenticity, and Discovery. As
part of a larger portfolio of campaign deliverables, the Learning Lab project
epitomizes this targeted investment strategy addressing many MCHC
logistical challenges while creating new channels for engagement.

Other capital projects included in this campaign include a $1M project to
install new fire suppression and a $1.5M project to convert the Greyhound
Bus Garage into dedicated museum collections storage as well as other
discrete infrastructure projects. The prioritization of these projects and the
Learning Lab is the product of a campus-use analysis and several years of
planning supported by FY16 and FY19 MHAA grants. A summary of MCHC’s
campus development vision is included as an attachment. With nearly $7.5M
raised, MCHC has already completed work on several projects. A $500,000
capital grant from the State of Maryland is proposed in the FY2022 capital
budget for the Learning Lab, but additional funds are needed to realize this
final and most public facing project of the campaign.

The Learning Lab brings MCHC education outreach operations into one
customized facility. Most importantly, the Learning Lab dramatically improves
the experience for on-site and long-term engagement programs that
primarily serve students in the Baltimore region and especially those enrolled
in the Baltimore City Public School System.
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What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible
deliverables do you anticipate?
For tangible deliverables, specify the anticipated number of products, i.e. 12
restored windows, 1,500 square feet of exhibits, 5,000 brochures; for
intangible deliverables, provide estimates, i.e. 500 new visitors, 150 new
interactions with the public, 750 additional page views on your website.
Through the larger Learning Lab project, parts of the “Thomas & Hugg”
building designated for collections storage will be converted to education
support services such as travelling trunk storage; a new virtual fieldtrip
studio, and other uses. As an intentionally designed space where students
can “get messy,” the Learning Lab will open new kinds of inquiry that are not
currently possible given the preservation and security concerns of our current
galleries. The 8,820 sq. ft. Learning Lab also features a glass enclosed
student activity space; lockers for students; a dedicated lunchroom; new
ADA compliant bathrooms; and a flexible community gallery for the display of
student work and other projects. Stitching together these functions is a new
interpretive installation replete with permanent, hands-on interactives that
tell the formative story of Maryland from the American Indian experience, to
the Revolutionary War, to Civil Rights, and more.

Currently, the majority of the 75,000 students and teachers served by MCHC
each year are through off-site and virtual outreach. As the pandemic disrupts
in-person learning and may cause long-term negative trends in travel and
visitation, the Learning Lab continues to support this exciting growth in
outreach facilities with a second Virtual Fieldtrip studio and logistics area for
our consistently popular traveling trunk program. However, MCHC remains
committed to the importance of in-person learning and real encounters with
a historical object or artwork. Through the on-site fieldtrip aspects of the
Learning Lab, MCHC hopes to grow physical fieldtrip visitation to 15,000
annually in the coming years.

In addition to this attendance goal, we are equally excited about the new
evaluative opportunities the Learning Lab and its formalization of long-term
engagement program represents. Over 95% of evaluations completed by
visiting fieldtrip teachers consistently rank the MCHC experience in the top
two categories of “good” or “excellent” for curriculum support, relevancy, and
other criteria, but these measures provide limited insight on the impact of
MCHC programming and of historical thinking over time. After completion of
the Learning Lab, MCHC will engage a consultant to conduct a formative
evaluation study on the social impact of our long-term programming.
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Key Steps and Timeline
List the steps you will take to complete the project, and projected dates
when you will do them. Include other phases (identified as outside the grant
period) if applicable. Remember that the work funded by this grant and
match may not start prior to July 8, 2021 and should be completed no more
than two years from the project start date.
As described elsewhere in this application, MCHC has completed several
phases of planning and worked to secure requisite funds in recent years. The
Learning Lab construction schedule interrelates with other campaign capital
deliverables that are nearing completion or about to commence. A larger
construction schedule calendar has been uploaded as an attachment. The
schedule specific to the Learning Lab space on the first floor of Thomas &
Hugg (T&H) is as follows.

Beginning Pre-Grant Period:
*Complete Layout Concept Planning (May 2020)
*Complete Asbestos Removal (April 2020 - June 2020)
*Complete Fire Suppression Installation (May 2020 - June 2021)
*Refine Cost Estimates and Scope of Work (October 2020)
*Complete Interpretive Installation Design and Concept Development (April
2021 - December 2021)

Grant Period:
*Develop and Release RFP for Contractor Firm (July 2021 - September 2021)
*Select Contractor (September 2021)
*Refine Construction Schedule and Logistics (October 2021 - November
2021)
*Finalize Construction Drawings (December 2021 - February 2022)
*Deinstall Current Exhibition (March 2022)
*Demolition Phase (April 2022)
*Construction/ Renovation Phase (May 2022 - August 2022)
* Interpretive Installation Implementation (September 2022 - October 2022)
*Fully Functioning Learning Lab! (November 2022)
*Assess audience feedback and collect reporting data (November 2022 -
ongoing)
*Grant Period Conclusion and Final Report* (July 2023)
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Budget

Project Budget

• The project budget is an important aspect of your grant
application, and it is necessary for you to review the grant
guidelines in order to fill out your budget correctly.

• Please note that ALL applicants are REQUIRED to provide a
dollar-for-dollar match to the grant, using any combination of
cash and in-kind match sources.

• All match MUST be from non-state sources and must be
expended during the grant period, which will commence no
earlier than July 8, 2021.

• Before completing the budget fields below on this page,
complete your detailed budget using the Excel spreadsheet
which you can download and complete by clicking HERE.You
must use this form.

• You will use the numbers from the Excel spreadsheet to fill out
the fields below, on this page.

• For a sample budget, please see page 19-21 of the FY 2022
MHAA Grant Guidelines for Project Grants.

Detailed Project Budget
Provide a detailed project budget, showing how the grant funds and
match will be expended. The required form is available HERE.
Once you have completed the project budget, upload it here as an
Excel file.
Remember, the more detail and line items you can include, the
better. Please do not upload a budget with just one line item. Break
it down into specific deliverables and costs.
MCHC Learning Lab Construction Budget.xls

Grant Funds Requested
Grant Funds Requested
The maximum amount you can request for an MHAA Capital Grant project is
$100,000.
The minimum is $5,000.
Round up to the nearest dollar.
The amount you request will be dependent on how much match you will be
able to provide.
100000

Matching Funds
Total Required Match (non-state sources)
What is the dollar value of the match funds (cash and in-kind) that your
organization will provide for your required match?
Please note that your organization must match MHAA funds dollar-for-dollar.
This means if you request a $5,000 grant, your organization must commit to
spending an additional $5,000 on the project using non-state sources of
funds.
This match may be "in-kind," meaning it may consist of volunteer hours you
plan to spend on the project (currently valued at $29.51 per hour) and the
documented value of donated services and materials.
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All match must be spent after the grant is awarded.
100000

Other Project Costs (non-state sources)
Many projects cost far more than the requested amount and the required
match. In order to understand the full cost of the project, we ask that you
list the additional project costs as well. So if the total project is going to cost
$200,000, and you are requesting a grant of $50,000, with a proposed
$50,000 match, the Other Project Costs would be $100,000.
Leveraging more than the required one-to-one match is NOT a
requirement and will not mean that your project is more likely to be
funded.
1393395

Upload documentation of your match here.
If you have documentation showing that your match is in-hand or
committed, please upload that here.
MCHC Campaign Pledge Tracking.pdf
List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including
in your proposed project costs. Please indicate if the funds and
support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.
In addition to $2.1M proposed, committed, or awarded from the State of
Maryland, MCHC has raised $5,263,941 in private contributions towards the
$12M Shaping the Future of History campaign from private sources including
individuals and foundations. A table outlining MCHC's campaign contributions
and their status is included as an attachment. MCHC has approximately
$1.5M left to raise in private contributions to make the Learning Lab a
reality. The Learning Lab is the last of the campaign's major capital projects
to secure funding. Currently, MCHC $865,000 in "anticipated" campaign
contributions including $600,000 in estate gifts in process, a $100,000
capital grant from the City of Baltimore, and other smaller gifts part of these
gifts will be leveraged as match towards the Learning Lab with any remainder
to be designated for the MCHC endowment or other non-capital campaign
deliverables. An additional $500,000+ in active requests have been made
with varying levels of probability of award. Ultimately, MCHC is diligently
working to close the fundraising gap remaining for the Learning Lab so the
campaign can be concluded in a timely manner and the Learning Lab can
begin construction on schedule in the spring and summer of 2022.

Total State Funds Already Committed
Please note that any Maryland state funds committed to your project should
not be included in your total match and leverage listed above.
List them separately here, and make sure they are in the "Other Projects
Costs" column of your attached budget.
500000
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Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.
Other state funds may not be part of the match for this grant, but they may
be a significant source of other funds for your project.
The Governor has proposed a non-matching $500,000 capital grant in the
FY2022 capital budget that MCHC is designating specifically for the Learning
Lab. There is a high probability that this investment will be approved and
MCHC will notify the heritage area of the status of this bond at the conclusion
of this legislative session.

Though not specifically designated for the Learning Lab and so not
represented in the budget sheet, the State of Maryland and MHAA have made
significant other investments in the Shaping the Future of History campaign.
Capital planning grants from MHAA in FY16 and FY19 helped developed our
campus development strategy and the cost analyses that informed our
campaign budget and capital deliverables. The State of Maryland provided a
$500,000 capital bond in FY20 and a $1M capital bond in FY21. The FY20
capital bond supported MCHC's $1.4M fire suppression project servicing the
Thomas & Hugg (T&H) building and the Keyser Library Building that houses
MCHC's archival collection. The FY21 capital bond is supporting the
conversion of MCHC's Greyhound Bus Garage into a state-of-the-art compact
collections storage facility with accompanying research room. These
investments and the ways they interrelate with the Learning Lab as part of
our larger strategy are further described in the "Campus Development"
attachment. The fire suppression project is supportive of the Learning Lab in
that it helps bring T&H up to code in advance of the major Learning Lab
renovation. Asbestos throughout T&H was also removed as part of this phase
of work.

Budget Comments
Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you
would like share with grant reviewers.
The Learning Lab's estimated costs are the result of several phases of
planning. In FY2016, MCHC received a $50,000 campus planning grant from
the Maryland Heritage Area Authority (MHAA). The product was a campus-
use assessment conducted by the architectural firm GWWO that analyzed the
way MCHC mission activities utilize our current real estate. Operating under a
directive to ensure fiscal sustainability while maximizing mission impact,
GWWO concluded their study in spring 2018 and recommended several
campus capital investment plans and their projected costs that ranged from
relocation, to new construction, to rehabilitation. GWWO concluded their
study in spring 2018 and the MCHC Board of Trustees voted on a plan that
rehabilitates and modernizes core campus buildings while offering up excess
real estate for sale or long-term lease.
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With this directive, MCHC completed a second phase of concept planning with
GWWO supported by a $100,000 FY 2019 MHAA grant. This plan refined
known costs estimates for upgrading existing deficient mechanical systems
and analyzed costs for minor, interior construction projects. Learning Lab and
other capital campaign costs have been further refined in consultation with
Lewis Contractors from assessments that took place in December 2018 and
in October 2020.

MCHC is further refining its Learning Lab construction plan before formally
contracting vendors and, pending fundraising, will commence this next phase
of work as soon as possible in FY2022. A more detailed Learning Lab budget
is included below than was possible in the budget template.

Thomas & Hugg // Learning Lab Building Renovations Estimate:
Level One, Phase One Scope of Work
Entry Corridor, Travel Trunks & Learning Classroom (1,900SF)
Demolition $12,320
Floor Patching/Leveling $11,400
Masonry Patching $5,700
Structural & Misc. Steel $4,200
Carpentry & Millwork $12,500
Aluminum Entrances $18,600
Classroom Window Wall $60,000
HM Doors/Frames/Hardware $5,400
Gypsum Drywall $11,520
Acoustical Ceiling Tile $8,075
Painting $5,700
Flooring ($50/sqyd. Allowance) $10,600
Lockers/Cubbies $5,850
HVAC/Plumbing $104,500 assume $55.00 per SF
Sprinkler $7,600 assume $4.00 per SF
Electrical and Lighting Package $66,500 assume $35.00 per SF
Special Systems $11,400 assume $6.00 per SF
Subtotal $361,865

Educational Exhibit & Community Gallery (5,320SF)
Demolition $17,600
Demolition for Mastodon Exhibit $13,200
Salvage, Store & Reinstall Owners Furnishings $21,050
Floor Patching/Leveling $15,960
Masonry Patching $1,680
Structural Steel $4,250
Railings $20,000
Carpentry& Millwork $9,432
Aluminum Entrances $12,600
Glass Wall $57,600
HM Doors/Frames/Hardware $11,500
Gypsum Drywall $44,238
Gyspum Drywall Ceilings & Bulkheads $95,786
Painting $26,600
Flooring ($50/sqyd. Allowance) $29,600
HVAC/Plumbing $292,600
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Sprinkler $21,280
Electrical and Lighting Package $186,200
Special Systems $31,920
Exhibition Fabrication, Art, Interpretive Elements: $250,000
Subtotal $1,163,096

Student Lunch & Bathrooms (1,600SF)
Demolition $13,200
Slab Demolition & Replacement $11,735
Masonry Patching $2,280
Carpentry& Millwork $10,500
HM Doors/Frames/Hardware $7,500
Gypsum Drywall $41,760
Gyspum Drywall Ceilings & Bulkheads $19,200
Painting $8,000
Ceramic Tile (floor) $28,000
Ceramic Tile (wall) $19,600
Flooring ($50/sqyd. Allowance) $4,450
Toilet Partitions $15,600
Toilet Accessories $1,000
HVAC/Plumbing $88,000
Sprinkler $6,400
Electrical and Lighting Package $56,000
Special Systems $4,800
Subtotal $338,025

Project Totals
Subtotal Cost of Construction $1,862,986
Prime Contractor Fee (5%), Insurances (1%), Bond (1%) $130,409
Construction Grand Total $1,993,395

Please upload any supporting documentation for your budget (e.g.
estimates, correspondence containing pricing options, list prices for
items described in the budget).
If you need to upload multiple documents, you can upload the first document
here, and any others on the Attachments page.

Ongoing Maintenance
How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if
applicable)?
MCHC has struggled to adequately address deferred maintenance costs of its
campus. In the 2003 campaign, funding was directed towards the
construction of entirely new facilities. While the museum-grade space in this
new wing is a major asset, other parts of MCHC's aging campus were then in
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need of updating and are especially so now nearly 20 years later. This
campaign is addressing many of those maintenance needs in the process of
realizing campaign deliverables such as fire suppression and the Learning
Lab. As these projects are completed, other supporting systems are being
updated and repaired. Even so, many maintenance projects in the Thomas &
Hugg building (T&H) did not make it into the campaign budget based off our
fundraising feasibility study. MCHC staff and board are determined to address
these projects as well as sustain the campaign's capital investments through
a long-term maintenance plan. In recent years, MCHC established a new
Buildings and Grounds Committee (B&G) that is tasked with this effort. Their
roster and MCHC's ten year maintenance plan is enclosed. Anticipated
maintenance needs are now part of MCHC's annual budgeting process.
Revenue generated from the pending sale of the Greyhound Terminal will be
put in a designated capital reserve fund for these expenditures. In addition to
the B&G, MCHC's Chief Financial Officer, Director of Facilities, and Chief of
Administration are responsible for organizing these projects. MCHC contracts
a cleaning company that services the campus daily and more intensive
cleanings are held periodically throughout the year.

Property Information

Property Information
Property Name
Name of the property where the project will take place. If the property does
not have a name, you can list the address.
Maryland Center for History and Culture (MCHC)

Other Property Name(s), if any
Maryland Historical Society

Address of Project Property
610 Park Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201

In which county is the project located?
Select only one.
Baltimore City

Significance and Use
Briefly discuss the property's historical significance, significance for
community groups, if applicable, and how the property is used/will be used.
The Thomas & Hugg Building (T&H) was constructed in 1965-8 and designed
by the architect Richard Winston Ayers whose other local commissions
include buildings throughout the Johns Hopkins Homewood Campus, the
Social Security Administration headquarters in Woodlawn, and other
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institutional buildings. It is a contributing structure within the local Mount
Vernon Historic District. In 1995, the architect Walter Schamu described
Ayers as a Beaux-Arts architect struggling with modernism and stated that
T&H was one of his "crowning achievements...where he set the addition,
which is of modern design, next to the 19th century Greek Revival home of
Enoch Pratt, and the overall design is both sympathetic to the Pratt House
yet quite remarkable." In 2003, at the opening of MCHC's new modern wing,
the director Dennis Fiori recalled that someone once "compared the former
entrance...to either a 'bad small-town airport or the inner sanctum of an Odd
Fellow's Hall.'" Despite these mixed architectural reviews and the logistical
and maintenance challenges T&H poses to MCHC, we are committed to being
good stewards of the building. As MCHC conducted its campus-use
assessment and development plan, demolition of T&H and new construction
was proposed as one of the more cost-effective options. However MCHC
embraced a campus development plan that retains the building, addresses
deferred maintenance, and helps it reach its full potential. The Learning Lab
project proposes no changes to the exterior of T&H and will retain many of
its charming, ca. 1960s interior elements such as terrazzo floors.

T&H continues to operate as MCHC's central hub linking more architecturally
significant structures such as the Enoch Pratt House and Keyser Library
Buildings with newer, museum grade buildings built in 2003. T&H serves as
office space for the majority of MCHC employees, storage space, and several
distinct galleries. T&H and the adjoining auditorium has hosted countless
lectures, student tours, exhibitions, and other MCHC programs over the
years. It has significant community value that will only further evolve via the
Learning Lab bringing greater functionality to MCHC education and
partnership programs. MHT reviewed T&H when MCHC implemented the
FY2020 fire suppression project and required no easement.

Is the property historically designated, or in a designated area?
Check all that apply.
Local Historic District
National Register Historic District
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If the property is inventoried in the Maryland Inventory of Historic
Properties (MIHP), please indicate its MIHP number.
You can look up your property using Medusa, Maryland Historical Trust
(MHT)'s Cultural Resource Information System, which is available here.

Does the Maryland Historical Trust (MHT) hold an easement on the
property?
If yes, check the box.

Approval of Change to Easement Property
If the project property is protected by a preservation easement held by MHT,
and if you have already received from MHT a determination concerning the
proposed grant-funded work, please upload the MHT determination letter
here.

Property Owner
Tax Account Identifier
Look up your property tax identifier number in SDAT by clicking here. You
may also call SDAT at 410-767-1184.
520403670

Legal Name and Address of Property Owner or Owner Entity
Maryland Historical Society dba Maryland Center for History and Culture
610 Park Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201

Relationship of Property Owner to Grant Applicant Organization
If property owner and grant applicant are the same, state "Same". If
property owner and grant applicant are not the same, explain the
relationship.
Same

Property Owner Consent
Upload a letter from the property owner indicating consent to the project.
The letter must be submitted even if applicant and property owner are the
same. Failure to submit the required letter using the required language will
result in your application being ineligible for funding. A sample letter can be
found in the grant guidelines HERE.
Property Owner Consent.pdf

Urgency

Urgency
Is this project urgent?
Why does this project need to proceed at this time? What will happen if it
does not? What part of the project needs to be completed most urgently?
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This campaign’s budget is the product of a fundraising feasibility study,
stakeholder analysis, and MCHC's rebranding study that revealed paths to
build a stronger base of support in the long-term. The campaign is
prioritizing staff capacity and public access initiatives while making the
capital investments necessary to support those efforts and improve
collections care. The outputs of these efforts will broaden MCHC’s base of
support diversifying and the revenue streams needed to maintain increased
capacity long-term.

We are at a unique moment in the 177-year development of MCHC as an
organization to not just survive but thrive and provide the stewardship and
programming befitting a collection of our size and scope. In contrast to arts
museum peers, the State of Maryland no longer provides substantial
operating grants to support our collection. Public funds account for just 4%
of MCHC's budget. With the confluence of these cuts, a depressed economy,
and executive transitions, MCHC staff diminished from 75 to 20 in the 2000s.
However, under new leadership beginning in 2015, MCHC has made major
strides growing our education department as well as the museum and library,
refining best practices, increasing audience engagement, and building
community partnerships.

This campaign's capital projects are a major step towards fully establishing
MCHC's new thriving vision. The Learning Lab project is especially imperative
as the most public-facing project that will create the most immediate change
in the ways MCHC serves its communities. MCHC has been actively
fundraising for nearly three years and is preparing to conclude the campaign
in 2021 COVID-19 has depressed fundraising projections and MCHC is at the
point where cost engineering may be required for projects. It is imperative
that we secure an additional $2M within this year to avoid that scenario and
stay on schedule to begin construction in summer 2022.

Impact

Impact
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How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives
of your heritage area?
You are encouraged to cite specific sections of your local heritage area's
planning documents.
MCHC is located at the intersection of the Mount Vernon Cultural District and
the Bromo Tower Arts & Entertainment District where there is a high density
of peer institutions advancing the arts and cultural heritage tourism. The
MCHC campus is located in several targeted heritage investment and
protection zones including the Mount Vernon National Historic Landmark
District and the Market Center Historic District. MCHC's museum and library
are an integral part of the heritage tourism economy in this part of the
BNHA.

MCHC is identified as a key heritage attraction in section 2.5.2 of BNHA’s
CMP. The interpretive installation component of the Learning Lab will address
all four CMP interpretive themes: “Upholding Independence,” “Seeking
Prosperity,” “Shaping a Monumental a City,” and “Gaining Independence for
All.” As with all MCHC exhibitions, the Learning Lab will be in support of our
mission to "explor[e] multiple perspectives and shar[e] national stories
through the lens of Maryland" fulfilling the CMP objective to “promote
teaching American history using Baltimore’s cultural heritage resources for
residents and visitors of all ages” (5.6.2, Objective 1.4). The Learning Lab
project aligns with the objective to "support activities and programs that
connect students in Baltimore’s public schools with the city’s heritage
resources and their stewardship needs (Objective 1.4.3).

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland
Heritage Area's Program's three areas of focus.
The three areas of focus are: Developing Heritage Tourism Product; Building
Partnerships; and Sustaining Regional Identity. You can find more about the
areas of focus and the overall goals of the Maryland Heritage Areas Program
in our strategic plan, which can be found HERE.
The Learning Lab project directly supports all three areas of focus.

I) Heritage Tourism Product: While specifically created for K-12 education
experiences, many components of the Learning Lab from the interpretive
installation to the community gallery and activity room are designed to be
flexible and have broader appeal as a heritage tourism product. In particular,
the interpretive installation will help MCHC grow the key audience of heritage
tourists that are young families. While MCHC has made efforts to incorporate
elements with youth appeal in all of its exhibitions, we are not known as a
family-friendly destination. The Learning Lab will be a major help in
attracting this key demographic of heritage tourists and local residents.
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II) Building Partnerships:The Learning Lab will help MCHC deepen
partnerships with county school systems and community groups. In addition
to being a space for student groups, the activity room aspect is flexible to
serve as meeting space for MCHC's community partners such as the Promise
Heights Network, Pennsylvania Avenue Arts District, and others and for when
MCHC hosts various conferences and symposia serving Maryland's heritage
sector. The community gallery aspect is designed as a flexible space that can
be quickly updated to feature both student work and heritage projects from
the community.

III) Sustaining Regional Identity: While the majority of the Learning Lab's
expenditures are dedicated to renovations and building systems, the
interpretive installation will provide a broad overview of Maryland's history
and heritage that explores its diverse regions and peoples for primarily K-12
audiences.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives?
If so, please provide details.
We are particularly interested in supporting projects that will highlight under-
told narratives about Maryland's past. Some examples include the history
and cultural traditions of African Americans, Native Americans, Asian
Americans, Latinos, immigrants, women, LGBTQ communities, or people with
disabilities.
The content of the interpretive installation aspect of the Learning Lab is
currently in the early development phase and is not included as part of
MCHC's grant request of match. Furthermore, though we intend for the
interpretive installation to have a significant shelf life, typically MHAA does
not recognize exhibitions as eligible for capital requests. Despite this
technicality, the content of the interpretive installation will directly address
diverse and inclusive narratives as an extension of MCHC's new vision,
mission, and core values which inform all mission and administrative
activities. The full text of MCHC's core values of Community, Authenticity,
Dialogue, and Discovery is included as an attachment. MCHC has launched a
temporary exhibition in the Learning Lab space called "Discover Maryland"
that will serve as a foundation for interpretive themes to be further expanded
upon in the interpretive installation. Vignettes in this exhibition include
Native Americans, the immigrant experience, Civil Rights, and other other
diverse aspects of Maryland history.

The "building framework" of the Learning Lab that is being directly supported
by this MHAA grant will also support diverse and inclusive narratives in the
new programmatic capabilities they provide. The community gallery space
will allow for frequently rotating exhibitions that highlight local work with
intentionally diverse representation. The glass-enclosed activity space
provides a flexible area for MCHC community partners to meet, collaborate,
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and develop projects. An overall environment that is more comfortable and
accessible will make it easier for people with disabilities to enjoy MCHC
programming.

Access & Outreach

Access and Outreach
Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for
tourists, k-12 students, and/or local community members.
The primary goal of the Learning Lab is to improve the overall experience
and broaden the capabilities of programs for tourists, k-12 students, and
local community members. The benefits these groups will enjoy are
described throughout the application. Some benefits are mundane but
incredibly important such as new, ADA compliant restrooms in MCHC's main
programming area. Heritage tourists in the young family demographic will
have a full installation at MCHC designed with their behaviors in mind
fulfilling a real lack in the current MCHC experience. Local community
partners will have the opportunity to exhibit their work in the new
Community Gallery or utilize the activity room for meeting space.

K-12 students will most benefit and especially those enrolled in the Baltimore
City Public School System (BCPSS) that already make up the majority of on-
site visitation. BCPSS students also are a target audience for MCHC's long-
term programming where the output developed over multiple sessions is a
public history project that explores current social issues within the context of
local community history. With special field trips and guest speakers
frequently complementing their research sessions, students gain a
comprehensive understanding of their subject of study. These programs are
designed to be youth-driven at every stage. The final products may take the
form of exhibits, documentaries, webpages, or other forms of media that
present an argument supported by statistics and historical evidence. Through
the Learning Lab, these students will have a space to conduct their work and
exhibit it.
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What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic
access by individuals with disabilities?
MCHC already has many such provisions, but the Learning Lab project will
significantly enhance accessibility. Currently, visiting students or program
attendees in need of an ADA compliant restroom must leave the first floor of
T&H for the second floor or the other end of the campus in the new wing.
This is a major inconvenience for visitors especially during events that are
held in the adjoining France Hall. Modern, fully ADA complaint restrooms are
an important part of the Learning Lab project as are other support facilities
such as a room for nursing mothers and those with sensory processing
disorders in need of a quiet space. Though in an early phase of design
development and the pandemic may pose long-term challenges, MCHC is
hopeful that hands-on and tactile aspects of the interpretive installation will
create a better experience for the visually impaired and those with other
disorders.

How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about
your site or project?
How are you making information available about the history of the site or
resource? Do you have a website? How will public inquiries or tour requests
be handled? How will brochures or informational materials be distributed?
While MHAA project grant funds are not permitted to directly support
marketing materials and activities, applicants are encouraged to include
marketing costs for the project as part of their matching contribution, if
applicable.
The Learning Lab will be widely promoted to its various audiences including
K-12 student groups and heritage tourists. Every summer, the MCHC
Education Department sends targeted mailers to teachers in every county
encouraging participation in programs and advertising the various targeted
funds available that cover bus costs and registration fees. These mailers are
followed up with monthly e-newsletters to a substantial email list.
MCHC's full-time Director of Marketing oversees a robust advertising strategy
that regularly garners MCHC coverage of exhibitions and programming in
local publications such as the Baltimore Sun and Capital Gazette as well as
national outlets such as the New York Times, Forbes, and others. We are an
active partner of Visit Baltimore and engage other local tourism agencies as
well. As of September 2020, MCHC's new website, mdhistory.org,is SEO
optimized and makes finding and discovering MCHC resources easier than
ever before. New campus signage encourages drop-in visitation.
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What is the annual visitation at your site?
This can include physical visitation numbers, special events, and virtual
visitors.
100,000

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the
project / property be open to the public?
If the project will not be open regular hours, please indicate how access will
be made available.
Excluding national holidays, MCHC is open to the public five days a week
from 10AM to 5PM between Wednesday and Saturday and between 12PM and
5PM on Sunday.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at the property?
This includes restrooms, water, parking, interpretation (guided tours, self-
guided tours, signage, brochures), etc.
Visitors to the MCHC campus benefit from free parking, a staffed information
desk, restrooms, water fountains, internet access, and security. Special
guided tours are offered throughout the year and Visitor Services staff have
developed a variety of informational guides available for visitors when a tour
is not being held. In line with MCHC's recent rebranding, MCHC completed a
holistic update to its interior signage dramatically improving interior and
exterior wayfinding within its dozen galleries, many meeting spaces, and
several access points.

Project Mgmt

Project Management
Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?
Discuss -- if applicable -- any similar projects you have completed in the
past, previous grants you have managed, and/or longstanding connections
you have with communities and partner organizations that have positioned
you to complete this project.
MCHC has full ownership and site control of this space. The MCHC staff team
responsible for coordinating this project have demonstrated success with
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already completed campaign projects. Most notably, the $1.4M fire
suppression project that began in June 2020 and is already 95% complete.
Following this model, MCHC’s CEO, CFO, and Director of Facilities will work
directly with GWWO architects and a contractor to be selected to ensure
project completion. MCHC will engage an Owner’s Representative, likely
continuing its relationship with Old Line Architects, as a 3rd party to
coordinate communication between staff, the design team, and contractors.

MCHC has extensive experience managing grants both through federal
agencies like the National Endowment for the Humanities, the Institute of
Museum of Library & Services, and state agencies like the Maryland Heritage
Area Authority and the Maryland State Arts Council. Director of Grants &
Government Affairs David Belew will be the primary contact and organizer for
management of this grant. In addition to seven years of experience at MCHC,
Belew gained experience managing grants from a variety of state and federal
funding agencies during a two year tenure at the National Aquarium.
Successfully managed grants include awards from the Chesapeake Bay Trust,
the EPA, IMLS, and NOAA.

Your Organization's Administrative Capability and Areas of Expertise
Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff,
board members, or volunteers) who will be involved in the
implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact
identified on the "Applicant" tab.
Include the name, title, areas of expertise, and the role they will play for
each person listed. Please attach any relevant resumes, CVs, and/or bios on
the Attachments Tab of this application.
1) Administrative and Contractor Supervision
*Mark B. Letzer, MCHC President & CEO
*Thomas Welliver, MCHC CFO
*David Belew, Director of Grants & Government Affairs
*Gerald Tabarly, Director of Facilities
*MCHC Buildings and Grounds Committee

II) Content Development
*Katie Caljean, VP of Education & Strategic Initiatives
*Allison Tolman, VP of Collections & Interpretation
*David Armenti, Director of Education
*Alex Lothstein, Museum Learning Manager
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Consultants and Partners
Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization
who were consulted in the development of this grant application or
who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, consultants or
partners).
Include the name, title, company name, and the role they will play. Please
note that you may be required to solicit 2-3 written bids before selecting a
contractor (see pages 8-9 of the MHAA Grants Manual for details).
MCHC's current campus plan and cost analyses have been developed in
consultation with GWWO Architects and Lewis Contractors and has
longstanding, productive working relationships with both firms. Outside of
this grant request, MCHC is also working with our longstanding exhibition
design consultant Charles Mack Design to develop the interpretive
installation. As MCHC works to further refine planning and construction
documents with these partners, this grant request will specifically support
renovation and other infrastructure work beginning in summer 2022.
Working in consultation with the Buildings and Grounds Committee and our
Owner's Representative Old Line Architects, MCHC will develop a formal RFP
in the coming year to select the best contractor. Past experience securing
bids for the fire suppression project and Bus Barn collections storage project,
all of which gained at least three bids, have created a strong template for
this process that ensures each firm is proposing the same deliverables.

Upload the resume, CV, or bio of the key partner or consultant you
will be working with.
You may upload additional resumes, CVs, or bios of team members on the
Attachments page.

Special Cases - DNR and K-12

Projects on DNR Property
If your application is for a project that will take place on Maryland
Department of Natural Resources property, you must obtain
permission from DNR for the proposed project. Please upload your
approval letter from DNR. If you have not yet received approval,
upload your request form that was submitted to DNR.
A blank form and instructions can be found in the Grant Guidelines, available
HERE.
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Education Projects
If your application is for a Pre-K - 12 education project, please
provide documentation that you have consulted with either the
Maryland State Department of Education and/or your local school
system on this project.
In most cases, this documentation should consist of a letter from your local
county school system or systems.
MSDE BCPSS LoS.pdf

Applicant

Applicant Organization
Legal Name
The name provided must match EXACTLY the legal name as registered with
the Maryland State Department of Assessments and Taxation (SDAT). You
can check your organization's legal name by clicking HERE.
Maryland Historical Society

Organization Type
nonprofit organization

Tax ID / Federal Employer Identification Number (EIN)
For non-profit organizations and government agencies, this is generally a 9-
digit number, e.g. 52-1234567.
520403670

Mailing Address
610 Park Avenue

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21201-5149

Website Address
http://www.mdhistory.org

Organizational Documents
Non-profit organizations must upload copies of their organizational
documents. For most organizations this will include the filed Articles of
Incorporation, Bylaws, and an IRS determination letter. Government
entities do not need to upload organizational documents.
You may upload one document in each upload box. If you need to upload
additional documents, you may add them on the Attachments page at the
end of the application. If you have uploaded these documents as part of a
recent grant application, MHAA will already have your documents on file.

Upload your Articles of Incorporation here.
Articles of Incorporation - Laws 1844 1845 1846.pdf

Bylaws
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Upload your organization's bylaws here.
MdHS By Laws Revised 8.31.20.pdf

Proof of Non-Profit Status
Upload a copy of the Determination Letter from the Internal Revenue
Service.
MdHS 501(c)3 Letter.pdf

Project Contact Person
This is the person who will receive all correspondence, notifications
and reminders regarding the grant. You will have an opportunity to
provide the contact information for a grant writer (if applicable), below.

Prefix
Mr.

First Name
David

Last Name
Belew

Title
Director of Grants and Government Affairs

Contact Address
610 Park Avenue
Baltimore, MD 21201

City
Baltimore

State
MD

Zip Code
21201

Contact Phone
4106853750

Extension
344

E-mail
dbelew@mdhistory.org

Please upload a resume for the primary contact.
If you have already uploaded the resume elsewhere in the application, you
do not need to upload it again.
David Belew Resume 2020.pdf

Request Type/Status
Contributions-Grant-Full Application Received

Type of Support
Capital

Program Area
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MHAA-Capital

Fund
State Fund

Record Type
Organization

Staff
JRUFFNER

Release

Release and Consent
MHT/MHAA regularly shares information about projects that have received
grant funding. Application materials, including photographs, maps, text,
graphics, and forms may be used by MHT/MHAA for non-profit purposes
including, but not limited to, education and publicity via printed material,
television broadcasts, and internet postings. MHT/MHAA does NOT share
applicants' financial information unless required to do so by law.

Photographs of the project which have been taken by MHT staff may also be
made available to the public.

In rare cases, application information may be requested under Maryland's
Access to Public Records Act (the "Act").

By executing this release and consent, I hereby consent to the publication of
photographs and other application materials relating to the Project for which
I have received financial assistance, and I hereby authorize MHT/MHAA to
print, publish or post pictures of the Project and to make application
materials available to the public.

If you consider information in this application confidential and do not want it
made available to the public, please indicate your objections in writing and
upload your letter below.

Upload your letter of objection, if applicable, here.

I have read and understand that, by not attaching an objection in
writing, I have consented to public use of information in this
application and a waiver of any rights I may have under the Act.
Do not check the box if you have uploaded a letter of objection.
Yes

Legal Authorization
I certify that all the information contained in this application is true
and accurate and that I am legally authorized to submit this
application on behalf of the applicant organization.
Yes

Full Name of Legally Authorized Submitter
This must be someone legally authorized to sign for your organization.
David Belew

Attachments
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Title File Name
Campaign
Construction Schedule

Construction_Schedule.pdf

Campaign Case
Statement

MCHC Case Statement
2020.pdf

Campus Dev. Plan
Description

Campus Development
Plan Description.pdf

MCHC Key Staff
Resumes

MCHC Key Staff
Resumes.pdf

MCHC Buildings and
Grounds Committee

MCHC BG Committee
List.pdf

Supporting Photos and
Key

Supporting Photos and
Key.pdf

MCHC DBA Certificate
MCHC Trade Name
Ack.pdf

MCHC Preservation
Needs Assesment

MCHC Preservation Needs
Assessment 2019.pdf

Learning Lab Plans and
Renderings

Learning Lab Plans and
Renderings.pdf
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Maryland Center for History and Cultural
MCHC Learning Lab Construction

Request:  $100,000.00 Baltimore National
Total Match:  $100,000.00 Baltimore City

Maryland Center for History and Cultural - MCHC Learning Lab Construction - Page 1

PROJECT TITLE: MCHC Learning Lab Construction

PROJECT SUMMARY:

The development of a new “Learning Lab” at the Maryland Center for History and Culture (MCHC) will 
transform the first floor of the 1965 Thomas & Hugg Building (T&H) into a state-of-the-art facility for K-
12 learning experiences, community exhibitions, and other functions. This 8,820 sq.ft. space already 
serves as a central hub for K-12 programming, special events, and lectures, but has not undergone a 
major renovation since its construction. In addition to dramatically improving both on-site, K-12 
fieldtrips and education outreach operations, the Learning Lab project will upgrade restrooms, lighting, 
and other support infrastructure enhancing the overall visitor experience and improving accessibility 
with ADA restrooms, a "baby care" room, and other measures. An integral part of MCHC that looks very 
tired after decades of use will get a much needed update while streamlining K-12 education operations 
and opening up new possibilities for programming.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

Comprehensive Project Description

The Learning Lab is part of MCHC’s larger $12M “Shaping the Future of History” campaign--MCHC’s first 
major fundraising initiative since 2003. This is not your typical building campaign, but a reaffirmation of 
MCHC’s commitment to both our legacy in Baltimore City and our statewide mission that maximizes the 
utility of our existing physical plant and builds staffing capacity that is nimble and responsive to 
audience input. The campaign’s mix of targeted capital and programmatic investments continues 
MCHC’s evolution from a traditional historical society into a participatory space for our new core values 
of Dialogue, Community, Authenticity, and Discovery. As part of a larger portfolio of campaign 
deliverables, the Learning Lab project epitomizes this targeted investment strategy addressing many 
MCHC logistical challenges while creating new channels for engagement.

Other capital projects included in this campaign include a $1M project to install new fire suppression 
and a $1.5M project to convert the Greyhound Bus Garage into dedicated museum collections storage 
as well as other discrete infrastructure projects. The prioritization of these projects and the Learning Lab 
is the product of a campus-use analysis and several years of planning supported by FY16 and FY19 
MHAA grants. A summary of MCHC’s campus development vision is included as an attachment. With 
nearly $7.5M raised, MCHC has already completed work on several projects. A $500,000 capital grant 
from the State of Maryland is proposed in the FY2022 capital budget for the Learning Lab, but additional 
funds are needed to realize this final and most public facing project of the campaign. 

The Learning Lab brings MCHC education outreach operations into one customized facility. Most 
importantly, the Learning Lab dramatically improves the experience for on-site and long-term 

13/8/2021
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Maryland Center for History and Cultural - MCHC Learning Lab Construction - Page 2

engagement programs that primarily serve students in the Baltimore region and especially those 
enrolled in the Baltimore City Public School System.

How will completing this project accomplish the goals and objectives of your heritage area?

MCHC is located at the intersection of the Mount Vernon Cultural District and the Bromo Tower Arts & 
Entertainment District where there is a high density of peer institutions advancing the arts and cultural 
heritage tourism. The MCHC campus is located in several targeted heritage investment and protection 
zones including the Mount Vernon National Historic Landmark District and the Market Center Historic 
District. MCHC's museum and library are an integral part of the heritage tourism economy in this part of 
the BNHA. 

MCHC is identified as a key heritage attraction in section 2.5.2 of BNHA’s CMP. The interpretive 
installation component of the Learning Lab will address all four CMP interpretive themes: “Upholding 
Independence,” “Seeking Prosperity,” “Shaping a Monumental a City,” and “Gaining Independence for 
All.” As with all MCHC exhibitions, the Learning Lab will be in support of our mission to "explor[e] 
multiple perspectives and shar[e] national stories through the lens of Maryland" fulfilling the CMP 
objective to “promote teaching American history using Baltimore’s cultural heritage resources for 
residents and visitors of all ages” (5.6.2, Objective 1.4). The Learning Lab project aligns with the 
objective to "support activities and programs that connect students in Baltimore’s public schools with 
the city’s heritage resources and their stewardship needs (Objective 1.4.3).

DELIVERABLES:

What will be the results of this project? What tangible and intangible deliverables do you anticipate?

Through the larger Learning Lab project, parts of the “Thomas & Hugg” building designated for 
collections storage will be converted to education support services such as travelling trunk storage; a 
new virtual fieldtrip studio, and other uses. As an intentionally designed space where students can “get 
messy,” the Learning Lab will open new kinds of inquiry that are not currently possible given the 
preservation and security concerns of our current galleries. The 8,820 sq. ft. Learning Lab also features a 
glass enclosed student activity space; lockers for students; a dedicated lunchroom; new ADA compliant 
bathrooms; and a flexible community gallery for the display of student work and other projects. 
Stitching together these functions is a new interpretive installation replete with permanent, hands-on 
interactives that tell the formative story of Maryland from the American Indian experience, to the 
Revolutionary War, to Civil Rights, and more. 

23/8/2021
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Currently, the majority of the 75,000 students and teachers served by MCHC each year are through off-
site and virtual outreach. As the pandemic disrupts in-person learning and may cause long-term 
negative trends in travel and visitation, the Learning Lab continues to support this exciting growth in 
outreach facilities with a second Virtual Fieldtrip studio and logistics area for our consistently popular 
traveling trunk program. However, MCHC remains committed to the importance of in-person learning 
and real encounters with a historical object or artwork. Through the on-site fieldtrip aspects of the 
Learning Lab, MCHC hopes to grow physical fieldtrip visitation to 15,000 annually in the coming years.

In addition to this attendance goal, we are equally excited about the new evaluative opportunities the 
Learning Lab and its formalization of long-term engagement program represents. Over 95% of 
evaluations completed by visiting fieldtrip teachers consistently rank the MCHC experience in the top 
two categories of “good” or “excellent” for curriculum support, relevancy, and other criteria, but these 
measures provide limited insight on the impact of MCHC programming and of historical thinking over 
time. After completion of the Learning Lab, MCHC will engage a consultant to conduct a formative 
evaluation study on the social impact of our long-term programming.

How will ongoing maintenance costs be paid for in future years (if applicable)?

MCHC has struggled to adequately address deferred maintenance costs of its campus. In the 2003 
campaign, funding was directed towards the construction of entirely new facilities. While the museum-
grade space in this new wing is a major asset, other parts of MCHC's aging campus were then in need of 
updating and are especially so now nearly 20 years later. This campaign is addressing many of those 
maintenance needs in the process of realizing campaign deliverables such as fire suppression and the 
Learning Lab. As these projects are completed, other supporting systems are being updated and 
repaired. Even so, many maintenance projects in the Thomas & Hugg building (T&H) did not make it into 
the campaign budget based off our fundraising feasibility study. MCHC staff and board are determined 
to address these projects as well as sustain the campaign's capital investments through a long-term 
maintenance plan. In recent years, MCHC established a new Buildings and Grounds Committee (B&G) 
that is tasked with this effort. Their roster and MCHC's ten year maintenance plan is enclosed. 
Anticipated maintenance needs are now part of MCHC's annual budgeting process. Revenue generated 
from the pending sale of the Greyhound Terminal will be put in a designated capital reserve fund for 
these expenditures. In addition to the B&G, MCHC's Chief Financial Officer, Director of Facilities, and 
Chief of Administration are responsible for organizing these projects. MCHC contracts a cleaning 
company that services the campus daily and more intensive cleanings are held periodically throughout 
the year.
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BUDGET:

Amount requested: $100,000.00

Other State Funds: $500,000.00

Cash Match: $100,000.00

In-Kind Match: 

Other Project Costs: $1,393,395.00

Total Match: $100,000.00

Total Project Cost: $1,593,395.00

Budget Details:  

List the source(s) of all non-state matching funds you are including in your proposed project costs. 
Please indicate if the funds and support are in-hand, committed, or not yet available.

In addition to $2.1M proposed, committed, or awarded from the State of Maryland, MCHC has raised 
$5,263,941 in private contributions towards the $12M Shaping the Future of History campaign from 
private sources including individuals and foundations. A table outlining MCHC's campaign contributions 
and their status is included as an attachment. MCHC has approximately $1.5M left to raise in private 
contributions to make the Learning Lab a reality. The Learning Lab is the last of the campaign's major 
capital projects to secure funding. Currently, MCHC $865,000 in "anticipated" campaign contributions 
including $600,000 in estate gifts in process, a $100,000 capital grant from the City of Baltimore, and 
other smaller gifts part of these gifts will be leveraged as match towards the Learning Lab with any 
remainder to be designated for the MCHC endowment or other non-capital campaign deliverables. An 
additional $500,000+ in active requests have been made with varying levels of probability of award. 
Ultimately, MCHC is diligently working to close the fundraising gap remaining for the Learning Lab so the 
campaign can be concluded in a timely manner and the Learning Lab can begin construction on schedule 
in the spring and summer of 2022.

Describe any state funds that are already committed for this project.

The Governor has proposed a non-matching $500,000 capital grant in the FY2022 capital budget that 
MCHC is designating specifically for the Learning Lab. There is a high probability that this investment will 
be approved and MCHC will notify the heritage area of the status of this bond at the conclusion of this 
legislative session. 

Though not specifically designated for the Learning Lab and so not represented in the budget sheet, the 
State of Maryland and MHAA have made significant other investments in the Shaping the Future of 
History campaign. Capital planning grants from MHAA in FY16 and FY19 helped developed our campus 
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development strategy and the cost analyses that informed our campaign budget and capital 
deliverables. The State of Maryland provided a $500,000 capital bond in FY20 and a $1M capital bond in 
FY21. The FY20 capital bond supported MCHC's $1.4M fire suppression project servicing the Thomas & 
Hugg (T&H) building and the Keyser Library Building that houses MCHC's archival collection. The FY21 
capital bond is supporting the conversion of MCHC's Greyhound Bus Garage into a state-of-the-art 
compact collections storage facility with accompanying research room. These investments and the ways 
they interrelate with the Learning Lab as part of our larger strategy are further described in the "Campus 
Development" attachment. The fire suppression project is supportive of the Learning Lab in that it helps 
bring T&H up to code in advance of the major Learning Lab renovation. Asbestos throughout T&H was 
also removed as part of this phase of work.

Provide any additional details about your budget line items that you would like share with grant 
reviewers.

The Learning Lab's estimated costs are the result of several phases of planning. In FY2016, MCHC 
received a $50,000 campus planning grant from the Maryland Heritage Area Authority (MHAA). The 
product was a campus-use assessment conducted by the architectural firm GWWO that analyzed the 
way MCHC mission activities utilize our current real estate. Operating under a directive to ensure fiscal 
sustainability while maximizing mission impact, GWWO concluded their study in spring 2018 and 
recommended several campus capital investment plans and their projected costs that ranged from 
relocation, to new construction, to rehabilitation. GWWO concluded their study in spring 2018 and the 
MCHC Board of Trustees voted on a plan that rehabilitates and modernizes core campus buildings while 
offering up excess real estate for sale or long-term lease. 

With this directive, MCHC completed a second phase of concept planning with GWWO supported by a 
$100,000 FY 2019 MHAA grant. This plan refined known costs estimates for upgrading existing deficient 
mechanical systems and analyzed costs for minor, interior construction projects. Learning Lab and other 
capital campaign costs have been further refined in consultation with Lewis Contractors from 
assessments that took place in December 2018 and in October 2020.  

MCHC is further refining its Learning Lab construction plan before formally contracting vendors and, 
pending fundraising, will commence this next phase of work as soon as possible in FY2022. A more 
detailed Learning Lab budget is included below than was possible in the budget template.

Thomas & Hugg // Learning Lab Building Renovations Estimate:

Level One, Phase One Scope of Work

Entry Corridor, Travel Trunks & Learning Classroom (1,900SF)

53/8/2021
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Demolition $12,320

Floor Patching/Leveling $11,400

Masonry Patching $5,700

Structural & Misc. Steel $4,200

Carpentry & Millwork $12,500

Aluminum Entrances $18,600

Classroom Window Wall $60,000

HM Doors/Frames/Hardware $5,400

Gypsum Drywall $11,520

Acoustical Ceiling Tile $8,075

Painting $5,700

Flooring ($50/sqyd. Allowance) $10,600

Lockers/Cubbies $5,850

HVAC/Plumbing $104,500 assume $55.00 per SF

Sprinkler $7,600 assume $4.00 per SF

Electrical and Lighting Package $66,500 assume $35.00 per SF

Special Systems $11,400 assume $6.00 per SF

Subtotal $361,865

Educational Exhibit & Community Gallery (5,320SF)

Demolition $17,600

Demolition for Mastodon Exhibit $13,200

Salvage, Store & Reinstall Owners Furnishings $21,050

Floor Patching/Leveling $15,960

Masonry Patching $1,680

Structural Steel $4,250

Railings $20,000

Carpentry& Millwork $9,432
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Aluminum Entrances $12,600

Glass Wall $57,600

HM Doors/Frames/Hardware $11,500

Gypsum Drywall $44,238

Gyspum Drywall Ceilings & Bulkheads $95,786

Painting $26,600

Flooring ($50/sqyd. Allowance) $29,600

HVAC/Plumbing $292,600

Sprinkler $21,280

Electrical and Lighting Package $186,200

Special Systems $31,920

Exhibition Fabrication, Art, Interpretive Elements: $250,000

Subtotal $1,163,096

Student Lunch & Bathrooms (1,600SF)

Demolition $13,200

Slab Demolition & Replacement $11,735

Masonry Patching $2,280

Carpentry& Millwork $10,500

HM Doors/Frames/Hardware $7,500

Gypsum Drywall $41,760

Gyspum Drywall Ceilings & Bulkheads $19,200

Painting $8,000

Ceramic Tile (floor) $28,000

Ceramic Tile (wall) $19,600

Flooring ($50/sqyd. Allowance) $4,450

Toilet Partitions $15,600

Toilet Accessories $1,000
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HVAC/Plumbing $88,000

Sprinkler $6,400

Electrical and Lighting Package $56,000

Special Systems $4,800

Subtotal $338,025

Project Totals

Subtotal Cost of Construction $1,862,986

Prime Contractor Fee (5%), Insurances (1%), Bond (1%) $130,409

Construction Grand Total $1,993,395
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URGENCY:

Is this project urgent?

This campaign’s budget is the product of a fundraising feasibility study, stakeholder analysis, and 
MCHC's rebranding study that revealed paths to build a stronger base of support in the long-term. The 
campaign is prioritizing staff capacity and public access initiatives while making the capital investments 
necessary to support those efforts and improve collections care. The outputs of these efforts will 
broaden MCHC’s base of support diversifying and the revenue streams needed to maintain increased 
capacity long-term. 

We are at a unique moment in the 177-year development of MCHC as an organization to not just survive 
but thrive and provide the stewardship and programming befitting a collection of our size and scope. In 
contrast to arts museum peers, the State of Maryland no longer provides substantial operating grants to 
support our collection. Public funds account for just 4% of MCHC's budget. With the confluence of these 
cuts, a depressed economy, and executive transitions, MCHC staff diminished from 75 to 20 in the 
2000s. However, under new leadership beginning in 2015, MCHC has made major strides growing our 
education department as well as the museum and library, refining best practices, increasing audience 
engagement, and building community partnerships. 

 

This campaign's capital projects are a major step towards fully establishing MCHC's new thriving vision. 
The Learning Lab project is especially imperative as the most public-facing project that will create the 
most immediate change in the ways MCHC serves its communities. MCHC has been actively fundraising 
for nearly three years and is preparing to conclude the campaign in 2021 COVID-19 has depressed 
fundraising projections and MCHC is at the point where cost engineering may be required for projects. It 
is imperative that we secure an additional $2M within this year to avoid that scenario and stay on 
schedule to begin construction in summer 2022.

IMPACT:

Describe how this project will address one or more of the Maryland Heritage Area's Program's three 
areas of focus.

The Learning Lab project directly supports all three areas of focus. 

I) Heritage Tourism Product: While specifically created for K-12 education experiences, many 
components of the Learning Lab from the interpretive installation to the community gallery and activity 
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room are designed to be flexible and have broader appeal as a heritage tourism product. In particular, 
the interpretive installation will help MCHC grow the key audience of heritage tourists that are young 
families. While MCHC has made efforts to incorporate elements with youth appeal in all of its 
exhibitions, we are not known as a family-friendly destination. The Learning Lab will be a major help in 
attracting this key demographic of heritage tourists and local residents. 

II) Building Partnerships:The Learning Lab will help MCHC deepen partnerships with county school 
systems and community groups. In addition to being a space for student groups, the activity room 
aspect is flexible to serve as meeting space for MCHC's community partners such as the Promise Heights 
Network, Pennsylvania Avenue Arts District, and others and for when MCHC hosts various conferences 
and symposia serving Maryland's heritage sector. The community gallery aspect is designed as a flexible 
space that can be quickly updated to feature both student work and heritage projects from the 
community.

III) Sustaining Regional Identity: While the majority of the Learning Lab's expenditures are dedicated to 
renovations and building systems, the interpretive installation will provide a broad overview of 
Maryland's history and heritage that explores its diverse regions and peoples for primarily K-12 
audiences.

Does your project address diverse or inclusive historical narratives? If so, please provide details.

The content of the interpretive installation aspect of the Learning Lab is currently in the early 
development phase and is not included as part of MCHC's grant request of match. Furthermore, though 
we intend for the interpretive installation to have a significant shelf life, typically MHAA does not 
recognize exhibitions as eligible for capital requests. Despite this technicality, the content of the 
interpretive installation will directly address diverse and inclusive narratives as an extension of MCHC's 
new vision, mission, and core values which inform all mission and administrative activities. The full text 
of MCHC's core values of Community, Authenticity, Dialogue, and Discovery is included as an 
attachment. MCHC has launched a temporary exhibition in the Learning Lab space called "Discover 
Maryland" that will serve as a foundation for interpretive themes to be further expanded upon in the 
interpretive installation. Vignettes in this exhibition include Native Americans, the immigrant 
experience, Civil Rights, and other other diverse aspects of Maryland history. 

The "building framework" of the Learning Lab that is being directly supported by this MHAA grant will 
also support diverse and inclusive narratives in the new programmatic capabilities they provide. The 
community gallery space will allow for frequently rotating exhibitions that highlight local work with 
intentionally diverse representation. The glass-enclosed activity space provides a flexible area for MCHC 
community partners to meet, collaborate, and develop projects. An overall environment that is more 
comfortable and accessible will make it easier for people with disabilities to enjoy MCHC programming.
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TIMELINE:

Key Steps and Timeline

As described elsewhere in this application, MCHC has completed several phases of planning and worked 
to secure requisite funds in recent years. The Learning Lab construction schedule interrelates with other 
campaign capital deliverables that are nearing completion or about to commence. A larger construction 
schedule calendar has been uploaded as an attachment. The schedule specific to the Learning Lab space 
on the first floor of Thomas & Hugg (T&H) is as follows. 

Beginning Pre-Grant Period:

*Complete Layout Concept Planning (May 2020)

*Complete Asbestos Removal (April 2020 - June 2020)

*Complete Fire Suppression Installation (May 2020 - June 2021)

*Refine Cost Estimates and Scope of Work (October 2020)

*Complete Interpretive Installation Design and Concept Development (April 2021 - December 2021)

Grant Period:

*Develop and Release RFP for Contractor Firm (July 2021 - September 2021)

*Select Contractor (September 2021)

*Refine Construction Schedule and Logistics (October 2021 - November 2021)

*Finalize Construction Drawings (December 2021 - February 2022)

*Deinstall Current Exhibition (March 2022)

*Demolition Phase (April 2022)

*Construction/ Renovation Phase (May 2022 - August 2022)

* Interpretive Installation Implementation (September 2022 - October 2022)

*Fully Functioning Learning Lab! (November 2022)

*Assess audience feedback and collect reporting data (November 2022 - ongoing)

*Grant Period Conclusion and Final Report* (July 2023)
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ACCESS & OUTREACH:

Describe the anticipated benefits of your completed project for tourists, k-12 students, and/or local 
community members.

The primary goal of the Learning Lab is to improve the overall experience and broaden the capabilities of 
programs for tourists, k-12 students, and local community members. The benefits these groups will 
enjoy are described throughout the application. Some benefits are mundane but incredibly important 
such as new, ADA compliant restrooms in MCHC's main programming area. Heritage tourists in the 
young family demographic will have a full installation at MCHC designed with their behaviors in mind 
fulfilling a real lack in the current MCHC experience. Local community partners will have the opportunity 
to exhibit their work in the new Community Gallery or utilize the activity room for meeting space. 

K-12 students will most benefit and especially those enrolled in the Baltimore City Public School System 
(BCPSS) that already make up the majority of on-site visitation. BCPSS students also are a target 
audience for MCHC's long-term programming where the output developed over multiple sessions is a 
public history project that explores current social issues within the context of local community history. 
With special field trips and guest speakers frequently complementing their research sessions, students 
gain a comprehensive understanding of their subject of study. These programs are designed to be 
youth-driven at every stage. The final products may take the form of exhibits, documentaries, 
webpages, or other forms of media that present an argument supported by statistics and historical 
evidence. Through the Learning Lab, these students will have a space to conduct their work and exhibit 
it.

What provisions exist or will be made for physical or programmatic access by individuals with 
disabilities?

MCHC already has many such provisions, but the Learning Lab project will significantly enhance 
accessibility. Currently, visiting students or program attendees in need of an ADA compliant restroom 
must leave the first floor of T&H for the second floor or the other end of the campus in the new wing. 
This is a major inconvenience for visitors especially during events that are held in the adjoining France 
Hall. Modern, fully ADA complaint restrooms are an important part of the Learning Lab project as are 
other support facilities such as a room for nursing mothers and those with sensory processing disorders 
in need of a quiet space. Though in an early phase of design development and the pandemic may pose 
long-term challenges, MCHC is hopeful that hands-on and tactile aspects of the interpretive installation 
will create a better experience for the visually impaired and those with other disorders.
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How will you ensure that your intended audiences will learn about your site or project?

The Learning Lab will be widely promoted to its various audiences including K-12 student groups and 
heritage tourists. Every summer, the MCHC Education Department sends targeted mailers to teachers in 
every county encouraging participation in programs and advertising the various targeted funds available 
that cover bus costs and registration fees. These mailers are followed up with monthly e-newsletters to 
a substantial email list. 

MCHC's full-time Director of Marketing oversees a robust advertising strategy that regularly garners 
MCHC coverage of exhibitions and programming in local publications such as the Baltimore Sun and 
Capital Gazette as well as national outlets such as the New York Times, Forbes, and others. We are an 
active partner of Visit Baltimore and engage other local tourism agencies as well. As of September 2020, 
MCHC's new website, mdhistory.org,is SEO optimized and makes finding and discovering MCHC 
resources easier than ever before. New campus signage encourages drop-in visitation.

What is the annual visitation at your site? 

100,000

What hours per day, days per week, and months per year will the project / property be open to the 
public?

Excluding national holidays, MCHC is open to the public five days a week from 10AM to 5PM between 
Wednesday and Saturday and between 12PM and 5PM on Sunday.

What amenities are or will be available to the public at the property?

Visitors to the MCHC campus benefit from free parking, a staffed information desk, restrooms, water 
fountains, internet access, and security. Special guided tours are offered throughout the year and Visitor 
Services staff have developed a variety of informational guides available for visitors when a tour is not 
being held. In line with MCHC's recent rebranding, MCHC completed a holistic update to its interior 
signage dramatically improving interior and exterior wayfinding within its dozen galleries, many meeting 
spaces, and several access points.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:

Why is your organization qualified to complete this grant project?

MCHC has full ownership and site control of this space. The MCHC staff team responsible for 
coordinating this project have demonstrated success with already completed campaign projects. Most 
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notably, the $1.4M fire suppression project that began in June 2020 and is already 95% complete. 
Following this model, MCHC’s CEO, CFO, and Director of Facilities will work directly with GWWO 
architects and a contractor to be selected to ensure project completion. MCHC will engage an Owner’s 
Representative, likely continuing its relationship with Old Line Architects, as a 3rd party to coordinate 
communication between staff, the design team, and contractors. 

MCHC has extensive experience managing grants both through federal agencies like the National 
Endowment for the Humanities, the Institute of Museum of Library & Services, and state agencies like 
the Maryland Heritage Area Authority and the Maryland State Arts Council. Director of Grants & 
Government Affairs David Belew will be the primary contact and organizer for management of this 
grant. In addition to seven years of experience at MCHC, Belew gained experience managing grants from 
a variety of state and federal funding agencies during a two year tenure at the National Aquarium. 
Successfully managed grants include awards from the Chesapeake Bay Trust, the EPA, IMLS, and NOAA.

Identify any key individuals within the applicant organization (staff, board members, or volunteers) who 
will be involved in the implementation of this project, in addition to the primary contact identified on 
the "Applicant" tab.

1) Administrative and Contractor Supervision

*Mark B. Letzer, MCHC President & CEO

*Thomas Welliver, MCHC CFO

*David Belew, Director of Grants & Government Affairs

*Gerald Tabarly, Director of Facilities

*MCHC Buildings and Grounds Committee

II) Content Development

*Katie Caljean, VP of Education & Strategic Initiatives

*Allison Tolman, VP of Collections & Interpretation

*David Armenti, Director of Education

*Alex Lothstein, Museum Learning Manager
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Identify any key individuals outside of the applicant organization who were consulted in the 
development of this grant application or who will be involved in this project (i.e. contractors, 
consultants or partners).

MCHC's current campus plan and cost analyses have been developed in consultation with GWWO 
Architects and Lewis Contractors and has longstanding, productive working relationships with both 
firms. Outside of this grant request, MCHC is also working with our longstanding exhibition design 
consultant Charles Mack Design to develop the interpretive installation. As MCHC works to further 
refine planning and construction documents with these partners, this grant request will specifically 
support renovation and other infrastructure work beginning in summer 2022. Working in consultation 
with the Buildings and Grounds Committee and our Owner's Representative Old Line Architects, MCHC 
will develop a formal RFP in the coming year to select the best contractor. Past experience securing bids 
for the fire suppression project and Bus Barn collections storage project, all of which gained at least 
three bids, have created a strong template for this process that ensures each firm is proposing the same 
deliverables.
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PROPERTY INFORMATION (Capital Grants Only):

Property Name: 610 Park Avenue

Baltimore, MD 21201

Property Owner: Maryland Historical Society dba Maryland Center for History and Culture

610 Park Avenue

Baltimore, MD 21201

Relationship to Applicant: Same

Property Significance: Property Name

Maryland Center for History and Culture (MCHC)

Other Property Name(s), if any

Maryland Historical Society

The Thomas & Hugg Building (T&H) was constructed in 1965-8 and designed by the architect Richard 
Winston Ayers whose other local commissions include buildings throughout the Johns Hopkins 
Homewood Campus, the Social Security Administration headquarters in Woodlawn, and other 
institutional buildings. It is a contributing structure within the local Mount Vernon Historic District. In 
1995, the architect Walter Schamu described Ayers as a Beaux-Arts architect struggling with modernism 
and stated that T&H was one of his "crowning achievements...where he set the addition, which is of 
modern design, next to the 19th century Greek Revival home of Enoch Pratt, and the overall design is 
both sympathetic to the Pratt House yet quite remarkable." In 2003, at the opening of MCHC's new 
modern wing, the director Dennis Fiori recalled that someone once "compared the former entrance...to 
either a 'bad small-town airport or the inner sanctum of an Odd Fellow's Hall.'" Despite these mixed 
architectural reviews and the logistical and maintenance challenges T&H poses to MCHC, we are 
committed to being good stewards of the building. As MCHC conducted its campus-use assessment and 
development plan, demolition of T&H and new construction was proposed as one of the more cost-
effective options. However MCHC embraced a campus development plan that retains the building, 
addresses deferred maintenance, and helps it reach its full potential. The Learning Lab project proposes 
no changes to the exterior of T&H and will retain many of its charming, ca. 1960s interior elements such 
as terrazzo floors. 

T&H continues to operate as MCHC's central hub linking more architecturally significant structures such 
as the Enoch Pratt House and Keyser Library Buildings with newer, museum grade buildings built in 
2003. T&H serves as office space for the majority of MCHC employees, storage space, and several 
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distinct galleries. T&H and the adjoining auditorium has hosted countless lectures, student tours, 
exhibitions, and other MCHC programs over the years. It has significant community value that will only 
further evolve via the Learning Lab bringing greater functionality to MCHC education and partnership 
programs. MHT reviewed T&H when MCHC implemented the FY2020 fire suppression project and 
required no easement.

Does MHT hold an easement on this property?  No
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Line Item
No. Work Item (Description) Grant Funds Match

Other Project
Costs

Total Project
Cost

1
Entry Corridor, Travel Trunks Storage, &
Classroom $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $261,865.00 $361,865.00

2 Educational Exhibit & Community Gallery $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $1,063,096.00 $1,163,096.00
3 Student Lunchroom & Bathroom $338,025.00 $338,025.00
4 Contractor Fees $130,409.00 $130,409.00
5 $0.00
6 $0.00
7 $0.00
8 $0.00
9 $0.00
10 $0.00
11 $0.00
12 $0.00
13 $0.00
14 $0.00
15 $0.00
16 $0.00
17 $0.00
18 $0.00
19 $0.00
20 $0.00
21 $0.00
22 $0.00
23 $0.00
24 $0.00
25 $0.00

TOTALS $100,000.00 $100,000.00 $1,793,395.00 $1,993,395.00

· The maximum grant award is $100,000 for capital projects and management grants, and $50,000 for non-capital
grants. The minimum amount is $5,000.

·  See Grant Guidelines for complete information about eligible costs and matching funds.

·  All grant funds AND match funds must be spent on the scope of work you have defined in this budget.

· Applicant match (cash and in-kind), may come from non-state sources such as corporate, institutional, and
individual donations or pledges to provide direct funding for the proposed project or to provide in-kind services.  

· Please note that other state funds, including state employee time, cannot be used as match for this grant.  
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· Funds already spent toward the project prior to a grant award cannot count as match, and cannot be paid from
grant funds.

· Grant funds must be matched, dollar for dollar.  The match may consist of any combination of cash and in-kind
expeneses.   For the purposes of this form, in no case should a match in excess of a dollar-for-dollar match be
proposed.  For example, if the “project” you have defined will cost $250,000, you may request $100,000 in grant
funds, commit a $100,000 total match in the "match" column, and include $50,000 as “other project costs" in the
separate column above.
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SHAPING THE  
FUTURE  
OF HISTORY

A NEW PATH for the 
MARYLAND CENTER FOR  

HISTORY AND CULTURE
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THE MARYLAND CENTER FOR HISTORY AND CULTURE (MCHC), formerly the Maryland 
Historical Society, is the premier source for Maryland history, art, and culture with an 
extraordinary collection. Our collection has endured and grown  
since 1844, making us the oldest continually operating cultural 
institution in the state. The MCHC refects not only the story of 
Maryland, but also the story of America.

Alongside the frst handwritten draft of “The Star-Spangled 
Banner,” you will fnd letters and signatures from Queen Victoria, 
King James I, 44 U.S. presidents, Alexander Hamilton, Frederick 
Douglass, Benjamin Banneker, Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, 
Thurgood Marshall, and Helen Keller. 

“We are an 
extraordinary 
repository. Our 
collection has star 
power. I want our 
holdings to be more 
widely known, 
accessible, relevant 
and representative.”

Mark Letzer, MCHC President  
and CEO

Diadem of amethysts and pearls given to Elizabeth Patterson Bonaparte 
(1785-1879) by Prince Jerome Bonaparte (1784-1860), c.1805, Maryland Center 
for History and Culture, Gift of Mrs. Charles J. Bonaparte, xx.5.297

Furniture in Maryland Life, one of MCHC’s 13 onsite exhibitions

Portrait of Frederick Douglass, 
c.1879, by Warren’s Portraits, Boston, 
MA, Maryland Center for History and 
Culture, H. Furlong Baldwin Library, 
Portrait Vertical File
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CULTURAL ARTIFACTS

CAPTURING MORE THAN 2,000 YEARS OF HISTORY.
///////////////////// 

THE MARYLAND CENTER FOR HISTORY AND CULTURE’S COLLECTION 
HOUSES MORE THAN 7 MILLION

Assembled, these 
diverse items tell 
an epic narrative 
of adventure, 
struggle, and 
triumph that 
embodies the spirit 
and heritage of 
Maryland—and  
of America. 

ORAL HISTORIES

BOOKS, JOURNALS, AND MANUSCRIPTS

FINE AND DECORATIVE ARTWORKS

NEWSPAPERS, MAPS, AND PRINTS

DELVE INTO THE COLLECTION,  
and you will uncover archaeological 
artifacts, the founding documents 
of Maryland, a comprehensive 
photographic archive of the 2015 
Baltimore Uprising, the world’s 
largest assembly of paintings by 
members of the Peale family and 
nine portraits by artist Joshua 
Johnson, who is recognized as the 
frst professional African American 
artist in the United States.

Exhumation of the Mastodon, c. 1807, Charles Willson 
Peale, Maryland Center for History and Culture,  
Baltimore City Life Museum Collection, BCLM-MA.5911
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A COMPELLING NEW VISION FOR MCHC
We are the custodians of all these stories and so many more yet to be told. We want to 
preserve the time-honored narrative of Maryland history, while writing an inspiring new story 
for the future of our organization. To achieve this vision, our campaign focuses on three key 
tenets. As we approach our 200th year, we recognize that balance between education, access, 
and sustainability is crucial to moving the Maryland Center for History and Culture forward.

1844 – Founded with the mission to collect the 
“remnants of the state’s history” and preserve heritage 
through research, writing and publications. Located in 
the Baltimore City post offce.A HISTORY OF EXCELLENCE IN STEWARDING MARYLAND’S HISTORY
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1850s – Moved to the Athenaeum, where visitors could attend 
art exhibitions. Collections and donations both grew, with George 
Peabody establishing the organization’s frst publications fund. 
The state transferred government records into MCHC care.

1900s – Women gained full membership in the organization.

1906– Launched Maryland Historical Magazine, a journal featuring 
the best work on Maryland history, still published biannually today.

“Bringing artifacts into the classroom digitally supplements our social 
studies curriculum in a very authentic way for the students. Virtual 
feld trips are a great, affordable way to encourage a love of history.”

— Rebecca Kidd, teacher, Urbana Elementary School, Frederick County

Dress, 1780s, Maryland Center for History and 
Culture, The Anne Cheston Murray Collection 
from Ivy Neck, Cumberstone, Maryland, 
2004.39.30
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ENHANCED EDUCATION AND VISITOR EXPERIENCE 
GOAL: $4.5 million
We will transform part of our facility into a state-of-the-art Learning Lab for enhanced 
educational experiences. We will create intentional community spaces designed for dialogue 
and discovery. Vibrant, responsive, and inclusive programs that engage and profoundly 
connect with new, diverse audiences are key to success. 
 Investments include:

n	 New visitor-centric education spaces

n	 Software and technology upgrades to support enhanced onsite and  
 digital programming

n	 Equipment for an additional Virtual Field Trip production studio

n	 Support for expanded programming resources, such as speaker fees,  
 marketing materials, and fabrication and installation 

n	 Additional staffng for expanded programming 

ADVANCED COLLECTIONS STEWARDSHIP AND ACCESS
GOAL: $2.5 million 
To welcome and connect with future audiences, we must re-examine and re-envision 
our campus. By repurposing some of our underutilized structures, we will ensure proper 
stewardship of our collection and focus MCHC’s resources on strategic investments. 
Together, these investments will enhance collections access today while ensuring their  
long-term preservation for future generations. 
 Investments include:

n	 Advanced collections storage and care

n	 Improved public use and research of the collection, both onsite and digitally

n	 Collections assessment and refnement 

n	 Research and object interaction room

n	 Curatorial staffng for collections stewardship and interpretation 

n	 State-of-the-art fre suppression system throughout the library and  
 museum storage and galleries

1919– Moved to 201 West Monument Street, the former 
residence of Baltimore philanthropist Enoch Pratt, which also  
had a state-of-the-art freproof addition for collections display 
and storage.

1920– MCHC leaders served on the War Records Commission  
for World War I.

1945– Hosted the Maryland’s offcial War Records 
Commission during World War II.

SHAPING THE FUTURE OF HISTORY
KEY TENETS
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DEMONSTRATED SUCCESS & EDUCATIONAL IMPACT
Investments from this campaign will have a transformational impact across all MCHC educational programs, including Virtual Field Trips 
(VFTs); curriculum support; online lesson portal; and on-site educational and exhibition experiences for all audiences. 

FY18  

FY19  

FY20* 

FY21  

/////////////////////////////

////////////////////

FY22  

FY23  ////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

14,000

22,400

24,000 

35,000 POSSIBLE 

50,000 POSSIBLE

75,000 POSSIBLE

  STUDENTS AND TEACHERS SERVED * COVID-19 school closures depressed anticipated 50% program service growth in FY20

1953– Began expanding Monument Street facility.  
Mrs. Thomas C. Jenkins purchased the original manuscript of 
Francis Scott Key’s “Star-Spangled Banner” from the Walters  
Art Gallery for $26,400 and gifted it to MCHC.

1968 – Added a modern wing with exhibition space, auditorium, 
and storage, known as the Thomas and Hugg building.

1981 – Added the France-Merrick wing to the Thomas and  
Hugg building for additional exhibition and work space.

YOUR HISTORY LIVES HERE
The Maryland Center for History and Culture understands how to connect people of all ages 
to the power of history more than any other organization in our state. It took tremendous 
vision and foresight in 1844 to invest in an idea—that Maryland history had value and was 
worth preserving. At MCHC, that vision is alive and well.

SUSTAINABILITY
GOAL: $1 million
While MCHC has remained fnancially solvent through diffcult periods, we must diversify our 
income sources. Our intention is to establish restricted capital funds to ensure long-term 
sustainability and secure our legacy by dedicating a percentage of every campaign gift to 
these reserves.
 Investments include:

n	 Long-term capital assets

n	 Reserves for future programming and exhibitions

n	 Long-standing fnancial sustainability 

In addition to these three immediate goals, MCHC intends to secure an additional $4 
million in planned gift commitments. These legacy gifts will sustain and grow MCHC’s 
endowment, and therefore our organization, for years to come, ensuring that Maryland’s 
oldest continually operating cultural institution will continue to fourish.
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1998 – Took on stewardship of the Baltimore City Life 
Museum collections after its closure.

2003 – Renovated and expanded our facility to include 
the Beard Pavilion and the Carey Center for Maryland Life, 
which features nearly 30,000 square feet of exhibition 
space and new storage space for collections.

Proposed rendering of the new MCHC Learning Lab.

Proposed multi-purpose research and object interaction room.
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JOIN US AS WE REIMAGINE HOW HISTORY IS EXPERIENCED AND TAUGHT
Our $12-million Shaping the Future of History campaign strengthens our vision to 
deepen society’s understanding of the present through dialogue with the past. MCHC 
will be nationally recognized as a center for discovery, engaging diverse audiences in 
authentic experiences onsite and within their communities. A commitment to exemplary 
stewardship, inclusive programming, and ongoing scholarship and innovation will realize 
the potential of our museum and library collections to illuminate our world.

Many already appreciate the work MCHC does to 
steward an unparalleled historical collection and provide 
engaging cultural experiences for thousands of visitors 
and students each year. However, as we confront a global 
pandemic, growing polarization of political discourse, and 
a host of other existential challenges to American society, 
some may also ask why history, why MCHC, and why now? 

Deeper engagement with the past reveals critically 
needed context for understanding current events 
and issues, points to solutions moving forward, and 
builds community by engaging multiple voices and 
perspectives. MCHC’s collections, programming, and 
research capacities make us uniquely equipped to share 
the benefts of historical thinking with Marylanders 
and throughout our nation. The time is now to scale 
up MCHC educational initiatives to create trackable, 
replicable programming leading the way for all our 
country’s history stewards striving to be impactful in 
their communities.

Our collection is our greatest asset and resource 
for engaging diverse populations and is already the 
foundation of experiential learning programs that in a 
typical year directly engage nearly 25,000 students from 
all 24 Maryland school districts and 13 other states. 13 
onsite exhibitions and a growing suite of traveling shows 
engage visitors in fundamental aspects of American 
history. MCHC has a proven track record of success that is 
ready to be built upon.

2019 – Celebrated our 175th birthday. 2020– Reestablished the Maryland Historical Society 
as the Maryland Center for History and Culture.
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Expansion of distance learning was already a core component of MCHC’s campaign and 
new vision. Now, in light of COVID-19, we need to expedite critically needed investments in 
our distance learning capabilities. As schools function with modifed classroom capacity 
and rotating days for students supplemented with online learning, educators struggle to 
identify virtual lessons and educational activities to fll the gap. Like many of us whose 
workplaces thrive on in-person interaction, teachers are not ready to suddenly become 
online educational specialists. 

Students—especially those in lower-income families lacking access to new enrichment 
opportunities—are poised to lose the most during this tumultuous time. Luckily, MCHC 
has been developing and sharing virtual education resources since 2013 and is especially 
equipped to help address this problem on a local, statewide, and even national scale. In 
fact, since 2019, we have doubled the capacity of our team members who are completely 
dedicated to digital outreach. 

“The Maryland Historical Society is a treasure chest of Maryland’s history. 
The breadth of this collection offers Marylanders a tangible connection to 
our state’s storied past.”

— Thomas V. “Mike” Miller, Jr., Maryland Senate President Emeritus
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Two of our fagship distance learning programs are poised to meet demand through 
the Shaping the Future of History campaign: Virtual Field Trips (VFTs) and the Historical 
Investigations Portal (HIP). VFTs replicate the one-on-one and object-based experiences 
students encounter on a museum feld trip. HIP works at scale to supplement classroom 
instruction and address the decline in social studies in American classrooms. Both of these 
types of learning experiences—inspiration and accessibility—are needed to foster historical 
thinking. With no in-person feld trips possible for the foreseeable future and educators 
looking to additional resources to provide quality social studies instruction, VFTs and HIP have 
never been more relevant. 

We are well prepared to lead history and social studies pedagogy into the future with the 
delivery of top-notch interactive, virtual programming that covers a variety of topics—from 
slavery and the Reconstruction era, to the natural history of the Chesapeake Bay, to civil 
rights issues of the past century.

With funding and support from this campaign, we are seeking to shape the future of 
how history is presented far beyond our walls, connecting with new audiences and 
greatly expanding our national presence.

This is your invitation to share in that vision. To make history a relevant and immersive 
experience. To ignite countless connections with our origins and celebrated history.

Your history lives here. 

JOIN US
Mark Letzer
President and CEO
mletzer@mdhistory.org

Hilary Chiang
Director of Individual Giving
hchiang@mdhistory.org

        
mdhistory.org/donate/shaping-the-future-of-history-campaign
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MCHC Campus Development Plan 

 
The MCHC campus constitutes an entire city block bounded by Park Avenue, Centre Street, 
Howard Street, and Monument Street. This is a critical area bridging the Mount Vernon 
Cultural District with burgeoning economic renewal in Baltimore’s downtown west side 
neighborhood. Through the aforementioned studies, the MCHC has determined that it has 
more real-estate than it needs with upkeep draining resources that could be applied to mission 
activities. We are working to readapt underutilized sections of our campus through sale or long-
term lease while concentrating investment where it will have the greatest impact.  Revitalizing 
our campus will enhance collections stewardship and statewide educational programming at 
the MCHC while supporting larger community development in this high potential corner of 
Baltimore City. Thank you for this opportunity to provide a broader overview of our campus 
vision. 
 
 
Howard St. and Greyhound Terminal: 
The MCHC acquired the Greyhound 
Terminal and Howard St. Buildings at a 
time when it benefited from 
approximately $1M in annual state 
operating support and maintained 75 
staff members. When this state support 
was lost in the early 2000s, staffing levels 
were drastically reduced. Today, the 
MCHC has re-grown staffing levels to 37 
fulltime individuals supported by diverse 
revenue streams. However this growth is 
not to the point that it necessitates over 
20,000 sq. ft. of space found in the 
Greyhound Terminal. This facility had 
been utilized as a film production space 
by HBO, Netflix, and other companies in 
recent years, but it does not provide a reliable revenue stream or long-term solution for the 
building. The MCHC has offered this parcel of the campus for sale over the past two years 
working with the Cushman & Wakefield brokerage firm. Due diligence has been performed to 
assess multiple bidders and the ways their development plans would interact with the MCHC 
operations and the character of our historic neighborhood. We are finalizing plans with a buyer 
of the Greyhound Terminal we believe to be an ideal fit and anticipate making an 
announcement in the coming months. Revenue generated from a sale will support the MCHC 
endowment and capital needs. MCHC is still seeking potential developers for the Howard St. 
Buildings.  
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Enoch Pratt House (Pratt): This is the oldest section of our campus built in 1844 and owned by 
the MCHC since 1919.  It is an important building architecturally and historically, but its layout is 
not conducive to modern exhibition or programming space.  We are currently searching for a 
partnership development opportunity to find an adaptive reuse of this space with a third party 
and MCHC that honors its historic integrity.  
 
Keyser Library Building: This ca. 1919, basement and three story, 14,660 sq. ft. building is home 
to our public research library and archives, which stewards seven million books, documents, 
and manuscripts. A FY20 $500K bond provided by Governor Hogan’s administration as well as 
grants from the France-Merrick Foundation and Middendorf Foundation supported a $1.4M 
state-of-the-art fire suppression project in this building. One of only a few in the nation, the 
system’s fine mist droplets would put out a fire without the extensive water damage to 
collections caused by a traditional system. The MCHC will continue investing in updating this 
space as part of its long-term campus plan.  
 
Bar Building and Greyhound Garage: This complex of buildings was developed in 2003 and is 
referred to as the “modern wing” of the campus. The basement and three story 20,034 sq. ft. 
Bar Building was new construction at the time, while the one story with vaulted ceiling, 19,314 
sq. ft. Greyhound Garage was fully updated. A campus use analysis with GWWO as well as a 
preservation needs assessment conducted by the Conservation Center for Art and Historic 
Artifacts has determined that this complex most adheres to collections care standards for 
humidity, security, and other factors while the other sections of the campus are markedly 
deficient barring a multi-million dollar investment. Consolidating all collections storage and high 
profile exhibitions within the modern wing is the most efficient use of resources. An FY2021 
$1M bond provided by Governor Hogan’s administration and other private funds will convert 
the Greyhound Garage to modern collections storage. A new roof, minor building layout 
adjustments, and storage equipment purchases are required to realize this plan. Moving from 
nearly one dozen, deficient museum storage space scattered throughout the campus to one 
state-of-the-art facility will greatly improve long-term conservation while enhancing research 
access for scholars.  
 
Thomas and Hugg Building (T&H): This ca. 1965, basement and three story, 28,580 sq. ft. 
building is the core of the MCHC administration and public programming activities and the 
focus of our FY22, $3.5M budget request. Currently, the basement is home to several 
collections storage areas; the first floor holds exhibition space, K-12 activities and lunchroom, 
and our lecture auditorium; the second floor holds exhibition space and library support offices; 
and the third floor is home to the majority of the MCHC office space for its 37 employees. The 
aforementioned preservation needs assessment conducted by the Conservation Center for Art 
and Historic Artifacts has determined that T&H is wholly unsuitable for collections storage and 
exhibitions displaying sensitive objects. While T&H has benefited from new fire suppression 
systems supported by State in FY2020, fully updating it to collections care standards with new 
climate control systems, security, shelving, and building envelope improvements may exceed 
$10M and is beyond the MCHC’s current fundraising capacity.  
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However T&H continues to have high value as administrative and public programming space 
that could be fully realized by a more prudent investment. As we work to consolidate most 
museum activities in the modern wing of the campus, the MCHC will convert the first floor of 
T&H to an intentionally designed, K-12 learning space. This is in support of a rapidly growing 
education program that served 74,899 students and teachers in the 2019-20 school year in 21 
Maryland counties and several other states. Much of this has been through virtual outreach. 
The Learning Lab plan includes the development of a second Virtual Fieldtrip Studio that will 
fully double the capacity of this popular program as well as logistic areas for coordination of 
travelling trunks and other outreach assets. In addition to the MCHC’s growing outreach 
initiatives, a great need remains to create an in-person learning experience at the MCHC that 
provides Maryland’s students and teachers hands-on opportunities for historical inquiry.  
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MARK B. LETZER 
President & CEO 

Maryland Historical Society 
mletzer@mdhs.org 

410-685-3750, ext. 333 
 
EDUCATION:   Loyola College; Baltimore, MD 

    Bachelor of Science/Arts, Double Major: Biology/Writing 
 

    Towson University; Towson, MD 
    Post graduate course work in Writing and Literary Analysis 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 
 
July 2015 – Present  President & CEO, Maryland Historical Society 
 
 
2010 – 2014 Chief Development Officer, Maryland Historical Society 
 
Developed an exceptional fundraising team made up of the following positions: Annual Fund 
Manager, Grant Writer, Development Coordinator, and Director of Programs and Community 
Partnerships. Developed new funding relationships and increased funding levels of existing 
donors. Work closely with the President/CEO, Board of Trustees and the staff management team 
to raise public and private resources and funds necessary for the operation of the organization. 
Oversee all fundraising, community outreach and special events 
 
 
2007 – 2010  Deputy Director for Community Relations   Maryland Historical Society 
 
Worked closely with individuals, organizations, and other museum professionals to promote 
higher visitation and involvement at the society, increase donations and create awareness of the 
society’s mission and collections.  
 
2004- 2006   Guest Curator    Maryland Historical Society 
 
Guest curator of the exhibition “A Gardener’s Tale: The 18th-Century World of Annapolis 
Silversmith William Faris”, based on the book The Diary of William Faris, The Daily Life of 
an Annapolis Silversmith edited by Mark B. Letzer and Jean B. Russo.  
 
 
1995-2003     Author/Editor 
 
The Diary of William Faris, The Daily Life of an Annapolis Silversmith  
 Edited by Mark B. Letzer and Jean B. Russo. Published 2003 by the  
 Maryland Historical Society Press. Baltimore, MD 
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2003-2004 International Consultant Latin American Region   FILA, USA. Sparks, MD 
 
In addition to credit duties listed below, this position required frequent travel to Mexico City, 
Mexico serving as a liaison with the home office in Sparks, Maryland.  
 
 
1994-2000 Senior Credit Analyst    FILA, USA. Inc. Sparks, MD 
 
Supervised the creation of domestic and international accounts. Determined the need for 
domestic and international letters of credit, cash against documents and other forms of credit 
protection.  
 
1989-1994 Area Credit Analyst   UNISYS Corporation. Hunt Valley, MD 
 
Managed existing aging accounts for two districts: Washington Financial, comprising NASDAQ 
and its subscribers, and Pittsburgh Commercial. Contacted customers on aged invoices and 
secured compliance. Ensured accurate monthly forecasting of incoming revenues. 
 
AFFILIATIONS: 
 
* Past Vice President: Friends of the American Wing– Baltimore Museum of Art 
* Board of Directors: Historic Hampton Incorporated, National Park Service, Towson, Maryland 
* Board of Directors: Panama Audubon Society 
* House committee: Ladew Topiary Gardens  
 
 
PUBLICATIONS 
 
*American Cagebird Magazine 1982/1983  Article 
*American Federation of Aviculture 1984   Article 
*Panama Audubon Society News   Articles repeatedly throughout 1980s 
*Journal of Field Ornithology 1995   Article  
 
*The Diary of William Faris 2003    Book 
*The Magazine Antiques   March 2006      Article  
*Annapolis Antiques Show Catalog 2007 Article 
*Hunt Valley Antique Show Catalog 2008 Article 
*Maryland Historical Society News 2008/2009 Article  
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Katie Michele Caljean 
 

    
    
 
Past Experience:  
 
 C U R A T O R  O F  P U B L I C  
P R O G R A M M I N G  at Red Mill 
Museum Village  
Clinton, NJ ▪ December 2011 to 
July 2012 
 
U S E U M  E D U C A T I O N  
C O O R D I N A T O R  at Morris 
Museum  
Morristown, NJ ▪ December 2009 
to December 2011 
 
 
 
E D U C A T I O N  
 
MASTER OF ARTS,  MUSEUM 
ANTHROPOLOGY  from Columbia 
University, New York, NY (2011) 
Coursework: Anthropology, 
Archaeology, Art Education, and 
Historic Preservation. GPA 3.9 
MA Thesis – Reconstructing Inka 
qero vessel life-histories: a 
collections-based case study   
MA Exhibition Project – The world 
came to St. Louis: photographs 
from the 1904 World’s Fair, in 
collaboration with Columbia 
University & American Museum of 
Natural History 
 
BACHELOR OF ARTS, 
ANTHROPOLOGY from Drew 
University, Madison, NJ (2007) 
Specializations: Archaeology 
Minor. Arts Administration & 
Museology Minor. GPA 3.9, 
Summa Cum Laude.  
Honors Thesis – Archaeological 
reconstruction of Andean textile 
technology in coastal Ecuador: a 
methodological approach 
 

  E X P E R I E N C E  
 
V I C E  P R E S I D E N T ,  E D U C A T I O N  &  O U T R E A C H    
at Maryland Historical Society  
Baltimore, MD ▪ October 2018 to present 
P R E V I O U S L Y :   
Vice President, Educational Initiatives, January 2018-October 2018 
Director of Programs & Strategic Initiatives, July 2015-January 2018 
Director of Public Programs & Community Partnerships, July 2013-July 2015 
Events and Volunteer Manager, October 2012-July 2013 
 
Works to shape a centralized vision and strategy for all educational and 
public programming to creatively engage multi-generational audiences with 
collections, both within the library and museum, as well as permanent and 
changing exhibitions 
 

Provides leadership and management of a comprehensive programming plan 
for institutional mission-driven programs and earned revenue generating 
initiatives 
 

Collaborates with senior staff and trustees to develop and organize 
institutional projects and initiatives, including cultivation and fundraising 
opportunities, engagement of new and diverse communities, and strategic 
institutional visioning projects and planning 
 

Steers digital learning initiatives, including distance learning, virtual field 
trips, video content, gallery interactive elements, and the historical 
investigations e-portal 
 

Oversees multidisciplinary onsite and outreach programs for school, youth, 
adult, and family audiences that implement object-based, inquiry-based, and 
research-based learning 
 

Supervises a staff of 8 employees: Director of Education, Digital Education 
Manager, Youth & Family Programs Manager, School Programs Manager, 
Digital Education Assistant, Education Programs Assistant, Director of 
Communications & Marketing, and Community Engagement Manager, as well 
as volunteers and interns 
 

Facilitates daily logistics and operations, manages institutional calendar, 
maintains departmental and project budgets, coordinates technological 
needs, and oversees event setup and breakdown 
 

Develops institutional messaging to ensure that programs, events, and 
initiatives are communicated through print invitations, community calendars, 
e-newsletters, traditional press outlets, and social media 
 

Identifies new collaborative partners and nurtures relationships with 
institutions, universities, and organizations throughout Maryland  
 

Serves on the Maryland Commission on the Commemoration of the 100th 
Anniversary of the Passage of the 19th Amendment to the United States 
Constitution 
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Allison Tolman 
Vice President of Collections 
Maryland Historical Society                             
201 W. Monument St                            (410) 685-3750 x342 
Baltimore, MD 21201                                     ATolman@mdhs.org 
       

Summary 
 
Vice President of Collections, managing museum and library staff, care and exhibition of museum and archival objects, with a background in art 
conservation.  Over seven years of exhibition, collection management and registration experience and four years of professional art conservation in 
both the private and museum fields.  Experience with textile and painting conservation, exhibition development, costume mounting, preventive 
conservation, creation of storage and display mounts, acquisitions, loans, deaccessioning, policing-writing, risk management, and research.  Leader 
of an ongoing summer internship program for pre-program conservation and fashion history students. 
 
Professional and Technical Skills 

● Vice President of Collections: Managing Museum, Library, and Imaging Services staff, collections, and exhibitions.  Guiding museum and 
library to reach strategic initiatives, maintain high standards for collection care and management, and provide access to public. Determine 
and enforce budgets, lead exhibition teams, guide overarching institutional goals, and work with the Board of Trustees to enhance the 
institution. 

● Registration: Writing collection policy, accessioning and deaccessioning, execution of loan contracts, database management, exhibition 
installation and de-installation, preventive conservation, archival housing, applied conservation, condition reporting, research, technical 
writing. 

● Associate Curator of Fashion Archives: Creation of a new costume storage room including hanging and flat storage, creation of custom 
archival housing for clothing and accessories, form-carving and adaptation, costume mounting and installation, mending, washing, and 
backing repairs with conservation-grade materials, fashion historical research and blogging, leader of internship program in the Fashion 
Archives, identification, cataloging, and dating items in the collection. 

● Technical Skills: Fully proficient in all of the following: Past Perfect (PP), The Museum System (TMS), Microsoft Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom, Gantt software, Wordpress, Tumblr, and various social media platforms. 

 
Professional Experience 

 
 
Vice President of Collections          2019-Present 
Maryland Historical Society 
 
As Vice President of Collections, I manage the Museum, Library, and Imaging Services departments.  I work with each department to establish 
priorities, set goals, and implement plans of actions to reach goals that look toward our larger institutional initiatives.  I help shape the vision of the 
institution looking forward and developing overarching goals.  I manage exhibition teams, develop exhibition topics, assist in fundraising, direct 
deaccessioning, accessioning, and collection management goals for the museum and library.  I help develop and manage departmental budgets.  I 
serve as a guide and advocate for staff with the President and Board of Trustees. 
 
Director of Collection            2019-2019 
Maryland Historical Society 
 
Served as Director of Collections for 7 months before promotion to Vice President of Collections. As Director of Collections, I oversaw the museum 
department, including the Exhibition and Collection Manager, Associate Registrar, Research Assistant, and all volunteers and interns.  I managed 
day-to-day operations in the department as well as creating the department schedule, setting goals and deadlines, and enforcing timelines to reach 
overarching institutional goals set by the President and Board of Trustees.  I oversaw deaccessioning initiatives, developed collection management 
plans, and helped curate the leading exhibition. 
 
 
Chief Registrar and Associate Curator of the Fashion Archives       2014- 2018 
Maryland Historical Society 
 
Served as the Registrar for two and half years before promotion to the Chief Registrar and Associate Curator of the Fashion Archives.  As Registrar, I 
am responsible for the physical well-being and protection of the collection as well as all documentation.  Duties include drafting contracts, policies, 
and procedures, object handling, packing and shipping, insurance, condition notations and other documentation for all objects passing into and out of 
the MdHS complex as well as cataloging and inventories of the permanent collections.  The Registrar determines, monitors, and enforces all security, 
environmental controls, storage and handling requirements, and other collection issues.  All object documentation including the donor files, receipts, 
and catalog cards, etc. as well as the collection management software, Past Perfect (PP) are maintained and administered by the Registrar’s office.  
The Registrar manages all public and scholarly research inquiries, object loan requests from other institutions, and monitors research related visits in 
order to share objects and information with the greater community.  The Registrar assigns accession numbers for all museum objects and keeps a 
ledger of all accessioned objects. 
 
As Associate Curator of the Fashion Archives, I help to bolster the collection through exhibition, outreach, and social media.  Duties include creation 
of a climate-controlled storage facility with hanging and flat storage, providing access to the collection, conducting behind-the-scenes tours, 
exhibition and rotation of costume objects, and running the annual summer internship program to rehouse, catalog, preserve, exhibit, and research the 
Fashion Archives.  Manage outreach through Fashion Archives blog, Facebook, and Instagram posts, as well as annual internship public presentation 
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and participation in Costume Society of America events. I assisted in the creation and implementation of the Adopt-A-Box program to allow patrons 
to contribute small amounts to preserve objects in the collection, receiving in return pictures and information about their adopted objects.   
 
 
Collection Care and Processing Contractor                               2011-2014 
Anacostia Community Museum, Smithsonian Institution 
 
Bolstered accountability and cataloging standards by writing new collection policies and protocol in regards to deaccessioning, accessioning, data 
capture and cataloging collections.  Created standard level cataloging procedures to utilize features and employ authorities and global thesauri to 
improve data management and work toward linked open data. 
 
Authored, coordinated and managed the deaccession and disposal of over a thousand objects for the museum, most of which had little or no 
documentation with the object and required extensive curatorial research. The process involved creating new policy, tracking digitally tracking 
movement of objects, condition assessment and documentation, presentation to the collection committee, and creation of archival housing or shipping 
containers. 
 
Completed condition assessment, documentation, binder analysis, and minor conservation treatment of a collection of 400 paintings and painted 
objects for the museum. The inventory included documentation of condition and an in-depth study of artist materials, using the information to 
optimize collection care and create appropriate collection storage.  
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Thomas D. Welliver 
 
776 Winchester Drive, Westminster, MD 21157      twelliver65@comcast.net         410.259.4119 
 

Bringing a wide breadth and depth of core competencies,  
community leadership and professional accomplishments. 

 
PROFESSIONAL & COMMUNITY ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
 

 
Budgeting and Finance 
• Developed a new budget processes to incorporate education and management input 

(Healthcare for the Homeless, CHAI) 
• Identified contract savings and revenue opportunities, resulting in $1.5 million in additional 

funding (Healthcare for the Homeless) 
• Raised over $3 billion in capital and private equity for real estate and telecom firms 
• Capitalized on banking relationships to create optimal credit agreements for both public and 

nonprofit entities 
• Increased healthcare, retirement and wellness plan offerings while lowering cost 
• Implemented new accounting policies and procedures to increase quality, responsiveness 

and reliability (Community Foundation of Carroll County) 
• Created reconciliation process and review procedures to improve monthly financials 

statements (Merritt Properties and Development Company of America) 
 
Leadership, Strategic Planning and Best Practices  
• Helped create and implement new Strategic Plans (Healthcare for the Homeless, CHAI) 
• Implemented Best Practices (McDaniel College) 
• Prepared and presented 50+ presentations to potential investors, bankers, donors 
• Help establish three Carroll County nonprofits:  Access Carroll, Boys & Girls Club, 

Community of Shalom 
• Reorganized committee meetings and expectations (Lifebridge Healthcare) 
• Supervised employees in numerous roles 
• Man of the Year for Carroll County: Boy Scouts of Central Maryland, 2009 

 
Capital Campaign Leadership 
• Chaired three Capital Campaigns for Carroll County nonprofits, raising more than $7 million 
• Leadership roles in five additional Carroll County capital campaigns 

 
PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
 
Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore        Chief Financial Officer 
                2019 – Present 
• Manage $3 million operating budget 
• Collaborate with Human Resources on retirement, healthcare and other benefit plans, 

including reporting and audit compliance 
• Direct entire risk management programs for museum assets in excess of $100 million 
• Oversee financial reporting and compliance for federal, state and local grants, including 

audits, tax and federal reviews 
• Administer $20 million endowment and restricted fund investments 
• Responsible for the maintenance and facilities management for the 6-building campus 

comprising over 200,000 square feet of museum, office and warehouse facilities 
• Supervise Information Technology department for network security risk protection 
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Health Care for the Homeless, Baltimore        Chief Financial Officer 

           2017 - 2019 
• Manage $28 million budget for one of Maryland’s largest Federally Qualified Healthcare 

Centers (FQHC) 
• Oversee financial reporting and compliance for $13 million federal, state and local grants, 

including audits and federal reviews 
• Supervise Information Technology department for HIPPA compliance and network security 

risk protection 
• Manage billing and collections for Medicare, Medicaid and privately insured patients 
• Manage $3.6 million Federal Drug Rebate Program (340b) 
• Oversee all contracts and purchasing 
• Collaborate with Human Resources on retirement, healthcare and other benefit plans, 

including reporting and audit compliance 
 

Comprehensive Housing Assistance, Inc. (CHAI), Baltimore      Chief Financial Officer 
2015 - 2017 

• Managed nonprofit accounting and financial reporting 
• Created forecasting models and managed cash flow 
• Prepared grant proposals and compliance reports 
• Oversaw accounting for 1,700 senior, low-income housing units and development of new 

housing projects 
 
Success for All Foundation, Baltimore         Chief Financial Officer 
           2014 - 2015 
• Oversaw nonprofit accounting and financial reporting 
• Responsible for compliance of major government grants and A-133 audits 
• Supervised school support staff who managed contracts with 500 school districts  
• Created forecasting models and managed cash flow 
 
Development Company of America LLC, Westminster         CFO & RE Portfolio Manager 
             2012 - 2014 
• Managed cash and treasury functions and all banking relationships 
• Developed and implemented all capital market strategies and financial activities 
• Oversaw property accounting and financial audits 
• Developed budgets and management reports for Board of Directors and Trustees 
• Directed risk management and insurance programs 
• Managed asset portfolio, including acquisition and disposition of assets. 
  
McDaniel College, Westminster   Dir. of Strategic Initiatives, Institutional Advancement 
              2010 - 2012 
• Developed planned gift program including state regulatory filing compliance 
• Cultivated Alumni Relations as Major Gift and Donor Relations Officer 
• Raised money for $8 million stadium project 
• Member of Middle-States Reaccreditation Committee 
• Developed cash flow analysis for capital project funding 
 
Merritt Properties, LLC, Baltimore                         Chief Financial Officer 
               2001 - 2010 
• Developed and monitored annual budget for the Board of Directors 
• Responsible for all commercial banking relationships 
• Developed and implemented all capital market strategies and financial activities 
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• Oversaw financial audits 
• Supervised all property accounting and management reports 
• Projected all cash requirements for operations and development projects 
• Coordinated the risk management, insurance programs for $1.5 billion real estate portfolio 
• Organized fleet management and purchasing for 80 vehicle fleet 
• Analyzed and integrated acquisitions 
 
OTHER PROFESSIONAL POSITIONS 
 
• Business Telecom Corp (BTI), Raleigh  

Director of Investor Relations & Capital Markets (1999 – 2001) 
• Highwoods Properties, Inc (NYSE: HIW), Raleigh 

Director of Investor Relations and Financial Reporting (1995 – 1999) 
• Vik Brother Insurance Group, Raleigh 

Treasury Manager (1994 – 1995) 
• Coastal Healthcare Group, Inc. (NYSE: DR), Durham 

Division Controller, Director of SEC Reporting, Assistant Controller (1991 – 1994) 
• KPMG Peat Marwick, Greensboro 

Senior Accountant (1987 – 1991) 
 
EDUCATION & PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
 
• Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, North Carolina 

Bachelor of Science in Accountancy 1987 
• Certified Public Accountant (inactive status) 
• AICPA, NCACPA 
• Dun & Bradstreet Insurance Advisory Board 
  
 
COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES AND BOARD LEADERSHIP/MEMBERSHIP 
 
• Lifebridge Health   Board of Directors, Chair of Missions Committee (current) 
• Carroll Hospital Center   Board of Directors (current) 
• McDaniel College   Member of the Board of Trustees 2009-2010 
• Westminster Kiwanis Club Board Member and Treasurer (current) 

President 2005-2006 
• Westminster Boys & Girls Club Founding Member, Board Member, Treasurer (current) 
• Access Carroll Medical Clinic Board Member, Treasurer (current) 
• West. Community of Shalom Board Member, Vice-Chairman (current) 
• Community Foundation of CC Chair of the Board, Board Member 2004-2010 
• Davis Library Foundation  Board Member, Treasurer (current) 

 
 

References available upon request. 
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David Armenti 
Museum Educator, Public Historian and Research Specialist 

              

 
Personal Contact Information:    Professional Contact Information:  
5708 Greenspring Avenue     201 W. Monument Street 

Baltimore, MD 21209     Baltimore, MD 21201 
240-462-0183      410-685-3750, ext. 324 

darmenti@yahoo.com     darmenti@mdhs.org    

              

 
Work Experience           
 

Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, MD     February 2013 – Present 

Director of Education 
 

● Establish institutional partnerships with area independent schools, universities, and K-12 public schools 

through the initiation of unique, project based learning opportunities.  

● Support grant application research and writing and maintain relevant budget accounts, while managing 

documentation and data related to departmental grants.  

● Develop original lesson plans aligned with the Maryland State Curriculum, as well as national Common 

Core standards for Social Studies.  

● Communicate and coordinate with school system administration and educators to share MdHS educational 

resources and programs; Conduct professional development workshops for teachers throughout the state. 

● Develop and lead standardized research programs and tours, which introduce classes to primary source 

material.  
● Write essays highlighting research opportunities through the MdHS Library blog The Underbelly and the 

MdHS News publication.  

● Represent the Society at professional conferences, as well as through media outlets such as WYPR, 

WEAA, and WJZ.  

 

Maryland State Archives, Annapolis, MD    March 2011 – February 2013 

Research Archivist/Educational Outreach Coordinator 
 

● Within the Legacy of Slavery Project, researched using primary source collections to investigate the impact 

of slavery on the experience of 19th century Marylanders. 

● Presented resources and research strategy workshops for K-12 teachers and students, genealogists, museum 

professionals, and other educators. 

● Utilized primary government records and secondary accounts to write scholarly case studies of individuals 

related to Underground Railroad activism (including fugitives, accomplices, and slaveholders). 

● Developed document packets, multimedia presentations, and lesson plan seeds appropriate for K-12 

educators, which addressed state history including, but not limited to, the African-American experience. 

● Managed data collections including census records, newspaper advertisements, and government records 

using Adobe programs and proprietary database system.  

 
Education 
 

Loyola College, Baltimore, MD       December 2010 

Master of Arts in Teaching, Secondary Social Studies     GPA: 3.93 

 

University of Maryland, College Park, MD     May 2007 

Bachelor of Arts in American History and American Studies,    GPA: 3.63  

Concentrations in Philosophy and United States History   

 
Activities and Honors 

● Recipient of the Maryland Distinguished Scholar Award  

● University of Maryland, Dean's List, Fall 2003 – Spring 2007 

● University Honors Program, Phi Beta Kappa  
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Conference and Workshop Presentations 
 

 Reginald F. Lewis Museum, Baltimore, MD, July 27, 2011:  

“Slavery in 17th and 18th Century Maryland”, Teacher Workshop Presentation.  

 Harriet Tubman Underground Railroad Conference, Cambridge, MD, June 2012:  

“Mapping the Journey from Slavery to Freedom: U.S. Colored Troops and Samuel Green, Jr.”  

 Historic Londontowne, Edgewater, MD, Summer 2012:  

“Tobacco and Slavery in 17th and 18th Century Maryland”, Teacher Workshop Presentation. 

 Progressive Education Summit, Baltimore, MD, January 2013 

“Using Primary Sources and Digital Media to Teach African American History” 

 Maryland Council for Social Studies, Annual Conference: Presentations on behalf of the Maryland 
Historical Society: 2013, 2014, and 2015, 2016 and 2019.   

 Enoch Pratt Free Library: Media Specialist Conference, October 2016.  

 Maryland Historical Society, Summer Teacher Institutes (Served as Project Director, Research and Content 

Advisor, Presenter) 

o Civil Rights Movement in Maryland, June 24-28, 2013 

o Maryland in the War of 1812, July 7-11, 2014 

o Slavery, Freedom and Memory in Maryland, June 24-28, 2019 

 Maryland Public School System and Independent Schools, Social Studies Pedagogy and Use of Primary 

Source Collections for Instruction: Over 30 Presentations from 2013 to 2020.  

 

Publications and Media Appearances  

 
 “Pursuit of Freedom in a Slave Society” MdHS News (Spring 2018): 18-20.  

 Maryland State Archives: Legacy of Slavery in Maryland Website, http://slavery.msa.maryland.gov/  

o Over 100 biographical case studies written about fugitive slaves, free African Americans, 

slaveholders, accomplices to flight, and United States Colored Troops from Maryland.  

 Research Essays published in the Underbelly: Maryland Historical Society’s Library Blog 

http://www.mdhs.org/underbelly/  

o “Is He White or Colored?: Chinese in Baltimore City Public Schools” August 15, 2013 

o “A Thorny Path: School Desegregation in Baltimore” May 15, 2014 

o “Are We Satisfied?: The Baltimore Plan for School Desegregation” September 25, 2014 
o “Facing the Great War: World War I and the Beginnings of Modern Rehabilitation” March 19, 

2015.  

o “History Engaging Youth: Studying Civil Rights History in Maryland” June 2, 2016 

o “Taking a Stand in History! National History Day Research at MdHS” March 16, 2017 

 WYPR, “Morning Morning with Sheilah Kast”, Guest Speaker 

o “A Slave One Day, A Soldier the Next: The Amazing Journey of Maryland's African-American 

Civil War Veterans”, February 5, 2013.  

http://programs.wypr.org/podcast/slave-one-day-soldier-next-amazing-journey-marylands-african-

american-civil-war-veterans-0  

o “Facing the Great War: Baltimore Students Explore Fort McHenry’s World War I Legacy”, March 

18, 2015 

 WEAA, First Edition with Sean Yoes, Guest Speaker 

o Emancipation of Slaves in Maryland, November 6, 2014 

 

 
Special Skills and Credentials          
 

● Maryland State Certified Social Studies Teacher, Grades 7-12 

● Passed Praxis II, Social Studies: Content Knowledge, January 2009   

● Passed Praxis II, Social Studies Pedagogy, August 2010 

● Passed Praxis I, April 2008 

● Computer literate in Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Adobe Pro/Photoshop and Google Drive Suite 
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Alexander Lothstein 

12050 Little Patuxent Parkway Apt. K Columbia, MD 21044 | (901) 581-6268 | ahlothstein@gmail.com 

 

Experience: 

 

Museum Learning Manager 

Maryland Historical Society | Baltimore, MD | March 2020 – Present 

• Develop new exhibition interpretation, content, and interactives, working collaboratively within inter-

departmental exhibition teams. 

• Content specialist for upcoming Civil Rights exhibition (slated opening February 2021) 

• Manage program development and implementation, including the creation of new tours and programs. 

• Oversee operations conducted by the Education Programs and Docent Coordinator. 

• Oversee education internship and volunteer programs. 

• Develop teacher professional development programs, including content and skill-based workshops and 

Summer teacher Institutes 

• Manage Student Research Center for History program.  

• Peer review for the Maryland Historical Society’s journal Maryland Historical Magazine. 

• Develop pop-up exhibitions relating to institutional programming.  

• Oversee Booker T. Washington Middle School Oral History Project. 

• Compile monthly reports on program spending, income, and participation. 

 

School Programs Manager  

Maryland Historical Society | Baltimore, MD | June 2018 – February 2020 

• Oversee education internship and volunteer programs. 

• Manage and improve inquiry and interactive based onsite educational programming. 

• Developed primary source and collections-based programming for onsite audiences. 

• Write and edit content for museum education and marketing newsletter 

• Compiled monthly reports on program spending, income, and participation. 

• Peer-reviewed for the Maryland Historical Society’s journal Maryland Historical Magazine. 

• Integrated archives and collections material into programming. 

• Collaborate and spearhead partnerships with school districts, higher education, state organizations, and other 

nonprofits and for-profit community organizations. 

• Planned and helped run a Summer Teacher Institute entitled “Slavery, Freedom, and Memory in Maryland”. 

• Boosted onsite educational program attendance by 64% since 2017  

• Overhauled pre-and post-visit curriculum units for use by elementary and secondary school teachers 

connecting the museum’s collections to the school curriculum. 

 

School Programs Coordinator 

Maryland Historical Society | Baltimore, MD | August 2017 – June 2018 

• Managed school and homeschool educational programming. 

• Developed and led original, interactive programs for students grades K-12. 

• Modernized the museum’s scheduling system. 

• Oversaw the museum’s National History Day programs and presence. 

• Integrated archives and collections material in to programming.  

• Supervised a team of volunteer docents. 

• Implemented improved docent training system. 

• Led virtual field trips and outreach initiatives using digital systems. 

 

Program Facilitator 
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Museum of the American Revolution | Philadelphia, PA | April 2017 – August 2017 

• Facilitated interactive, inquiry-based small-group gallery programs about the American Revolution for 

students in grades 4-12.  

• Helped students develop historical thinking skills through guided viewing and group discussion of original 

artifacts and documents, role playing activities in immersive environments, use of multimedia experiences, 

and participating in hands-on activities.  

• Led on-site, hands-on classes and workshops for student and adult tour groups.  

• Assisted with teacher training programs and educator events.  
• Aided with evaluation of programs, including data collection. 

 

 

Summer Historical Intern 

Arch Street Meeting House and Burial Ground | Philadelphia, PA | June 2016 – August 2016 

• Supported the development and implementation of new interpretive and educational programs. 

• Helped plan content for an exhibit on Quaker businesses in Pennsylvania. 

• Researched and developed outlines for historical programs related to Quaker industries and 

businesses. 

• Developed and expanded upon the Quaker Burial Records database.    

• Gathered and interpreted visitor feedback related to tours.  

• Assisted in managing historical and non-historical programs and events. 

 

Living History Intern  

Harpers Ferry National Historic Park | Harpers Ferry, WV | May 2014 – August 2014 

• Studied primary and secondary sources to present exhibits, tours, and 

interpretive programs. 

• Researched and developed methods for programs to educate visitors on the 

history and importance of the park.  

• Prepared exhibits on the Civil War and industry at Harpers Ferry. 

 

 

Education: 

Temple University, Philadelphia, PA  
Master of Arts, 2015-2017 

American History  
 

Ohio Wesleyan University, Delaware, OH 
Bachelor of Arts, 2011-2015 

Major: History  

Minor: Politics and Government 

  

Membership Organizations: 

• National Council on Public History 

• Phi Alpha Theta- National History Honor Society 

• Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity 
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Gerald Tabarly 
Buildings Manager, Maryland Historical Society 

Immediately Prior Experience 

Role 

Responsibilities 

Project Manager, Eneractive Solutions 

Field Energy Auditing and Project Oversight 

Audit facilities to identify energy saving mechanical and electrical opportunities.  
Create reports that will describe the energy conservation measures scope of 
work, estimated cost and savings with simple payback.  Responsible for selecting 
project foremen, and labor contractors. Reviewing budgets and determines risk 
reviews for all projects.      

Education Background  
AA University of Central Florida 
Professional Affiliations 
AEE Association of Energy Engineers 

Relevant Experience 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mr. Tabarly has performed in a design/build and management role for 
performance contracting on numerous projects throughout his career. These 
projects include the following: 

 New York State (DOCS) Department of Corrections  

 Ft. Campbell‐Kentucky/Tennessee 

 Portsmouth Navy Shipyard 

 Army Research Lab‐Hyattsville Maryland 

 Y‐12 Oak Ridge Nuclear site‐ Oakridge Tennessee 

 Mexico Schools‐Mexico New York 

 City of Utica‐Utica New York 

 Chrysler Building‐New York New York 

 Rockefeller Center‐New York New York 

 Pensacola Navy Base‐Pensacola Florida 

 Ft. Bragg Army Base‐Fayetteville North Carolina 

Salient Project Experience 
Princeton University, Lighting retrofit, programmable ballasts, LED fixtures 
Design,  2006/2007 ‐ $1,100,000  

TSA, Homeland Security, Arlington, Virginia, HVAC system VFD design and 
installation, 2007 ‐ $369,000 

Plainview Schools, Plainview, NY, HVAC modifications, boiler replacements, 
VFDs, dual fuel installations, lighting retrofits, 2002/2003 ‐ $3,500,000 

Lindenhurst Schools, Lindenhurst, NY, HVAC upgrades, window replacements, 
control upgrades, boiler replacements, 2003/2004 ‐ $4,500,000  

Warwick Schools, Warwick, NY, Boiler replacements, window replacements, oil 
tank removal, lighting retrofits, dual fuel installations, HVAC and control 
upgrades, 2004 ‐ $2,300,000 

Describe any other relevant technical 
experience 

Mr. Tabarly has 19 years of experience with proven success in auditing facilities, 
identifying energy savings measures and implementing same.  He has a strong 
background in construction, concept design, labor and material cost estimating 
and project management on large‐scale multiple building facility sites.  He has 
managed multimillion dollar projects for key clients such as Army Corp of 
Engineers, United States Post Office, University of Maryland, Potomac Electric 
Power Company (PEPCO)., Delmarva Power, United States Navy, Washington 
Suburban Sanitary Commission. 
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Jennifer Michael 
(c) 443-851-0568  •  jennifermichael_1@yahoo.com 

 

EXPERIENCE 
 

Director of Communications and Marketing 

Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, MD, 2018-Present 
Direct all communications, marketing, and media relations for Maryland’s oldest continuously operating cultural 

institution. Develop and implement strategies to raise the profile of the MdHS museum, library, education resources, and 

public programs within the Baltimore region and across the state. Coordinate media interest in MdHS and ensure regular 

contact with target media and appropriate response to media requests. Oversee the editorial direction, design, and 

production of MdHS print marketing materials, including the semi-annual membership magazine, MdHS News; and 

manage all digital communications, including email marketing and social media messaging across muliple platforms. 

Accomplishments: 

• Leading a comprehensive rebranding campaign – to launch in September 2020 – that will introduce a new name 

and brand identity for the 176-year-old organization. A highlight of the campaign will be a completely revamped 

website that will present the organization as both a resource and a destination for those interested in Maryland 

and American history, and include digital access for the first time to the museum and library collections.  

• Led marketing and public relations campaigns to promote three major exhibition openings and accompanying 

programming in 2019 that contributed to a significant increase in visitation over the year prior.  

 

 

Communications Manager  

Brown Memorial Park Avenue Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, MD, 2014-2018 
Managed the creation, organization, planning, and implementation of effective communications messages and strategies 

for the church and community audiences. Proactively supported church and ministry leaders in conveying their vision and 

communications priorities. Supervised office assistants and volunteers to help implement communications strategies and 

tactics. Accomplishments: 

• Led the creation and implementation of a logo rebranding to better represent BMPA’s rich history, architecture 

and vibrant congregation. Oversaw the redesign of all print and digital marketing materials to reflect the new 

brand, including the weekly e-newsletter, bimonthly print newsletter, bulletins, signage, local media ads, and 

promotional products.  

• Led the development and launch of a redesigned website for BMPA – browndowntown.org. The process 

involved managing a website committee and collaborating with a design firm. The result was a custom-designed 

WordPress site that seamlessly navigated visitors through timely information, imagery and stories about life 

within the BMPA church community.   

• Created BMPA’s first comprehensive communications plan to better engage the congregation and community 

through email marketing, the website, advertising and social media. Regularly tracked and measured strategy to 

evaluate success, which included a 75% increase in BMPA’s Facebook followers since 2015, and an average e-

newsletter open rate of 45%. 

• Expanded advertising and media coverage of church services and events – including the church’s public “Tiffany 

Series” concerts and Tiffany windows tours. Examples: 

o “Baltimore Church Taking Steps to Fight Opioid Addiction,” WMAR-2 
o “Presbyterian Churches in Baltimore Worship Together for MLK Day,” Baltimore Sun 

o “Baltimore Church Standing as One in Wake of Anti-LGBT Bill,” WJZ-13 

• Initiated the creation of a multi-media project that showcased the church’s historic Tiffany stained glass windows 

through a self-guided audio tour, with supplemental web and print materials.   

• Researched, implemented and trained staff and church members on a new church management software program 

that centralized membership information and improved communication across the church community. 
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Editor/Publication Manager 

Hibu, Baltimore, MD, 2013-2014 
Managed the editing and production of four community magazines (each 32 pages) printed monthly in the Baltimore area 

– Catonsville Life, Towson Life, Federal Hill Life, and Mount Washington Life. Engaged local communities for the 

purpose of collecting hyper local news and information and planning editorial content for each magazine issue. Recruited 

and outsourced writing assignments to freelance contributors, accurately and efficiently performed substantive editing of 

article submissions to meet tight deadlines, and wrote original content when needed. Acquired or shot photography to 

accompany editorial content, used software tools to edit photography, and laid out each magazine issue in Adobe InCopy. 

 

 

Director of Communications and Marketing 

Board of Child Care, Baltimore, MD, 2008-2013 
Oversaw all communications, marketing, and media relations for Maryland’s largest nonprofit, faith-based child welfare 

agency to raise awareness and support of its residential and community-based programs for children and families, 

including foster care programs, adoption programs, a special education school, and a mental health clinic. Produced all 

print materials (newsletter, annual report, brochures, fact sheets, event materials, and donor communications directed to 

Methodist congregations), and managed the website, digital communications, and social media plan. Conducted media 

and advertising outreach, and coordinated fund development campaigns and events. Accomplishments: 

• Implemented a new brand identity that repositioned the agency as providing children and youth with “Hope for 

the future, power in the present.” Worked with staff directors to conceptualize, write, and design nine new 

brochures to better raise awareness and create consistent messaging agency-wide. 

• Enhanced the content and design of the quarterly print newsletter to focus on human-interest success stories that 

better appealed to supporters and donors and conveyed the agency’s mission. Improved production efficiency of 

the newsletter, saving approximately $20,000 annually. Surveyed readership and analyzed donor database to 

streamline and update mail list of 30,000 and measure messaging impact. 

• Rewrote and improved the navigation of all website content. Tracked the website’s audience reach and 

engagement using Google Analytics. 

• Managed press/public events to support the opening of new program facilities in Baltimore and on the Eastern 

Shore. Significantly increased media coverage of agency’s programs in Maryland, Virginia, and DC. Examples: 

o “A Bond Forged in a Towson Orphanage,” Baltimore Sun 

o “Methodist Child Care Auxiliary Accepts Volunteer Award,” Frederick-News Post  

• Successfully managed and improved the timeliness of communication materials for a Christmas appeal and a 

back-to-school appeal that raised approximately $200,000 combined each year, primarily from congregations 

within the Baltimore-Washington Conference of The United Methodist Church. 

 

 

Managing Editor/Staff Writer 

Child Welfare League of America, Washington, DC, 2004-2008 
Served as a key member of the publications/communications team for the nonprofit association representing hundreds of 

child welfare agencies nationwide. Primary responsibilities included managing all editorial content for CWLA’s 

bimonthly membership magazine, Children’s Voice, including writing and editing content, managing editorial/production 

schedules, and supervising writers, designers, and interns. Wrote and edited various other e-newsletters, journals, web 
content, annual reports, and brochures. Samples of published Children’s Voice articles: one about foster care youth 

finding adoptive homes, and another about foster youth finding careers. Accomplishments: 

• Spearheaded a graphic and content redesign for Children’s Voice that improved magazine’s visual appeal and 

content quality.  

• Garnered the first Communicator award for Children’s Voice for feature article writing.  

• Provided ghostwriting for CEO and staff leaders of articles and op-eds successfully placed in niche media 

nationally, including Grand magazine and AAP News (American Academy of Pediatrics). 
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MCHC FY21 BUILDINGS & GROUNDS COMMITTEE 
 

• M. Willis Macgill ,Chair (Wells Fargo) 

• Thomas Brandt (CFO/Retired) 

• Elise Butler (Doracon Development) 

• Robert Cheston (Lawyer/Retired) 

• James W. Constable (Wright, Constable, and Skeen) 

• Charles Duff (Jubilee Baltimore, Architectural Historian) 

• Henry Holt Hopkins (T. Rowe Price/Retired, Clifton Mansion) 

• Louise Lake Hayman (Government & Marketing Consultant/ Retired) 

• Thomas H. Maddux IX (Principal w/ KLMB Commercial Real Estate) 

• Katherine Pinkard (President w/ Pinkard Properties Commercial Real Estate) 

• John Leith-Tetrault (President w/ National Trust Community Investment Corp.) 

• Walter Schamu (Principal w/ SMP Architects) 

• Everett Schram (Principal, J.E. Schram Architect) 

• Tyler Tate (Principal w/ Lewis Contractors) 
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MCHC Learning Construction Photo Key 
 

In addition to the project plans and architectural renderings uploaded as a separate 
attachment, the following photographs document the current state of the Thomas & Hugg 
Building (T&H) first floor prior the proposed Learning Lab renovation.  
The photo key is as follows in sequential  order: 
 

1. T&H Exterior (note ca. 1965 MCHC entrance which continues to be used for visiting K-12 
students with dedicated bus lane. This function will continue with the Learning Lab. No 
alterations to the façade are currently planned as part of this project) 
 

2. T&H First Floor Entrance from Lobby 
 

3. T&H First Floor Exit 
 

4. Original Telephone Booth (indicative of the time since this space has undergone a major 
update) 
 

5. T&H Interior View 1 (this non supporting wall currently delineating office space will be 
removed to create a more open space for exhibitry and visitor flow) 
 

6. T&H Interior View 2 (this non supporting wall separates the main space from the 
current K-12 lunch room and a facility work room. This wall will be replaced with a glass 
enclosure opening up to the new activities room) 
 

7. T&H Current Lunchroom (This currently serves as a dual purpose lunch and activities 
room posing a major limitation when MCHC hosts larger school groups that typically 
alternate between lunch and fieldtrip). 
 

8. T&H Bathroom View 1 (This bathroom is non ADA compliant and in major need of both 
an aesthetic and functional update) 
 

9. T&H Bathroom View 2  
 

10. Education Storage Facility (MCHC’s education storage is currently scattered around the 
campus due to space limitations. The Learning Lab provides a holistic solution for both 
props like these and MCHC’s popular traveling trunk program).  
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Maryland Historical Society 
Preservation Needs Assessment Report 

 
Institution: Maryland Historical Society 

201 W. Monument St 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

  
Dates of Survey: February 22, 2019 

August 26, 2019 
  
Surveyor: Anastasia Matijkiw, Documentary Heritage and Preservation 

Services for New York Program Coordinator, Conservation 
Center for Art & Historic Artifacts 

  
Staff Members Interviewed: 
(February 22, 2019) 

Alexandra Deutsch, Vice President of Collections & Interpretation1 
Paul Rubenson, Exhibitions & Collections Manager 
Gerald Tabarly, Director of Facilities  
Allison Tolman, Director of Collections2 
 

(August 22, 2019) Micah Connor, Library Associate 
Sandra Glascock, Special Collections Archivist 
Mallory Harberger, Special Collections Archivist 
Catherine Mayfield, Library Director 
Mark Letzer, President & CEO 
Francis O’Neill, Senior Reference Librarian 
Rob Schoeberlein, Library Committee Chair 
Emily Somach, Digital Collections & Metadata Librarian 
Joe Tropea, Curator of Films & Photographs/Digital Projects 

Coordinator 
 
 

I. Introduction 
 
A.     Preamble 
 
This Preservation Needs Assessment was conducted by the Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts 
(CCAHA) for the Maryland Historical Society on February 22 and August 26, 2019. The assessment was 
conducted in two parts, with one day focusing on the museum collections and the second focusing on the 
library collections.  
 
The surveyors would like to thank the staff for their hospitality, helpfulness, and cooperation given throughout 
the visit, with particular thanks to Alexandra Deutsch, Alison Tolman, and Catherine Mayfield for their 
availability and conversations preceding and following the time spent on-site. The staff are to be congratulated 

 
1 At the time of the second site visit on August 22, 2019, Alexandra Deutsch was no longer at MdHS. 
2 At the time of the second site visit on August 22, 2019, Allison Tolman has been appointed to Vice President of 
Collections.  
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for their strong commitment to the preservation of the collections and to the mitigation of identified risks to 
staff, visitors, the collections, and the building structures. 
 
B.     Purpose of the Assessment 
 
This report has been prepared in order to aid the Maryland Historical Society (hereafter referred to as “the 
Society” and “MdHS”) in evaluating the preservation needs of its museum and library collections. This report 
will serve as a guide for the process of creating a preservation plan, generating a list of preservation priorities, 
and assessing other needs. The recommendations highlighted in the report address the preservation needs 
and concerns for the collections in the areas of policies, building and maintenance, environment, security, 
emergency preparedness, collections care, and preservation planning. 
  
The Society hopes to use the information gathered in this report to develop a long-range preservation plan as 
well as improve environmental conditions, security, storage, and fire protection. Additionally, the Society will 
use the recommendations from this assessment in order to increase staff, board, and patron awareness of 
preservation concerns.  This assessment will also be useful for inclusion in grant applications and as a 
fundraising tool. 
 
C.  Mission & Vision Statements 
 
Maryland Historical Society’s Mission Statement 

The mission of the Maryland Historical Society is to educate people of all ages about the rich history of 
Maryland, using the Society's collections, and to collect and preserve important objects, printed 
materials and images from prehistoric Maryland to the present day. 

 
Maryland Historical Society’s Vision Statement 

The Maryland Historical Society will become known as the state's preeminent center for Maryland 
history by 2026, the 250th anniversary of American independence, focused on educating the public 
through its vast and unique museum and library collections. It will do so within the context of changing 
demographics and social values, using technology to connect the collections with those who may 
benefit from the lessons and stories they portray. 

 
D.  Institutional History3 
 
Founded in January 1844, the Maryland Historical Society is the state’s oldest continuously operating cultural 
institution. The founders proposed collecting "remnants of the state’s history" and preserving their heritage 
through research, writing, and publications. By the end of the first year, there were 150 members and they 
had outgrown the post office rooms they were occupying. A new home was planned for MdHS by Robert Carey 
Long; the Athenaeum, a four-story "Italian palazzo" building with fireproof closets. 
 
Membership and donations increased during the 1850s after the society settled in the Athenaeum. Visitors 
patronized art exhibitions in high numbers, the collection of paintings and statuary grew, and donations came 
from a variety of people including Baltimore philanthropist George Peabody, who funded an index of Maryland 
records in the London Public Record Office and in 1867 established the society’s first publications fund. 

 
3 This section closely adapted from http://www.mdhs.org/about/mdhs-history . 
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Additionally, the MdHS continued its work protecting state history and, late in the nineteenth century, the 
state transferred government records into their care. 
 
An era of great change for the nation’s historical societies came with the turn of the century. Education of the 
general public, and of school children, became part of the mission in many historical societies and women 
gained full membership. Among the first female members of the Maryland Historical Society were Annie Leakin 
Sioussat and Lucy Harwood Harrison, both of whom spent decades volunteering their time and services. In 
1906, the MdHS launched the Maryland Historical Magazine, a journal featuring the best new work on 
Maryland history. The journal is currently published biannually. 
 
The organization moved to its current home at 201 West Monument Street in 1919. The former residence of 
Baltimore philanthropist Enoch Pratt, with a state-of-the-art fireproof addition, came as a gift from Mary 
Washington Keyser, whose husband, H. Irvine Keyser, had been an active member of the society for forty-three 
years. The new space allowed for more displays and positioned the society as the logical caretaker of Maryland 
treasures. Many researchers looked for evidence that connected them to the colony’s founding families or 
Revolutionary War veterans in order to claim membership in societies such as the Society of the Ark and the 
Dove or the Sons, or Daughters, of the American Revolution. 
 
In addition to their ongoing mission to preserve and publish Maryland’s history, the leaders of the society took 
responsibility for recent history. As their predecessors had done after the Civil War, society leaders stood at 
the forefront of collecting "the relics" of the recent Great War. In 1920, the state legislature formed a 
committee of three that included former governor and historical society president Edwin Warfield. This group 
comprised the Historical Division of the state’s War Records Commission and served as the "official organ" of 
the federal government in collecting and compiling the military records of those Marylanders who served in 
World War I. The society initiated a similar agreement during World War II. Additionally, education ranked as 
a high priority, and the post-war MdHS reached out to the city’s public schools with teacher workshops and 
tours. 
 
The society began expanding the Monument Street facility in 1953 and added the Thomas and Hugg building 
in 1968, named for benefactors William and John Thomas. The rooms included a modern wing with exhibition 
space, an auditorium with audio-visual equipment, work rooms, storage space, and "to supplement the present 
Confederate Room-a Civil War Union Room." In 1981, the society added the France-Merrick Wing to the 
Thomas and Hugg Building, "a tribute to the Trustees of the Jacob and Annita France Foundation and Robert 
G. Merrick." 
 
A newly renovated and expanded Maryland Historical Society opened in November 2003, amidst much fanfare 
and publicity. The facility now includes the Beard Pavilion and the Carey Center for Maryland Life which 
features nearly 30,000 sq. ft. of exhibition space for museum and library exhibitions, and new storage space 
for museum collections. The MdHS also serves more than 80,000 school students and teachers annually, both 
on-site and across the state, making use of the MdHS collections to teach future generations Maryland’s rich 
place in the nation’s past. The renovated library, now the H. Furlong Baldwin Library, includes more than 
double its previous space and is equipped with wireless technology. 
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E.  Collections4 
 
The H. Furlong Baldwin Library’s collections are diverse and substantive, including 60,000 books, 800,000 
photographs, five million manuscripts, 6,500 prints and broadsides, one million pieces of printed ephemera, 
extensive genealogy indexes, and more, reflecting the history of Maryland and its people.  
 
The MdHS museum collections document Maryland’s rich and diverse history, from 18th- and 19th-century 
paintings and silver to 20th-century objects of everyday life. Among its more than 350,000 objects, the most 
significant collection of Maryland cultural artifacts in the world, are over 2,000 paintings including the largest 
collection of works of art by members of the Peale family, a significant collection of maritime-related artifacts, 
and important collections of 19th-century Maryland painted and inlaid furniture, silver, quilts, costumes, 
ceramics, dolls and toys. 
 
 
 
  

 
4 This section closely adapted from http://www.mdhs.org/about/mdhs-history . 
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II. Report Abstract 
 
During the site visit it was clear that Staff at the Maryland Historical Society are dedicated to the care of the 
irreplaceable collections that are under their stewardship, and that they have the desire to see preservation 
projects completed. 
 
While the Society has made significant strides forward, some collections-focused work still remains to address 
current conditions and preservation concerns. Special funding may need to be sought to carry out some 
projects, and collections care initiatives will require additional paid staff – whether permanent or temporary. 
Developing a comprehensive preservation plan will help in prioritizing projects and creating a framework for 
moving forward in a systematic manner. 
 
Overall, based on the site visit and the pre-visit questionnaires completed by the Society, future priorities for 
collections care and preservation for the collections are: 
 

• Policy development and updating of existing collections policies; 
• Identifying areas where professional development and additional staff are needed in order to fulfill 

preservation goals; 
• Increasing staff, administration, and board awareness of preservation concerns; 
• Reasserting physical and intellectual control over the collections; 
• Expanding environmental monitoring throughout the site, and correspondingly continuing to 

investigate methods to control temperature and relative humidity with the possibility of replacing the 
aging HVAC systems; 

• Reassessing existing space, including storage, processing, and workspace for staff and researchers; 
• Undertaking projects that will improve the building in the long term, such as addressing ongoing 

structural issues resulting in leaks and floods; 
• Completing a full Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan and planning periodic training sessions 

on emergency preparedness for the staff and volunteers; 
• Implementing an inventorying and processing initiative for collections and beginning to work toward 

a complete inventory of all collections throughout the site;  
• Improving security and fire safety measures by updating fire suppression systems; 
• Continuing to implement best practices for collections processing, housing, and storage; 
• Implementing a formal, strategic Preservation Plan for the collections; 
• Incorporating preservation and storage considerations into plans for the upcoming renovations. 

 
The surveyors would like to thank the Maryland Historical Society for the opportunity to view the collections 
and for generously sharing their time and knowledge of the collections to assist in the preparation of this 
report.  
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III. Executive Summary 
 
The recommendations listed below highlight the major preservation issues for the Maryland Historical Society 
(hereafter referred to as “MdHS” or “the Society”) that were identified during the Preservation Needs 
Assessment conducted by the Conservation Center for Art & Historic Artifacts (CCAHA).  The recommendations 
are not listed in order of priority, although those highlighted in this summary section describe the primary 
preservation concerns facing the Society’s collections.  Additional information on each of the 
recommendations and more detailed information is provided in the body of the assessment.   
 
A. Preservation Planning  
 
1. Strategic and Preservation Planning 
 
MdHS has a written strategic plan in place, Path Towards Preeminence: Strategic Plan 2016/2021. The plan 
positions MdHS to “become known as the state’s preeminent center for Maryland history by 2026.” A specific 
goal of the plan is to improve stewardship and conservation of collections, as well as complete deferred 
maintenance of the facilities.  
 
While a strategic plan is in place for the entirety of MdHS, there is no preservation plan in place that specifically 
discusses and sets out a schedule for the care and management of collections.  
 

a. MdHS should draft a Preservation Plan. This plan should provide specific recommendations for the 
collections and is essential for the proper care and future survival of the materials. This plan should be 
formulated based on the mission of the Library, the institutional goals of the Historical Society overall, 
and projected use and growth of the collections. The plan should also include projections for staffing 
and funding levels that are necessary to fulfill the collections care and management needed to 
maintain the collections. The plan should outline the actions necessary to provide adequate staff and 
funding, assign responsibilities, and set a schedule for implementation.  
 

b. Library and Museum staff should consider drafting action items that support the objectives relating 
the collections care. For example, it would be beneficial list the actions necessary to achieve the 
objective of “Develop conservation plans for museum collections and library,” as listed in Goal 2: 
Improve Stewardship and Conservation of Collections. Listing actions required, as well as resources 
necessary, will assist the Society in thinking strategically about how to support these goals and 
objectives while also being realistic about their needs.  
 

2. Staffing   
 
MdHS has a full-time staff of 34, as well as part-time employees and volunteers. Staffing has fluctuated over 
the years, most notably in 2006 when MdHS was forced to reduce staff from 80 to 43.  
 
At the time of the initial site visit, the Collections Department consisted of 13 employees. This staff includes 
those who work with the library and museum collections as well as publications and imaging services. The 
department is overseen by the Vice President of Collections  
 
Museum Collections Staff consist of three core members, and the Library has a full-time staff of six.  
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a. An important first step in addressing staffing needs will be to update all job descriptions to ensure they 
adequately reflect the responsibilities of a position. As new positions are created and/or duties are 
assigned, job descriptions will need to be updated. 
 

b. It is recommended that the Society considers creating a position that would serve both the Library and 
Museum in addressing their preservation needs, including implementing a preservation plan, 
environmental monitoring, pest management, housekeeping, and other tasks identified throughout 
this report. 
 

c. It is recommended that three staff positions are added to support the museum collection: A Curator, 
a Collections Manager, and a Curatorial Assistant.  

 
d. MdHS will need to hire additional staff to successfully navigate a collection move for the Museum. 

Consideration should be given to hiring a contract position to oversee the process and ensure that it is 
undertaken in a clear and cohesive manner. It is important to note that staff will be necessary not only 
during the physical move, but in the time leading up to and following the main event. 
 

e. Providing funds for staff development and continuing education for staff should be a priority for MdHS; 
it is important to ensure that staff are able to continue to learn and bring up-to-date collections care 
knowledge into practice. 

 
3. Funding 
 
There are dedicated budgets for departments at MdHS. However, departmental budgets are developed by the 
CFO. It is difficult for staff to plan projects in advance and forecast spending needs as the department has not 
been provided with a written budget. As a result, most spending on collections care is the result of reacting to 
problems, rather than working to proactively prevent problems. 
 
MdHS has an excellent Development staff that have worked to identify and apply for various grants supporting 
the collections as well as the Society as a whole. MDHS is also about to embark on a capital campaign that will 
potentially raise funds to support improving museum collections storage, moving the museum collections, and 
additional staff.  
 

a. It is imperative that there be an annual preservation budget for supporting collections care activities, 
including the purchase of supplies and equipment, cleaning, repair, and treatment. Departmental 
budgets should be developed in conjunction with department heads. It is imperative that the Vice 
President of Collections and the Library Director are aware of the funding available in order to 
adequately plan projects in advance and forecast spending. This will allow staff to be more proactive 
in addresses collections care issues, before they become a more expensive problem.  
 

b. In addition to regular funding, public relations and promotion are also vital in accomplishing 
preservation-related goals.  MdHS’ publicity campaigns should continually bring the attention of 
decision-makers, users, donors, and the local community to topics of concern related to the 
collections.  
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4. Policies & Procedures  
 
The Library and Museum maintain separate Collection Management Policies. The Museum Collection 
Management Policy was last revised in June 2017 and includes sections on Governance, Policies, Care of 
Collections, Access and Use, Documentation, Risk Management, Intellectual Property, and Policy Review. 
 
The H. Furlong Baldwin Library Collections Policy was last updated in 2005 and includes sections on Statement 
of Purpose, Additions to the Collections, and De-Accession Procedures. In addition, researchers accessing the 
collection are required to review H. Furlong Baldwin Library Policies and Procedures. 
 

a. Using the Collections Policy as a foundation, the Library should develop a formal Collections 
Management Policy and a Collections Development Policy.  
 

b. The Museum should review their current Collections Management Policy. Using Scope of Collections 
as a foundation, the Museum should develop a formal Collections Development Policy.  

 
c. The Museum should formally establish Handling and Access Guidelines for the collections.  

 
d. As the Library works towards establishing a Digital Asset Management System, consideration should 

be given to developing a Digital Preservation Plan and Digitization Plan.  
 

e. The Museum and Library should collaborate to establish written Exhibition Guidelines for all 
collections.  

 
5. Collections Management 
 
Museum Collections 
Staff estimate that 85% of the museum collection is accessioned. While staff have made excellent strides over 
the past few years in established greater intellectual control over the collections, a number of past events have 
impacted the organizations collections management that they are still recovering from. This includes the 
reduction of staffing in 2006 that exacerbated a database transition and three large collection moves in a three-
year period. 
 

a. Museum staff should continue to work toward a complete inventory of the collection, with the 
eventual goal of having a complete list of all the items in storage and on display prior to any move. 
Processing, cataloging, and inventorying all collections will improve access in the long-term. The 
provision of access and tools to manage the collections underpins all stewardship activities. Decisions 
about retention, space requirements, collections interpretation, and preservation needs cannot be 
adequately made without accessioning, cataloging, and inventorying records. 
 

b. A priority should be to establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide decisions 
regarding the acquisition of materials. 
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Library Collections 
Staff estimate that 95% of the library collections have been accessioned, with 90% inventoried and 70-80% 
processed. Staff have made excellent strides in improving intellectual control over the collections, and there 
are only a small number of unidentified stashes of materials. With the current transition to ArchivesSpace, staff 
have been working diligently to ensure they are consistent in their procedures and documentation.  

a. The Library should continue to transition to ArchivesSpace, using this as an opportunity to review and 
update their current policies and procedures regarding collections management to reflect new 
workflows. This includes the creation of a Processing Manual, which will help to standardize 
processing, including arrangement and description, and will provide consistent procedures. 
 

b. Staff should continue to work a complete inventory of the collections and implement a formal system 
to track the locations of collections. Efforts should be made to ensure that institutional knowledge 
regarding the location and storage of collections is adequately documented. 
 

c. A priority should be to establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide decisions 
regarding the acquisition of materials. 

 
B. Building 
 
MdHS is located in the historic Mt. Vernon neighborhood in Baltimore, Maryland. The Society was gifted Pratt 
house, a mansion residence built in the 1840s. The Society expanded beyond the mansion, building additions 
and acquiring buildings within the general vicinity. At the time of the site visit, MdHS consisted of several 
connected structures: Pratt House, Keyser/Library, Thomas & Hugg, Link, Bar, and Greyhound Garage. Two 
additional, standalone buildings, Howard Street and Terminal, have also historically been used for collections 
storage but were essentially empty at the time of the site visit. Howard Street, Terminal, and Pratt House were 
to be leased or sold at the time of the site visit.  
 
There are a number of ongoing issues with the buildings, include outdated electrical and plumbing systems as 
well as a number of water leaks. There is a large backlog of deferred maintenance for the buildings, which the 
Society specifically addresses in the Strategic Plan.  
 

a. MdHS Staff are aware of the needs and limitations of their current buildings. Staff are familiar with the 
building, as well as environmental control and internal protection systems. They understand the 
relationship between the building envelope and the wellbeing of collections materials and are able to 
foresee potential hazards that may affect collections. However, while staff are able to foresee potential 
hazards, years of deferred maintenance make it difficult to address issues before they are problematic. 
It is imperative that MdHS work towards proactively addressing concerns rather than waiting until they 
become a larger issue. 
 

b. Facilities should be supported to undertake projects that will improve the building in the long term. 
While projects such as upgrading the electrical systems and HVAC systems will be expensive upfront, 
they are an investment in preventing future disasters such as fires and floods. 
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c. Water issues should be addressed as soon as possible; leaks and floods from various causes have 
negatively affected collections overtime and have made it near impossible to use certain storage areas.  
 

d. A routine cyclical maintenance plan should be implemented. This plan should build off of existing 
quarterly systems checks for mechanical systems. Such a program would provide schedules and 
guidelines for inspection and preventative maintenance for any location where collections are stored 
or exhibited. The program should be recorded in writing to ensure consistency. 
 

C. Environment 
 
1.  Temperature, Relative Humidity, and Air Quality 
 
The HVAC systems at MdHS consists of a variety of non-centralized units. While most spaces have heating and 
cooling, not all are equipped with humidity control. Bar, Link, and Greyhound Garage are on the same system, 
a gas boiler with chiller. The system was first installed in 2003 and the system and controls were last updated 
in 2014. Staff report that this system is functional. Thomas & Hugg is equipped a combination of three different 
air handler systems; staff describe the set-up as problematic and difficult to regulate. Keyser/Library is 
primarily serviced by two Carrier AC units and steam heating via radiators. Two rooms are not included in this 
system; portable air conditioning units and dehumidifiers are utilized.  
 
The following temperature and relative humidity goals have been set by MdHS:  

 
 MdHS Goal 
Temperature 70°F, +/- 5°F 
Relative Humidity 50%, +/-5% 

 
Staff report that the summer temperatures generally range from 65 – 75°F with 45-60% humidity. During the 
winter, temperatures range from 65 – 75°F with 45-55% humidity. 
 
Measurements taken during the site visit indicate that temperature was generally within an acceptable range 
throughout the building, but the relative humidity recorded in most Museum areas was lower than 
recommended for the long-term preservation of paper-based and mixed media collections. This is in line with 
humidity issues noted by staff and may also be attributed to the season, as the heating system was running at 
the time of the site visit. In comparison, only one space was observed with low humidity during the summer 
months, with one space above recommended levels. 
 

a. Providing environmental controls (temperature, relative humidity, and light) is one of the greatest 
single steps an institution can take in preserving its collections. In recent years there has been some 
shifting in the conservation community away from stringent temperature and environmental 
requirements for collections materials. Rather, the focus has turned to creating environmental 
conditions that are attainable and cost effective for institutions to maintain in the long term. New 
research indicates that some flexibility in ranges of temperature and humidity levels over time may be 
safe for some collections materials, as long as there is careful environmental monitoring and data 
analysis in place. 
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That said, for the long-term care of the collections, the following ideal environmental conditions are 
recommended: 

 
 Recommended Goal Recommended Range 
Temperature 59 - 77°F   
Relative Humidity 45 - 55% +/- 5% 
 

b. While the system serving Bar, Link, and Greyhound is adequate, the system serving Thomas & Hugg 
should be upgraded. It is recommended that plans to integrate and update this system should be 
supported and the dated cooling tower is also abandoned, as it is at risk to break and cause larger 
issues for the Society. When upgrading the system, it is imperative that humidity control is included. 
When reviewing humidity readings from the day of the site visit, it was clear which spaces were not 
equipped with humidity control. 
 

c. The heating and cooling system in the Keyser PP Room is not ideal and is somewhat concerning as this 
space house photographic prints, negatives, and audiovisual materials. Utilizing a portable air 
conditioning unit and fans can be problematic, particularly should they fail and staff are unaware. 
Ideally, these collections should be relocated to a space with a system that is more reliable. However, 
the Library has limited storage options. At minimum, staff should monitor the environment and 
remove collection items must at risk for damage from fluctuating temperature and relative humidity. 

 
2. Environmental Monitoring 
 
Temperature and relative humidity are monitored in museum collections storage and exhibition spaces using 
thermostats and dataloggers. Museum collections staff and Facilities aim to monitor the spaces daily. 
Dataloggers are pulled and analyzed monthly. Library spaces were not monitored at the time of the site visit, 
but Library staff intend to implement environmental monitoring in the future. 
 

a. It is excellent that MdHS has an environmental monitoring program in place for some areas and should 
be expanded to include all Library location. Staff should continue to ensure that dataloggers are 
located in every room where collections are used, exhibited, and stored, and that data gathered is 
properly analyzed on a regular basis. In order to assist in the analysis, staff should systematically record 
weather conditions and events in the building (such as basement or wall leaks) that would affect 
environmental conditions.  

 
3. Light 
 
MdHS recently undertook an aggressive transition to LED lighting throughout the building. As a result, a vast 
majority of lights in spaces where collections are stored or exhibited are equipped with LED lights. There are a 
small number of florescent and incandescent lights that still need to be changed over; facilities staff are 
confident they will be replaced quickly. Visible light levels were generally above recommended light levels, 
with a few areas also having UV light levels above recommended levels.  
 

a. Visible and ultraviolet (UV) light cause irreversible damage to collections and must be controlled as 
much as possible. Recommended levels for collections spaces are as follows:  
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Storage 10-50 lux (1-5 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm* 
Circulating Stacks 60-340 lux (6-34 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Reading and Work Areas 330-660 lux (33-66 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Exhibition 55-165 lux (5-16 footcandles) 

for no longer than six weeks 
< 75 µW/lm 

* µW/lm = microwatts per lumen 
 

b. MdHS should be commended for their recent transition to LED lighting throughout the building. Staff 
should continue to work to ensure that the remaining florescent and tungsten lights are transitioned in 
a timely manner, particularly throughout Library storage spaces. 
 

c. Wherever possible daylight should be restricted. UV filtering film should be installed on the window 
wall to limit UV light entering collections spaces.  
 

d. In spaces where there is high shelving, efforts should be made to ensure that collections are not stored 
directly under light fixtures. While the lights are only turned on as the space is occupied, it still results 
in objects being exposed to a concentrated amount of visible light. This is of particular concern in New 
Furniture Storage, where velvet chairs were inches from a light fixture.  

 
4. Pest Management 
 
An Integrated Pest Management Plan had been implemented shortly before the primary site visit. This program 
was developed in response to multiple incidents involving a rodent and a rare bird of paradise hat. Staff worked 
closely with an outside vendor, Orkin, to develop a plan that addressed the needs of the facilities as well as the 
collections. While the plan does not cover all collections storage locations, it addresses those at greatest risk.  
 

a. It is excellent that MdHS has implemented an Integrated Pest Management program. Collections staff 
should work with Facilities and the outside contractor, Orkin, to ensure that the program in place 
adequately addresses the needs of the collections. Staff should also work with Facilities to ensure that 
all collections areas are addressed in the IMP program. 
 

b. Procedures should be put in place for inspecting incoming collections materials for possible infestation. 
A written protocol for inspecting all incoming collections should be recorded to ensure that pests are not 
introduced into the buildings, and for collection materials that are found to have or suspected to have a 
pest infestation. A room or section of a room within MdHS should be identified where new acquisitions 
and collections suspected to have insect infestation or mold growth can be placed before they are 
integrated into collections storage.  

 
5. Mold 
 
Until the summer of 2019, the Library had infrequent mold issues, typically in the form of inactive mold. The 2019 
leak in the Thomas & Hugg PP Room, however, impacted some collections materials that may have already been 
affected with mold. At the time of the second site visit, the Library was still in the process of recovery and working 
to determine next steps. A number of materials affected came from a stash of processed and unprocessed 
materials, as well as a collection of medical diplomas. 
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a. Library staff should be commended for their excellent response to the leak and resulting mold in the 
Thomas & Hugg PP Room. As they work to determine how to best handle a number of medical 
diplomas that had significant mold damage, it is recommended that staff determine the significance 
of these materials, as well as consult the Deed of Gift and donor paperwork. This will help staff decide 
whether to pursue further treatment or discard the materials. Should they be discarded, staff should 
ensure that materials are digitized for future documentation. 

 
6. Housekeeping 
 
There is a regular housekeeping schedule in place for offices and public areas, as well as gallery spaces, which 
is done by a contracted housekeeping position. Museum collections staff clean collections and exhibition 
furniture biennially. However, there are no written procedures or timelines overseeing housekeeping. 
 
Within the Library, there are no clear procedures guiding housekeeping. Library staff recognize the need to 
implement a regular program, but are unsure if it should be in conjunction with housekeeping staff or duties 
assigned to existing Library staff.  
 

a. Having clean conditions is essential for long-term collections care and for good emergency preparedness. 
Dust, dirt, and debris can not only accumulate and cause damage to collections items, but also can 
potentially complicate collections salvage operations. MdHS should record procedures and draft a 
housekeeping schedule and plan, particularly for collections storage. The housekeeping plan should 
outline the frequency of cleaning, products that are acceptable to use, and acceptable techniques for 
cleaning areas around collections materials to supplement the unwritten procedures that are in place. 
 

b. It is recommended that housekeeping duties are integrated into existing staff schedules as feasible, 
recognizing that this may be difficult. An intensive cleaning of collections spaces may be needed on a 
yearly schedule, with small tasks like dusting and vacuuming assigned intermittently. Should a 
preservation-focused position be created at MdHS, housekeeping is one of the duties they can be 
assigned.    
 

D. Security and Emergency Preparedness 
 
1. Security 
 
MdHS’ building is generally secure, with alarms and key controls in place. There is an intrusion system with 
exterior alarms that are centrally monitored. The system is regularly inspected. Security is managed in-house 
and there are security cameras in the galleries. 
 
A major security concern facing MdHS is access. While all collections spaces are locked and inaccessible to the 
public, there are no barriers between the public and staff areas. In addition, contractors regularly need to 
access collections space in order to reach facilities spaces, and they are not monitored by collections staff. Staff 
also expressed concern regarding collections storage access in Greyhound, particularly in Bohanan/Textiles 
where the walls do not go up to the ceiling. Should someone gain entry to the building via the glass exterior 
wall, they are only a ladders-reach away from accessing collections storage. In the Library, staff are concerned 
that there are collections storage spaces are not all outfitted with key fob access.  
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a. The current security system should be audited and updated where feasible. Efforts should be made to 
upgrade security cameras internally and externally. In addition, staff may want to consider installing 
additional cameras in exhibition spaces to ensure that any blind spots are monitored. Current key 
controls should be reviewed and updated to ensure that there is one fob per staff member, and they 
are appropriately programmed for collections access. Consideration should be given to installing key 
fobs to Library storage areas as well. Any security upgrades should address the need for some degree 
of separation between visitor and staff space. This could include installing doors with key fobs or fob 
access within the elevators.  
 

b. It is important the MdHS continues to work towards a complete inventory of the collections. Without 
an inventory, it is difficult to know if collection items have been lost or stolen. 

 
2. Fire 
 
There are good fire detection and prevention systems in place throughout MdHS, with smoke and heat 
detectors throughout that are centrally monitored. The fire suppression system consists of dry pipe sprinklers 
and multiple fire extinguishers are located throughout the building. At the time of the site visit, Facilities were 
working to update the fire suppression system in Thomas & Hugg. Systems and extinguishers are inspected 
regularly, and regular contact is maintained with the fire department. 
 

b. MdHS should periodically evaluate the fire protection needs for the collections. The National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) has a number of publications that can assist in assessing the fire 
protection needs of an institution. There is a useful assessment checklist in the NFPA 909 Standard 
included in the body of the report.  
 

3. Emergency Preparedness and Response 
 
The Society’s Emergency Preparedness & Response Plan was first drafted in 2000. The plan has been revised 
multiple times and is currently undergoing revision by the Visitor Services department. While the plan was 
comprehensive in 2000, staff recognize that a great deal has shifted at the organization and it needs to be 
updated. There is no easy-to-use guide or flip chart version of the plan. There is a small stash of basic supplies 
on hand for emergency response. 
 

a. Continue working to expand and complete the Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan that 
already exists. While visitor services should oversee the development of plans regarding the public, it 
is important that collections staff are also involved to address the needs of the collection should human 
safety not be a concern. Once a new plan is in place, a system should be implemented to ensure it is 
regularly reviewed and updated.  
 

b. Staff should draft a Pocket Response Plan (PReP), a concise document for recording essential 
information needed by staff in case of an emergency. Although it does not replace a comprehensive 
Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan for the collection, it is helpful to have in place as a quick, 
go-to resource until the full plan can be accessed. 
 

c. Compile a list of collections materials that are a priority for salvage as part of the plan so that non-
collections staff and non-collections emergency responders can retrieve the materials in the event that 
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the collections areas cannot be immediately secured for staff entry after a disaster.  Periodically review 
and update these salvage priorities.   

 
d. Maintain a stockpile of emergency supplies on-site. Perform a routine inventory to ensure that the 

supply cache remains replenished, and to check and replace supplies that might expire such as 
batteries. 

 
E. Collections Care 
 
1. Collections Storage and Housing 
 
One of the largest tasks ahead for the Society will be to continue processing their collections and refining 
housing. The body of this report will provide more detailed recommendations and guidelines for processing 
and rehousing, but the following tasks should be among the Society’s priorities. 
 

a. All collections materials should be stored 4”- 6” off of the floor, and ideally consideration should be 
given to the arrangement of objects in storage so that they are not stored in a way which might cause 
damage. 

 
b. Work should continue to rehouse the fashion archives and relocate the collection from Pratt House to 

Bohannon. Staff should be commended for the excellent work that has been done so far completing 
this project.  
 

c. All collections will eventually need to be removed from the upper floors of Pratt House. As a part of 
the move, collections should be inspected for pests and cleaned of any dirt and detritus that has 
accumulated. These materials should be rehoused in appropriate enclosures as possible. In particular, 
rolled items from the upper floors should be rehoused.  
 

d. Housings in poor condition should be replaced. This includes boxes that have been crushed under the 
weight of other boxes as well as those that show signs of water damage. Unpacked boxes in Greyhound 
Storage and Cage Storage should be addressed. Most of these boxes are not appropriate for collections 
storage and are in poor condition. At minimum, staff need to rearrange how the boxes are stored, as 
many are stacked several high, crushing the boxes below. In addition, bound volumes in poor condition 
should be housed in four-flap enclosures or phase boxes. 
 

e. Particle-board shelves in Greyhound Storage and Old Furniture Storage that cannot adequately 
support the weight of collections needs to be replaced with metal shelves.  

 
f. Any leaks in collections spaces or other water issues should be addressed. This includes in Silver 

Storage, New Painting Storage, Greyhound Storage, PP Room (Thomas & Hugg), Storage (Thomas & 
Hugg), Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, and Lower Manuscripts.  
 

g. If possible, carpeting in collections storage spaces should be replaced. This is of particular concern in 
Greyhound Storage, where water marks from previous Tiger pump leaks were visible.  
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h. In general, the Society should aim to minimize the use of top shelves across the Library storage spaces, 
as they are not ideal for collections storage. Several boxes, particularly in Lower Manuscripts, were 
observed to have collections of spalling plaster atop them. Regardless, staff will need to plan for the 
likely loss of upper shelves in the Upper and Lower Manuscripts rooms following the fire suppression 
upgrades.  

 
i. The Star Spangled Banner should be relocated to a secure space that befits its significance to the 

Society. Its current location in Upper Manuscripts is temporary, and consideration should be given to 
relocating it to a space that is more secure other than Lower or Upper Manuscripts.  

 
j. Any collections remaining in “Grandpa’s Garage” should be removed.  

 
k. Collection storage arrangement in “The Belly” should be reassessed. Collections should not be stored 

on shelves where they could potentially be knocked from the mezzanine level onto to ground level. 
Consideration should be given to utilizing the two vaults.  

 
l. As mentioned in the environment section, staff should utilize environmental data to better understand 

collections storage spaces. This data can be used to determine if areas such as the AV Equipment Room 
or Vaults in the “Belly” have a stable environment and could be utilized for collections storage.  

 
m. Provenance Files and any non-collections items should be removed from Lower Manuscripts. This 

includes the former card catalog file that showed signs of water damage after being directly stored on 
the floor during the recent water infiltration.  

 
n. A distinct vinegar odor was observed in the Storage of Thomas & Hugg. “Vinegar syndrome” is the 

result of cellulose acetate negatives releasing acetic acid as they decay. Staff should work to identify 
the source of this odor, as the acid released as a part of this decay can advance the deterioration of 
other photographic materials in storage. Any film which is actively releasing fumes should be stored in 
buffered, acid-neutralizing envelopes. 

 
o. Housing of negatives in cold storage should be refined. It is generally recommended that boxes are 

double bagged to withstand fluctuating humidity in freezers; however, some boxes were observed to 
be single bagged, or the second bag was not sealed. 
 

2. Exhibition 
 

Exhibition is an important part of MdHS’ work, with multiple exhibits located throughout the buildings. These 
exhibits are well designed, with preservation of the collections in mind. Nearly all of the staff who work with 
the museum collections are responsible for exhibition and development. While exhibitions are well designed, 
there is no written policy guiding their development. A schedule is in place for exhibits, but staff report that 
exhibits are often left on display for longer than intended. 
 
Library staff also maintain a dedicated exhibition space. These feature original documents and photographs on 
display. Similar to the larger Society’s exhibitions, there is no policy guiding their development, rotation, or 
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documentation. Library staff are keen to move towards regularly rotating exhibitions, as well as to develop 
online exhibits.  
 

a. The Library and Museum should work together to write and implement an exhibition policy that 
addresses the exhibition of all collections. The policy should establish a rotation schedule for more 
sensitive objects on exhibition, such as textiles, photographs, and other works on paper.  The policy 
should also include a housekeeping schedule and procedure list for exhibitions, light level requirements, 
exhibit material specifications, and exhibit furniture specifications. 
 

b. Whenever possible, continue the practice of exhibiting quality facsimiles instead of original paper-based 
items, including photographs.  
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IV. Goals 
 
The necessity for thoughtful preservation planning for cultural organizations cannot be overemphasized.  At 
the completion of the site visits, the surveyor created a list of initial goals for the Maryland Historical Society 
in order to jumpstart the planning process.  Short-term (completion within the next 12 months), medium-term 
(completion within 1 to 3 years), long-term (completion within 3 to 8 years), and ongoing goals were identified.  
MdHS staff members are encouraged to expand these goals and develop them further into a preservation plan.   
 
A. Short-Term Goals  
 

1. Update, develop, and implement pertinent policies and procedures. 
• Review and Update the Museum Collections Management Policy. 
• Create a Collections Development Policy for the Museum. 
• Expand the Library Collections Policy into a Collections Development Policy and Collections 

Management Policy.  
 

2. Compile action items that support Strategic Plan Objectives relating the collections care to assist the 
Society in thinking strategically about how to support these goals and objectives while also being 
realistic about needs.  
 

3. Update all job descriptions to ensure they adequately reflect the responsibilities of a position.  
 

4. Establish annual budgets for the Museum and Library departments.  
 

5. Implement a written cyclical maintenance plan.  
 

6. Expand the Integrated Pest Management program to include all collections storage spaces.  
 

7. Transition remaining florescent and tungsten lights to LED lights.  
 

8. Address water infiltration issues.  Install water bug alarms in any spaces prone to leaks until issues are 
resolved.  
 

9. Expand the Integrated Pest Management program to include all collections storage spaces.  
 

10. Establish a schedule for housekeeping in collections storage. Integrate basic housekeeping duties into 
existing staff schedules as feasible.  
 

11. Draft a Pocket Response Plan (PReP). Establish salvage priorities for all collections materials and 
Maintain a stockpile of emergency supplies on-site. 
 

12. Ensure all collections materials are stored 4”- 6” off of the floor.  
 

13. Remove all collections from Pratt House and Grandpa’s Garage.  
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14. Locate cellulose acetate negative in Storage of Thomas & Hugg exhibiting signs of “Vinegar Syndrome.” 
Rehouse as appropriate.  

 
B. Medium Term Goals  

 
1. Create and implement a full Preservation Plan for the Society with a timeline for implementation and 

assigned responsibilities.  
 

2. Create and implement pertinent policies for the Library collections 
• Digital Preservation Plan 
• Digitization Plan  
• Processing Manual   

 
3. Formally establish Handling & Access Guidelines for the Museum.  

 
4. Establish formal Exhibition Guidelines for all collections.  

 
5. Add additional staffing as funding allows, including a Curator, a Collections Manager, and a Curatorial 

Assistant to support the Museum collections as well as a preservation position to support both the 
Museum and Library.  
 

6. Upgrade the HVAC system servicing Thomas & Hugg.  
 

7. Audit the current security systems, and update where feasible.  
 

8. Update the Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan.  
 

9. Utilize environmental data to better understand current use of collections storage space; rearrange as 
necessary. If possible, pursue an Environmental Survey.  
 

10. Conduct a Risk Assessment.  
 

11. Replace particle-board shelves in Greyhound Storage and Old Furniture Storage with metal shelves.  
 

12. Housing of negatives in cold storage should be refined.  
 
C. Long-Term Goals  

 
1. Pursue a Digital Preservation Assessment. 

 
D. Ongoing Goals 

1. Once they are in place, review and update all policies, plans, and procedures on a regular basis, 
especially the emergency preparedness and response plan. 
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2. As materials are cataloged and processed, identify damaged collections material for rehousing and 

conservation. Housings in poor condition should be replaced as damage is observed.  
 

3. Implement professional development and training opportunities in preservation practices for staff and 
volunteers. 

 
4. Continue to seek outside funding sources for preservation, conservation and storage of collections. 

 
5. Undertake facilities projects that will improve the building for the long term, including upgrading the 

electrical systems and HVAC system. 
 

6. As new positions are created and/or duties are assigned, job descriptions will need to be updated. 
 

7. When a timeline is in place, hire additional staff to successfully navigate a collection move for the 
Museum.  
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V. Findings and Recommendations 
 
The staff at MdHS have a keen understanding of the importance of the collections that are under their 
stewardship. They have taken steps to care for the collections to the best of their ability given the available 
resources. However, there is still some essential collections care and management work that needs to be 
initiated so that the collections can be cared for into the future. At the time of the site visits, the following 
information was reported by staff or observed by the surveyor. 
 
A.  Preservation Planning 
 
A.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Strategic and Preservation Planning 

 
In the fall of 2015, under the leadership of a new President, the Maryland Historical Society embarked on 
the strategic planning process. Overseen by an outside consultant, the process resulted in a five-year 
strategic plan that was formally adopted in the fall of 2016. Path Towards Preeminence: Strategic Plan 
2016/2021 positions MdHS to “become known as the state’s preeminent center for Maryland history by 
2026…It will do so within the context of changing demographics and social values, using technology to 
connect the collections with those who may benefit from the lessons and stories they portray. “  
 
A specific goal of the strategic plan is to improve stewardship and conservation of collections, as well as to 
complete deferred maintenance of facilities. Objectives include developing conservation plans for both the 
museum and library collections, upgrading storage facilities, and understanding and assessing the scope of 
the collections.  
 
While a Strategic Plan is in place for the entirety of MdHS, there is no Preservation Plan in place that 
specifically discusses and sets out a schedule for the care and management of the collections.  

 
b. Institutional Commitment 

 
MdHS is fortunate to have an Executive Director who is enthusiastic and aware of the collections, having 
worked with the Society’s collections previously as a volunteer and curator. He will often leverage the 
collections to promote the organization, particularly through tours of collections spaces.  
 
While the Director, as well as the board, are committed to the collections, there are a variety of competing 
priorities and perspectives that could feasibly impact the collections negatively. Most prominent is the 
push to deaccession from the collections and the decision to combine staffing positions rather than rehire.  

 
c. Staff 

 
MdHS has a full-time staff of 34, as well as part-time employees and volunteers. Staffing has fluctuated 
over the years, most notably in 2006 when MdHS was forced to reduce staff from 80 to 43.  
 
At the time of the initial site visit, the Collections Department consisted of 13 employees. The staff includes 
those who work with the library and museum collections as well as publications and imaging services. The 
department is overseen by the Vice President of Collections. 
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Museum Staff 
At the time of the initial site visit, four staff members work directly with museum collections, including 
curatorial, preservation, and management duties: 

 
• The Vice President of Collections & Interpretations oversees the Collections Department, which 

includes the library, museum, publications, and digital imaging. Her position has accrued duties 
over time; she initially began as overseeing special projects, to being chief curator, and eventually 
given responsibility for all sections of the department. Duties have been added to her position 
without adjustment; as a result, she continues to serve as curator while also managing the 
department and has had to rely heavily on other collections staff to ensure collections are cared 
for.  

• Similarly, the Director of Collections has accrued a number of responsibilities overtime with 
staffing transitions. She began as Registrar, and additional duties eventually led to her title change 
to Director of Collections. Her responsibilities include registration, curation, and overseeing the 
fashion archives.  

• The Exhibitions and Collections Manager has held various titles, including Associate Registrar and 
Collections Manager. The most recent title change to Exhibitions and Collections Manager reflects 
his role as collections manager, as well as exhibition management, fabrication, and more.  

• The Decorative Arts Trust Associate Curator is the only curator on staff, and this position ends in 
March 2019.   

 
The first three staff members served as the core staff caring for the museum collections and relied heavily 
on each other to ensure the collections are cared for adequately. They are often overwhelmed with a 
number of projects, including rehousing, exhibitions, and deaccessioning. In addition, their positions have 
expanded rapidly and, while job titles have been updated, job descriptions have not.  
 
A number of staffing changes occurred within the Museum between the two site visits. Alexandra Deutsch, 
Vice Presidents of Collections & Interpretations, was no longer at MdHS. Allison Tolman, previously 
Director of Collections, had been appointed to Vice President of Collections. However, there were no 
current plans to hire a new Director of Collections. As a result, Alison continues to maintain a number of 
her previous duties while taking on the role of Vice President of Collections & Interpretations. The core 
staff continues to be a team of three, as an Associate Registrar was also hired shortly after the initial visit 
to assist with registration duties.  
 
At the time of the first site visit, staff felt strongly that additional staffing would be necessary to adequately 
care for the collections, particularly in light of the potential large-scale collections move that could result 
from the capital campaign. They are certain they do not have the capacity to sufficiently support a large 
scale move at their current staffing level. Staff felt that four additional positions would be necessary: An 
Associate Registrar, a Curator, a Collections Manager, and Curatorial Assistant. It should be noted that an 
Associate Registrar was hired after the initial site visit in February 2019.  

 
The Museum has also worked with student interns to address collections care. Over the past several years, 
a summer internship has been offered focusing on cataloging and rehousing the fashion archives. There 
are systems in place to support additional volunteers and interns, but they are not always utilized.  
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Library Staff 
The Library Staff consists of six full-time employees, as well as a small pool of volunteers. The Library is 
overseen by the Library Director, who reports to the Vice President of Collections. Staff roles and 
responsibilities are as follows:  
 

• The Library Director oversees the Library, including the creation of internal and external 
procedures, project management, and establishing departmental priorities. The Library Director 
had recently assumed this position prior to the second site visit; it had been vacant for some time.  

• There are two Special Collections Archivists on staff. Responsibilities of this position include 
handling donations, processing collections, answering reference collections, managing the 
reference desk, and supervising the reading room during open hours.  

• The Senior Reference Librarian oversees books and manuscripts within the collections and assists 
researchers. The individual in this position has a wealth of institutional knowledge, as he has the 
longest tenure at the Library. 

• The Library Associate’s primary duties include staffing the special collections desk and answering 
reference request and reading room questions. While he has done processing as a part of the 
position in the past, it was not his focus at the time of the site visit.  

• Digital Collections & Metadata Librarian is a recent addition to the Library staff, having started 
two months prior to the second site visit. The position is in charge of selecting and implementing 
a new Digital Asset Management System and Archival Management System. 

 
In addition, the Digital Projects Coordinator/Curator of Films & Photographs works closely with both 
Library and Museum staff, reporting to the Vice President of Collections. This position oversees digital 
services at MdHS, which includes digitization of both Museum and Library collections for patrons as well 
as inhouse projects. Responsibilities also include curating photo and print shows, as well as some 
processing of photograph collections and oral histories.  
 
The Digital Collections & Metadata Librarian and Library Director are the only positions with updated job 
descriptions; this is due to both being recently hired. Remaining staff report that their positions have 
shifted over time MdHS has not update their descriptions to reflect the current responsibilities.  
 
Library staff feel they are fairly well sized for their needs. The Library Director is concerned that they do 
not have a preservation staff member and have had to fill in as needed with current staff. As they feel it is 
unlikely they will be able to add an additional staff member, the Library Director is interested in pursuing 
additional training in preservation for current staff.  
 
The Library also regularly hosts interns, typically two to three per year. They would like to expand their 
internship program, but also recognize they have a limited capacity and do not want to provide a poor 
experience.  

 
d. Funding 

 
There are dedicated budgets for departments at MdHS. However, departmental budgets are developed by 
the CFO, with minimal input from collections staff. It is difficult for staff to plan projects in advance and 
forecast spending needs as the department has not been provided with a written budget. As a result, most 
spending on collections care is the result of reacting to problems, rather than working to proactively 
prevent problems (i.e. the collapsing shelves).  
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There is a restricted fund for conservation and acquisitions. Any money from deaccessioning is put into 
this fund. In addition, the Library automatically receives photocopying survives fees, but have not been 
consistent in tracking the amounts over time.  

 
MdHS has an excellent Development staff that has worked to identify and apply for various grants 
supporting the collections as well as the Society as a whole. MDHS is also about to embark on a capital 
campaign that will potentially raise funds to support improving collections storage, moving the collections, 
and additional staff. At the time of the site visits, the campaign was in the quiet phase prior to roll out. All 
staff were optimistic about the campaign and its potential to greatly improve collections care and 
management moving forward.  

 
e. Policies and Procedures  
 

The Library and Museum maintain separate Collection Management Policies. There is an Emergency 
Preparedness & Recovery Plan in place that covers the entirety of the Society. This was first drafted in 2000 
and has subsequently undergone multiple revisions. The plan is currently under revision by the Visitor 
Services department.  
 
Museum Policies and Procedures 
The Museum Collection Management Policy was last revised in June 2017. The Policy includes sections on 
Governance, Policies, Care of Collections, Access and Use, Documentation, Risk Management, Intellectual 
Property, and Policy Review. The Polices section covers the following:  
 

• Scope of Collections 
• Categories of Collections 
• Acquisitions and Accessions 
• Deaccessions 
• Outgoing Loans 
• Incoming Loans 
• Objects in Custody  

Library Policies and Procedures 
The H. Furlong Baldwin Library Collections Policy was last updated in 2005. The Policy includes sections on 
Statement of Purpose, Additions to the Collections, and De-Accession Procedures. The Additions to the 
Collections section contains many components of a Collections Development Policy, and includes the 
following components:  

 
• Responsible Collecting 
• Nature of Ownership 
• Subject Areas the Library Collects 
• Formats the Library Collections 
• Materials and Subject Areas the Library Does Not Collect 
• Accession Procedures 
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In addition, researchers accessing the collection are required to review H. Furlong Baldwin Library Policies 
and Procedures, which cover the following:  

 
• Check In & Check Out Procedures 
• General Library Policies 
• Photocopies 
• Additional Policies and Guidelines Applicable to Special Collections 

Researchers are required to review this document and complete a Library Registration Form.  
 
f. Collections Management 

 
Museum Collections 
Staff estimate that 85% of the collection is accessioned. While staff have made excellent strides over the 
past few years in establishing greater intellectual control over the collections, a number of past events 
have impacted the organization’s collections management that they are still recovering from. This includes 
the reduction of staffing in 2006 that exacerbated a database transition and three large collection moves 
in a three-year period.  
 
The museum collections are managed in PastPerfect, which MdHS transitioned to from Emu in the mid-
2000s. Changes in staffing levels occurred shortly after the transition to PastPerfect, which greatly 
impacted its implementation. Staff report that there are currently over 51,000 objects recorded in 
PastPerfect, some of which may just be trace numbers from the previous database that have not been 
cleaned out. In addition, staff report that not all objects in the collection are within PastPerfect. Many 
items that were acquired in 2008/9 were not entered into PastPerfect and exist only on paper records. 
There are also issues with found-in-collection (FIC) items as well as abandoned property  
 
Staff are concerned that nearly 75% of the collection might not be trackable via PastPerfect. Items that are 
entered into PastPerfect do not always have their location updated after moves, and not all items have 
been associated with records. For example, the militaria collection housed in the rear of Old Furniture 
Storage was only recently identified as the militaria collection and associated with records. Similarly, items 
stored in Case Crate Storage were disassociated from their documentation for several years following a 
collection move. In some instances, it has been possible for staff to locate items that are not adequately 
recorded in PastPerfect by exploring previous databases and paper records for the collections.  
 
Staff estimate that about 50% of the collection has been inventoried but are aware the number may be 
much lower as they do not have a handle on all of the artifacts within the collection. There is a mechanism 
in place to conduct spot inventories. Twenty-five objects are selected form the database to check locations 
and increase accountability. However, these spot inventories are inconsistent and also do not reflect the 
number of objects not in PastPerfect. Staff are hopeful that they will be able to conduct an inventory of 
each storage space prior to the next large collections move.  
 
It is projected that the collections will grow an estimated 5% per year, as they are actively collecting in 
certain areas. While a moratorium on collecting would be ideal given current issues, staff are aware that 
the last time MdHS did this, objects were still collected but not accessioned. Many of these materials 
became abandoned property due to lack of paperwork.  
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There has been some pressure to identify collections for deaccessioning quickly, in part as a potential 
solution to storage issues. While there are likely items that could be identified for potential deaccessioning, 
there is some concern that the pace of deaccessioning, as well as the lack of staffing to support the work, 
may result in problems in the near future.  
 
Library Collections 
The Library receives a number of donations, estimated at fifty per year. Staff maintain a list of collections 
offered for donation and will make a recommendation to the Library Committee of the Board as to whether 
they should be acquired. The Committee meets quarterly to make the final decision regarding acquisitions. 
Staff have maintained good accession records over the years and estimate that 95% of the Library 
collections have been accessioned. 
 
Staff report that 90% of the Library collections, excluding photograph and manuscript collections, have 
been inventoried. While collections have been inventoried, staff recognize that they do not have an 
overarching system to document the locations of collection. There is a “cheat sheet” available to generally 
guide staff to a collections location, but it is not regularly maintained or consulted. A great deal of 
institutional knowledge regarding the collections, including physical locations, continues to live with staff 
members and has not been formally documented.  
 
Staff estimate that 70-80% of the collections are considered processed. At the time of the site visit, Library 
staff were in the midst of transitioning to ArchivesSpace. The previous system utilized spreadsheets and 
word documents to manage the collection, with many container lists existing in Microsoft Word format. 
As they transition to ArchivesSpace, staff are working to ensure that they are consistent in their procedures 
and documentation, including implementing weekly processing meetings. Staff are hopeful that they will 
be able to develop a more comprehensive processing Manual as a result of this work as well.  
 
There are a small number of unidentified stashes of collections materials, mostly in the context of 
unprocessed collections. Many of these stashes were noted in Storage and the Prints & Photographs Room 
of Thomas & Hugg. In addition, staff have been discovering collections that are accessioned, but do not 
have corresponding paperwork (deed of gift, donor records, etc.). These have become more apparent as 
they transition to ArchivesSpace.  
 

A.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Strategic and Preservation Planning 

When an institution undertakes preservation planning with a clear understanding of the purpose, scope, 
and nature of its collections, preservation plans can be developed that are responsive to institutional 
priorities, users’ needs, and the preservation needs of the collections. A mission statement that clearly 
defines the purpose of the collections, and a collections development policy that accurately describes the 
collecting scope and practices, form the foundation for preservation planning. 

 
Preventive measures have the greatest impact on the long-term preservation of collections.  To the extent 
practical, preservation planning should focus first on the activities that benefit all of the collections by 
preventing or minimizing damage or loss, before considering the remedial treatment needs of specific 
parts of the collection or individual items. For example, it makes little sense to invest resources on 
conservation treatment only to return items to a poor storage environment or allow careless handling to 
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continue to inflict damage. Preventive measures include the establishment and maintenance of 
appropriate environmental conditions, disaster preparedness, collections security, proper storage 
methods and materials, and proper handling and use practices. 

 
Also key to effective preservation planning is the establishment of intellectual control over existing 
holdings.  The staff’s knowledge of the nature, scope, and quantity of the collections guides many of the 
decisions involved in preservation planning. This includes selecting and prioritizing materials for 
preservation and determining needs for resources, such as staffing, funding, and supplies. Staff’s familiarity 
with the content of collections also provides information about their value for research, as well as their 
historical, artifactual, or aesthetic value. Staff understanding of the value and potential use of collections 
helps to determine both the priorities for preservation action and the appropriate preservation methods 
to use. 
 
Strategic Planning 
MdHS should be commended for integrating stewardship and conservation of the collections into their 
Strategic Plan. Collections staff should continue to advocate for the dedication of resources to these 
activities, particularly completing deferred maintenance of the facilities. While these activities may not be 
as appealing to donors as other components of the Strategic Plan, they are integral to its success.   
 
Library and Museum staff should consider drafting action items that support the objectives relating the 
collections care. For example, it would be beneficial list the actions necessary to achieve the objective of 
“Develop conservation plans for museum collections and library,” as listed in Goal 2: Improve Stewardship 
and Conservation of Collections. Listing actions required, as well as resources necessary, will assist the 
Society in thinking strategically about how to support these goals and objectives while also being realistic 
about their needs.  
 
Collections stewardship and care of the facilities should continue to be a part of any future strategic 
planning efforts. Having these concepts and goals incorporated into institution-wide plans will continue to 
engage every part of the organization in preservation awareness. 

 
 Preservation Planning 

MdHS should develop a Preservation Plan specifically for the collections, addressing both the Museum and 
Library collections as many of their needs overlap. A Preservation Plan is a long-range proposal based on 
the mission and goals of the institution which breaks down large tasks, such as stabilizing environmental 
conditions or addressing housing requirements, into specific and manageable projects. The Preservation 
Plan should consider a vision for future growth of the collections and the projected use of the collections, 
as well as the mission and goals of MdHS. 

 
The Plan should outline goals, objectives, and strategies for the next three to five years for the collections. 
The Plan should focus on staffing, funding, space, building, environment, security, emergency 
preparedness, collections development, access, intellectual control over collections, and more detailed 
topics that relate specifically to collections preservation. The Plan should also outline the actions necessary 
to provide adequate staff and funding, assign responsibilities, and set a schedule for implementation. This 
report will serve as an excellent resource in establishing the framework for a Preservation Plan.  
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To implement the preservation plan, a timetable should be developed with assigned duties, taking into 
consideration staffing and funding levels. A realistic timetable with short- and long-term goals should be 
established.  
 
Once completed, steps should be taken to designate when the Preservation Plan will be reviewed. There 
should be at least an annual review of the whole plan. Reviews ensure that the plan is systematically 
implemented, and the process is documented. Depending on annual projects, additional review periods 
should be established. 

 
Resource: 
Ogden, Sherelyn, drafted. “Long-Range Preservation Plan.”  Minnesota Historical Society, 2010. 

<http://www.mnhs.org/preserve/conservation/reports/2010longrangeplan.pdf> 
 

b. Institutional Commitment 

MdHS staff and board must keep in mind the level of commitment to preservation when determining how 
to care for irreplaceable objects under their stewardship. A certain level of institutional support underpins 
the entire strategic planning effort and without it, an effective program to manage and sustain collections 
care cannot continue. 

 
In general, the Society is fortunate to have an Executive Director and Board that are aware of the 
collections. However, it is important that they understand the needs of the collections holistically and 
recognize that their preservation and access underpin their existence as an organization. As their Mission 
is to educate “using the society’s collections, and to preserve important objects and archival material,” it 
is imperative that they support adequate staffing and funding to ensure their longevity in support of their 
Mission.  
 
The Society should share findings from this Preservation Needs Assessment, such as the Abstract and 
Executive Summary, to educate these stakeholders about the collections ongoing needs. The findings and 
recommendations from this report can be used to not only to guide internal preservation planning and 
collections care, but to serve as a roadmap for charting accomplishments. 

 
c. Staffing 

As part of the commitment to collections care, MdHS should support sufficient staffing levels in order to 
ensure the proper care of the collections and remain good stewards. MdHS is fortunate to have dedicated 
staff and volunteers committed to their mission. It is important that they continue to recruit and retain 
staff to support the organization and expand positions as feasible.  
 
An important first step in addressing staffing needs for both the Library and Museum staff will be to update 
all job descriptions. In doing so, it will become apparent to staff and higher administration the wide variety 
of duties each staff member has taken on over the years that extend beyond the core functions of their 
positions. As new positions are created and duties reassigned, job descriptions will need to be updated.  
 
While both the Museum and Library have specific staffing needs, it is clear that both could benefit from a 
preservation-related position. It is recommended that the Society considers creating a position that would 
serve both the Library and Museum in addressing their preservation needs, including implementing a 
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preservation plan, environmental monitoring, pest management, housekeeping, and other tasks identified 
throughout this report.  

 
Museum Staffing 
As the Strategic Plan and capital campaign at MdHS progresses, staffing assignments will need to be 
monitored and reallocated as projects are completed. MdHS will need to pay particular attention to the 
staffing levels necessary to adequately move the collections. It is important to note that staff will be 
necessary not only during the physical move, but in the time leading up to and following the main event.  
 
It is excellent that, in the time between the two site visits, the position of Associate Registrar was 
established. However, it is of some concern that the Director of Collections position was merged into the 
Vice President of Collections position with Allison Tolman’s promotion. Staff continue to be overtaxed, 
with multiple responsibilities accrued through promotions and merging of positions. It is recommended 
that the Society hires a new Director of Collections.  
 
In addition, it is recommended that three additional staff positions are added to support the museum 
collection: A Curator, a Collections Manager, and a Curatorial Assistant. A Collections Manager will be 
essential in improving intellectual control over the collections. Having a dedicated staff member for each 
of these activities will not only improve accessioning, deaccessioning, and collections care, but will also be 
key during the collections move. It is recommended that a Collections Manager is in place well before any 
collections move takes place.  A Curator position should also be created, as it will allow the Vice President 
of Collections focus on her primary duties without also needing to fill the role of Curator.  
 
MdHS will also need to consider the additional staff necessary to successfully navigate a collection move. 
Consideration should be given to hiring a contract position to oversee the process and ensure that it is 
undertaken in a clear and cohesive manner. This will require that this position is hired in advance of the 
move. 
 
Library Staffing  
It is excellent that Library staff feel they are adequately sized for their needs and should be commended 
for adding the position of Metadata Collections & Metadata Librarian to assist them in selecting a new 
DAMS and AMS. The Library should continue to maintain its current staffing levels. Should staff members 
leave or retire, all efforts should be made to rehire rather than merge positions.  
 
Staff feel it is unlikely they will be able to create a new position for the Library in the near future. That said, 
they recognize the need for a preservation-focused staff member moving forward and the eventual need 
for additional digitization staff as digital services and digital collections grow. Staff should be strategic in 
considering how they can achieve these needs, including planning ahead for the growth of digital services 
and potentially establishing a preservation-related position serving both the Library and Museum. In 
addition, consideration should be given to pursuing grant funding for project staff to assist in arranging 
and describing the collections. As finite processing, storage, and rehousing projects are identified, the 
Society should consider applying for grant funding that could include project staff as a part of the proposal. 
 
Internships 
As funding and staff timing allow, consideration should be given to expanding internship opportunities. 
This report will identify a number of discrete projects that could be undertaken by interns. Not only can an 
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intern be a dedicated worker and complete discrete projects, they can provide up-to-date knowledge that 
comes from being currently enrolled in a professional academic discipline. 
 
Professional Development 
Providing funds for staff development and continuing education for staff should be a priority for MdHS; it 
is important to ensure that staff are able to continue to learn and bring up-to-date collections care 
knowledge into practice. Professional development should not be seen as a privilege for individual staff 
members, but rather a rational approach to closing skills gaps in order to meet strategic goals. Attending 
conferences will also allow staff to network with colleagues and strategize about common problems, such 
as the potential upcoming move. Staff are encouraged to reach out to comparable collecting organizations 
on a local, regional, and national level. 
 

d. Funding  

With adequate funding, MdHS can accomplish the preservation goals that are identified.  A variety of 
strategies to provide the needed financial support should be developed.  All possible funding sources 
should be explored, such as redistributing regular budget allocations; applying for various local, regional, 
and national grants; and seeking private donations.   
 
It is imperative that an annual preservation budget for supporting collections care activities is established, 
including the purchase of supplies and equipment, cleaning, repair, and treatment.  Departmental budgets 
should be developed in conjunction with department heads. It is imperative that the Vice President of 
Collections and Interpretations is aware of the funding available to the department in order to adequately 
plan projects in advance and forecast spending. This will allow staff to be more proactive in addresses 
collections care issues, before they become a more expensive problem.  
 
The Development Staff should be commended for the excellent work they have done to identify and apply 
for various grants on behalf of the collections as well as the Society as a whole. This report will become an 
important supporting document moving forward as they pursue additional grants to support collections 
care, as well as the upcoming capital campaign. That said, grant funding should be sought for special 
projects, but MdHS should also commit to funding and maintaining an ongoing commitment to the 
collections. Funders are supportive of institutions that are committed to collections care, as demonstrated 
in their annual budgets.   
 
In addition to regular funding, public relations and promotion are also vital in accomplishing preservation-
related goals.  MdHS’ publicity campaigns should continually bring the attention of decision-makers, users, 
donors, and the local community to topics of concern related to the collections.  
 

e. Policies, Plans, and Procedures 
 

Having policies, plans, and procedures in place that assist in the governance, planning, and maintenance 
of the collections is vital in order to have properly functioning and thriving collections. Policies and 
procedures are essential documents for any collections-holding institution to have in place. Many of the 
policies, plans, and written procedure documents that form a collections management framework for 
MdHS are already in place, but some still need to be established and/or expanded from the policies they 
are currently found in. While it is recommended that the Library and Museum maintain certain policies 
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separately (see below), the following can be implemented jointly to ensure a joint commitment to best 
practices:  
 
• MdHS has excellent practices in place guiding exhibition development. These should be formally 

recorded in an Exhibition Policy. This policy should establish the authorities and responsibilities for 
planning exhibitions and executing their installation. In addition, it should specify timelines and 
rotation schedules, including specifications for more sensitive materials to limit light exposure. 
Environmental specifications (including levels of light, temperature, and relative humidity), 
specifications for exhibition cases, support, and mount materials should also be included.  

 
Additional policies that can be developed jointly include Emergency Preparedness and Maintenance 
Policies are addressed in later sections of the report. 

 
The Museum maintains a Collection Management Policy, and the Library has a Collections Policy. Both of 
these documents contain components of a Collections Management Policy (CMP) and Collections 
Development Policy (CDP). Both the Library and Museum should consider developing respective Collection 
Management Policies and Collection Development Policies for their departments, rather than merging 
them into one document for the department. 

 
• A Collections Development Policy (CDP) should outline in detail what the Library/Museum collects 

and the breadth and scope of the collections as they presently stand. This policy can also be used to 
identify and outline gaps in the collections and designate areas for concentration in future collecting. 
 
A written CDP describes a repository’s collecting scope by articulating (and limiting) collected dates, 
subjects, regions, formats, etc. A CDP is important to identify potential collecting goals for the future 
as well as materials that might be out of scope and therefore targets for deaccessioning. A CDP can 
also help limit unsolicited donations and help identify items for deaccessioning. 
 
The Museum does have a Scope of Collections outlined in the Collections Management Policy, but it 
would benefit from having a stand-alone CDP to gain control of the collection. 
 
The Library has the components of a Collections Development Policy within their Collections Policy, as 
addressed in the Subject Areas the Library Collects, Formats the Library Collections and Materials and 
Subject Areas the Library Does Not Collect sections of the Policy. These sections have not been updated 
since 2005 and may not adequately reflect current collecting practices.  
 

• A Collections Management Policy (CMP) is a consolidated series of shorter policies. Sections of a CMP 
include: 

o Mission Statement  
o Collecting Scope   
o Acquisition Policy  
o Accessioning Procedures 
o Deaccessioning Policy  
o Ethics Statement 
o Collections Care Policies  
o General Statements on Access and Handling  
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o Rights & Reproductions 
 
Many of these sections are already addressed in existing policies. A priority for both the Museum and 
Library in updating these policies should be to ensure that policies and procedures outlined with the 
CMP reflect current practices and that they adhere to best practices in the field. Both departments 
would benefit from reviewing their deaccessioning procedures within these documents.  

 
Resource: 
Simmons, John E. Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies.  Washington DC: 

 American Association of Museums, 2006.  
 

Museum-Specific Policies 
The Museum should consider drafting Handling and Access Guidelines. These are necessary in order to 
ensure that collections are accessed and handled in a safe and secure manner. Similar to the CDP, this will 
be an expanded version of the Access and Use section of the Collections Management Policy. 

 
This specific policy should be geared towards providing individuals who will physically use the collections 
with tips on the safe care of materials while they are being used for research, shelved, cleaned, reproduced, 
moved, or touched for any other reason. This policy also provides procedures for accessing the collections 
and outlines rules for who may use the collections and under what circumstances. These guidelines should 
be reviewed by anyone accessing the collections, including researchers and volunteers.  

 
Library-Specific Policies 
It is recommended that, as they work to establish their DAMS, the Library creates a formal, written Digital 
Preservation Plan. The plan should include the Society’s priorities and selection criteria for choosing which 
records to archive, file naming conventions, and steps for preservation. In addition to a Digital Preservation 
Plan, CIM should also establish a Digitization Plan. For both of these, the Library will need to work closely 
with Digital Services and may want to consider pursuing a Digital Preservation Assessment when ready.  
 

f. Collections Management 

Processing, cataloging, and inventorying all collections will improve access in the long-term. The provision 
of access and tools to manage the collections underpins all stewardship activities. Decisions about 
retention, space requirements, collections interpretation, and preservation needs cannot be adequately 
made without accessioning, cataloging, and inventorying records.  

 
Museum Collections 
The Museum should continue to work toward a complete inventory of the collection, with the eventual 
goal of having a complete list of all the items in storage and on display prior to any move. This will require 
a great deal of staff time, and its success depends on the hiring of additional staff. Although fully cataloging 
and describing all materials may be an overwhelming project, it is imperative to have a general sense of 
the collections’ contents, particularly prior to any major collections move. 
 
As a part of the inventory process, staff should record measurements, condition issues, and rehousing 
needs. Cursory box, drawer, or room content descriptions and volume counts are highly important steps 
toward intellectual control. Efforts should also be made to ensure that collections locations are updated 
in PastPerfect and undescribed stashes should be identified and evaluated.  
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In addition to the ongoing importance of more comprehensive intellectual control, recording this 
information aids in budgeting staff time, supplies, and financial resources for implementing all further 
steps to formalize and manage the collection.  This information will also be useful for grant applications 
and internal planning.     
 
The Museum will also need to take into consideration the growth of the collections. A priority for the 
Museum is to establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide decisions regarding the 
acquisition of materials.  MdHS will need to have plans in place to ensure that the growth of the collections 
is done systematically and is managed in an effective and responsible manner. In addition, staff should 
review current deaccessioning procedures and ensure they meet current standards.  
 
Library Collections 
The Library should continue to transition to ArchivesSpace, using this as an opportunity to review and update 
their current policies and procedures regarding collections management to reflect new workflows. This 
includes the creation of a Processing Manual, which will help to standardize processing, including 
arrangement and description, and will provide consistent procedures. This is of particular importance to 
help ensure documentation moving forward is consistent and will help establish standards for any new 
staff working with collections. The manual should describe, in detail, procedures for processing, arranging, 
and housing various types of collections and collections materials. How collections are managed in 
ArchivesSpace should also be addressed. Many institutions make their manuals available online, including 
the University of Texas Arlington and the Minnesota Historical Society.  

 
It is clear that Library staff has established good intellectual control over a majority of the collections. 
Library staff should continue to work to identify all materials in the collections. “Undescribed stashes” such 
as those found in Thomas & Hugg Storage and PP Room should be identified and evaluated. Staff should 
continue to work a complete inventory of the collections and implement a formal system to track the 
locations of collections. Efforts should be made to ensure that institutional knowledge regarding the 
location and storage of collections is adequately documented.  
 
As highlighted previously, the Library should establish a clear Collection Development Policy to help guide 
decisions regarding the acquisition of materials, as well as a separate Collections Management Policy.  In 
addition, staff should review current deaccessioning procedures and ensure they meet current standards.  

 
Resource: 
Simmons, John E. Things Great and Small: Collections Management Policies.  Washington DC: 
 American Association of Museums, 2006. 

 
B. Building Conditions 
 
B.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Background & Concerns 

 
MdHS is located in the historic Mt. Vernon neighborhood in Baltimore, Maryland. The Society was gifted 
Pratt house in 1919, a mansion residence built in the 1840s. The Society expanded beyond the mansion, 
constructing additions and acquiring buildings within the general vicinity. At the time of the site visit, MdHS 
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consisted of several connected structures: Pratt House, Keyser/Library, Thomas & Hugg, Link, Bar, and 
Greyhound Garage. Two additional, standalone buildings, Howard Street and Terminal, have also 
historically been used for collections storage but were essentially empty at the time of the site visit.  
 
Howard Street, Terminal, and Pratt House were to be leased or sold at the time of the site visits. Only a 
small number of collections remained in these spaces and plans were in development to relocate them 
once any sale or lease is made official. They will not be addressed as a part of this report.  
 
Pratt, Keyser/Library, Thomas & Hugg, Link, Bar, and Greyhound Garage are all interconnected. The 
following was noted regarding building materials and maintenance issues at the time of the site visit:  
 
• Thomas & Hugg  

This building was constructed in the 1960s and has been repurposed over time. Currently, it consists 
of galleries, offices, auditoriums, and a cafeteria. The basement currently serves as collections storage. 
In Lower Manuscripts, there have been significant water issues believed to be due to ground water 
and rising water levels after heavy rains. Between the two site visits, the internal drainage system 
leaked, causing significant water damage in the Prints & Photographs Room and Library Storage. In 
addition to water issues, there are issues with HVAC and poor air flow throughout the space. There is 
no hot water in this building due to an issue with the steam pipe.  
 

• Keyser/Library 
Referred to as Keyser or the Library, this space consists the Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room and 
several collections storage spaces dedicated to the Library. The building is connected to Pratt and 
Thomas & Hugg. Issues facing these spaces are primarily related to water, with signs of water 
infiltration along the walls of the Reading Toom.  
 

• Link 
Also known as the Beard Pavilion, this glass pavilion built in 2003 serves as a link between Thomas & 
Hugg and Bar. The ground floor serves as the lobby for the Society. The basement is collections storage. 
 

• Bar 
Galleries are located on the first through third floor of the Bar building and the basement is utilized as 
collections storage. The building was constructed in 2003. Issues facing this structure in particular 
relate to the HVAC unit and low levels of humidity.  
 

• Greyhound Garage/Heritage Building 
Originally a garage for Greyhound Buses, the building was originally constructed in the 1940s. MdHS 
acquired the building in 1995 and retrofitted the space for collections storage and galleries. Greyhound 
is all one level and there are multiple issues with the roof, including leaks, build-ups of condensation, 
and tar drips. The roof was last replaced in 1995 and has not yet been replaced; Facilities report it 
should have been replaced in 2005. The building is on the Market Center National Register Historic 
District, and Maryland Historic Trust has an easement on the exterior of the building.  
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• Pratt House 
As noted, Pratt was to be sold or leased and was in the process of being emptied of all collections. 

 
As a part of the upcoming capital campaign, plans are in place for shifts in how current collections storage 
and galleries are to be utilized. Suggested concepts include abandoning storage in basement of Thomas & 
Hugg and converting Greyhound or the 3rd floor of Bar to collections storage. In addition, the gallery spaces 
on the first floor of Thomas & Hugg will be converted to educational programming spaces.   
 
There are a variety of structural issues, including electrical and plumbing problems. Electric is on breakers 
with only a few switches. While they have been grandfathered in, their electrical system is technically 
against code. There are also a number of older pipes throughout the buildings, many of which have rusted 
and lead to leaks. These issues are compounded by the “Frankenstein” nature of the MdHS buildings; it 
can take time to decipher how buildings have been connected over years of renovation and construction.  
 
Water issues extend beyond rusted pipes. Leaks in the Bar building have resulted from issues with internal 
drains and water leaks have occurred in Thomas & Hugg from issues with the roof, gutters, internal drains, 
condensation from the air handlers, and from being built over a creek. Library staff are always on edge 
when there is rain in the forecast, as they have had several leaks throughout their storage spaces. 
 
Additionally, there is no heat along radiators in the staircases due to the loss of a heat exchanger and there 
is no hot water in the bathrooms in Thomas & Hugg due to a steam pipe issue.  
 
A number of concerns regarding the building relate to problematic and/or outdated HVAC systems, which 
will be addressed in Section C. Environmental Conditions.  

 
b. Maintenance 
 

MdHS maintenance is overseen by the Director of Facilities, Gerard Taberly. The Director of Facilities 
should be commended for the excellent work he has done maintaining MdHS properties with the resources 
at hand.  
 
There is a minimal cyclical building maintenance schedule that consists of quarterly checks of all 
mechanical systems by an outside consultant. All other maintenance is addressed as needed. As a result, 
most maintenance becomes reactive rather than preventive. In addition, many tasks are “band aids” rather 
than a solution to issues such as addressing internal drainage leaks in Thomas & Hugg, or they are unable 
to determine the cause of an issues, such as the water infiltration along the walls of the Library.  
 
Staff report that there is a large backlog of deferred maintenance for the buildings, which the Society 
specifically addresses in the Strategic Plan (Goal 3: Repurpose unused real estate and complete deferred 
maintenance of facilities). An objective of the plan is to “perform deferred maintenance to the Thomas 
and Hugg Building, Library, and Bar buildings and grounds.”  
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B.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Building Issues and Maintenance 

MdHS Staff are aware of the needs and limitations of their current buildings, and the Director of 
Maintenance should be commended for his excellent work.  Facilitates staff are familiar with the building, 
as well as environmental control and internal protection systems. They understand the relationship 
between the building envelope and the wellbeing of collections materials and are able to foresee potential 
hazards that may affect collections. However, while staff are able to foresee potential hazards, years of 
deferred maintenance make it difficult to address issues before they are problematic. It is imperative that 
MdHS work towards proactively addressing concerns rather than waiting until they become a larger issue.  

 
A systematic approach to building maintenance should be adopted, as it will be key to prolonging the life 
of the structure and its systems. As MdHS has seen, a failure of the mechanical systems can cause a disaster 
more expensive to repair than the cost of regular maintenance of these systems. Any building repairs or 
structural stabilizations should be considered before dedication to other preservation actions, as the 
building envelope will affect the entirety of the collections. MdHS’ upcoming capital campaign is focused 
on improving the buildings and will hopefully bring about many positive and lasting changes.  
 
Facilities should be supported to undertake projects that will improve the building in the long term. While 
projects such as upgrading the electrical systems and HVAC systems will be expensive upfront, they are an 
investment in preventing future disasters such as fires and floods. Water issues should be addressed as 
soon as possible; leaks and floods from various causes have negatively affected collections overtime and 
have made it near impossible to use certain storage areas. Water sensors should be installed in any space 
where water infiltration has historically been an issue.  

 
In addition, a routine cyclical maintenance plan should be implemented. This plan should build off of 
existing quarterly systems checks for mechanical systems. Such a program would provide schedules and 
guidelines for inspection and preventive maintenance for any location where collections are stored or 
exhibited. The program should be recorded in writing to ensure consistency.  MdHS should ensure that a 
system is in place for documenting completed maintenance projects if there is not one already so that 
work can be tracked over time. Previous maintenance tasks, including the many structural additions, 
should also be recorded in this system.  
 
Collections staff should continue to maintain good communications with maintenance staff so that any 
concerns with collections spaces are addressed promptly, efficiently, and with the best collections 
stewardship practices in mind.  Staff should also know about, and have input in, the facility maintenance 
schedule.  This will ensure that maintenance projects that affect the collections are being completed as 
scheduled. 
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C. Environmental Conditions 
 
C.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems 
 

The HVAC systems at MdHS consists of a variety of non-centralized units. While most spaces have heating 
and cooling, not all are equipped with humidity control. The following systems are utilized:  

 
• Bar, Link, and Greyhound Garage are on the same system, a gas boiler with chiller. There are variable 

air volume (VAV) boxes places throughout these buildings that allows for individual zones. The system 
was first installed in 2003 and the system and controls were last updated in 2014. Staff report that this 
system is functional. 
 

• Thomas & Hugg is equipped a combination of three different air handler systems; staff describe the 
set-up as problematic and difficult to regulate. There is steam heating and a chiller. Air Handler 5 
services six rooms across three floors, and needs to be replaced in the near future.  
 
There are a number of old VAV boxes that connect to vents throughout the building. Staff do not have 
the schematics for the location of these boxes. Fixing broken boxes is difficult, as they are unsure of 
where they are all located and what spaces they regulate.  
 
In addition, the cooling tower on the roof is extremely old and at risk of failure. Ideally, Facilities would 
like to abandon this water tower and integrate Thomas & Hugg into the water tower atop the Bar 
building.  
 
There is no humidity control in Thomas & Hugg. Dehumidifiers have been used in the summer to help 
regulate relative humidity, but they are noisy and have proven challenging to maintain consistently. A 
dehumidifier was observed, but not currently running, in Lower Manuscripts to help with moisture 
issues resulting from high ground water levels. During the winter, humidity in Thomas & Hugg can drop 
into the teens. 
 

• Keyser/Library is primarily serviced by two Carrier AC units and steam heating via radiators. Grandpa’s 
Garage and the Prints & Photographs Room of Keyser are not included in this system. Rather, portable 
air conditioning units and dehumidifiers are utilized for these spaces. During the winter months, the 
portable units are covered, and fans are used to circulate the air.  

There are proposals in place to update and integrate the HVAC systems. This includes updating Thomas & 
Hugg systems to integrate humidity control.  

 
b. Temperature, Relative Humidity, and Air Quality 
 

The following temperature and relative humidity goals have been set by MdHS:  
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 MdHS Goal 
Temperature 70°F, +/- 5°F 
Relative Humidity 50%, +/-5% 

 
Staff report that the summer temperatures generally range from 65 – 75°F with 45-60% humidity. During 
the winter, temperatures range from 65 – 75°F with 45-55% humidity. 
 
The following levels of temperature and relative humidity were measured during the site visit (on a cold 
day in winter), using an Elsec Environmental Monitor: 

 
LOCATION TEMPERATURE RELATIVE HUMIDITY 

Museum Spaces 
Bohanan 72.9°F 47.3% 
Silver Storage 73°F 48.2% 
New Furniture Storage 72.9°F 48% 
Greyhound Storage/Material Culture - 
Front 

74.8°F 47.9% 

Greyhound Storage/Material Culture - 
Back 

74.5°F 47.3% 

New Painting Storage 72.3°F 42.3% 
Oversize Storage 73°F 40% 
Case Crate Storage 72.1°F 42.2% 
Old Painting Storage 72°F 30.3% 
Old Furniture Storage 72.3°F 33.3% 
Compaction/Merrick 69.8°F 30.8% 
Cage – Museum Section 70.2°F 33.1% 
Civil War Exhibit 75.7°F 47.9% 
Deutschland Exhibit 74.3°F 36.7% 
1812 Exhibit 74.8°F 39.4% 

Library Spaces 
Reading Room, First Floor 69.3°F 49.1% 
Reading room, Back Room 71.2°F 46.7% 
Back Workspace 72.5°F 46.9% 
Upper Manuscripts 69.6°F 47% 
Lower Manuscripts 69.8°F 47.2% 
The “Belly” 68.5°F 49.2% 
Grandpa’s Garage 68.5°F 57.6% 
Thomas & Hugg Storage 70.3°F 52.2% 
Thomas & Hugg PP Room 68.9°F 50% 
Keyser PP Room 68.7°F 42.7% 

 
Readings that are above the recommended levels are indicated in red and readings below recommended 
levels are highlighted in yellow. It should be noted that this monitor has a margin of error of +/- 3.85%, and 
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long-term monitoring is more accurate than spot measurements. Readings in Museum spaces were taken 
on a winter day with a high of 49°F, while readings in Library spaces were taken on a late summer day with 
a high of 76°F.  

 
Measurements taken during the site visit indicate that temperature was generally within an acceptable 
range throughout the building, but the relative humidity recorded in most Museum areas was lower than 
recommended for the long-term preservation of paper-based and mixed media collections. This is in line 
with humidity issues noted by staff and may also be attributed to the season, as the heating system was 
running at the time of the site visit. In comparison, only one space was observed with low humidity during 
the summer months, with one space above recommended levels.  

 
c. Environmental Monitoring 
 

Temperature and relative humidity are monitored in museum collections storage and exhibition spaces 
using thermostats and dataloggers. Museum collections staff and Facilities aim to monitor the spaces daily. 
Dataloggers are pulled and analyzed monthly. Library spaces were not monitored at the time of the site 
visit, but Library staff intend to implement environmental monitoring in the future. 
 
When the Society is closed, the Director of Facilities is able to monitor the space remotely. However, the 
current system is not equipped to alert staff when there are sudden or drastic spikes in temperature or 
relative humidity. These are typically discovered by staff when walking through space.  

 
d. Light 
 

MdHS recently undertook an aggressive transition to LED lighting throughout the building. As a result, a 
vast majority of lights in spaces where collections are stored or exhibited are equipped with LED lights. 
There are a small number of florescent and incandescent lights that still need to be changed over; Facilities 
staff are confident they will be replaced quickly.  
 
All lights are believed to be filtered for ultraviolet (UV) light. In collections storage areas, lights are only 
turned on as needed. Some areas are equipped with motion detectors to ensure lights are only turned on 
when they space is occupied.  
 
Museum staff expressed concern regarding light levels in Greyhound, particularly in Bohanan/Textiles 
storage. There is a glass wall on the exterior of the building. While an interior wall blocks most light from 
this wall, the interior wall does not reach the ceiling and some natural light does filter through. There are 
concerns that this window is not filtered for UV light. Library staff are not concerned with current light 
levels.  
 
In exhibition spaces, light levels are dependent upon the objects on display. However, there are no written 
guidelines regulating exhibition light levels. 
 
The following light levels were measured during the site visit (museum spaces on mid-afternoon on a late 
winter day, library spaces on a late summer day) using an Elsec Environmental Monitor:  
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Storage Room Location Visible light 
(LUX) 

Ultraviolet light 
(µW/LM) 

Museum Spaces 
Bohanan Work Table 175 11.6 
Bohanan  Hanging 

Storage/Shelves 
446 12.6 

Silver Storage  Work Table 258 0 
New Furniture Storage Velvet Chair 

Aisle 
408 143 

New Furniture Storage Entryway 232 215 
Greyhound Storage/Material Culture   Back 83 0 
New Painting Storage Flat Files 71.8 0 
Oversize Storage Horse 85 0 
Case Crate Storage Work Table 163 11.5 
Old Painting Storage Entryway 103 101 
Old Furniture Storage Frame Crates 288 98.1 
Compaction/Merrick Entryway 106 81.9 
Cage – Museum Section Room Center 11.9 0 
Civil War Gallery Book Display 216 0 
Deutschland Exhibit Book & Hat 

Display 
405 0 

1812 Exhibit Dress 133 0 
Library Spaces 

Reading Room Worktable 90.3 0 
Back Workspace Table 320 7.6 
Upper Manuscripts Rear Corner 299 83.7 
Upper Manuscripts Front Corner 491 64.3 

Lower Manuscripts Near Famous 
People Files 

145 71.7 

The “Belly” Center 208 76.2 
Thomas & Hugg Storage Entrance 30.8 0 
Thomas & Hugg PP Room Center 7 0 
Keyser PP Room Center 487 51 

 
Light levels above recommended levels are highlighted in yellow. Of concern are areas where ultraviolet 
light levels are high, as these are areas where LEDs most likely still need to be installed.  
 
It should be noted that a number of storage spaces double as workspaces. When considering visible light 
in these spaces, it is within recommended ranges for work areas but well above recommended levels for 
storage. That said, lights are only turned on as necessary, limiting light exposure.  
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e. Pest Management  
 

Staff have observed pests throughout the facilities, including rodents, various carpet beetles, moths, 
cockroaches, and flies. Silverfish and flying insects have also been observed in the Library. Evidence of pests 
has included rodent-damaged textiles, an exterior door showing signs of rodent entry, and cockroach 
carcasses.  
 
An Integrated Pest Management Plan had been implemented shortly before the initial site visit, focusing 
on the Museum storage spaces. This program was developed in response to multiple incidents involving a 
rodent and a rare bird of paradise hat. Museum staff worked closely with an outside vendor, Orkin, to 
develop a plan that addressed the needs of the facilities as well as the collections. While the plan does not 
cover all of MdHS collections storage locations, it addresses those at greatest risk.  

 
f. Mold 
 

Until the summer of 2019, the Library had infrequent mold issues, typically in the form of inactive mold. 
The 2019 leak in the Thomas & Hugg PP Room, however, impacted some collections materials that may 
have already been affected with mold. At the time of the second site visit, the Library was still in the process 
of recovery and working to determine next steps. A number of materials affected came from a stash of 
processed and unprocessed materials, as well as a collection of medical diplomas.  

 
g. Housekeeping 
 

There is a regular housekeeping schedule in place for offices and public areas, as well as gallery spaces, 
which is done by a contracted housekeeping position. Museum collections staff clean collections and 
exhibition furniture biennially. However, there are no written procedures or timelines overseeing 
housekeeping.  
 
Items in collections storage areas are rarely dusted; there is inadequate staff to conduct regularly 
scheduled housekeeping procedures, and as a result some storage areas have a significant accumulation 
of dust. These spaces are generally cleaned following a leak or prior to any behind-the-scenes tours.  
 
Within the Library, there are no clear procedures guiding housekeeping. Library staff recognize the need 
to implement a regular program, but are unsure if it should be in conjunction with housekeeping staff or 
duties assigned to existing Library staff.  

 
C.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Temperature and Relative Humidity 
 

A continuing goal for MdHS should be to provide spaces that allow for the storage of collections materials 
in areas that are environmentally stable and that conform to professional preservation standards. 
Provision of appropriate environmental controls (temperature, relative humidity, air quality, and light) is 
fundamental for ensuring the long-term preservation of collections materials. A stable environment slows 
down the deterioration process and is a critical strategy that can continually help the preservation of 
collections materials. 
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New research indicates that some flexibility in ranges of temperature and humidity levels over time may 
be safe for some collections materials, as long as careful environmental monitoring and data analysis are 
in place and there are not extended periods where collections are subjected to extreme conditions. 
 
In 2009, the American Institute for Conservation (AIC) developed a working group to recommend new 
environmental requirements for loans (as requested by the American Association of Museum Directors) 
that reflect current research in this area. The AIC group established interim guidelines in 2010, which will 
be further refined in the coming years. The interim guidelines are: 

 
 Recommended Goal Recommended Range 
Temperature 59 - 77°F  
Relative Humidity 45 - 55% +/- 5% 

 
Keep in mind that these are broad and general guidelines. While it is important to be aware of these 
specifications, even more vital than reaching ideal temperature and relative humidity set points is to have 
an environment that does not have extreme fluctuation. 
 
Extremes in relative humidity (below 40% and above 60%) can potentially cause irreversible physical 
damage in many objects. Some artifacts will be better preserved in low RH ranges; for example, most 
photographic materials should ideally be stored at 20-40% RH. Complex objects that are constrained (e.g. 
scrolls with their composite layers of materials, furniture, and wooden frames) require tighter parameters, 
as the different materials will expand and contract at different rates. Variations in temperature are 
generally better tolerated than variations in RH. However, higher temperatures increase the rate of 
chemical reactions, including those that decay paper-based materials. 
 
While it may not be possible to meet ideal specifications, it may be feasible to mitigate the fluctuations 
and provide more stable conditions. 

 
b. HVAC System 

Most preservation investments affect items one by one or in groups.  However, an HVAC system can 
provide an environmental situation that impacts the care of the entire collection. Having an HVAC system 
that can control both temperature and humidity can help to mitigate drastic fluctuations in unregulated 
spaces, and is the single largest preservation action that can be taken for the preservation of the 
collections. 
 
While the system serving Bar, Link, and Greyhound is adequate, the system serving Thomas & Hugg should 
be upgraded. It is recommended that plans to integrate and update this system should be supported and 
the dated cooling tower is also abandoned, as it is at risk to break and cause larger issues for the Society. 
When upgrading the system, it is imperative that humidity control is included. When reviewing humidity 
readings from the day of the site visit, it was clear which spaces were not equipped with humidity control.  
 
The heating and cooling system in the Keyser PP Room is not ideal and is somewhat concerning as this 
space house photographic prints, negatives, and audiovisual materials. Utilizing a portable air conditioning 
unit and fans can be inconsistent and problematic. Ideally, these collections should be relocated to a space 
with a system that is more reliable. However, the Library has limited storage options. At minimum, staff 
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should monitor the environment and remove collection items must at risk for damage from fluctuating 
temperature and relative humidity.  
 
While it will take an investment of time, it is also recommended that Facilities staff work to understand 
the myriad of VAV boxes throughout Thomas & Hugg. They are well aware of the issues the unmapped 
boxes have caused overtime; any upgrade would be an excellent opportunity to map the system and 
replace outdated parts as necessary.  
 
In addition to heating and cooling, MdHS should continue to be aware of the interior air quality of 
collections storage areas. Particulate matter can accelerate chemical reactions, including those responsible 
for deterioration, and can also cause abrasion. 
 
Gaseous pollutants, most particularly ozone, sulfur dioxide, and nitrogen oxides, increase the deterioration 
rates of cellulose materials, such as paper and leather. Sulfur dioxide is a major factor in the deterioration 
of paper, leather, and some construction materials, such as concrete and some stones. Should sooty greasy 
particles be observed, the building may be polluted by diesel exhaust. Monitoring for air quality is difficult 
and expensive and solutions to air quality issues would require installation of complex filtration systems, 
which would be a cost that MdHS would not likely want to incur. HVAC systems should be equipped with 
air filters with the highest level of filtration efficiency that the systems can handle. 

 
 
c. Environmental Monitoring 

Monitoring, recording, and analyzing existing environmental conditions in collections storage is an 
essential step in instituting and maintaining a stable environment that meets conservation standards. 
Monitoring helps to establish baseline temperatures and relative humidity for storage spaces. Monitoring 
is also a useful tool in gathering hard data on the environmental extremes in areas where collections are 
stored. 
 
It is excellent that MdHS has an environmental monitoring program in place for some areas and should be 
expanded to include all Library locations. Staff should continue to ensure that dataloggers are located in 
every room where collections are used, exhibited, and stored, and that data gathered is properly analyzed 
on a regular basis. In order to assist in the analysis, staff should systematically record weather conditions 
and events in the building (such as basement or wall leaks) that would affect environmental conditions.  

 
At some point, MdHS may want to consider consulting an environmental engineer from an organization 
like the Image Permanence Institute or other systems engineer with expertise in analysis or environmental 
conditions.  The engineer can use the data to determine the cause of any severe fluctuations and possible 
methods to address them. An engineer can make recommendations for cost-effective changes that can be 
made to the current HVAC systems so that they can function more efficiently or suggest an upgraded 
system that will disallow the need for supplementary heating, cooling, and dehumidification. 

 
d. Lighting 

All light is damaging to collections; light damage is cumulative over time and irreversible. Light initiates 
and accelerates chemical reactions that cause weakening, brittleness and discoloration of paper, leather, 
and adhesives. Light also causes fading. The provision of light levels that meet conservation standards 
should be an institutional policy. 
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Recommended light levels for collections storage and work areas are: 

 
Storage 10-50 lux (1-5 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm* 
Circulating Stacks 60-340 lux (6-34 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Reading and Work Areas 330-660 lux (33-66 footcandles) < 75 µW/lm 
Exhibition 55-165 lux (5-16 footcandles) 

for no longer than six weeks 
< 20 µW/lm 

* µW/lm = microwatts per lumen 
 

MdHS should be commended for their recent transition to LED lighting throughout the building. Staff 
should continue to work to ensure that the remaining florescent and tungsten lights are transitioned in a 
timely manner, particularly throughout Library storage spaces. 
 
Wherever possible, daylight should be restricted. This is of significance in Bohanan, where daylight from a 
window wall is not entirely blocked. While it may not be possible to install curtains or shades in this 
instance, it is recommended that the window be outfitted with UV-filtering film.  
 
In spaces such as New Furniture Storage, Lower Manuscripts, and Upper Manuscripts where there is 
shelving close to the ceiling, efforts should be made to ensure that collections are not stored directly under 
light fixtures. While the lights are LED and lights are only turned on as the space is occupied, it still results 
in objects being exposed to a concentrated amount of visible light. This is of particular concern in New 
Furniture Storage, where velvet chairs were inches from a light fixture.  
 
It is important to note that UV-absorbing sleeves and film do deteriorate and have a finite lifespan. They 
should be checked for effectiveness with an UV light meter annually and replaced accordingly. Properly 
functioning UV filters should eliminate all UV light. As the filters begin to fade, UV light levels will gradually 
increase. Any ultraviolet absorbing product that has begun to deteriorate, indicated by cracks in the film 
or a fine dust emanating from the material, should be replaced.  
 
Staff should consider purchasing a light meter to monitor levels in collections storage and exhibition areas 
on a regular basis. At the time of the site visit, light levels for visible light were above recommended levels 
in several areas. This is of concern, as these exhibits are often installed for several months. If it is not 
possible to purchase a light meter, consideration should be given to purchasing blue wool cards that can 
be used to monitor the amount of light items on display are exposed to.  

 
e. Pest Management 

It is excellent that MdHS has implemented an Integrated Pest Management program. Collections staff 
should work with Facilities and the outside contractor, Orkin, to ensure that the program in place 
adequately addresses the needs of the collections. An IPM program should include an assessment of the 
current pest management procedures and potential spots of vulnerability; a program to monitor pests by 
a routine inspection of collections areas and placement of glue boards; the written recording of any pests 
found; the exact identification of the insects or other pests if a pest problem or infestation occurs; and the 
use of eradication procedures appropriate to the specific pest and the infested materials. 
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Staff noted that some areas are not currently integrated into the program. Staff should work with Facilities 
to ensure that all collections areas are addressed in the IPM program.  
 
Additionally, procedures should be put in place for inspecting incoming collections materials (both Library 
and Museum) for possible infestation. A written protocol for inspecting all incoming collections should be 
recorded to ensure that pests are not introduced into the buildings, and for collection materials that are 
found to have or suspected to have a pest infestation. A room or section of a room within MdHS should be 
identified where new acquisitions and collections suspected to have insect infestation or mold growth can 
be placed before they are integrated into collections storage. If a segregated holding area is not available, 
inspection should be made immediately upon receipt or, if possible, while the materials are still held by 
the originating donor. Infested materials should not enter MdHS storage areas if they cannot be adequately 
quarantined. 
 

f. Mold 
It is important for staff to remain vigilant and address any sign of mold as soon as it is spotted. Mold 
outbreaks can seriously damage collections and can be a health hazard to staff and visitors, and 
remediation from a large outbreak would be costly. Library staff should be commended for their excellent 
response to the leak and resulting mold in the Thomas & Hugg PP Room.  
 
Library staff were working to determine next steps for the moldy materials. In particular, they are working 
to determine how to best handle a number of medical diplomas that had significant mold damage. It is 
recommended that staff determine the significance of these materials, as well as the Deed of Gift and 
donor paperwork, as they decide whether to pursue further treatment or discard the materials. Should 
they be discarded, staff should ensure that materials are digitized for future documentation.  
 
Monitoring for Mold 
Since the presence of any mold in collections storage spaces is cause for concern, MdHS should consider 
implementing a formal mold monitoring plan for the spaces with significant water infiltration or high 
humidity readings to ensure that there are not any new mold blooms within the collections. Staff should 
systematically inspect materials, with a schedule and process for recording findings. Hopefully any future 
mold issues can be addressed before they spread and cause extensive damage.  
 
Mold Removal 
For valuable and/or fragile collections materials, all mold removal should be carried out by a conservator 
or a skilled technician. Relatively small outbreaks, mold growth that is definitely isolated, or mold growth 
that is on furniture or enclosures and not collections material can be cleaned by MdHS staff if they are 
comfortable doing so.  

 
If staff determine that they would like to treat the mold in-house, test the mold with a small, natural-hair 
brush to determine whether it is dormant/inactive (dry and powdery) or active (soft and smeary). Active 
mold will continue to grow and damage collections. Dormant mold will cause no further damage unless 
spores germinate and it becomes active once more, which may happen if the relative humidity increases 
again.  
 
Cleaning should be done after mold is inactivated. Attempting to clean active mold from paper or other 
porous materials tends to embed the mold in the paper. Unless great care is taken to avoid embedding the 
mold, the result can be worse disfigurement and loss of legibility. Inactive mold can be readily vacuumed 
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or wiped away using dry surface-cleaning methods with minimal additional damage or disfigurement. It is 
advisable to consult a conservator before doing any mold removal, but it is imperative to do so if mold is 
still active. A conservator can advise on appropriate approaches to inactivation and mold removal based 
on types of collections materials and physical condition, as well as provide necessary training for staff. For 
storage furniture, enclosures, and some collections materials, such as papers or books that are in stable 
condition, vacuuming is the most effective method for quickly removing dry, inactive mold residue. 
Vacuuming avoids spreading or further embedding the mold. A vacuum with variable suction controls is 
always recommended. 
 
When cleaning a shelf that has signs of mold, remove all material from the shelf, as well as adjacent shelves, 
and clean and disinfect the shelves thoroughly with a solution of water and isopropyl alcohol. Take great 
care to ensure that all collections remaining in the room during this process are protected from cleaning 
supplies. If the mold affected only enclosures themselves and not the material inside, discard the 
enclosures.  

 
All mold cleaning procedures should use the following guidelines: 
• Any vacuum used to remove mold should be equipped with a HEPA filter to prevent spores from 

spreading. The exhaust should be directed into a fume hood or outdoors. Rig a homemade ventilation 
system if necessary by working at a table below a window with a strong exhaust fan.  

• Always use a respirator, goggles, and gloves. 
• Any parts of vacuums that come in direct contact with moldy surfaces/materials should be cleaned with 

isopropanol (rubbing alcohol) or detergent. Rags used during the cleaning process should be changed 
frequently. Used rags should be placed in a closed container and washed in detergent and/or bleach, 
or discarded. Any blotters or papers used for drying or protecting surfaces should be discarded. Place 
all disposable cleaning supplies in sealed, polyethylene bags prior to removing these items from the 
“dirty” area for disposal. 

• Tables, counters, and work surfaces should be regularly cleaned with isopropanol.  
 

If environmental conditions become detrimental enough that the inactive mold reactivates and spreads 
throughout the collection, outbreaks should be addressed by trained professionals from a recovery 
service such as Polygon (formerly Munters) or Belfor.  

 
To clean paper and porous material: 

 
o Lift mold with a soft, natural-hair brush into a variable-suction vacuum device, or vacuum papers 

through a fiberglass screen held down over the paper with weights. 
o Dry cleaning using a grated vinyl eraser or vulcanized rubber sponge may be necessary for thorough 

cleaning after vacuuming has removed most of the residue. If an eraser is used, brush used eraser 
crumbs into the vacuum. It is important to be aware that the paper structure and media surface can be 
physically compromised and weakened by mold damage; always handle artifacts very gently and 
carefully. 

 
To clean bindings and boxes: 

 
o Direct vacuuming using controlled suction is acceptable for boxes and books in stable condition. Adjust 

the suction of vacuum to condition of objects. Book should be vacuumed in-situ (on shelves) prior to 
removal for more thorough cleaning. 
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o After vacuuming, bookbindings and boxes can be thoroughly wiped with dry rags or cleaned using dry 
eraser-cleaning methods described above to remove additional mold residue if necessary.  

o Books should be held firmly closed during cleaning. The pastedown and flyleaf inside the cover can be 
vacuumed or surface cleaned as necessary. 

To clean photographs: 
 

o Mold damages and destabilizes the emulsion that forms the photographic image of most prints and 
negatives. Photographs, therefore, should not be cleaned without the advice of a conservator. 

o If only the back of a print exhibits mold residues, it can be very carefully cleaned in the same manner as 
paper. 
 

g. Housekeeping 

A regular housekeeping program is essential to the preservation of the collections. Clean conditions are 
important for long-term collections care and for good emergency preparedness. Dust, dirt, and debris can 
not only accumulate and cause damage to collections items, but also can potentially complicate collections 
salvage operations. When materials are handled, dust and dirt will stain and abrade papers and books. If 
there is a disaster, such as a water leak, the recovery will be complicated by the presence of dust and dirt. 
 
MdHS should record procedures and draft a housekeeping schedule and plan, particularly for collections 
storage. The housekeeping plan should outline the frequency of cleaning, products that are acceptable to 
use, and acceptable techniques for cleaning areas around collections materials to supplement the 
unwritten procedures that are in place. The plan should include not only the rooms themselves, but also 
storage furniture, enclosures, and collections items that are not in enclosures. The policy should provide 
strict guidelines and appropriate training in desired cleaning practices which should be used by anyone 
who will do the cleaning.  
 
It is recommended that housekeeping duties are integrated into existing staff schedules as feasible, 
recognizing that this may be difficult. An intensive cleaning of collections spaces may be needed on a yearly 
schedule, with small tasks like dusting and vacuuming assigned intermittently. Should a preservation-
focused position be created at MdHS, housekeeping is one of the duties they can be assigned.    
 
Cleaning Products 
Cleaning products can be a source of interior pollution.  The contents of any cleaning and polishing 
products being used in collections storage areas should be evaluated to determine if any should be 
replaced with ones less harmful to the interior environment and collections. For example, cleaners 
containing peroxides or ammonia should not be used in proximity to collections. The following can provide 
a basic guideline of what cleaning products are acceptable, and which are not:  

 
Do Not Use Acceptable to use 

• Lemon Oil 
• Turpentine 
• Beeswax 
• Endust or other dusting products 
• Any Aerosol products 

• Brushes  
• Gloves 
• Muslin 
• Orvus 
• Vacuum 
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• Saddle soap 
• Cleansers 
• Plexiglas cleaner on other surfaces 
• Glass cleaner on Plexiglas 
• Bleach 
• Abrasive Cleaners 
• Feather Dusters 
• Acid-based Cleaners 

 

• Murphy’s Oil Soap 
• Renaissance Wax 
• Dust Cloths 
• Screening 
 

List developed by the Minnesota Historical Society.  Historic Housekeeping Handbook, 2000 
 
 
D. Security and Emergency Preparedness 
 
D.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
 
a. Security  
 

Building Security 
MdHS’ building is generally secure, with alarms and key controls in place. There is an intrusion system with 
exterior alarms that are centrally monitored. The system is regularly inspected. Security is managed in-
house and there are security cameras in the galleries.  
 
While staff report that there are security systems in place, they are concerned that security is lacking. 
There are security cameras for both the interior and exterior but are poorly positioned. The current fob 
system has not been well maintained, with fobs unaccounted for or multiple fobs assigned to the same 
staff member. Not all spaces are equipped with fob access and require a physical key as well.  
 
A major security concern facing MdHS is access. While all collections spaces are locked and inaccessible to 
the public, there are no barriers between the public and staff areas. In addition, contractors regularly need 
to access collections spaces in order to reach facilities spaces, and they are not monitored by collections 
staff. Staff have proposed rearranging collections stacks and erecting partitions in order to provide 
Facilities and contractors with direct access to their spaces. This could feasibly be implemented following 
the capital campaign. 

 
Museum Collections Security 
Researchers are rarely allowed into collections storage, and only when it is not feasible to move an item 
for them to view elsewhere due to size issues. Researchers are always in view of staff when accessing 
collections 
 
Visitors are not as closely monitored. Guests are asked to register when visiting and exhibition spaces are 
monitored by staff and cameras. However, the camera feed is not monitored live.  
 
Staff also expressed concern regarding collections storage access in Greyhound, particularly in 
Bohanan/Textiles and Silver Storage where the walls do not go up to the ceiling. Should someone gain 
entry to the building via the glass exterior wall, they are only a ladder away from accessing collections 
storage.  
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There have been thefts from the museum collections, including jewelry on they 1970s and from the 
furniture gallery on the 2000s. As a result, there are procedures in place to document and report thefts.  

 
Library Collections Security 
Researchers are not allowed in any collections storage areas and are not permitted on the mezzanine level 
of the Reading Room. Staff report that researchers are in view of staff most of the time and are required 
to register, check bags, review their policies, complete call slips, and use only pencils. In addition, there are 
security cameras in the Reading Room.  
 
While staff feel that security procedures in the Library have been improving, they are still concerned 
regarding the lack of key card controls on Library collections storage, as well as the lack of separation 
between public and staff spaces. In addition, only one staff member works on Sundays when the reading 
room is open.  
 
There have been thefts from the Library collections, most notably the 2011 case in which two individuals 
attempted to steal sixty documents from the Library. The Library has clear procedures in place to document 
and report incidents of theft.  

 
b.  Fire Detection and Suppression 

 
There are good fire detection and prevention systems in place throughout MdHS, with centrally monitored 
smoke and heat detectors. The fire suppression system consists of dry pipe sprinklers. Multiple fire 
extinguishers are located throughout the building. Systems and extinguishers are inspected regularly, and 
regular contact is maintained with the fire department.   
 
At the time of the first site visit, Facilities were working to update the fire suppression system in Thomas 
& Hugg. The Director of Facilities reported at the second site visit that the update was scheduled for 2020. 
A mixture of mist and gas systems will be installed, with a mist system installed in Upper and Lower 
Manuscripts that will result in the loss of the top tier of shelving for storage.  

 
c. Emergency Preparedness 
 

The Society’s Emergency Preparedness & Response Plan was first drafted in 2000. The plan has been 
revised multiple times and is currently undergoing revision by the Visitor Services department. While the 
plan was comprehensive in 2000, staff recognize that a great deal has shifted at the organization and it 
needs to be updated. There is no easy-to-use guide or flip chart version of the plan. There is a small stash 
of basic supplies on hand for emergency response.  
 
Collections are insured against disaster. Duplicate records documenting the collections are not kept off 
site, but a copy of collection ledgers are stored in a fireproof safe in the basement of the building.  

 
D.2. Recommendations 
Loss of collections materials due to theft, carelessness, or disaster can potentially devastate a collection. The 
collections staff should work to carefully evaluate current security plans, first in terms of staff and visitor safety 
and secondarily in regard to collections safety. 
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a. Security 

While the MdHS building is generally secure, security procedures and systems should be reviewed and 
updated to ensure that they operate adequately and can provide the needed protection for staff, visitors, 
and the collections.  Security procedures should be reviewed on an annual basis. Staffing levels should 
reflect the safety requirements for staff and the collections. 
 
The current security system should be audited and updated where feasible. Efforts should be made to 
upgrade security cameras internally and externally. In addition, staff may want to consider installing 
additional cameras in exhibition spaces to ensure that any blind spots are monitored. Current key controls 
should be reviewed and updated to ensure that there is one fob per staff member, and they are 
appropriately programmed for collections access. Consideration should be given to installing key fobs to 
Library storage areas as well. Any security upgrades should address the need for some degree of separation 
between visitor and staff space. This could include installing doors with key fobs or fob access within the 
elevators.  
 
As mentioned in the Collections Management section of this report, it is important the MdHS continues to 
work towards a complete inventory of the collections. Without an inventory, it is difficult to know if 
collection items have been lost or stolen.  

 
Museum Collections Security 
In addition to updating general security measures, consideration should be given to rearranging collections 
storage spaces that are also access points for Facilities. Staff proposed several solutions that, while costly 
upfront, would dramatically improve collection security.  
 
The gap between the wall and ceiling in Greyhound is of concern. While it may not be feasible to extend 
the wall to the ceiling, other steps can be taken such as installing extra security measures along that 
exterior wall such as motion detectors or cameras. Should collections storage be rearranged within 
Greyhound in the near future, there is the potential to reconsider how this space will be used. 

  
Library Collections Security 
Library Staff should be commended for the strides they have made in improving security. Staff should 
continue to monitor researchers, and access should be limited to the main floor of the Reading Room. As 
funding allows, staffing levels on Saturdays should be increased, particularly if it is anticipated to be busy. 
This will ensure researchers are always monitored by staff and are also available to fulfill requests for 
collections. 

 
b. Fire 

Although many of the risks for fire can be mitigated, there are uncontrollable events that can cause a fire, 
such as human error and arson. The need for adequate fire detection throughout storage areas is critical 
because of the speed and totality of the destruction and loss of materials that can occur in a fire. It is 
imperative that MdHS maintains an ongoing emergency and fire safety program, including fire drills for 
staff members. Emergency preparedness training should be a component of the staff orientation training 
programs, and all staff and volunteers must be trained in the use of fire extinguishers and proper fire exit 
procedures. 
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MdHS should periodically evaluate the fire protection needs for the collections. The National Fire 
Protection Association (NFPA) has a number of publications that can assist in assessing the fire protection 
needs of an institution. There is a useful assessment checklist in the NFPA 909 Standard (see below). 
 
MdHS should continue to maintain regular contact with the local fire department. Once it is updated, MdHS 
should provide the fire department with a copy of the emergency plan, a map of the site, floor plans for 
the buildings, and a list of salvage priorities, with locations. By sharing this information with the fire 
department in advance, it will allow the firefighters to be prepared and they may be able to salvage some 
collection materials if human safety is not a factor.  Ideally, the first department should perform a thorough 
inspection of the Library building, with a focus on collections and emergency response. If they did ever 
need to respond to a fire there, their response could be more efficient and effective with prior knowledge 
of the site layout and where priorities for salvage are located. 
 
Resource: 
National Fire Protection Association. NFPA 909: Standard for the Protection of Cultural Resources 
Including Museums, Libraries, Places of Worship, and Historic Properties. Quincy, MA: 2013.  Available 
for purchase, or online as a read-only document. Requires free registration: 
<http://www.nfpa.org/aboutthecodes/AboutTheCodes.asp?DocNum=909> 

 
c. Emergency Preparedness 
 

The provision of adequate emergency preparedness systems and procedures, including internal and 
external security systems, fire detection and suppression systems, emergency response and recovery 
plans, evacuation routes, emergency supplies on-site, and staff training in emergency procedures, is 
needed to minimize the risk of loss of materials and to ensure the safety of staff and visitors. 
 
Preparation, mitigation, and quick and appropriate response are cost effective approaches. Response to a 
small or major disaster should be as quick as possible. It is essential that the MdHS maintains procedures 
that allow for quick and coordinated response and decision making in the event of a disaster. Special 
procedures need to be in place so supplies, hiring of consultants, and vendors for recovery efforts can be 
procured quickly. 
 
An Emergency Preparedness and Response Plan is an integral part of a comprehensive Preservation 
Program. The preparation and continued updating of a plan has several benefits, including identification 
of areas of risks and hazards, establishment of procedures and systems to mitigate potential risks, 
determination of collections priorities, and development of procedures for quick response to limit damage 
to collections. 
 
It is excellent that MdHS staff are working to update the current Emergency Preparedness and Response 
Plan. While visitor services should oversee the development of plans regarding the public, it is important 
that collections staff are also involved to address the needs of the collection should human safety not be 
a concern. Once a new plan is in place, a system should be implemented to ensure it is regularly reviewed 
and updated.   
 
A list of collections materials that are a priority for salvage should be created as part of the plan so that 
non-collections staff and emergency responders can retrieve the materials in the event that the collections 
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areas cannot be immediately secured for staff entry after a disaster. Priorities can be determined as 
follows: 

 
• Materials easily removed by the responses on the way out 
• Materials most at risk 
• Priority list of most important items as developed by collections staff – materials having sentimental, 

financial, or historical value that could not be easily replaced 
• Other materials vital to the institutional mission 
• Materials that are damaged or in unstable areas 

 
Staff should draft a Pocket Response Plan (PReP), a concise document for recording essential information 
needed by staff in case of an emergency. Although it does not replace a comprehensive Emergency 
Preparedness and Response Plan for the collection, it is helpful to have in place as a quick, go-to resource 
until the full plan can be accessed.  

 
 MdHS should review the current stash of basic supplies on hand for emergency response and replenish as 
needed. Supplies on site should include plastic sheeting, plastic gloves, a roll of unprinted newsprint paper, 
sturdy boxes, paper towels, a camera to document emergency, etc.   
 
MdHS should ensure that the collections are directly covered by insurance, and that insurance coverage 
for the collections does not just include replacement compensation for the collections (which may not 
adequately reflect the collections’ “value” in terms of their historic importance and relevance to the 
Society’s mission), but also coverage that allows for collections salvage and conservation treatment. Ensure 
that there is appropriate collections documentation required for insurance claims. Arrangements should 
be made for copies of all critical and vital records, such as inventories, cataloging records, accession records, 
and emergency plans, to be stored off-site in a safe location to ensure their security and accessibility in the 
event of a disaster.  Documentation for insurance or disaster relief aid can be made only if a full inventory is 
available. A copy of all collections records, including a backup of the PastPerfect database, should be kept 
offsite as well.  
 
Consideration should be given to conducting a risk analysis and assessment.  An assessment of the risks to 
the collections will help set priorities for installing appropriate protection systems, develop procedures, 
and focus the planning effort. The risk analysis and assessment includes identifying possible emergencies, 
assessing probability of occurrences, assessing how critical a loss would be, and evaluating adequacy of 
systems and procedures to mitigate potential emergencies. 

 
E. Collections Care and Storage 
 
E.1. Findings and Current Conditions 
MdHS staff have accomplished a number of positive steps toward the long-term care of the collections and 
should be commended for their efforts. Staff members are well trained and are enthusiastic about 
preservation, processing, and other aspects of collections care. Challenges arise not from lack of commitment, 
but as a consequence of limited funding and staff time. 
 
Some notes on condition and concerns in the spaces where museum collections are exhibited and stored 
throughout the Society are as follows. Spaces are identified how staff would label the space. This list is not 
comprehensive. 
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a. Museum Collections Storage  
 

• Bohanan/Textiles Storage 
Bohanan is textiles storage, a work room, and also a holding space for donations. The walls of the space 
do not reach the ceiling; there is about a two-foot gap. This space has had issues with condensation 
from a vent in the ceiling, as well as tar from the roof. As a result, everything is kept covered. The 
section under the leaking vent is also covered with plastic sheeting.  

 
Textiles are stored in a variety of manners throughout the space. Quilts, banners, bedcovers, and other 
oversized textiles are rolled around tubes with covers and stacked on mounted storage racks. Samplers 
are stored in acid-free boxes. Framed samplers are stored vertically stacked on shelves with dividers. 
Garments are stored in Tyvek hammocks and acid-free tissue in acid-free boxes, which are stored on 
metal shelving units. A vast majority of these were recently rehoused as a part of the Society’s summer 
internship program.  Additional garments are stored on hanging racks. At the time of the site visit, a 
number of garments were currently being photographed and on mannequins in the space.  

 
• Silver Storage 

Silver Storage is accessed through Bohannon and houses MdHS’ extensive silver and fine metals 
collection. Objects are stored in a variety of metal cabinets. All drawers and shelves are lined with 
Ethaboxam. While the space drawers and shelves were somewhat crowded, they are well organized.  
 
Textiles are also stored in Silver Storage. This includes the Society’s hat collection, which were all 
recently rehoused from custom forms to acid-free boxes after a pest incident.  

 
There is a roof leak in the corner of this room; two buckets of standing water were observed. Similar 
to Bohanon, the walls do not reach to the ceiling. There is also a door leading to a narrow space with 
a glass wall to the outside. The space is carpeted.  

 
• New Furniture Storage 

This is a combination of unfinished space and reclaimed gallery space utilized for storage. Staff 
estimate that it is currently at 95% capacity. Furniture and non-painting framed items are stored here. 
Furniture is stored on metal shelving units lined with Ethafoam. Most units have two to three shelves. 
Additional materials are stored on risers or directly on the ground in the aisles. Framed materials are 
stored around the perimeter of the space. 
 

• Greyhound Storage/Material Culture 
This space is a mix of materials, some of which has still not been unpacked from when they were moved 
multiple times in the late 2000s. These materials are stored in carboard boxes that are stacked 
throughout the space. Some of these boxes are in poor shape, including stacked boxes that are getting 
crushed by the weight.  

 
In addition to these boxes, 3D objects are stored on shelves lined with Ethafoam. Many of these shelves 
are made of particle board, which has been problematic. The shelving units were originally installed 
without shelves and particle board has been utilized over the years. However, in addition to being 
acidic and not ideal for collections storage, the particle board has collapsed in some areas from the 
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weight of the collections. Metal shelves have been purchased and shelves with heavier collections, 
including those housing busts, have been replaced. The correct metal shelves are no longer 
manufactured, and staff have had to create a system for installing these shelves onto the existing units. 
Particle-board shelves are currently being replaced as necessary when shelves are on the verge of 
collapsing.  

 
The space itself verges on disorganized due to overcrowding. All space is utilized to the fullest extent, 
and boxes are stacked multiples high on top of shelving units. While the space is somewhat 
overwhelming visually, there are shelf lists and inventories for most shelving units. This does not 
include the unpacked boxes. Some of these boxes have been inventoried.  

 
There is an uncertainty how this space will be fit into the capital campaign and if it will continue as 
collections storage. As a result, while staff have done some work to ensure the safety of collections, 
there has not been a concentrated effort to systematically improve this collections space.  

 
In addition, there have been leaks into this space from the Tiger pump in an adjoining space. There is 
also an exterior door in this space. Until recently, the door did not properly seal and there were a 
number of issues with detritus and water entering the space. At the time of the site visit, staff reported 
that these issues had all been resolved.  

 
• New Painting Storage 

New Painting Storage houses paintings, original art, and jewelry. Framed paintings are well housed on 
rolling storage racks. Some racks are problematic and are unbalanced. Unframed or damaged paintings 
are stored in acid-free boxes on shelving units. Original works of art are stored in flat files, including 
drawings and miniatures. A recent gift of artwork is currently stored stacked in cardboard carts. Jewelry 
is kept in a locked metal cabinet. 
 
A small number of textiles were stored in the space at the time of the site visit, as they were in the 
process of being photographed for an upcoming catalog.  
 
This space has had issues with water in the past. At the time of the site visit, plastic sheeting was placed 
over flat files and oversized boxes storing original art due to a potential leak in the vent above. Another 
vent in the same space had leaked previously and the damage was still evident. In addition, the 
sprinklers in this space have leaked previously following testing. Staff have been conscience of these 
leaks and have marked the areas where they leak to avoid storing collections directly underneath.  
 

• Oversize Storage 
Oversize Storage consists of large objects and furniture in the collections. This includes grandfather 
clocks, coaches, a life-size horse statue, and a heavy furniture. A majority of the furniture is stored on 
risers.  
 

• Case Crate Storage 
Case Crate storage serves as temporary storage for materials coming in or going out on loan, as well 
as donation offers. Materials in the back half of the space are a unique grouping of collection items. At 
one point, they were stored in a previous storage location, the registrar’s vault. Following a 
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reorganization of staff and storage, they were placed in Case Crate with limited information regarding 
why or how they were being used by the curator.  
 
A majority of the materials in this space are stored on open shelves that are lined with Ethafoam or in 
acid-free boxes. A small number of materials are stored directly on the floor.  

 
• Old Painting Storage 

Old Painting Storage houses a variety of collections materials, including paintings, furniture, firearms, 
half hull models, doll houses, and other miscellaneous objects. Paintings and half hull models are 
mounted on hanging storage racks. Framed items are also vertically stacked on shelves with cardboard 
dividers. Firearms are temporarily stored on tables and covered. This room is verging on disorganized.   
 
A portion of the original rolling hanging storage is still intact; a majority of it had been disassembled 
when the new painting storage was establishing. Plans and funds were in place to reestablish this space 
as hanging storage, but this may change with the upcoming capital plans.  
 

• Old Furniture Storage 
Old Furniture Storage houses furniture, frames, and the Society’s militaria collection. Furniture is 
stored on metal units with particleboard shelves. Some of these shelves are sagging under the weight 
of the furniture.  
 
Frames that have been separated from their art for various reasons are stored in cardboard bins on 
cardboard pallets.  
 
A number of cardboard boxes housing the militaria collection are housed on metal shelves along the 
wall. Similar to boxes in Greyhound Storage, they had been moved multiple times and staff were 
uncertain until recently of their contents.  
 
This space has had issues with leaks in the past, including a leak along one of the walls. This was 
recently remedied, and staff have just started storing collections in that area of the storage room.  
 

• Merrick/Compaction Storage   
Compaction consists of compact storage. The compact shelving, originally from a local bank, was 
repurposed into storage for ceramics, glass, dolls, and toys. All materials are stored on shelves lined 
with Ethafoam in cabinets. Additional materials are stored in cabinets along the perimeter or in acid 
free boxes atop cabinets.  
 
Firearms were previously stored atop the cabinets in this space. However, during the summer months, 
condensation was forming on the vents above and they have since been moved to old furniture storage 
until a new storage location can be identified. Cabinets where condensation has formed above in the 
past are currently covered with plastic sheeting.  
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• Cage Storage 
Cage is utilized for both museum and library storage, with the Library referring to this as “Storage, 
Thomas & Hugg.” Museum storage consists of a number of boxes that have been moved throughout 
multiple moves. While staff are aware of the boxes, they are not entirely sure of the contents, as not 
all are inventoried in PastPerfect. This room also stores a collection of disassembled Christmas 
Gardens, which are stored in boxes and loose on pallets. 
 

b. Library Collections Storage  
 

• Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, First Floor 
The first floor of the reading room consists of large worktables and reference stacks. The stacks are 
made of metal, with slated shelves. Researchers are free to access these stacks without needing to 
complete call slips. One bay of stacks showed signs of water damage along the wall, which has also 
evident on the mezzanine above.  

 
There is a small room near the front entrance where collections requested by researchers are held. 
There are two similar rooms along the perimeter; one serves as an office, and the other consists of a 
computer where microfilm is accessed.  

 
• Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, Mezzanine 

The mezzanine level of the Reading Room consists of reference materials that must be requested by 
researchers on shelving units identical to those on the first floor. Multiple areas show extensive water 
damage, including a bay where collections have twice been affected by water infiltration and were to 
sent to polygon for freezing. This area was covered in plastic and materials still boxed at the time of 
the visit, as they had not yet identified where the leak was originating.  

 
In addition, materials in several bays showed signs of water damage and/or plaster accumulation. Not 
all collections were affected in a clear pattern; staff believe the collections have been reorganized 
overtime, resulting in older damage going unobserved and scattered through the space.  

 
Significant red rot was noted on a series of Maryland Reports. In general, they were in poor condition, 
with scattered detritus and spines observed on the floor. Some materials are housed in phase boxes.  

 
• Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, Back Room 

Connected to the first floor of the Reading Room, the back room serves as storage for additional 
reference books, microfilm, and microfilm readers. This space is accessible to researchers. It should be 
noted that there is a door that connects directly to Pratt House, which is kept locked.  

 
• Back Workspace 

This space is accessible via the main hallway outside the Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, as well as 
via the main reading room area. This area includes dedicated workspaces for staff to process 
collections. In addition, a selection of materials affect by the recent floor in PP Room in Thomas & Hugg 
are stored here.  
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• Processing Closet 
This space houses additional overflow materials in progress of processing. It is essentially a small closet 
with metal shelving 

 
• AV Equipment Room/Closet 

This space serves as storage for old AV equipment that has not been recently used.  
 

• Upper Manuscripts 
Upper Manuscripts is locked collections storage for manuscript collections. There are a variety of 
housing configurations on metal shelving units throughout the space. Materials are housed in older, 
acidic folders as well as acid-free folders. Sampling showed that boxes varied from overstuffed to 
understuffed. Bound volumes are stacked in flat boxes, with many of these volumes in poor condition 
with red rot and detached boards and/or spines. Multiple boxes and bound volumes overhang shelves, 
and there is concern that many of the older housing materials, including boxes and folders, are acidic. 
In addition, shelves are stacked high with boxes and volumes. With the impending installation of a new 
fire suppression system, they may lose the ability to use the top shelf as storage.  
 
The Star-Spangled Banner manuscript is currently stored in this room in a flat oversized box on a 
workspace just beyond the door. This is not its normal storage location but is stored here until water 
issues in the Lower Manuscripts space are addressed. Staff are concerned at how accessible it is, rather 
than being kept under more stringent lock and key.  

 
• Lower Manuscripts 

Lower Manuscripts is laid out similar to Upper Manuscripts, with additional space for flat files and filing 
cabinets. It serves as storage for manuscript collections, as well as a few additional odds and ends that 
accumulated in the space overtime. This includes provenance files; staff recognize these need to be 
relocated. As with Upper Manuscripts, the Society may lose the ability to utilize the top shelf for 
collections storage with the installation of a new fire suppression system.  
 
Collections are storied in a variety of configurations, with most stored in acid-free document boxes. 
Similar to Upper Manuscripts, boxes ranged from being understuffed to overstuffed. Bound volumes, 
including financial ledgers and scrapbooks, are stored stacked on shelves, many of which are 
overhanging the ledge. A handful of ledgers were clearly partially burned in a fire and are sooty; these 
were stored directly on shelves.  
 
Within flat files, manuscript collections are stored in cardstock folders, primarily cut to the size of the 
item. Some materials are housed in mylar sleeves, but staff are unsure why some are in sleeves and 
others are not.  
 
At the time of the site visit, there had been a recent leak in this space that resulted in minor flooding 
in the front of the room. Staff have installed a sump pump and dehumidifier to use in the space as 
needed, and the lower shelves have been emptied of collections. While the metal shelves were not 
affected, the wooden card catalog housing indexes showed signs of water damage, as is stored directly 
on the ground.  
 
While not related to the flood, additional spalling plaster was noted on the duct work around the edge 
of the space, with detritus building up on top shelves and any collections stored on these shelves.  
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• The “Belly” 

The “Belly” is located below the Reading Room and consists of a ground floor and mezzanine level. 
Materials stored here include pamphlets, broadsides, maps, newspapers, reference books, ephemera, 
atlases, prints, and more. There are two vaults on the first floor that were not utilized at the time of 
the site visit. Shelving throughout the space consists of old, slated iron shelves that can be adjusted as 
needed. A number of flat files are stacked on the central area of the ground floor. At the front and rear 
of the mezzanine, overlooking the ground floor, shelves line the walkway and do not have backs. 
Materials stored here could feasibly be pushed off the shelf onto the ground floor.  

 
Prints are stored in envelopes in acid free boxes. Ephemera is stored in folders within flat acid free 
boxes. Staff have been working to place ephemeral materials most at risk in mylar as time and supplies 
allow. Posters are stored in flat files in cardstock folders, with acid free tissue paper interleaving. 
Oversized atlases are stored on shelves, many in poor condition and overhanding shelves. Bound 
newspapers are wrapped in brown paper and stored flat on shelves. Pamphlets are stored in envelopes 
in document boxes. A great deal of detritus had accumulated on floor in the pamphlet area. Within flat 
files, materials are stacked in folders that are cut to half the size of the drawer and stacked.  

 
• “Grandpa’s Garage”  

Grandpa’s Garage is an old storage room located off of the “Belly.” The space can also be accessed via 
Pratt, although once the building is sold this will no longer be possible.  

 
Storage furniture consists of wooden and metal shelves. Few collections are stored in the space, as 
staff intend to eventually remove the remaining collections and utilize the space as supply storage. The 
remaining collections consist of maps stored in flat files.   

 
• Prints and Photographs (PP) Room, Keyser 

The Prints and Photographs Room in Keyser, or “PP Room,” houses a majority of the Society’s 
photographs, including glass plates, negatives, prints, slides, postcards, and cased photographs. 
Audiovisual materials are also stored in this space. Storage furniture consists of sturdy metal shelving.  
 
Housing consists of acid-free boxes, filing cabinets, and flat files. A mix of sleeves and folders are 
utilized within boxes and filing cabinets. Surrogate boxes are used for collections that are stored 
elsewhere. Glass plates are stored appropriately, in correctly sized boxes and wrapped, oriented 
vertically. Photographs in flat files are stored in folders sized to the item or half the size of the drawer 
and stacked. Some oversized prints are stored rolled on the top shelf.  

 
• New Paintings Storage 

While this space is primarily Museum storage, it has been utilized as a triage area for collections 
affected by flood in Library’s Prints and Photographs Room in Thomas & Hugg.  

 
Folding tables were set up in the open space for staff to utilize in response to the flood. Affected 
materials were laid out to dry on blotter, and a small number of damaged items were still out as staff 
determine next steps. This includes a number of moldy diplomas.  
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• Storage, Thomas & Hugg 
This space is utilized for both museum and library storage, with the Museum referring to it as Cage 
Storage. Storage here is a mix of processed collections, unprocessed collections, unidentified 
materials, manuscript collections, architectural records, Baltimore CML collections, architectural 
records, newspapers, and institutional records.  

 
Storage furniture consists of metal shelving units. Processed materials are stored similarly to 
manuscript collections, in acid free boxes and folders. Unprocessed collections are stored in their 
original housing, in plastic bins, and directly on shelves without housing. Architectural records are 
stored in flat files, as well as rolled in tubes.  Bound newspapers are kept wrapped in brown paper on 
shelves. Copies are available on microfilm. Of noted concern was the distinct vinegar smell present in 
the rows where the BCLM collection is stored, most likely from negatives in the collection. The vinegar 
odor was also present in ranges of unprocessed materials, although staff were not always certain if 
there were negatives in these areas.  

 
The floor at the entrance was extensively damaged from frequent water infiltration. Staff noted that 
they have learned not to store collections close to the floor on lower levels of shelves in this area of 
the room.  

 
• Prints and Photographs (PP) Room, Thomas & Hugg 

The PP Room located in Thomas & Hugg was in a state of disarray at the time of the site visit, as a 
massive water infiltration had recently occurred. Most processed photograph collections in this room 
were removed following the flood. The only materials left include an unprocessed photograph 
collection stored in a range of non-archival boxes and filing cabinets. All materials are covered in plastic 
sheeting.  
 
There are three freezers used for cold storage of nitrate negatives. Frost was observed in one freezer.  

 
c. Exhibition  

 
Exhibition is an important part of MdHS’ work, with multiple exhibits located throughout the buildings 
drawing on Museum and Library collections. These exhibits are well designed, with preservation of the 
collections in mind. Nearly all of the staff who work with the museum collections are responsible for 
exhibition and development. The Society will also work with outside contract designers as needed.  
 
While exhibitions are well designed, there is no written policy guiding their development. A schedule is in 
place for exhibits, but staff report that exhibits are often left on display for longer than intended. Staff do 
not keep a record of length of time items have been on exhibition as well, and there are some items on 
permanent display.  
 
Library staff also maintain a dedicated exhibition space. These feature original documents and 
photographs on display. Similar to the larger Society’s exhibitions, there is no policy guiding their 
development, rotation, or documentation. Library staff are keen to move towards regularly rotating 
exhibitions, as well as to develop online exhibits.  
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E.2. Recommendations 
 
a. Storage Space & Furniture 

 
Any preservation planning must involve strategies for evaluating and addressing the space and storage 
needs of the collections. As stewards of these collections materials, it is imperative that MdHS continues 
to make efforts to store collections in a manner that aids in their long-term preservation. 
 
MdHS storage spaces range from well-organized to verging on disorganized. Staff are well aware of most 
issues facing these spaces and, in some instances, addressing them has been put on hold as they are unsure 
how collections spaces will shift following the capital campaign. At minimum, staff should work to address 
any issues that are immediate threats to the collections. This includes the following:  

 
• Replacing particle-board shelves in Greyhound Storage and Old Furniture Storage that cannot 

adequately support the weight of collections.  
• Any leaks in collections spaces or other water issues should be addressed. This includes in Silver 

Storage, New Painting Storage, Greyhound Storage, PP Room (Thomas & Hugg), Storage (Thomas & 
Hugg), Walter Edgar Rhode Reading Room, and Lower Manuscripts.  

• All collection material should be raised 4-6” off of the floor on shelves, pallets, or risers.  
• If possible, carpeting in collections storage spaces should be replaced. This is of particular concern in 

Greyhound Storage, where water marks from previous Tiger pump leaks were visible.  
• Housings in poor condition should be replaced. This includes boxes that have been crushed under the 

weight of other boxes, those that show signs of water damage, and enclosures that have become acidic 
over the years. In addition, bound volumes in poor condition should be housed in four-flap enclosures 
or phase boxes.  

• In general, the Society should aim to minimize the use of top shelves across the Library storage spaces, 
as they are not ideal for collections storage. Several boxes, particularly in Lower Manuscripts, were 
observed to have collections of spalling plaster atop them.  

 
In addition, the Society should consider current storage arrangements, recognizing that some are not ideal and 
others may be lost with upcoming capital improvements:  
 

• The Star Spangled Banner should be relocated to a secure space that befits its significance to the 
Society. Its current location in Upper Manuscripts is temporary, and consideration should be given to 
relocating it to a space that is more secure other than Lower or Upper Manuscripts.  

• Staff will need to plan for the likely loss of upper shelves in the Upper and Lower Manuscripts rooms 
following the fire suppression upgrades.  

• Any collections remaining in “Grandpa’s Garage” should be removed.  
• Collection storage arrangement in “The Belly” should be reassessed. Collections should not be stored 

on shelves where they could potentially be knocked from the mezzanine level onto to ground level. 
Consideration should be given to utilizing the two vaults.  

• As mentioned in the environment section, staff should utilize environmental data to better understand 
collections storage spaces. This data can be used to determine if areas such as the AV Equipment Room 
or Vaults in the “Belly” have a stable environment and could be utilized for collections storage.  
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• Provenance Files and any non-collections items should be removed from Lower Manuscripts. This 
includes the former card catalog file that showed signs of water damage after being directly stored on 
the floor during the recent water infiltration.  

 
Future Collections Storage Spaces 
As MdHS advances in the capital campaign and decisions are made regarding what will and will not 
continue as collections storage, it is recommended that they work with an architect or space planner to 
develop a comprehensive space utilization plan for its collection storage spaces. Any space utilization plan 
should take the following into consideration:  

 
• There will need to be adequate and appropriate storage space and furniture for all collections 

materials. Floor weight capacity will need to be considered. 
• There will need to be space for collections growth in order to minimize shifting of collections. 
• There will need to be adequate space for the retrieval and handling of materials, such as sufficient aisle 

widths and an adequate number of landing spaces and work tables. ADA requirements need to be 
consulted when planning for shelving.   

• There will need to be space where infested collections can be isolated and where incoming collections 
can be inspected for pests and mold growth.  

• There will need to be space where exhibition furniture can be stored, and where exhibition preparation 
can occur, that is separate from collections storage spaces. 

 
As spaces are reorganized and potentially renovated, MdHS will also need to be conscious of the materials 
involved, and provide design stipulations that support the use of preservation-safe materials. Particular 
materials, surfaces, and sealants are much more suitable than others for preservation.  
Shelves should be constructed not from wood, but from metal such as anodized aluminum, powder-coated 
steel, chrome-plated steel, or baked enamel (as long as it has been tested for proper baking).  
 
Level, hard surface flooring is recommended.  The ideal recommended floor surface is sealed and epoxy-
covered concrete.  The Society of American Archivists’ Archival and Special Collections Facilities: Guidelines 
for Archivists, Librarians, Architects, and Engineers recommends “concrete floors should first be sealed 
with a low volatile organic compound acrylic membrane curing compound. The sealer is then topped with 
an application of a floor epoxy. The epoxy coating should meet the guidelines established for paint and 
finishes with respect to off-gassing of VOC’s and other gasses.”  
 
Carpet is not acceptable for collections storage spaces. If a carpet gets wet and holds water over time, it 
can cause the relative humidity in the room to rise. Vinyl tiles are also not recommended for collections 
storage spaces.  Vinyl itself and the glue usually used in adhering vinyl tiles frequently off-gas VOCs and 
can be detrimental to the long-term preservation of collections. If tiles must be used, linoleum emits far 
lower levels of volatile organic compounds (VOCs) than other options for floor covering.   

 
The following chart provides additional information on safe and unsafe materials for use in collections 
storage spaces and furnishings: 

 
MATERIALS ACCEPTABLE PRODUCTS PRODUCTS TO AVOID 
 Acrylic Latex (Krylon, Rust-Oleum, Ace 

“Sensations,” Benjamin Moore “Eco Spec”)* 
Oil-based paints and varnishes 
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Paints Shellac* Oil-modified paints and varnishes (alkyd, 
tung oil, tall oil, mineral spirits) 

Two-part epoxy resins* Latex paints and varnishes 
 Polyurethanes 

 
 
Wood 

Seasoned spruce, mahogany, walnut, 
basswood, poplar, and balsa 

Oak, chestnut, Douglas fir, yellow pine, red 
mahogany, teak, western red cedar, cork 

Exterior grade plywood that used 
formaldehyde-free adhesives 

Masonite, chip board, particle board, 
interior plywood, C-grade plywood 

MDF (medium-density fiberboard) that uses 
formaldehyde-free adhesives 

 

 
 
Plastics 

Plexiglas, Lucite Polyvinyl chloride 
Polyethylene (Colara, Coroplast, Ethafoam) Bubble wrap 
Polycarbonates Cellulose nitrate 
Polystyrene Cellulose acetate, diacetate, triacetate 
Polyester (Mylar, Melinex) Vinyl lettering, pockets, and sheeting 

 
 
Metals 

Anodized aluminum Enamel that has not been properly baked 
Powder-coated steel Any other metal that has not been sealed 

with appropriate sealants, and thus might 
be susceptible to chemical off-gassing or 
corrosion 

Chrome-plated steel  
Baked enamel (only if it has been tested for 
proper baking by performing a methyl ethyl 
ketone rub test) 

 

 
 
Fabrics 

Cotton Wool 
Linen Animal fur or leather 
Polyester Nylon 6 and nylon 66 
Acrylic Permanent press fabrics 
 Flame-resistant fabrics 
 Sulfur dyed fabrics (many cottons) 

* All paint products require 3-4 weeks curing/aeration 
 Chart adapted from the National Park Service’s “5:1 - Safe and Harmful Materials for Use in Exhibits.” 
 National Park Service.  Exhibit Conservation Guidelines.  April 1999. 
 

Whenever possible, MdHS should prioritize the use of materials that contain very low or no VOCs.  VOCs 
are gases that can be emitted from such solids and liquids as paints, lacquers, paint strippers, cleaning 
supplies, pesticides, building materials and furnishings, office equipment such as copiers and printers, and 
glues and other adhesives. Levels of VOCs tend to be higher indoors than outdoors and elevated 
concentrations can persist in the air long after activities using materials that contain VOCs are completed. 
Health effects of VOC exposure may include eye, nose, and throat irritation, headaches and loss of 
coordination, and nausea. VOCs present in archival storage areas can be dangerous for collections as well, 
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triggering unwanted chemical reactions that accelerate and/or otherwise contribute to the deterioration 
of collections materials.  
 
When painting or sealing any walls or furnishings, installing new floors, or doing any other work that 
involves chemicals, ensure that chemicals have sufficient time in which they are able to completely cure 
and aerate before introducing collections into the same space.  Many types of paint require 3-4 weeks to 
fully aerate.    

 
b. Collections Housing 
 

All collections items should be stored in ways that minimize damage. Provision of a stable environment, 
security, adequate space, proper storage materials, and appropriate furniture is crucial for ensuring the 
long-term preservation of the collections.   
 
MdHS staff have done an excellent job of meeting the needs of the collections with the resources on hand. 
Staff are well aware of the needs of the collections and appropriate storage enclosures and should continue 
to work towards adequately housing all collections as time and funding allows. The following 
recommendations should be a priority for MdHS. Additional recommendations for collections storage by 
format can be found in Section VI: General Collections Care Information and should be reviewed in 
conjunction with this section. 
 
 Museum Collections  

• Work should continue to rehouse the fashion archives and relocate the collection from Pratt House 
to Bohannon. Staff should be commended for the excellent work that has been done so far 
completing this project.  

• All collections will eventually need to be removed from the upper floors of Pratt House. As a part 
of the move, collections should be inspected for pests and cleaned of any dirt and detritus that has 
accumulated. These materials should be rehoused in appropriate enclosures as possible. In 
particular, rolled items from the upper floors should be rehoused.  

• Unpacked boxes in Greyhound Storage and Cage Storage should be addressed. Most of these 
boxes are not appropriate for collections storage and are in poor condition. At minimum, staff 
need to rearrange how the boxes are stored, as many are stacked several high, crushing the boxes 
below. 

 
Library Collections 
• Collections housing should be refined as time and funding allows. This includes the following:  

o Boxes and folders that have become acidic overtime should be replaced. An Abbey PH pen 
can be purchased to test older housing materials. 

o Ephemera stored in flat files should be rehoused in folders.  Many items currently could 
feasible be damaged during retrieval if left in envelopes. If sleeves are necessary, it is 
recommended the L-sleeves are utilized. 

o Oversized items in flat files should be stored in folders that are cut to the size of the 
drawer, rather than the size of the item.  

o Housing of rolled oversized materials, including architectural records, should be reviewed 
and refined 
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o Any volumes showing signs of deterioration, including red rot or detached boards and 
spines, should be housed in acid-free boxes, card wrappers, or in acid-free paper wrappers.  
Boxes such as phase boxes or clamshell boxes will provide the greatest level of stabilization 
and protection. This also includes volumes observed in the Lower Manuscripts that 
showed signs of fire damage.   

• A distinct vinegar odor was observed in the Storage of Thomas & Hugg. “Vinegar syndrome” is the 
result of cellulose acetate negatives releasing acetic acid as they decay. Staff should work to 
identify the source of this odor, as the acid released as a part of this decay can advance the 
deterioration of other photographic materials in storage. Any film which is actively releasing fumes 
should be stored in buffered, acid-neutralizing envelopes. 

• Frost was observed building up in one storage used for cold storage of photographic materials, 
including nitrate negatives. This is not ideal, and staff should work to determine why the frost is 
building up, whether it is from a mechanical issue or from the freezer lid not shutting properly. The 
Society may need to consider purchasing a new freezer. 

• Housing of negatives in cold storage should be refined. It is generally recommended that boxes are 
double bagged to withstand fluctuating humidity in freezers; however, some boxes were observed 
to be single bagged, or the second bag was not sealed. Additional information regarding cold 
storage can be found in Section VI: General Collections Care Information.  

o Library Staff will need to discuss the state of these negatives and how they can be accessed 
over the years. Reappraisal of the collections, as well as eventual digitization, should be a 
priority.  

 
Storage Enclosures 
Good storage enclosures can help to protect collections but poor-quality enclosures can create a more 
inhospitable storage environment.  It is important to remember that just because a product is carried in 
an “archival” catalog does not mean that it is appropriate to use with collections; collections caretakers 
must also be informed consumers.  If there is a question regarding what materials should be purchased to 
house a particular collection, a conservator should be contacted. 

 
The term “archival” is a commercial term used to describe materials that manufacturers feel are suitable 
for long-term storage.  However, the term has gained such a broad definition that the word has become 
nearly meaningless. Rather than assuming something labeled “archival” is safe to use with the collections, 
use specific requirements to ensure that the materials are appropriate. For the Museum’s collections, 
materials purchased for the storage should be labeled as acid-free, lignin-free, and buffered. Any storage 
materials used for photographic collections should be labeled as passing the Photographic Activity Test 
(PAT).  Definitions of these terms are in the chart below. 
 

Term Definition 

Acid-free Acid-free is a term used to describe papers or boards that are between 
pH 6.0 – 9.0 at the time of their production. This designation does not 
guarantee that the material described will not become acidic over 
time; generally, as acid-free (or unbuffered) paper ages, it becomes 
more acidic. 
 
All storage materials should be labeled acid-free. 
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Lignin Paper made from wood pulp will often contain lignin, a naturally-
occurring complex aromatic polymer.  Lignin in paper will cause the 
paper to rapidly become acidic, brittle, and yellowed. Newspapers are 
usually printed on a wood pulp paper containing lignin (this is what 
causes them to become yellow and brittle). However, chemically 
treated wood pulp papers are lignin-free and are safe for use. 
 
All storage materials should be labeled lignin-free. 

Buffered Buffered papers, paperboards, and matboards contain an alkaline 
reserve material such as calcium carbonate and have a pH between 
7.5 and 9.5. This reserve is intended to neutralize acids as they are 
formed.  Most buffered materials contain 3% (by weight) of calcium 
carbonate, which is added to the paper pulp during the manufacturing 
process. 
 
Buffered paper should not be used to store cyanotypes, blueprints, 
most photographic formats, or protein-based materials such as silk, 
wool, or leather. For more information see the NPS Conserve-O-
Gram. 

 
If MdHS is ever unsure if a paper enclosure or other paper-based supply is acidic, an Abbey pH pen can be 
purchased for testing: a tiny dot placed in an inconspicuous place will turn purple if the item is acid-free 

 
c. Exhibition 

 
Exhibitions are a great opportunity for a wider audience to access the collections, but it is imperative that 
exhibitions be done in a manner that minimizes the impact on the collections items’ preservation. MdHS 
should establish a written exhibition policy to help to clarify and standardize the exhibition process. The 
exhibition policy should establish a rotation schedule for collections (particularly sensitive materials such 
as photographs, textiles, and interior pages of books), a housekeeping schedule and procedure list for 
exhibitions, light level requirements, exhibit material specifications, and exhibit furniture specifications. 
This policy should apply to both Museum and Library Collections, as one document will ensure cohesive 
standards across the Society.  
 
A system for rotating the objects on display should also be established to help ensure preservation of 
materials and give an opportunity for staff to perform routine surveys of the objects’ conditions. MdHS 
should also begin keeping a log of all collection materials places on exhibition and the length of time they 
were on display. This could easily be added to PastPerfect records.  
 
Exhibition supplies and furniture should continue take into consideration the preservation needs of the 
pieces on exhibit. Any materials that are used in an exhibition should be chemically stable and not emit 
any gasses. When on exhibition, artifacts should be fully supported in order to minimize stress and damage 
to the piece. Vitrines and display cases should be outfitted with UV filtering film to limit light exposure. 
 
MdHS has been vigilant about light levels in exhibition spaces. However, as noted in the Light section of 
this report, there were some areas where visible light was above recommended levels. As a general rule, 
a book, work of art, artifact on paper, textile, or photograph should not be on exhibition at recommended 
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light levels for more than six weeks.  This exposure time can be shortened or lengthened depending upon 
the specific item and the exact light level within the range.  Advice from a conservator can help set an 
appropriate length of exhibition time in relation to light exposure. In addition, purchasing a light meter and 
regularly monitoring the light can help guide decisions regarding the display of light sensitive materials. 
Blue wool cards can also be placed in vitrines to help document the amount of light an item has been 
exposed to over time.  
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VI. General Collections Care Information 
 
This section of the assessment includes general recommendations for housing collections materials by 
format. The information contained below should be used in conjunction with the specific 
recommendations in Section IV.E. Collections Care when making housing decisions for the collections. 
 
Archival Materials 
 
The main concerns for the preservation of archival materials are the provision of adequate storage space, 
proper storage materials, a place for safe usage, and provision of appropriate finding aids.   
 

1. Handling and Access 
 

With archival collections, use of original collections items should be limited.  Consider 
photocopying, microfilming, or digitizing those items that are of high value or regularly used in 
order to limit use and handling of the originals.  Having a duplicate copy of archival materials also 
allows staff to store the original in safe and appropriate environmental conditions while still 
having easy access to a use copy.  Duplication can be done on an as needed basis, as a routine 
practice when items are originally added to the collection, or selectively for frequently used items. 

 
2. Storage 

 
As collections are being arranged and described, transfer materials into appropriate housing 
materials.  Collections can be stored in boxes or file cabinets.  Ensure that the boxes chosen for 
archival collections have lids.  Assuring that lids are placed on boxes reduces the amount of dust 
and dirt that may accumulate on the contents inside.  In addition, if boxes have open spaces on 
the sides for handles, be sure that these are also covered to reduce the dust and dirt from 
accumulating inside the box.  
 
Boxes should be made from acid-free paperboard.  Paper boxes are preferred above other types 
such as plastic, even hard plastic that will not leach harmful chemicals into the boxes’ content.  
Paper boxes act as an environmental buffer; for example, in an occurrence of high relative 
humidity, the box itself could absorb some of the moisture from the air and thus create a barrier 
to protect the collections within.  In addition, paper has the capability to “breathe” and does not 
create a microclimate.  If items are placed in a closed plastic box, any pollutants (including acid 
from acidic paper, and chemicals from many inks) or adverse environmental conditions trapped 
inside the box will not be able to escape and will accelerate the aging process of the materials 
within.   

 
i. Store all archival boxes in an upright, vertical position.  Storing boxes horizontally creates a 

large amount of weight and pressure on those materials that are stored at the bottom of the 
boxes; by storing the boxes vertically, the weight and pressure is distributed evenly 
throughout the box. 

 
ii. Review all of the storage boxes and cabinets to ensure that they are packed properly.  Boxes 

should not be packed so tightly that the boxes are heavy and folders are difficult to retrieve 
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and refile, nor should they be packed so loosely that items within are slumping.  For those 
boxes that are overfilled, separate the contents of the boxes into two separate boxes.  For 
those boxes that are not full enough, insert spacers made from acid-free board that keep 
materials upright, or create larger spacers by cutting inert foam such as Ethafoam. 

 
iii. Records should be stored in folders or sleeves for additional support, not loose in a box.  

Envelopes can be used, but it is hard to safely retrieve fragile items from an envelope without 
risking damage.  Groups of similar paper artifacts such as documents, or lightweight 
pamphlets, can be stored in small groupings within folders or enclosures, and then be placed 
in acid-free boxes on shelves. Artifacts can be stored horizontally or vertically with 
consideration of condition (paper strength or brittleness, or the presence of tears) and 
sometimes format (single leaves vs. bound).  Weight should also be considered when storing 
works on paper.  In general, heavy materials should be stored separately from lightweight 
materials in order to lessen the potential for damage.  Place encapsulated materials in boxes 
for an added layer of support and protection. 

 
iv. Ensure that file folders are not overfilled.  Archival quality folders can be scored to 

accommodate different amounts of paper.   
 

v. While processing, remove all fasteners, such as pins, paper clips, staples, and rubber bands 
from the documents.  If fasteners are essential, purchase stainless steel paper clips, which are 
sturdier and cause less warping of the originals than plastic paper clips. 

 
vi. Brittle, paper-based archival materials can be backed by acid-free, buffered paper such as 

MicroChamber or Permalife and inserted into polyester L-sleeves for protection.   
 

vii. Boxes, file folders, envelopes, and wrappers that house paper-based collections should be 
buffered to a pH of 8-8.5 and have an alkaline reserve of 1-3% calcium carbonate.  Supply 
companies should be able to provide the specifications for their materials.  Catalogs and 
suppliers use a variety of terms for housing materials, such as archival quality, acid-free, and 
Perma/Dur.  Regardless of the name, ensure that the materials meet the specifications stated 
above. 

 
Check all archival boxes, folders, and other housing materials for acidic content with an Abbey 
pH pen.  This testing pen should never be used on collections materials.  Even older material 
that was once considered acid-free should be tested.  Some boxes increase in acidic content 
over time.  Other boxes were manufactured with a neutral outer layer but acidic core.  Replace 
the boxes and enclosures as necessary. 

 
viii. Segregate highly acidic materials, such as newspaper clippings, from other materials either in 

separate folders or separate locations.  Photocopy the newspaper clippings onto acid-free 
paper to keep as the permanent copy.  The originals can be discarded or saved for exhibition.  
If original newspapers need to be kept for exhibit purposes, they can be stored separately in 
acid-free folders.  Ideally, they should be stored flat (not folded). 
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ix. All folders should be labeled in pencil for easy access and to eliminate unnecessary handling 
of materials.  After the collections are arranged and described, location numbers 
corresponding to the inventory, finding aid, or folders will also eliminate unnecessary 
handling.  Do not use pressure sensitive labels, such as Post-it ™ notes, which will eventually 
fall off of folders.  

 
x. Take care with storage and handling of fragile and brittle materials.  Folded items can be 

particularly fragile along their fold lines.  It is possible that items might break or crumble while 
being handled.  If an item appears to be this fragile, do not open or remove the item and risk 
further damage.  Consult a conservator about procedures to flatten brittle and damaged 
materials.  Fragile and brittle sheets of paper can be individually encapsulated in a polyester 
film such as Melinex. 
 

xi. All folders should be labeled in pencil for easy access and to eliminate unnecessary handling 
of materials.  After the collections are arranged and described, location numbers 
corresponding to the inventory, finding aid, or folders will also eliminate unnecessary 
handling.  Do not use pressure sensitive labels, such as Post-it ™ notes, which will eventually 
fall off of folders.  
 

xii. Take care with storage and handling of fragile and brittle materials.  It is possible that a folded 
item might break or crumble while being handled.  If an item appears to be this fragile, do not 
open or remove the item and risk further damage.  Consult a conservator about procedures 
to flatten brittle and damaged materials. 

 
3. Treatment 

 
i. Conservation Treatment 

 
Fragile, damaged, and rare materials should be assessed for their treatment needs.  
Conservation treatment by a qualified conservator should be considered for materials that 
are historically and artifactually valuable.   
 
Whenever material is submitted for treatment, a conservator should provide a written 
condition report, treatment proposal, and an estimate, which must be approved before 
treatment is begun.  The American Institute for Conservation (AIC) can provide a copy of the 
professional Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice.   
 

ii. Mass Deacidification 
 

Selection of the deacidification process needs careful investigation.  Mass deacidification to 
slow the rate of deteriorating acidic paper is an option for collections that have not yet 
become brittle.  Special attention needs to be given to the stability of materials where colors 
and other aspects of physical appearance are critical to maintain, as some deacidification 
processes have been found to alter materials cosmetically.  
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Guidelines should be established for selection of materials for mass deacidification based on 
use, physical condition, storage condition, and format.  Additional factors to consider are 
processing procedures and documentation that will be used for materials treated, quality 
control procedures, staffing needs to plan and monitor the project, costs, and available 
funding.  Staff needs to keep abreast of the research and experiences of the institutions that 
are using deacidification technologies. 
 
Deacidifying collections does not preclude storing collections in stable environmental 
conditions that slow the rate of deterioration. 
 

Audio and Video Materials 
 
Audio, film, and video (AV) materials have unique preservation needs because of their fragility and the 
specialized playback equipment that is needed to retrieve the information that they hold. Identifying 
formats, understanding the risks, and assessing the condition of materials, should be the first steps when 
caring for an AV collection. 
 

1. Environment 
 

i. AV materials, such as magnetic tapes, digital video discs (DVDs), and compact discs (CDs) are 
highly susceptible to dirt, dust, and airborne pollutants. Good storage and housekeeping are 
vital for the preservation of these materials. 

 
ii. Providing stable environmental conditions is one of the primary methods of preserving AV 

materials. Ideal environmental conditions for these materials are 65-70 degrees Fahrenheit 
and 40-50% relative humidity. Lower temperatures and relative humidity are recommended 
for film collections to lessen the rate of deterioration. 

 
iii. Optical discs, which include CDs, DVDs, and mini DVDs, should not be subject to prolonged 

light exposure. When subject to long-term light exposure, optical discs have been shown to 
deteriorate dramatically. 

 
iv. Cleaning products can be a major source of interior pollution. Strong bleaches or other 

oxidizing chemicals can have a very damaging effect on magnetic materials in particular. 
When cleaning any storage areas that contain magnetic tapes, use a minimal amount of water 
to clean floors, and static free cloths to remove dust from shelves and containers. Ideally, no 
chemical cleaning solutions should be used in areas that contain these materials. 

 
2. Storage 

 
i. If AV material is found within a larger collection, such as a manuscript collection, it is 

recommended that the cassettes or DVDs be removed from the collection and stored in a 
separate AV collection. Standard record cartons are acceptable as storage containers. 
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ii. Magnetic tapes (VHS, cassette tapes) and optical discs (CDs and DVDs) should be stored 
vertically, as one would shelve a book. AV materials should not be stored horizontally for an 
extended period of time, as this places unwanted pressure on the tape or recorded surface. 

 
iii. Make sure that tapes are wound smoothly and evenly. The best way to ensure that tapes are 

wound evenly is only to use the play and reverse modes on playback equipment. The fast 
forward and rewind modes on most playback equipment wind the tape with an uneven 
tension. 

 
iv. Before a tape (video or cassette) is placed into storage, remove the tab on the tape that puts 

the tape in to “save mode.” This will ensure that the tape is not accidentally recorded over 
when being used on the playback equipment. 

 
v. Do not store tapes near strong magnetic fields. Also, do not store on windowsills, even 

temporarily, televisions, electronic equipment, or any type of machinery. 
 

3. Handling 
 

i. AV materials should only be handled using white cotton gloves. Handling materials with gloves 
is especially important with materials where the recorded surface can easily be touched, such 
as CDs, DVDs, film, and reel-to-reel tape. 

 
ii. CDs and DVDs should be handled only by the center hole or outer edges. Every effort should 

be made to never touch the recorded surface. 
 

iii. Audio and videotapes should be inserted and ejected from playback machinery at points on 
the tape that holds no information. This should be done in order to avoid potential damage 
to the tape and any information that it may contain. 

 
iv. Optical discs should be marked using only a non-solvent based felt tip pen. Fine tip markers 

and markers containing solvents, as well as pens, or pencils should never be used to mark CDs 
or DVDs as they can cause irreparable damage to the recorded surface. 

 
v. Develop a plan for the purchase and regular maintenance of any playback equipment that 

would be necessary to make these collections materials accessible. 
 

4. Reformatting 
 

i. As insurance against loss of information, multiple copies of AV materials should be made as 
back-ups. Reformatting can involve either creating additional physical copies in either the 
same or a more physically stable format as the original; or digital reformatting, by creating a 
digital copy of the original. If digitization is chosen as a reformatting option, the same 
considerations must be taken as when digitizing images or documents - ensure that digital 
files are securely backed up and that file formats are consistently migrated as standards may 
change. 
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ii. Two copies should be set aside as archival copies, with a third copy being designated the use 
copy. If possible, one of the archival copies should be stored off site. In any circumstance, 
analog or digital, it is usually considered imperative to save the original item from which 
copies are made. 

 
iii. As playback equipment for certain formats becomes obsolete and/or difficult to replace or 

repair, it may be necessary to reformat materials in order to preserve them. If playback 
equipment is not available for a recorded format, all previous preservation efforts are, in 
effect, null and void. 

 
Bound Materials (Books) 
 
The major concerns for bound materials such as books are maintaining stable environmental conditions 
that meet conservation standards, ensuring that all of the fragile volumes have been identified so 
strategies for housing and treatment can be implemented, and developing strategies to limit handling of 
the most fragile and valuable materials. 
 

1. Storage of Bound Volumes 
 

i. Store volumes upright or flat. Avoid shelving or storing the volumes on their fore edge. Large 
volumes should be stored flat or, if necessary, spine down. 

 
ii. It is important that book ends be provided for support. When new bookends are purchased, 

they should have a thick profile, as opposed to the thin sheet metal variety that tends to cut 
into bindings and text block edges. 

 
iii. Volumes that are exceptionally rare, fragile, damaged, or highly susceptible to light damage 

should be stored in acid-free boxes, card wrappers, or in acid-free paper wrappers. Boxes such 
as phase boxes or clamshell boxes will provide the greatest level of stabilization and 
protection. 

 
iv. Establish procedures for the selection of materials for boxing, wrapping, and/or repair. The 

selection of a treatment option involves a balance of factors including the condition of an 
item, available treatment options, use, storage conditions, exhibition needs, intrinsic value, 
historical and research value, and significance to the collections as defined by the collections 
development policy. Cost of treatment options and available funds are also factors to include 
in the decision. Treatment options should be investigated on a regular basis. 

 
2. General Housing Information for Books 

 
There are a variety of ways to provide adequate support for storage and protection of bound 
materials, such as acid-free boxes, card wrappers, polyester film jackets, polyethylene wrappers, 
or acid-free paper wrappers. Proper housing of materials will also facilitate handling objects. 
These various types of enclosures can be purchased from archival suppliers (such as Conservation 
Resources, Gaylord Bros., University Products, Custom Manufacturing, Inc., and commercial 
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binders), or made in-house. Instructions for the in-house construction of phase boxes will be 
included in the Supplementary Materials. 

 
If volumes with leather decay such as red rot (a deterioration of the leather caused by acidity) are 
causing handling or housekeeping problems, box these items or wrap them in inert plastic book 
jackets made from polyester film. If volumes are seldom used, they can be wrapped in acid-free 
paper. This is the least expensive option, but can be most cumbersome if frequent unwrapping 
and rewrapping is needed to access the volume. 

 
3. Treatment 

 
Valuable and/or heavily used bound volumes or pamphlets that are deteriorating should be 
assessed for conservation treatment. Treatment options can range from no treatment, repair, 
commercial rebinding, encapsulation, reformatting, to full conservation treatment. Each item will 
require individual evaluation to assess condition, artifactual value, financial value, and role in the 
collections. Full conservation treatment should be considered only if the item is valuable and 
historically significant to the collections. 

 
i. Special consideration should be given when repairing or rebinding rare materials in order to 

preserve the integrity and artifactual value of the book. Consult a book conservator for 
treatment options for rare materials. 

 
ii. When selecting commercial binding as a treatment option, ensure that the standards for library 

binding are followed. Inspect bound materials when they return from the bindery to ensure that 
standards have been followed. Ensure that the commercial binder follows the standards for 
library binding. 

 
Review the literature of individual binderies and consider both the binding and other service 
options that they have available. The guiding principle of the binding standards is that, with 
use, all bindings will eventually fail. Double-fan adhesive binding is the preferred method of 
leaf attachment. This is because it uses the least amount of spine margin, allowing for more 
future rebindings. 

 
Typical issues to be established with the library binder are selection criteria for double-fan 
adhesive binding, options for serial and paperback binding, covering materials, special 
services that may be available such as “recase only,” “casing in tail-flush,” “pockets,” 
“pamphlet binding,” “page repair,” “hand sewing,” and “boxing”.  Meet with local 
preservation librarians and discuss the binderies, and the binding options they use and avoid. 
 
The “recase only” option is suggested as an alternative for volumes with paper too fragile for 
double-fan adhesive binding or resewing. Binderies will establish a standard for paper that is 
too brittle to bind.  The “recase only” option can also be used for books where it is necessary 
to replace the cover only. 

 
iii. Conservation treatment should be considered for materials that are historically and artifactually 

valuable. Whenever material is submitted for treatment, a conservator should provide a written 
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condition report, treatment proposal, and an estimate, which must be approved before 
treatment is begun. The American Institute for Conservation (AIC) can provide a copy of the 
professional Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice. 
 

Framed Works on Paper and Paintings on Canvas 
 

1. Ensure that all framed materials are properly mounted. Proper framing can greatly reduce the risk 
of damage to the surface of the materials. A backing board should be applied to framed pieces. A 
backing board prevents the canvas, document, or photograph from accidentally being punctured 
from behind, and helps to reduce the accumulation of dirt and debris. A rigid or semi-rigid 
material, such as foam core, Coroplast, or blueboard, can be used as backing materials. 

 
2. All framed materials should be examined to make sure that they are held securely in their frames. 
 
3. Hanging wires on all framed materials should be inspected. If any of the wires are frayed or rusted 

they should be replaced. In addition, inspect all of the hanging hardware to ensure that it is in 
good condition and appropriate for the size and weight of the piece. 
 

4. Ensure that all works on paper that are stored in frames are properly framed. Proper framing can 
greatly reduce the risk of mechanical damage such as tears and punctures, and chemical 
deterioration, such as fading. (Note: Any paper or photographic artifact permanently “stored” on 
exhibit is at risk of light-induced damage. Improved framing, such as UV filtering glazing, only 
slows the deterioration process, it does not prevent it.) Works on paper should be securely hinged 
or secured to a backmat. There should be sufficient space between the surface of the artifact and 
the glazing to allow for natural expansion and contraction of the paper sheet while preventing 
direct contact of the artifact with the interior surface of the glazing. 
 

5. Inspect all framed works on paper to ensure that they are all matted and framed using 
conservation grade materials. 

 
• Mats should be made of pH neutral, 100% ragboard. 

 
• Ultraviolet-filtering acrylic sheeting should be used for glazing of most framed paper artifacts, 

friable media excluded. 
 

• Hinges should be made of 100% mulberry paper adhered with wheat starch paste. 
 

• A sealed package is recommended for display of paper or photographs in less than ideal 
environments. In addition to the above materials, the frame package is sealed along the edges 
and Marvelseal (a nylon, foil, polyethylene laminate), a vapor barrier, is applied on the 
reverse. The sealed package protects the object from dust and atmospheric pollutants and 
helps mitigate against fluctuations in temperature and humidity. 

 
6. Frames should be stored vertically in bins or mounted to hanging racks. Bins need to be 

appropriately sized to allow frames to slide all the way in, thus avoiding potentially uneven light 
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exposure and other accidental damages. Corrugated cardboard interleaving can be used to 
protect and isolate frames within the vertical bins. 
 

7. If a framed piece must be leaned against a wall for temporary storage, it should be placed on 
padded blocks to protect the frame and to keep the piece elevated off of the floor. If framed 
objects are stacked against each other, they should be placed back-to-back and front-to-front. 

 
Glass Plate Negatives 
 
Although they are photographic negatives, glass plate negatives require a unique series of storage 
requirements.   
 

1. All boxes containing glass plate negatives should clearly be marked “GLASS” to ensure safe 
handling. 

 
2. Cotton or latex gloves should be worn at all times when handling glass plate negatives.  If the 

individual handling the glass plates is allergic to latex, nitrile gloves are an acceptable substitute. 
 
3. Glass plate negatives should be stored in individual strong paper enclosures that meet the 

American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Standard ANSI/PIMA IT9.2 – 1998 Photographic 
Processed Film, Plates, and Papers – Filing Enclosures and Storage Containers.   

 
The enclosures should have three or four flaps.  Glass plate negatives should be stored emulsion 
side down to reduce the possibility of the negative falling out of the enclosure, and limit any 
damage from abrasion when removing negatives for viewing.  If the plate is broken, before placing 
it in the enclosure, sandwich it between two pieces of acid-free board that is cut to size. 

 
4. As yet, no successful treatment solution has been found to consolidate flaking emulsion from glass 

plates, so it is very important that they are stored correctly to prevent this and other further 
deterioration from occurring.  

 
5. The plates should not be allowed to slant but must maintain vertical orientation without coming 

into contact with other plates, as this can cause physical damage.  They should not be packed 
either too tightly or too loosely, and should be interspersed with ragboard supports between 
every 5-7 plates.  Broken glass plates should be stored flat, with broken pieces kept separate from 
one another, in separate envelopes or with each piece wrapped in soft paper within one envelope. 

 
Microfilm 
 

1. Microforms and some photographic materials should be stored in different environmental 
conditions from books and other works on paper. 

 
2. Separate microfilms that have begun to exhibit the vinegar smell associated with acetic acid 

deterioration from other microforms, at least by rehousing them in segregated boxes.  The 
contents of these reels should be refilmed.   
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3. Existing microfilm should be reviewed to determine if there is a need to refilm.  If there is a need, 
consider filming and digitizing the film so records can be accessible online.  All of the microfilm 
should be evaluated to ensure that it complies with accepted ANSI standards for security 
microfilm, and if material will be refilmed, ensure that the company chosen follows ANSI 
standards for the production of preservation microfilm. 

 
4. Master microfilm copies should be stored off-site in acid-free boxes in a climate-controlled area 

with low humidity conditions.  Ensure that the off-site storage location can meet environmental 
conditions according to ANSI standards for microfilm storage. 

 
Newspapers 
Since nearly all newspapers are brittle and will eventually deteriorate to a degree unsafe for usage, all 
original newspapers should be properly housed and use limited or completely restricted. A policy to limit 
use of newspapers should be developed and enforced. 

1. Ideally, any original newspaper should be stored flat in acid-free boxes. Each issue should be in 
an acid-free folder. An 80 pound text-weight paper folder is sufficient for these issues. 
 

2. If newspapers are placed in permanent storage and not used by researchers, the papers should 
be wrapped in acid-free paper and stored flat in boxes on shelving that fully supports the 
newspapers. 
 

3. The main effort in preserving any newspaper collection is to ensure that all of the newspapers 
are reformatted. Reformatting such as microfilming is essential in order to limit use of the 
original and to ensure that the intellectual content of the newspapers is saved. Since numerous 
extensive newspaper reformatting projects, such as the National Digital Newspaper Program, 
already exist, conduct a survey before embarking on any new reformatting projects in order to 
avoid duplication of efforts. 

Oversized Loose Materials 
 
1. Storage of Oversized Materials 
  

i. Maps, prints, architectural drawings, posters, and other large items on paper should be stored in 
acid-free, buffered folders (about ten items per folder) and placed in flat files. Cyanotypes and 
blueprints should be stored in unbuffered folders. The weight of the folder stock should be 10 or 
20 points. Folders should be labeled with an inventory of their contents. Placing the materials in 
folders provides additional protection and facilitates their removal and replacement. The folders 
should be constructed, or purchased, to fit the file drawer and not the individual piece. This will 
allow conformity within the drawer and assist the easy retrieval of materials. 

 
ii. As much as possible, group like-sized materials together to assist in handling and to prevent 

uneven support for materials that might cause damage.  Smaller items should be placed on top. 
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iii. Fragile and damaged materials should be identified. Additional support is needed for storage and 
protection from adjacent materials. If an item needs to be used, place it in a presentation folder 
that allows researchers to view the object without removing it from the folder. 

 
iv. Due to space constraints it may be necessary to store some oversized materials rolled. If this is 

necessary, these materials should be rolled around an acid-free tube, no more than 15 to 20 
sheets of paper per roll. Multiple items should be rolled as one unit, not sequentially. The tube 
must be longer at each end than the length of the items. A protective covering, such as acid-free 
tissue or a polyethylene sleeve, should then be placed over the piece. Archival suppliers sell acid-
free boxes specifically for the storage of rolled works on paper. Documents should not be rolled 
and slipped inside a tube for storage; once inside the tube, the document will unroll to fill the 
interior space, making safe removal very problematic. 

 
v. Rolled items should be stored horizontally in cabinets designed for rolled storage, on the tops of 

map cases, on oversize shelves, or in large flat boxes. Rolled materials should not be stored upright 
in bins or standing on the floor, which will cause the items to shift to the bottom of the tubes with 
increased possibilities for damage. 

 
vi. If materials are brittle or difficult to unroll, no rehousing should be done until a conservator has 

been consulted. 
 
Photographs 
 
In order to ensure the long-term preservation of the photographic collections, give attention to providing 
good environmental conditions and proper storage materials. For long-term stabilization, some damaged 
photographs may need some conservation treatment, such as cleaning and mending. 
 

1. General Housing Recommendations for Photographs 
 

All storage and display materials which are in direct or close contact with traditional and digital 
hardcopy photographic materials should conform to the recommendations specified in ISO 18902-
2013 Imaging materials -- Processed imaging materials -- Albums, framing and storage materials; 
these include being chemically and physically inert with respect to photographic materials and 
passing the Photographic Activity Test (PAT) in ISO 18916:2007 Imaging Materials--Processed 
imaging materials--Photographic activity test for enclosure materials. The PAT is a predictive test 
of reaction between an enclosure material and photographic material. 
 
Paper products used with all photographic materials except cyanotypes should be buffered 
(alkaline reserve of 2% or more), free of lignin, and contain no post-consumer or recycled material. 
Unbuffered materials should be used in contact with certain vintage cyanotypes, but these are 
not found in many collections that are not specialty photo collections (if you suspect you may 
have such cyanotypes, consult a photograph conservator about their care). Plastics should have 
no coatings and a minimum of plasticizers, slip agents, and solvents. Storage and display materials 
encompass all paper, paperboard, and plastic sleeves, envelopes, folders, mat board, boxes, 
interleaving, frames, albums, and other formats. Also covered are items constructed with and of 
metal, adhesives, and writing, labeling and printing materials. 
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Paperboard boxes that contain photographs, but are not in direct contact with them, should have 
a pH between 7 and 9.5 and an alkaline reserve of 2%. MicroChamber, a product that proves 
especially useful for storage of photographs and negatives, incorporates a material called zeolites, 
or molecular sieves, into the paper or paperboard. Zeolites trap gaseous pollutants either present 
in the environment or those produced by the deterioration of the artifact. Testing has shown that 
these materials provide additional protection for paper artifacts and photographic prints enclosed 
within them. Though it is less clear that the rate of deterioration of film negatives is significantly 
slowed by the presence of zeolites, it is known that damaging gasses produced by deteriorating 
cellulose acetate or cellulose nitrate negatives are trapped within the structure of the enclosure. 
This is significant because these gasses can damage other artifacts and present a health problem 
to workers. 

 
i. Ideally, photographs should be housed in individual sleeves or folders. If this is not practical, 

several photographs can be housed in one folder. These photographs should be interleaved 
with papers that are especially made for use with photographs. Interleaving is essential, 
especially if photographs have notes and/or labels adhered to the back. The interleaving 
prevents the photographs from sticking to each other and causing surface abrasion. 

 
ii. Fragile and brittle photographs should be housed in polyester film. Polyester film offers more 

physical support than other plastic materials. Photographs mounted on paperboard should 
also be housed using polyester film. If brittle or damaged photographs will not be handled, 
storage in individual folders is acceptable and less costly. 

 
iii. Oversize photographs should be stored flat in folders in metal flat files or large drop-front 

acid-free boxes. 
 

The storage folders should be slightly larger than their contents. Since oversize photographs 
require special care in handling, use folders of a slightly heavier stock than 10 point to provide 
the additional support needed. Ensure that folders are not over-full and interleave 
photographs with papers that are especially made for use with photographs. Like-sized 
photographs should be stored together. An addition of 2-ply rag board may be needed for 
additional support in folders with larger photographs. 

 
iv. Prints with significant tears should be sleeved or housed in polyester film folders for physical 

support. 
 

v. Have some presentation folders available for use when visitors come to view the prints. A 
presentation folder will allow visitors to view an item without removing it from the folder, 
and will assist in safe handling. 

 
vi. Original and duplicate negatives should be stored in individual sleeves or envelopes of stable, 

appropriate materials. Negatives in good condition and polyester negatives can be stored in 
appropriate plastic enclosures or buffered paper. High-use negatives should be stored in inert 
plastic enclosures in order to reduce handling. 
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vii. Nitrile gloves should be worn at all times when handling photographs and negatives. Cotton 
gloves can still leave an impression on photographic surfaces, and latex gloves cause allergic 
reactions in some individuals. 

 
2. Treatment 

 
i. Damaged photographs should be identified. Before duplication, photographs with long tears 

or broken mounts should be treated in order to have a better scan. 
 

ii. Damaged photographs should be examined by a photograph conservator for possible 
conservation treatment, such as cleaning and mending, for long-term stabilization. 

 
Scrapbooks 
 

1. Storage  
 

i. Scrapbooks with compromised bindings and/or loose pages should be placed in enclosures 
such as custom-built phase boxes. 

 
ii. Store volumes upright or flat. Avoid shelving or storing the volumes on their fore-edge.  Large 

volumes should be stored flat or, if necessary, spine down. Store oversize volumes flat on 
shelving units that provide support for the whole volume. Only stack two to three volumes 
high to avoid problems with retrieval. Ensure that the smaller volumes are on top of the larger 
ones to prevent warping or unnecessary stress on the bindings. 
 

iii. Place sheets of acid-free interleaving paper between pages of scrapbooks. 
 

iv. Alternately, if the binding is not considered integral to the value of the scrapbook and/or can 
be stored on its own, disband the scrapbooks and place each page in its own polyester sleeve. 

 
2. Reformatting 

 
If a volume has the potential to be heavily used, a use copy should be made available, and the 
original placed in storage. Preservation photocopying, microfilm, or digitization are three viable 
options to consider for making a use copy. 

 
Slides 
 

1. Environment 
 

Cold storage is ideal for color slides.  An ideal environment is to keep the slides at 35 degrees 
Fahrenheit or less and at 20 to 50 percent relative humidity.  Although these temperatures may 
seem drastic, keep in mind that each ten degree cut in temperature doubles the life expectancy 
of the slide.   
 

2. Storage and Handling 
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Slides should be placed in inert plastic sleeves, such as polypropylene.  The sleeves are available 
to house each slide individually or multiple slides on one pages.  The slides should not be handled 
without wearing gloves as they are easily damaged. 
 
Valuable slides should not be projected for an extended period of time as the light and heat from 
a standard projector could irreversibly damage the slide by causing deformations on the surface 
or causing colors to fade.  If it is expected that the slide collection will be heavily used in the near 
future, duplicated slides should be produced for research and use purposes. 

 
Textiles 
 

1. Storage and Handling 
 

i. Small textiles should be stored in acid-free boxes using unbuffered acid-free tissue.   
 

ii. Boxes should be as large as possible so that textiles do not have to be folded unnecessarily.  
If it is necessary to fold a textile, all of the folds must be cushioned with lengths of acid-free 
tissue.  

 
iii. If possible, only one piece should be stored per box.  If this is not possible due to space 

limitations, limit the number of pieces per box and ensure that they are loosely packed. 
 

iv. Cotton gloves should always be worn when handling textile collections. 
 

2. Cleaning 
 

i. Wet cleaning of historically valuable textiles should only be done by a trained conservator. 
 

ii. Dry cleaning of historically valuable textiles is not recommended since the chemicals used in 
the process can degrade some fabrics. 
 

iii. Surface dirt may be easily removed from a textile in good condition if it has no three-
dimensional decoration, such as beading, sequins, or feathers.  To remove the surface dirt, 
cover the nozzle of a low suction vacuum with a soft, flexible net material, such as nylon 
netting, available at most fabric stores.  Slowly vacuum the textile by lightly moving the 
vacuum nozzle across the surface of the textile.  Always move the vacuum in the same 
direction; do not use back and forth motions.   

 
Three-Dimensional Objects 
 
Three-dimensional objects require significantly different housing and handling guidelines from paper-
based materials and have distinct needs depending on composition and condition, which must be 
individually evaluated. 
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1. Ideally, small to medium sized objects should be stored in acid-free boxes that are the appropriate 
size for the artifact. Boxes would not only protect the objects within but could be stacked in order 
to consolidate and maximize shelf space. Objects should always be made secure inside boxes and 
measures should be taken to ensure that the objects do not shift inside the box. Materials such 
as acid-free unbuffered tissue, polyester batting, and Ethafoam can be used inside a box to 
prevent shifting. If more than one object is to be packed into a box, padding materials are essential 
to ensure that materials do not shift or touch. Objects should not be stacked inside of boxes unless 
there is a rigid support separating the layers of materials. 

 
2. If objects are not boxed, but rather placed directly onto shelves, the shelves should be lined with 

a barrier material, such as Ethafoam or acid-free board, so that objects sit on a flat surface rather 
than directly on the ridged shelves. In addition, if stored in this manner, dust covers should be 
made for the shelving, or a plan for the regular dusting of these materials should be implemented. 

 
3. Depending on the condition and design of an object, it may require a custom made storage mount 

in order to keep it secure during storage. 
 
4. When using shelves for the storage of smaller items, adequate space should be left around objects 

so that they can easily be retrieved without disturbing surrounding items. 
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VII. Additional Resources 
 

A. PRESERVATION PLANNING  
 
Policies 
 
General  
 
DeAngelis, Ildiko P. and Lela Hersh. “Objects of Appraisal: Legal & Ethical Issues.” Museum News, 
September/October 2001. 
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/264878119_Object_of_Appraisal_Legal_Ethical_Issues 
 
Association of Library Collections & Technical Services (ALCTS).  “Glossary of Selected Preservation 
Terms.”  ALCTS Newsletter 1. no. 2. (1990): 14-15.  
http://www.ala.org/alcts/ano - Back issues available by request 
 
Guidelines, Codes and Ethics   
 
American Alliance of Museums (AAM). “Code of Ethics for Museums.”  
http://www.aam-us.org/resources/ethics-standards-and-best-practices/code-of-ethics-for-museums 
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dJune2010.pdf 
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2003. 
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Historical Society of Pennsylvania (HSP).  “Collections Management Policy.”  2009. 
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Resources, Department of State Parks and Cultural Resources.  Revised July 2002. 
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Preservation Planning 
 
General 
 
Conservation Center for Art and Historic Artifacts (CCAHA).  “Preservation Planning.” Philadelphia, PA: 
2011. 
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American Association of Museums, 1998. 
http://docplayer.net/12764364-Standard-facility-report-united-states-registrars-committee-of-the-
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Brief 47. Washington, DC: Technical Preservation Services, National Park Service, 2007. 
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Renovations 
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C. ENVIRONMENT 
 
Temperature, Relative Humidity and Air Quality 
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Bethesda.  2001. 
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03/05/2021 
 
Jennifer Ruffner, Administrator  
Maryland Heritage Areas Program  
Maryland Historical Trust  
100 Community Place, 3rd Floor  
Crownsville MD 21032  
 
Dear Ms. Ruffner,  
 
As the owner of the property located at 610 Park Avenue, Baltimore, MD 21201 for which a state grant is 
being sought, I confirm our willingness to support the project and convey to the Maryland Historical Trust 
(MHT) or other eligible entity a preservation easement or easement modification on the property or enter 
into a preservation/maintenance agreement, if required by MHT. We understand that my confirmation is a 
requirement of the grant application and that the preservation easement or preservation/maintenance 
agreement, if required, imposes a financial obligation upon the property owner(s) and a legal 
encumbrance/lien upon the easement property.  
 
We hereby confirm that there are no less-than-fee simple interests (mortgages, leases, mineral rights, 
reversionary interests, etc.) in the property.  
 
 
 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Mark B. Letzer     
President & CEO     
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February 25, 2021 

Shauntee Daniels 
Executive Director  
Baltimore Heritage Area Association 
1524 Hollins St. 
Baltimore, MD 21223 

Dear Ms. Daniels,  

In my capacity as Coordinator of Social Studies at the Maryland Department of Education, I am 
writing in support of the Maryland Center for History and Culture’s (MCHC) grant request to the 
FY2022 Maryland Heritage Area Authority grant program. A $100,000 capital grant would support the 
creation of a new “Learning Lab” facility at MCHC specifically designed to serve K-12 audiences. 
MCHC has proved itself a meaningful partner to the school system. Their programs consistently 
support State Standards and Frameworks in social studies and help bring history alive for thousands of 
our students every year.  

We are excited for the potential of the new Learning Lab to further build the capacity of their 
education team and provide even higher quality experiences for our students. I am confident that the 
Learning Lab design will continue to be supportive of our State Standards and Frameworks and make 
MCHC an even greater resource for the school system.  

Sincerely, 

Leah Renzi 
Coordinator of Social Studies 
leah.renzi@maryland.gov 

Leah Renzi
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March 1, 2021 
 
Shauntee Daniels 
Executive Director  
Baltimore Heritage Area Association 
1524 Hollins St. 
Baltimore, MD 21223 
 
 
Dear Ms. Daniels,   
 
In my capacity as Social Studies Coordinator of Baltimore City Public Schools, I am writing 
in support of the Maryland Center for History and Culture’s (MCHC) grant request to the 
FY2022 Maryland Heritage Area Authority grant program. A $100,000 capital grant would 
support the creation of a new “Learning Lab” facility at MCHC specifically designed to serve 
K-12 audiences. MCHC has proved itself a meaningful partner to the school system. Their 
programs consistently support curriculum standards and help bring history alive for 
thousands of our students every year.  
 
We are excited for the potential of the new Learning Lab to further build the capacity of 
their education team and provide even higher quality experiences for our students. I am 
confident that the Learning Lab design will continue to be supportive of our curriculum 
standards and make MCHC an even greater resource for the school system.  
 
 
Sincerely,  
 

 
 
Monica Whippo 
Social Studies Coordinator 
Baltimore City Public Schools 
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David Belew 
678-372-9714 

dpbelew@gmail.com 
 
 

Education 
 

 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD               Expected Graduation 2021 
Advanced Academic Programs 
MA Candidate in Cultural Heritage Management                                                                             
New  College of Florida, Sarasota, FL Graduated May 2011 
State Honors College 
BA in Literature 

• Senior Humanities Representative to Council of Academic Affairs 
• Emphasis in Latin and Modernist Poetry 

 

Experience 
 

 
 
Director of Grants & Government Affairs, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland  

April 2019 – Present 
• Oversees fundraising strategies for all MdHS institutional giving inclusive of government, foundation, and 

corporate supporters; 
• Builds relationships with government officials and represents MdHS at state government functions; 
• Directs the MdHS Pathways Grant Program—a  competitive regranting of state funds to other history 

organizations; 
 

Grants & Community Partnerships Manager, Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore, Maryland  
February 2018 – April 2019 

• Develops and facilitates positive and effective relationships with government, corporate, philanthropic, 
nonprofit, and community-based partners to advance institutional goals and build a platform for increased 
financial support.   

• Monitors legislation and policy activities, updates and advises institutional leadership and staff about 
relevant policy proposals and actions, and their potential impacts on MdHS.  

• Targets and cultivates new mission-aligned audiences and programmatic partnerships by representing 
MdHS at peer institution coalitions and community-based events 

• Manages $1M+ portfolio of public and private grant proposals  
Grants Manager, National Aquarium, Baltimore, Maryland 
July 2016 – January 2018 

• Management and development of successful awards contributing to an annual federal grants portfolio 
surpassing one million dollars from agencies like the Institute of Museum and Library Services, the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, and the Environmental Protection Agency 

• Management of 100+ portfolio of private family and corporate foundations 
• Assistance in development of case materials for a $45 million capital campaign covering a complex 

range of National Aquarium assets 
• Advancement of said capital campaign supporting acquisition of key private gifts in addition to public 

funding and tax credits 
• Supported development of key institutional documents including an economic impact study and 

quarterly communications for corporations and foundations 
• Facilitation of departmental migration to new donor database and accounting procedures that 

optimized projections of monthly cash flow 
 

Grants Manager, Maryland Historical Society (MdHS), Baltimore, Maryland 
July 2013 - June 2016 

• Drafted all proposals to corporate, foundation, and government funders representing approx. 
$400,000+ in awarded funds annually and a 20% funding increase in private foundations gifts 
• Worked collaboratively and successfully with all departments (library, museum, education, 
and facilities) to identify key needs and target potential funders 
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           David Belew, Resume Page 2 
Experience (continued) 
 
Development Coordinator/Visitor Services Associate, Maryland Historical Society (MdHS), Baltimore, Maryland   
July 2012 - July 2013 

• Quickly promoted to Development Coordinator after six months as Visitor Services Associate. 
• Launched a social media initiative that doubled content subscribers 

 
Marketing Intern, Station North Arts & Entertainment Inc., Baltimore, Maryland 
September 2011 - September 2012 

• Helped administer RFP and committee review for the "Think Big" grant program 
• Composed and distributed weekly newsletter 
• Promoted Station North events through social media 
• Supervised information desk at Station North events 

 

Skills 
 

• Microsoft Office Suites 
• Database Management (Raiser's Edge & Salesforce) 
• Project and Moves Management Facilitation 

 
 

Activities & Interests 
 

 

• Grant panel reviewer for the New Jersey State Historical Commission (2016, 2017, 2018) 
• Board of Trustees member of the Greater Remington Improvement Association (GRIA) 
• Worker at Crocker Farm, a tri-annual auction for antique American stoneware pottery (2012 - Present) 
• Bicycle Camping Trips (Great Allegheny Passage, C&O Canal Trail, Civil War Century) 
• Local Biking Infrastructure and Complete Streets Advocacy (Bikemore & Rails to Trails Volunteer)  
• International Backpacking (India & Nepal 2011, Croatia 2014, Iceland & Scotland 2017) 
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	I. Introduction
	A.     Preamble
	B.     Purpose of the Assessment
	II. Report Abstract
	III. Executive Summary
	a. The Library and Museum should work together to write and implement an exhibition policy that addresses the exhibition of all collections. The policy should establish a rotation schedule for more sensitive objects on exhibition, such as textiles, ph...
	b. Whenever possible, continue the practice of exhibiting quality facsimiles instead of original paper-based items, including photographs.
	IV. Goals
	V. Findings and Recommendations

	Exhibitions are a great opportunity for a wider audience to access the collections, but it is imperative that exhibitions be done in a manner that minimizes the impact on the collections items’ preservation. MdHS should establish a written exhibition ...
	A system for rotating the objects on display should also be established to help ensure preservation of materials and give an opportunity for staff to perform routine surveys of the objects’ conditions. MdHS should also begin keeping a log of all colle...
	Exhibition supplies and furniture should continue take into consideration the preservation needs of the pieces on exhibit. Any materials that are used in an exhibition should be chemically stable and not emit any gasses. When on exhibition, artifacts ...
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	A. Preservation Planning
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